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Editorial
It looks as if we're in for quite a summer (mind you, we
said that in July last year and look at everything that didn't
happen!) Bob Dylan's playing a string of London dates for
those patient and rich enough to have suffered the
incredibly unfair method of ticket distribution; the Rolling
Stones seem interested in a British appearance, David
Bowie's set up, to say nothing of the Knebworth Festival
we all know about featuring Genesis, Jefferson Starship
and Jeff Beck. Add to all that the possibility of another
Knebworth later in the year, plus ideas that Lizzy and
others are contemplating big gigs, and this summer might
just see some sanity returning to the music scene.

Sadly, though, we mourn the passing of Sandy Denny,
the victim of an unfortunate accident last month in a
friends' home. As much as any single individual, Sandy
was responsible for welding the bond that now exists
between folk and rock in this country. Sandy's songs,
lyrics and laughter remain with us as a memory, and we
extend our deepest sympathy to her husband Trevor and
their baby daughter in their loss.

This month we speak to Steve Hackett, respected
guitarist and songwriter, for so long a seemingly
inseparable part of Genesis. He talks about his sensational
new album, Please Don't Touch, as well as re -iterating
some of the problems of being involved so long in a group
of highly creative individuals. Following on April's
barrage of heavy metal, we talk this month to Blue Oyster
Cult - we're not certain how heavy they are, but our
reporter was last seen heading towards their hotel armed
with crash helmet and body padding! As usual, there's our
monthly quota of instrument reviews, plus a lot of drums
- two reviews, a survey and a talk with John Shearer.

A final mention must go to the man who penned the
headline `Dylan's Back for the Bread' in a weekly
newspaper and then proceeded to express surprise in the
story. As pro -musicians ourselves, and knowing you lot
out there are as well, surely Dylan being back for anything
else would be inconceivable.
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album. His previous waxing -
Voyage Of The Acolyte - recorded
whilst he was still a member of the
band, was heavily influenced by
them: moody, Gothic, mystical, with
odd snatches of humour, plenty of
keyboard, few guitar solos. Please
Don't Touch reveals a subtle but
drastic shift away from the heavily
romantic Genesis sound. The strident
larynx of Steve Walsh as he opens the
album with Narnia blows away a hell
of a lot of cobwebs. It's very
American, for a start.

"Funnily enough," said Hackett,
as the distant clink of coffee cups
indicated that the reward for my
opening remarks was on its way, "the
American musicians think it's got an
English feel. I played one track to
Richie Havens that he'd sung on, but
never heard played back before, and
he said 'Yeah, sounds like a real
English production - great' But I
said, How can it sound English with
your voice on it? I wanted to get
the best of both worlds really.
There's this fresh quality to the
American players. I was trying very
definitely to work in different areas
than I had before. And I ended up
ditching a lot of stuff because of
that. I felt that someone could say,
Ah! There we are, there's the
influence - self -plagiarism!"

Havens volunteered his services for
the album, and one of the two tracks

"I had a lot of good
times with the band.
I consider that my
formative period,
really."

If there's one thing guaranteed
to make an interview go well,

it's telling the artist that his new
album is the best you've heard all
year. Trouble is, when you mean it, it
comes out sounding like a corny,
grovelling, cap -clasping opening
gambit designed to appease the vanity
which you hope is an inherent feature
of the Star Mentality.

Fortunately, Steve Hackett is about
as far removed from this weakness as
anyone I've ever met. His immediate,
visible relief on discovering that Beat
did not want to talk about clothes,
politics, punk -rock, food, sport or
what he thinks of the remaining
members of Genesis was a clear sign
that music is his territory. Music was
the primary cause of his departure
from that band, after all. When one
man in a group full of writers can no
longer find an outlet for his ideas
within the context of the group, it's
time to be moving on.

What Hackett moved on to is the
cause of all the excitement, however.
It's an album called Please Don't
Touch, and features the various
talents of Richie Havens, Randy
Crawford and Steve Walsh on voices,
Chester Thompson and Phil Ehart on
drums, Tom Fowler on bass, brother
John Hackett on flute, and of course
Steve himself On guitars and the odd
bit of keyboard. As one might expect,
it isn't overtly a guitarist's "solo"

HACKETT

A solo
voyage

by Peter Douglas



on which he sings - Icarus
Ascending - was written with him in
mind.

"I didn't know whether I'd get him
to do it or not. We met up after I'd
written the song, and he was the first
person to suggest that we work
together.. So it worked out quite
nicely. I didn't know how to ask him
to do it, cuz I thought I'd be hustling
him. How Can I wasn't written with
him in mind, but if anything it suited
his voice better, because it's pitched
higher. You know how his voice has
this unnerving quality? It's quite
frightening, I think. Gives me chills.
There's so much passion there. Fire
His voice on a minor chord

I wondered how Hackett made
contact with Randy Crawford, she of
the warm, velvety tones. "It was after
a Genesis gig in Chicago, I walked
into this night club, and I was really
out of it - drunk, tired, and I
staggered in, and they said, Here
Steve, sit here, and I fell in, and just
caught the end of this chick's act. She
was singing a song called Everything
Must Change, which is the title track
from her album. It was very slow,
very intimate, and the rapport she
had with the audience was beautiful.
The whole thing was like a caress."

Randy sings the ballad Hoping
Love Will Last - proof that the
talents of Hackett go far deeper than
a certain aptitude for "symphonic

rock" or whatever the latest
redundant cliché happens to be. The
song is of the kind that even Barbra
Streisand or Shirley Bassey (don't
wince) might do justice to -a ballad
on the grand emotional scale, whose
lyrics retain enough simplicity to
ensure that it won't sound
pretentious.

But what the hell are we doing
talking about Shirley Bassey? There's
plenty else on the album that rocks
like a ship in a storm, and Steve
Walsh, singer with Kansas (a
technically competant but immensely
boring group from the American
Midwest) happened to have just the
right sort of tonsils for the job.

"I needed someone who could hit
notes, and because Narnia and
Racing In A are very American, I
wanted an optimistic quality about
the voice. . ."

Which British singers can't
summon up any more?

"Interesting you should put it that
way, but yeah, how many British
singers can hit notes with that clarity
and precision and optimism - and
sing like they actually enjoy the
feeling of the song? And there's the
other thing - I love vocal harmonies.
That's what made Crosby, Stills and
Nash, and the Beatles. But in
Genesis, Phil (Collins) and Pete
(Gabriel) had a rough quality to their
voices, and when they harmonized it
took on a fuzzy kind of quality. So
what I did with Genesis on Wind And
Wuthering was to get Phil to sing five
notes, each of which we made into
tape loops. We did that on the end of
one track - Afterglow. And so I did
the same thing with my voice on this
album. It was my idea with Genesis,
and it wouldn't have been done if the
24 -track hadn't broken down one day
and started chewing the master tape.
We had one afternoon left, and we
thought - what are we going to do?
So we went ahead and did it, and
everyone loved it, but we'd never
have done it if it wasn't for that
breakdown. It was just the sort of
thing whereby you're presented with a
problem and you have to come up
with an immediate creative solution .

"There are some tape loops on The
Voice Of NECAM - that's all
voices. I've used it a lot - on
Narnia, Icarus . . . a lot of tracks,
actually. In places you can't tell it's
voices, because it starts sounding very
keyboardly. I mean, a Mellotron is
made up of tape loops, but Mellotron
voices have a very different quality."

The time had obviously come to
ask Steve exactly how one goes about
making a tape loop. It sounds simple,
but is it? Hackett's brow became a
mass of furrows. There was a long

pause.
"Just thinking about the process,"

he explained. "Right. You go in the
studio, and sing a note, which is then
recorded on a 2 -track machine. You
hold the note for about ten seconds,
but some notes are harder to hold for
any length of time because you need
to let out more air, so sometimes
you're dealing with a four -second
section. At some point you make an
edit in the tape - edit the thing
together, so you've got aaaaaah -
blump - aaaaaaaaaah - blump, cuz
your hear where the edit happened.
So you re-record it on top of itself on
another machine, and when the edit
comes, you dip the fader. So you've
got two of them going round together
which are slightly oscillating against
each other, and you're dipping it
every time the edit comes. That's a
bit like a synthesizer where you've got
two separate oscillators, and you set
one slightly out of tune with the other
to give it a slight beating effect, or
with a 12 -string guitar, where one
string's slightly out of tune with the
other. It gives it almost a phasing
effect.

"Now when you've got that, you
can either sing about twenty -four -
notes, or else you can use that one
note on Vari-speed, either speeded up
or slowed down. At some point it'll
start sounding like Mickey Mouse,
but just before that, the note will
take on a feminine quality. So you'll
be able to get the effect of male and
female voices there. So what you end
up with at the end of the day,
bouncing this backwards and
forwards through various processes,
is 24 tracks of aaaaaaaaaaah's. And
once you've got it there, you can use
the mixing console like a keyboard,
punching the faders in or out."

These 24 tracks are then mixed
down (in the Hackett method, at any
rate) to stereo, and then mixed again
into the other 24 tracks already sitting
on the master tape.

Hmmmm, maybe it wasn't so
simple. There's a lot on the album
which can fool you in the same way:
the Roland guitar synthesizer which is
used extensively throughout can easily
be mistaken for keyboard too. Once
the percussion and decay have been
electronically "processed out",
there's not a great deal left in the
sound to identify it as a guitar at all.

"Of course," Steve said, "the
shame about that is that it's outside
the price range of most people, and
they might be the people who are best
gifted to do things with it. The
professional musicians, who can
afford something like that, have
probably developed a certain style
already. I mean, it's the up -and -
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STEVE HACKETT
coming people who should get a
chance to have a go on something
like that, so if there's any way they
could reduce their prices it would be
great."

The Roland is the only guitar synth
he has used, and he was more than
happy with it, particularly its
polyphonic capability. Land Of A
Thousand Autumns, for example,
started out as a bridge passage, but
Steve liked the Oriental sound it was
beginning to acquire, and extended it
accordingly. On How Can I, what
sounds like a harmonium is the synth
again, and on Icarus there is a
peculiar solo which seems to have
been played on the bastard offspring
of a trombone and sax. This is the
sound of bent notes through the
Roland, in fact. "Very strange when
you bend notes. Very weird. It's
unearthly - very disturbing. Right
up_my street!"

This brought us on to the wider
topic of his relationship with Genesis,
who seem, with their new album, to
have lost that edge, precisely that
weirdness that Steve relishes so much.

Tremolo

"I did an interview in the States -
and I didn't realize they were going
to sell it to a British newspaper -
but I was particularly fiery that day,
and it came out sounding as though I
hated their guts, which is far from
the truth. I had a lot of good times
with the band. I consider that my
formative period, really. And this
thing about being 'weird' - that's
just a question of working in new
areas each time. What sounds weird
now sounds commonplace
tomorrow, and things date very
quickly. I used to listen to records
like the John Barry Seven doing Walk
Don't Run. Remember that? I used
to think that was the height -
fabulous, y'know? And it was a four
chord song, a good song, a good
melody, and it still works now, with
all that tremolo arm or whatever.

"I'm still into tremolo arms.
There's a lot that can be done with
them. That bit in the middle of
Please Don't Touch . . ." Hackett
sings a snatch " . . . it was done by
hammering the tremolo arm on just
about every note, so it slurs into the
next."

All these references to the minutiae
of technique may sound a little
pedantic, especially in the light of
recent trends toward (or backward) to
basics. On the other hand, one can
perhaps detect three trends in rock

music today: the punk bands who are
gradually improving their technique,
the older, established bands who are
stuck in a rut, and - the smallest
category of all - the established
musicians who are still moving on
into unexplored areas. Hackett is
quite firmly in this third category.

"That was one of the best things
about the Beatles when they were
getting into experimental areas. I used
to listen to them and think, What's
that little bit there? How was that
done? And to a large degree I miss
that with the almost back -to -mono
approach of guitar/bass/drums. By
comparison, the crudeness sounds
contrived compared to early
Yardbirds, say. In those days, I
mean, they didn't know any better. I
started out as a blues harmonica
player, and I might even end up
doing it again. I'd love the idea of
going and doing an album, and have
people say, oh this is complete bilge.
Melody Maker would say, Bilge! And
the N.M.E. would say, Yeah, putting
it back on the streets!"

Time zips back, and we recall the
days when Steve, bearded and
bespectacled, first joined Genesis
between Trespass (their first, or
second, album, depending on whether
you count From Genesis To Exodus
- produced by Jonathan King and
subsequently disowned by them) and
Nursery Cryme. What had he been up
to before then?

"I was busy writing stuff most of
the time. I'd been trying to form a
band for a long time, and the gigs
that I'd done you could count on the
fingers of one hand. I could never get
together the outfit that I wanted
without financial backing.
Occasionally I'd come across guys
who were great musicians, but we
wouldn't be able to hold it together
because of the fact that they'd be

starving, as most musicians tend to
do. I was lucky - I was living in
London at home with mum and dad,
so I didn't have to slum it. But if you
can imagine a band as a human
being: every time we got the head, an
arm would drop off, or a leg would
drop off. Y'know, the bass player
would leave, and then the other
guitarist would leave, and then we
wouldn't have a drummer . . . "

At the same time he was going
through the usual traumas of buying
guitars and trading them in for
successively better models, until he
arrived at a Les Paul and a Hiwatt
stack, courtesy of the Genesis
management.

Orchestra

"I couldn't get over the fact that I
actually got it. I couldn't believe it!
When I asked I thought, I'm really
trying it on here, but they went ahead
and bought it. At the same time I
said to the band, We've just got to
have a Mellotron, because I'd been
very impressed by the way King
Crimson used one, and I'd heard that
Procul Harum used a Mel on stage at
one point. And I thought, this is the
thing that makes a band sound like
an orchestra. In those days, I used to
think that it made the guitar sound
more like a guitar, because you had
this orchestra to contrast with it." At
this point there was a ring at the
doorbell, which heralded the
approach of the next interviewer, and
hence the end of our conversation.
But Hackett, gentleman that he is,
arranged another evening for us to tie
up the loose ends.

And so it was that your scribe did
return, notebook at the ready a
couple of days later. Steve appeared
at the door, guitar in hand, and
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granted entry.
"I've been trying to write," he

said, in explanation of the guitar. "I
don't seem to have written anything
since the album." He sat down with
the instrument, and I was honoured
with several private performances of
material from Please Don't Touch.
The opening track, Narnia, begins
with a solo acoustic guitar tuned to a
standard E chord (E -B -E -G sharp -B-
E) which he picks in typical self-
taught fashion with just thumb and
forefinger. Having sat three feet from
him and watched him play for a good
twenty minutes, I can faithfully
report that not once were any other
digits used to pluck the strings! In his
classical guitar passages, Steve
occasionally drags the nail of this
index finger over the higher strings,
but no more.

The folk guitar is an old Yamaha
which once cost around £30.00; the
classic is also Japanese (a Yari), used
untreated on the album apart from a
spot of echo. One problem which he
tried many times to solve was the
loud squeaking of the strings during
the playing of quieter passages.

"It seems to be a peculiarity of
recording classical guitar that the
squeaks sound louder on playback
than they did during the original
performance. I must have played that

EQUIPMENT USED ON "PLEASE DON'T
TOUCH"

1958 Gibson Les Paul, Fender Stratocaster, Yamaha acoustic,
Yari classic, Zemaitis Custom 12 -string, Hokada 12 -string with
De Armand pick-up, Roland guitar synthesizer, Roland Jazz
Chorus amplifier, Coloursound fuzz box, Shaftesbury Duo -
Fuzz, E -Bow, MXR Phase 90, MXR Phase 100, Roland Space
Echo, Echoplex, Lexicon ddl, Eventide Harmonizer, African
talking drum, Mellotron; strings: Ernie Ball light on 12 -strings,
Fender on 6 -strings, starting with 0.10", Fender medium

plastic picks.

piece Kim about two hundred times
before it sounded right."

He is a man who believes that
perfection is obtainable if only you're
prepared to work at it. This extends
even into the quality of the record
sleeves - the thickness of the
cardboard, the strength of the glue,
the clarity of the colour all came
under Hackett's critical eye. He was
angered to discover that a number of
copies went out with an unvarnished
cover. "In fact," he admitted, not
without a certain rueful grin, "I'm
getting a reputation at Charisma for

being, y'know, heavy, just because I
always demand the best. But I figure
that if I'm setting myself high
standards, I've got a right to expect
the same from the people I'm
working with."

Well you can't argue with that.
You also can't really argue with the
fact that Hackett is a man with a lot
up his sleeve for the future. Exactly
what cannot be predicted, however,
and that's what makes a solo voyage
an exciting event.

Bruce Foxton's
"Swing Bass"
Guitar Strings

Mike Rutherford's
"Swing Bass"
Guitar Strings

Once Used, Never Forgotten
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YOUR LETTERS
Your local
Avon rep
Dear Sir,

Please could you give me
some information about the
Miami FTI made by CBS Arbiter
and the WMI E.120 single p/u.
Could you also tell me how I
might obtain these goods? If
you know of any cheaper elec-
tric guitars, I would like to hear
about them too.

A. S. Brown,
Colwyn Bay.

Your local retailer would appear
to be Emyr & Elwyns Music
Centre, 3 Rhiw Road. He will be
able to supply you with any
brochures or leaflets about Ar-
biter and WMI products, and
probably give you a nudge in
the direction of his cheapest
guitars as well. Should he not
stock the models you specify,
he will certainly be able to order
one of them for you. This course
of action is to be preferred to
writing to the companies direct.
CBS Arbiter in particular are not
renowned for providing in-
formation. They can be con-
tacted, however, at Dallas
House, Vanguard Way,
Shoeburyness, Essex SS3 9QX.
WMI are at Pontygwindy In-
dustrial Estate, Caerphilly,
Wales.

We would always recom-
mend such cheap, value -for -
money guitars as Columbus,
Shaftesbury or Avon as alter-
natives.

Voice of
the people
Dear Beat,

I have been an avid reader of
your excellent magazine for well
over a year now and enjoy most
of the articles. However, I would
like to make two suggestions
which, in my eyes, would im-
prove things.

I play acoustic guitar mostly
(Epiphone) but I recently
decided to buy a solid electric,
and finally purchased a Yamaha
SG1000. Now rather than pick,
as I do on my acoustic, I will ob-
10

Columbus (above) and Avon guitars: cheaper choices

viously have to learn to play lead
lines. This brings me to my
point: why not have, each mon-
th, a section on guitar
techniques, showing as an
example a bass or lead run in
tablature form? This way would-
be musicians could gain ex-
perience and not have to pay
out for expensive LP's.

Secondly, you deal with
keyboards, synthesizers, guitars
and drums but you still miss out
one of the most important in-
struments in music - the voice!
Why not write something on
this, using various artists'
techniques and suggesting ways
of improving one's own?

Well, they are only
suggestions! I'll still keep

Yamaha SG1000: lead lines to be
studied

reading, as long as you
producing the way you
over the last year or so.

D. K. Hawley,
Liverpool.

keep
have

You've hit on two of the trickiest
numbers in the book. Guitar
techniques are mostly invariably
arrived at by accident during the
long hours of practice that every
musician must go through in or-
der to achieve a reasonable
standard. In rock guitar, lines
written in tablature form are of
limited use: most rock musicians
are self-taught and can't read
music, which is why different
guitarists sound so distinctive.
Most of them have arrived at
their own style by listening over
and over again to records by
their heroes, copying them and
then combining the lot, with a
dash of their own discoveries
and ideas, into something just
that little bit original. As often as
not, the notes are less important
than the way you play them.

A very good tutor for people
who want to make a start is
"Teach yourself Rock Guitar",
an album by ace U.S. player
Charlie Daniels. Charlie talks
you through everything from the
elementary stuff like tuning the
guitar and forming basic chords
through to blues jamming. His
slow drawlin' manner is never
patronizing, and never glosses
over the small but essential
points that a beginner needs to
know. The album is available for
the modest sum of £2.50 from
Zephyr House, P.O. Box 11,
Leatherhead, Surrey. Well wor-
th it, and better than any book
tutor we know of.

Rock singing is far harder to
teach even than rock guitar
playing. Generally you've either
got it or you ain't. A teacher
might be able to help you
develop an inherent ability, but
the average singer has no more
idea about how he produces his
sound than about how he wakes
up in the morning. Still, it would
be interesting to hear the views
of other readers on this subject.
If the groundswell of feeling is in
favour, maybe we'll draft in
Roger Daltrey to pen a series.

Hat couture
Dear Sir,

It's great to see that bands
such as Judas Priest and Rush
are now getting the exposure in
your excellent magazine that
they have so long deserved.
Your April '78 front cover had an
excellent picture of K.K.
Downing of Judas Priest. I am
writing to ask if this picture can
be obtained as a poster either
from you or elsewhere. I have
been a lifelong fan of the band
(OK, KK, we get the idea - Ed).
I would be prepared to pay up to
£2 for a good colour, good sized
copy of this. Please, please,
please could you arrange this for
me. Thank you in anticipation.

Mike Hoare,
Sittingbourne.

PS. How about some articles on
Styx, Kansas etc?
PPS. Where did KK Downing
get his hat?

Erstwhile lensman and current
Beat contributor Gary Cooper
will be able to make you a poster
of the photograph, but not for
less than £7.50 inc. postage as it
would be a one off. While you
decide whether to go for that or
another couple of Priest albums
for when your current batch
wears out, could we offer a Blue
Oyster Cult interview to be
going on with - presuming, of
course, that your 'etc' means
bands who know how to hold
down a few nice, simple riffs.
K.K. got his hat in Birmingham,
but it was borrowed a while
back by a fan at the Marquee. -
Gary's also a handy man with a
needle and thread, and he might
be able to rustle you up a K.K.



AND QUERIES
hat if you spread it on thick
enough about the photo.

Who gets
the bird now?
Dear Sir,

With reference to the letter
from Mr. Jelfs in the April issue
of Beat regarding the Pro -Axe
V62 combo. As the designers of
the Pro -Axe we have been inun-
dated with enquiries similar to
that published.

In reply to Mr. Jelfs, the
position is that we are musicians
in a small business trying to
design amps for the musician
(as opposed to a pretty or-
nament for a Frankfurt stand).
Wendaford Electronics was a
firm which we approached to
raise the finance and to produce
the design. The firm in fact
liquidated before the Pro -Axe
was produced in quantities.
However, unlike the fabled
Monty Python parrot, the amp
lives, and production is but a
bank manager's nod away.

With consideration to com-
ments made by Beat in the
review, small modifications
have been made to the unit and
we would be delighted if Beat
would re -review the Pro -Axe at
a later date when in fact we
have a production model.

John Cooper and (it's not a
misprint)

Frog Goddard,
Gearbox Music,

Halstead,
Essex.

We stand corrected, and
acknowledge Wendaford as
more of a Lazarus than a Python
parrot. We trust that someone
has the sense to extract a wallet
in the cause of these fine
models, and Beat has a jack
plug at the ready for a re -review
whenever they're ready.

Strings - How
to fix them
Dear Beat,

I read with interest the article
on James How industries (Mar-
ch '78). I recently purchased a

set of Rotosound Swing Bass
Medium Gauge strings, and sin-
ce fitting them I have had to
replace the D string once and
the G string twice. I have not
once had all four strings tuned
together, thus rendering my
bass playing defunct. Surely at
£6.50 a set I am entitled to some
sort of service? Incidentally, I

tune to a pitch pipe and have
checked my guitar, a Shaf-
tesbury Custom (Gibson Grab-
ber copy) for any faults, but af-
ter all a guitar barely three mon-
ths old shouldn't be at fault. I

would like some sort of ex-
planation from James How In-
dustries if possible. Great mag,
keep it up.

W. P. Holmes,
Harlow.

You haven't specified the nature
of your string problem, but
James How Industries suggest
that you send your set to them
for examination. They will give
you a new set if the strings are
faulty, although it would be
provident to double check the
bridge of your guitar, as that's
an equally likely for unlikely)
cause of the problem.

Older golder
Dear Sir,

I have recently bought an old
Shergold guitar from a second
hand shop for £12. It had been
badly refretted and so I will un-
dertake this job myself - other-
wise it's very good. I wonder if
you could give me any in-
formation on the guitar. It bears
the Shergold label on the scrat-
chplate along with the words
'Handcraft London'. It has two
controls, presumably volume
and tone. It also has two
toggles; one is for the pickups
but I don't quite know what the
other is for although it does
distinctly affect the amplified
tone of the guitar. It has a maple
neck and rosewood fingerboard,
while the body shape is
somewhat similar to the
Yamaha SG range but more
rounded. The body is of in-
teresting construction in that it
has a solid mahogany back
some 3/8" thick: built up around
this is a series of blocks all round
the edge and across the body.

A modern Shergold: the legend remains.

The top is 3/16" ply, and the
guitar has a tobacco sunburst
finish with white binding and a
darker brown back. The swit-
ches are toggles not slides as on
the present range of Shergolds
and the pickups have six in-
dividually adjustable polepieces
mounted on black plastic. Any
information you could give me
regarding this guitar would be
most welcome.

W. Phillips,
Dyfed.

It seems as if you've already
given us most of the facts. We
contacted manufacturer Jack
Golder who announced that
these were the first guitars he
and Norman Houlder made
when they first went into
business with Shergold eleven
years ago, and thereafter con-
fessed to a slight lack of memory.
It didn't need Jack, however, to

remark on what seems to be a
fair old bargain, especially if you
are in a position to do the re -
fretting yourself. He was able to
recall that only about one hun-
dred models of these guitars
were made, and that the necks
were made from sycamore in-
stead of maple as the latter was
unavailable at the time. Its
curious construction results
from it being belly pressed with
a solid back, reminiscent of the
old Grimshaw GS30 - a
technique also used for Les
Pauls. That second toggle is in-
deed a tone control, made by a
German firm called Lawrence
Electricals, The plywood you
mentioned is 3mm veneered. At
this point we could hear the
tears welling in Jack's eyes -
yes, even over the telephone -
and we can only conclude by
saying that if you ever want to
sell it . . .
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WHAT
EVERY
AMP
WOULD
LIKE TO BE!

XR-600: PEAVEY'S NEWEST PA MIXER/AMPLIFIER

SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
FOR FURTHER DETAILS TO U.K. Et EIRE DISTRIBUTORS:

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS (U.K.) LTD.,
UNIT 8, NEW ROAD, RIDGEWOOD,

UCKFIELD, SUSSEX TN22 5SX.
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Most guitars stick you with just one
sound. Not the Ibanez Artist EQ! It gives
you the flexibility of on -board equaliza-
tion - and the sound possibilities are
nearly endless.
It features up to 15db boost and cut on three
frequency bands. That's over 500% more tone
control than conventional guitars can give
you. In addition, the built-in preamp can
deliver a clean 15db boost - enough to blow
any "hot" guitar off the stage.

Super 80 Pickups - The new standard that many players
are switching to - hot, clean and bright with their own
distinctive punch and bite.

Locking bridge and tailpiece -
just set the height and lock them in
place. The bridge mounts solid into a
heavy metal sustain block.

nsSound,
Gst E

And there's no need to worry about dead
batteries. The Artist EQ is sold complete with
a regulated phantom power supply. But just
in case you forget your power supply, there's
an on -board battery that'll give you up to a
year of service.
So if your're looking for flexibility in a state-
of-the-art electric guitar, get EQ'd - you
won't get stuck.
And of course, the Artist EQ is backed by the
Ibanez lifetime warranty.

Jumbo frets - for crisp attack, long sustain, easy choking,
and perfect intonation. The smoothed neck heel rounds out
the playing action.

410 444,
411' lop# 4* a,

Half and Half nut - for better
string balance and better sustain

without rattles - adjustable double
worm tuning gear prohibits pull or

slip.

Exclusive U.K. Distributors-Summerfield, Saltmeadows Road, Gateshead NE8 3AJ. Send 20p for latest information.

TSERIES
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PLAYER
OF THE
MONTH

DAVE
STEWART

Phil Miller (left) with hearthrob player Dave Stewart.

Dave Stewart is a bit
low on street -level
credibility despite his

recent punk haircut and baggy
jumper. If only he could get rid
of those John Lennon glasses
and the amiable grin, forget all
about music, and start making
singles, his band might get
some coverage. National Health
are self -managed, self -financed,
and have a debut album out on
an obscure label (Affinity). No-
one in the band, as far as I

know, has a split-level house in
Los Angeles. What on earth are
they doing wrong?

It must be something to do
with the music. There's just too
much of it for a start.

But let's begin at the begin-
ning. Dave was born exactly
half way through the present
century in London. The first fif-
teen or so years of his life
passed without mishap, until
one fateful day his parents gave
him a Hofner Senator semi -
acoustic guitar. Indirectly it was
14

this well -meant gift which led to
his current state of cheerful
penury.

"I was playing lead guitar,
and I had an acoustic piano at
home. I was into playing both of
them, but in the local band,
The Southsiders, I was playing
guitar. Then I found that a bloke
who lived in the area had a Vox
Continental organ, and I started
playing that. Then when I joined
Uriel I got two Vox Continental
organs, one on top of the
other!"

In Uriel were a drummer
called Clive Brooks, a bassist
called Mont Campbell, and a
guitarist called Steve Hillage.
Chances are you've heard of
Hillage. Brooks continued into
the band which succeeded Uriel
and then went on to join the
Groundhogs. Hillage went off to
study at the University of Kent.
Stewart, Brooks and Mont
Campbell changed the name of
the band to Egg. By now Dave
had got himself a Hammond.

"In the odd bits of recording
that we did in those days, which
was just the odd demo session,
I'd always use the studio Ham-
mond, and I was always much
more into the sound of it than
my old Vox's. I knew that when
I had some money from
somewhere I'd get a Hammond,
and when we got our first recor-
ding deal from Decca I promptly
went out and bought one. The
one I had when I was with Egg
lasted about two years and was
eventually repossessed by the
management company. My new
one is about ten years old! Both
L100's. I like to think that the fir-
st one was a slightly better
organ than the one I've got now
because it had a big lid and took
four people to lift it because it
wasn't split. Tonally it had a
very deep sound, and the reverb
sound on it was very haunting.
The one I've got now is very
nice, but somehow it hasn't got
quiet the depth, though it's
about twenty times better than
anything you can get
nowadays."

The man who provided Dave
with the basis of ideas that con-
tinue to run through his work
with National Health was Mont
Campbell, a shadowy figure
who has since given up music in
order to devote his life to an In-
donesian religion called Subud.
In the early days it was Mont
who filled Dave's ears with the
strains of Stravinsky. Now if
someone like, say, Carlos San-
tana were to say that Stravinsky
was a heavy influence on his
playing, he would mean that
Stravinsky was a challenging,
thought-provking composer to
listen to - someone who
perhaps suggested one or two
"hip changes" which could later
be used to advantage in the
mainstream rock and roll his
music is actually based on. In
the case of Mont Campbell,
however, Stravinsky was such a
powerful force that huge sec-
tions of Uriel and early Egg were
lifted virtually wholesale from
obscure works by that com-
poser. This made Egg a very
strange band indeed. They were
probably the first to introduce to
a rock audience the very notion
that it was possible to play in a

time signature other than
straight 4:4 or 3:4. Egg used
to play in 13:8, 11:4 or
anything else that made it im-
possible to tap your foot.

Curiously, many people did
somehow manage to wrap their
ankles around these funny
rhythms - so much so that on
one occasion Egg successfully
blew Stan Webb's Chicken
Shack off the stage. Part of it
was the sinister, almost hyp-
notic presence of Campbell,
with his dark staring eyes and
buccaneer moustache, as he sat
on a stool playing complex bass
patterns beneath the weird
"hooting" sound of Dave's
Hammond.

Egg made three albums -
"Egg", "The Polite Force" and
"The Civil Surface". In addition,
Dave appeared on Steve
Hillage's first waxing - an
album by his group Khan called
"Space Shanty" (a very fine,
album, in case anyone ever
comes across it in a bargain
bin).

Even in those days, there was
a lack of compromise in the
music which ensured that the
band's following could never be
anything other than a cult.
People who liked Caravan and
the Soft Machine in the late six-
ties could usually be relied on to
"dig" Egg as well. Not that the
music of the three bands had
much in common - it was more a
matter of similar attitudes, and in
particular a defiant Englishness
in the face of wave -upon -wave
of West Coast hippy music from
the likes of Jefferson Airplane,
the Grateful Dead, Quicksilver
Messenger Service, et al.

But Egg had to crack up even-
tually, and they did when Mont
Campbell's religious teachers
told him that playing in groups
was not The Path. After a few
months in limbo, Dave replaced
ex -Caravan keyboards man
Dave Sinclair in a new band
called Hatfield And The North,
which had Phil Miller on guitar,
Pip Pyle on drums and Richard
Sinclair on bass. This band
recorded two albums for Virgin
- "Hatfield And The North"
and "The Rotters' Club".
Guests included Robert Wyatt
on vocals, and a group of young
ladies who went under the
dubious name of the Northettes.
The Hatfields were essentially a
very loveable band. (After one
of their first gigs in Fulham,
Richard apologized to the ec-
static audience for the lack of an
encore due to the fact that they
didn't know any more tunes).

And so to National Health,
which began with the elusive
Mont Campbell on bass, who
was replaced by Neil Murray,
who was replaced by John
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Greaves. Keyboard player Alan
Gowen has also since left, as
has ex-Northette Amanda Par-
sons. This leaves, in addition
to Greaves, Dave Stewart, Phil
Miller and Pip Pyle. The current
line-up is touring with the
Blessed Hillage until the end of
May, and it is hoped that the
resultant exposure will introduce
National Health to a wider
audience than has previously
been possible. They are in the
odious position of having to pay
for the privilege of participating
in the "Green" tour, but they
see it as inevitable - especially
since they are a do-it-yourself
outfit in any case.

All of which just about brings
us up to date, except to mention
Dave's 50% contribution to Bill
Bruford's solo album, "Feels
Good To Me", and other oc-
casional guest appearances with
people like David Bedford, the
last occasion being Bedford's
Albert Hall extravaganza per-
formance of the "Odyssey".

Ever since I first heard Dave
play with Egg, it had seemed
almost obvious that his playing
was founded on a classical
training. But there was a sur-
prise in store.

"I went up to about Grade
One on the piano, but I didn't
like all the formality and all the
scales and the tricky fingering.
So I gave that up. But I've got
an analytical sort of mind. I've
always been into the theory of
music, and even when I was
having formal lessons I was very
interested in picking up in-
formation about it from people
like Mont Campbell when I was
younger, learning about the sort
of things you would finally get
taught in classical training, but
eliminating the boredom."

Similarly, one might have
thought that his Hammond had
been in some way doctored, so
distinctive is the sound. But no.

"All I've done is had a jack
socket built on the back for the
output, and it's what I do to it
between the output of the organ
and the amplifier that makes it
sound like me: some of the time
I put it through a fuzz box or a
wah-wah or an echo chamber.
It's a Shaftesbury Duo -Fuzz, a
Schaller wah-wah, and a

Copicat echo, which is very
noisy. I would use something
like a Roland echo, but I can't
get enough money together.
When we're gigging we have a
Roland echo on the P.A., but I
use the Copicat, and it's in-
furiating. Every time the tape
splice goes past the head it
makes this thumping noise."

Just for the record, Dave also
plays a Fender Rhodes. He is
sceptical about using one of the
new electric pianos that are sup-

posed to reproduce the sound of
an acoustic upright or grand
piano, on grounds that none of
them really sounds acoustic.
You can do it on record, but on
stage you might as well admit
that the sound won't be the
same, and just use a Rhodes.
The instrument is amplified by
means of a 100W HH combo
(not the VS Musician - it's an
older model). The organ, and
also his Hohner Pianet, is
powered by a Hiwatt 100W
valve top through a pair of
4 x 12"s.

The National Health album,
recorded well over a year ago,
was not brought out in the nor-
mal way. Too many burned
fingers in the past have brought
Dave to the conclusion that only
by having complete control over
it himself would it be possible to
ensure that it came out in a form
that he would find acceptable.
"We did a deal with a very kind

gentleman called Mike Dunn,
who runs a studio called the
Mobile Mobile, to the effect that
we did the session, we then had
the ownership of the master
tape, and when we did the deal
with Charly Records (Affinity)
we paid for it - all very nicely
slanted on our favour. So we
had the opportunity to go round
and offer the master tape to the
record companies as a finished
piece of work. This put us in the
position of being a production
company. There are two sorts of
deal you can do: you can go to
the record company as a band,
and say 'We wanna make an
L.P. - pay for us to do it.' Or
you can go there with your L.P.
and say 'Are you interested in
this? It'll cost you so much.'
And obviously if you've got your
finished L.P. you can be in a
stronger position - and it was
probably that which got us the
deal with Charly.

"If we'd walked in, four long-
haired chaps, with a bunch of
manuscripts paper under our ar-
ms and said 'OK, put us in the
studio' the risk would have been
that much greater. So anyway,
we clinched the deal with
Charly, but it took quite a long
time, because of the fact that
we weren't really presenting the
music in a very commercial way
- we just said, well, take it on
its own merits. Most of the
companies weren't very far-
sighted. They were looking for
something that would bring
them instant press, instant chart
success..."

The betting is that Stewart is
enough of a fighter to survive
the times, and that he'll still be
around when that ridiculous
see -saw known as the music
business has tilted back on to
the side of music.
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who's inside
Phoenix?
Steve Miller?
Ritchie Blackmore?
Carlos Santana?
You? With Phoenix they (and lots of others) are inside just waiting for you to

release them. With its unique system of using valves in the pre -amp
you have versatility at the lowest level . . . never before possible using
valves.
But remember you are not going to master Phoenix in one session .

or even two. Phoenix is an amp to grow with . . . the more you
develop the further Phoenix will go. So together you could find
yourselves at the top. Quite a thought eh? See your Phoenix Dealer
very soon.

PHA 1
The first of a series of

quality amps, PA and other
electronic equipment

manufactured by
British Music Strings Ltd.,

Pontygwindy Industrial Estate,
Caerphilly, Wales, UK.

Send SAE for
literature, specifications etc.
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PS. Phoenix Reverb Unit is now
available - the PHA 1R . . . also
pedals.

GUARANTEE
For your protection
Phoenix is patented,

registered and the design
is copyright . . . so nobody
can pretend to be Phoenix.
The equipment has a two

year guarantee
PHOENIX IS
AT NAMM

(British Section)

1Phoenix
amplification
dealers

London
W1 Sounds, Shaftesbury Ave.
WC2 F, D & H Music, Charing Cross Rd.
W12 Maurice Plaquet, Shepherds Bush
W13 Tempo, Ealing
Eli Freedmans, Leytonstone
N17 Nth London Organs, Tottenham
SE13 S Eastern Entertainments, Lewisham
SW17 Session Music, Tooting

Ashford (Middx) Accent Music
Barnsley Kitchens
Bath Assembly Music
Bexhill -on -Sea Birds
Birmingham Yardleys
Boscombe Eddie Moor's Music
Bradford Kitchens
Brentwood Soundwave
Bristol John Holmes
Bury St Edmunds Albert Ballam
Canterbury Socodi
Carlisle Studio Music
Chester Dawsons
Coventry Sound Centre
Dudley Modern Music
Exeter Greenhalgh Music
Fleet Kingfisher Music
Guildford Andertons
Hanley/Stoke-on-Trent Chatfields
Helaton Tottles Music Shop
Hereford Picton Music
Hove/Brighton Southern Music
Huddersfield Dandelion Disco
Hull Cornells
Ipswich Albert Ballam
Launceston Tottles Music Shop
Leeds Kitchens
Leicester Sound Pad
Lowestoft Morlings
Luton Luton Music Centre
Maidenhead The Sound House
Maidstone Sharon Studios
Manchester A.1. Music
Mansfield Carlsbro Sound
Middlesborough Cleveland Music

Rock City Music
Newton -le -Willows Newtone Music
Northampton Alans Music Centre
Norwich Cookes Band Instruments
Oxford Taphouse b Sons
Portsmouth Courtney & Walker
Reading Rurnbelows
Rochdale Shorrocks Et Shorrock
Romford Soundwave
Salisbury Mitchell Music
Scarborough B. Dean
Sheffield Johnsons Soundaround
Southend Chris Stevens Music
Stockport Dawsons
Sunderland White Sound Equipment
Tunbridge Wells Sharons Music
Wallasey Rurnbellows/Strothers
Warrington Dawsons
Wigan Dawsons
Winchester Whitwams

Scotland
Aberdeen Bruce Miller
Bathgate Music Box
Glasgow McCormacks Music

Nth. Ireland
Belfast Marcus Musical Instruments

Wales
Carmarthen Picton Music
Cardiff Sound Centre
Colwyn Bay Memphis Music
Merthyr Picton Music
Newport Sound Centre
Swansea Picton Music
Tredegar Sound Centre

Eire
Dublin McCulloch Piggott

Isle of Man Island Music Centre

SALES +SERVICE
Phoenix is only available
from these dealers who
have the experience and

facilities to sell and
service quality amps



DON'T MENTION

THE GR**NDH*GS!
says Tony "T. S." McPhee.
Peter Douglas apologises

Before we go any further,
let's play a little game.
Let's see how many

British blues bands we can think
of who are still living and
working in Britain. Chances are
that between us we will not be
able to think of more than half a
dozen, and five of them will be
local semi -pro's without a recor-
ding contract. Compare this
parlous state of affairs with ten
years ago, when we still had
John Mayall, Fleetwood Mac,
Steamhammer, Chicken Shack,
Taste and Savoy Brown, to
name but six! All of them were
then the biggest names around,
and most of the musicians are
still working today (though
whether that applies to the
remaining Britons in Fleetwood
Mac is a question open to
debate). Oh yes and there was a
group called The Groundhogs.
The Groundhogs actually re-
formed in 1969, having been
known originally as John Lee's
Groundhogs when they toured
the country backing John Lee
Hooker way back in the early
sixties.

But enough of the history
lesson. As far as Tony McPhee
is concerned, the Hogs died a
death two years ago, and he
doesn't want to talk about them
any more.

Cherry Red
He has, after all, got a new

band to talk about -
Terraplane. It's a three-piece,
with Alan Fish on bass and
Harry Ricks on drums. Neither
of them are exactly household
names, but then Tony didn't
choose them in order to put
together a supergroup. The
main ingredient was personality
- the ability to take the rough
with the smooth when, in fact,
there wasn't any smooth!

"At first I knew I was going to
get the Groundhogs bit from the
audience, shouts for Cherry
Red. But I definitely made up
my mind to shrug that off.
People came backstage and
said, 'Why didn't you play
Cherry Red?' So I said, 'Well,
you may have noticed this ain't
the Groundhogs!' I just refused
to do any of the old numbers at
all. I've stuck to it. I mean, I

tried to do that two years ago
when a guy came up to me and
said he wanted to manage me
and did I want to get a new
band together? I said, 'Yeah but
I don't want to do any Groun-
dhogs numbers.' He said, 'Well,
if you don't you won't get the
money, and to put a thing on

II IN II

Tony McPhee, Pic by
"A Hooker from Cambridge".
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TONY McPHEE
the road costs a lot of money,
particularly in this country'. So I
mean this time, sod it, if I'm
going to do it the right way ...
you see in this business it
doesn't matter how many times
you pay your dues, you've still
got to pay 'em each time. You
can't expect to remain on top of
a building that's crumbled
beneath you. You've got to go
back down again and pick up
the foundations."

And that's precisely what
Terraplane are doing. Next
month sees their first proper
tour. It will, needless to say, be
at grassroots level to enable the
old fans to check out the new
band at close quarters, and for
younger punters to get an earful
of what they missed with the
Hogs. In line with this begin -
all -over -again approach Tony
has ditched a lot of the equip-
ment he accumulated with the
old band through some remains.
"I'm still using the EMS Hi-Fi,
mainly because I use it as a
power supply. Let me explain:
when this band got together, I

thought right - I still had the
Laney cabinets and all that sort
of stuff I used to use - you
can't walk into a pub with that
stuff. So I thought I'd look
around for some smaller gear.
I'd got a fifty watt Marshall, but
I found that was too loud - I

couldn't get it to scream without
It deafening everybody.
Anyway, I was round at a

friend's house and he brought
out this amplifier - it was an old
Guild, circa 1960 I should think.
He said it didn't seem to work,
and I didn't have any tools with
me at the time, so I couldn't
look inside it.

He told me he'd had
a bit of an accident with it
- he'd plugged it in and smoke
had poured out of the back. Ap-
parently there was a fuse
missing and they'd forgotten it
was a 110 volt amplifier. It had
never been changed from the
American voltage. So I walked
off with it, bought myself
another transformer and a few
resistors, stuck 'em all in, and it
worked fine. It's the sort of amp
where the inputs are marked
'organ' or 'accordian'!

"I took the speaker out,
'cause I blew it. Anyway, it was
obviously quite low sensitivity,
so I knew I'd have to have to put
something in front of it to wind
it up. Now for some time I'd
been using a trans-
mitter/receiver, and that boosts
the signal up a bit, but with the
receiver it was always awkward
to know exactly where to stick
it. So I stuck the receiver on the
pole of the Hi-Fli and plugged it
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"Well, you
may have
noticed this
ain't the
Gr**nd
h*gs!"

into the Hi-Fli using the power
supply. And the Hi-Fli boosted
the signal up a bit more so I can
get a raw sound at quite a low
volume. I just plug it in, turn it
right up, and away it goes."

A more involved way of raun-
ching up the sound of a guitar
could hardly be devised. The ob-
vious question was - why?
What was wrong with getting
one of the new amplifiers on the
market that can deliver
everything from a slight bite to a
fuzzy buzz?

"Urm . . ." A pause. ". .

because whenever I've gone out
and got a new amplifier they've
always been a disappointment
after a while. The only amplifier
that I really liked was one I built
myself a long time ago. It was
the only one that would do
everything that I wanted it to,
and some time ago I got hold of
the parts again - and trans-
formers for valve amps are pret-
ty rare now. I've still got these
parts at home, so I must make
another one up. But in the
meantime this Guild functions
well. It's just the right sort of
sound. I think it was intended to
be about fifteen watts, but the
transformer I put in it gave it a
bit more H.T., so it'll probably
go to about twenty, twenty-five.
It's just got one very old 12"
Jensen loudspeaker in it -
which blew, but I had that re-
wound with a heavier coil. At
the moment I'm running it into
the speakers of the Marshall -
just using the speakers of that,
'cause it's handy just to sit on
the top."

McPhee's distrust of con-
ventional amp set-ups is
probably due more to his in-
tensely personal attitude towar-
ds his sound than to any dislike
of the standard amplification.
The sharp, jagged, metallic
sound he achieved on albums as
far back as "Thank Christ For
The Bomb" and "Split" was
unique, the product of years of
trial and error, starting with the

Hooker sound (which to this day
bears a resemblance to Tony's)
and going through all the
changes of later years as he ex-
perimented with synthesizers,
and ultimately rejected them in
favour of his current back -to -
basics guitar sound. With all this
in mind, there had to be some
interesting news too from the
wacky world of guitars. And
sure enough ..

"I thought what I needed was
a total change all round. I used
to use the SG almost totally,
and I've still got the Zemaitis -
it's hanging up on the wall, been
there for years! The trouble was
that the metal front tended to
oxidise with the sweat, and I

thought it was just going to get
ruined. I thought I'd rather wait
until I could get some sort of
coating put on it. I've been
trying to figure that out.
Nobody's come up with a good
answer. I've always liked the
raunchy sound of the Strat, and
towards the latter part of using
the Gibson I fixed a Strat pick-
up in the middle between the
two Gibson pick-ups, but it still
didn't react the same - the
density of the body and all that
sort of stuff obviously had
something to with it - so I

decided that I'd have to get
used to the Strat.

"I used to play finger -style,
and the Gibson strings were fur-
ther apart, and the neck was
wider and flatter, so I thought,
well, with the Strat I'd have to
get used to a pick again because
of the heftier fingerboard. But
now that I have got used to it, it
was a good thing because I had
to totally change style. I've also
put on heavier gauge strings. I

used to have ridiculous strings
- started off with a .007, went
on to something like a .009,
.011, .018 ... I used to have an
unwound 4th sometimes! Well,
playing finger -style that's fine,
but with a pick they annoyed me
after a while - too floppy. So
now I start off with a .009, .011,

.014, .022, .032, .042 -
something like that, usually
Rotosound. I find that they work
OK. I've never been a great
strings fanatic ..."

Of course, the big question
everyone will want answered is
this: just how different is
Terraplane from the Groun-
dhogs? Do the changes extend
to the material being played? Is
there still going to be plenty of
hard, driving electric blues?

"Very much so, yeah. When
we started out I thought, right,
this is my chance to do all the
old numbers that I've always
wanted to do. There was some
James Brown stuff, a couple of
Little Richard things - I always
thought Little Richard was the
man in rock and roll - and we
did some Elvis Presley stuff like
"Mystery Train" - I've always
loved his rockabilly tracks. And
we went back to some of the old
blues that I used to do in the
very first Groundhogs, which
was around 1961. We used to
do some Howlin' Wolf numbers
and we're doing a couple of
those again. They're timeless.
You play 'em again, and you
think, Christ, they're as fresh
now as when I first heard 'em."

Sounds more like a hotch-
potch of rErb than pure blues,
Tony.

"It's an amalgam of com-
mercialized blues - what in my
blues collector days I would
have called commercialized -
where Willie Dixon used to write
songs for everybody on a com-
mercial basis. But they were still
good. There's a thing we do
called "Terraplane Blues"
which was an old Robert
Johnson number, written in '38.
And we do "44", which is an old
Nowlin' Wolf number that we've
sort of updated .

"Anyway I'm gradually
bringing in original numbers
now. There are three new num-
bers from me. So far they fall in
with the rest of the numbers.
There's a little bit of country in
one, but it's still fairly up -tempo,
and I'm getting down to writing
a couple of mid -tempo things."

Lastly, I wondered whether
he had considered expanding
the format to a four -piece by
getting in another guitarist or a
keyboard player.

"A couple of years ago I

spent some time looking for a
keyboard player who also
played guitar - they seem to be
very few and far between. Most
keyboard players are a pain in
the arse . .." And that seemed
to be that.

A week or two later the phone
rang. It was Tony.

"Hi. I'm looking for a

keyboard player. Know any
good ones ...?"



Folk legend.
Every Yamaha guitar is a thing of beauty and a

classic of its kind. Every model in the Yamaha range is a joy
to the discerning eye and to the educated ear.

To see the unstinting attention to detail, the loving
workmanship, and the beauty of natural and perfect
woods-ebony, rosewood, maple, mahogany, spruce-is
to understand something of the Yamaha magic; to
hear is to understand completely. Brilliant and rich
sounds,delivered over years of hard use, with unfailing
tonal response, are evident in the most modest as
much as in the supreme handmade instruments.

Look, hear. A Yamaha is a superb guitar

(0 YAMAHA
Craftsmen to the world's

musicians since1887
Kemble/Yamaha, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes. Telephone: 0908 71 / /1



TYRANNY..

MUTATION

The Cult
storm the
gates of
delirium.
Chris Simmonds
saw, heard
and marvelled



The Blue Oyster Cult logo
depicts the ancient symbol
of Cronos, the Titan God

who ate his son, the Grim Reaper.
Cronos corresponds to Saturn and
Saturn's element is lead. Lead, of
course, is the very heaviest metal, and
the Cult wear the symbol well. But
the Cult do more than thunder out
titanic riffs which send your brain
into the head of the sucker behind
you. Yeah? Like what? Unbelievers,
open ye your ears and minds. Hear ye
the metaphysical lyrics, marvel at the
harmonies, cower in fear as lasers
scan the stratosphere and explosions
re -adjust the molecular structure of
the night.

Things have been changing with the
Cult; their last visit to Britain was in
1975 and since then the band has
been moving in perceptible stages
away from exclusively gonzoid
headbanging material. The new
album Spectres accounted for most of
1977 and clearly illustrates a more
mature Blue Oyster Cult. Metal is
there, but so too is clean production
and a general feeling of care -having -
been -taken. They've joined it here for
a sell-out tour with the well-known
American bid to make a few friends
and shift a few more albums to help
defray the enormous cost of touring.

Just four hours off their
transatlantic flight and barely
ensconced in their hotel, the members
of the band looked as if they'd just
been to one of their own gigs -
limbs hung lifelessly over the elegant
chairs, eyes were glazed, tea and
Perrier water slipped noiselessly down
the gulletts of the faithful few trying
to stay awake till the night and set
their metabolisms back to the
standard day/night mode.

An interview would evidently have
to contain as few soporific questions
as possible, and these were to be
directed towards the weary figures of
Eric Bloom (vocals and rhythm
guitar) and Allen Lanier (keyboards
and guitar). In fact, the original
target had been lead guitarist Donald
(Buck Dharma) Roeser, but Buck had
wisely decided that a bed looked
prettier than a tape recorder.

"Sure, Spectres is heavily
produced," said Allen, taking up the
point of 'the new direction'. "We
never really had the time or budget to
do that previously. We went out of
our way to be very painstaking with
this record, although by that I don't
mean that we did any great amount
of overdubbing, simply that we took
the right time over it." Another
change, tied in with this method of
recording, is a new approach to
songwriting. Previously, the band
knocked songs into shape en masse,

Allen Lanier (left) and Eric Bloom.

and each one was credited to three or
four members.

Eric: "For the last few albums
we've had a situation where we
prepare ideas separately. Then we'll
meet in somebody's house or
apartment and say 'OK, let's see what
you've got'. We all listen and decide
`that's good and that sucks'.
Everyone goes back home with a
composite cassette to listen more
carefully and after that we meet up at
a rehearsal and pick out the best
stuff. We've done this since Agents
Of Fortune. With Secret Treaties
before that, we rented a house and
just said 'Look, these lyrics are good,
can we work up a song around
them?' Much looser. I'll tell you
where it's at - it's down to
becoming reasonably successful and
therefore being able to afford nice
home recording equipment. Not only
that - over the years we got to be
better writers, learned our trade so
that it's more worthwhile to do it that
way."

With this system, individual writing
proclivities tend to show up more.
Eric again: "Donald, for instance,
wrote Last Days Of May, on our first
record, and I think it's very similar in
chord structure and lyric content to
Reaper and I Love The Night."

Both acknowledge that their status
as an American touring phenomenon
could look strange through British
eyes. They've toured hard, with very
little in the way of hit singles to
attract audiences, and with albums
very much a sideline in comparison to
the quadruple platinum status of
newer bands like Boston, yet they
now play 40,000 seaters across the
States and sell out most venues.
Allen: "We're proud of the way the
band built up because we started out
just playing our music without any
awareness of commerciality. I
remember when Reaper was a hit; the

kids came to see us and they were
sitting there . . . 'what's all this
about, when's the hit coming?'. But
they stayed, they came back."

Chuck Berry suddenly cropped up
from nowhere as one of the influences
common to most American bands,
and the anecdotes quickly followed . .

. "We played as a back up band to
Chuck Berry once - you know his
thing is he doesn't have a band. He
just picks one up in the town he's
playing. He let Donald take a few
leads until he realised Donald was
cutting him bad, so he wouldn't let
him take any more. But the Chucker
is a legend. Who else in the world
would throw Keith Richard off the
stage? Keith walked onto the stage in
L.A. when Chuck was playing a club.
He figured 'Chuck Berry, I'd like to
play a little rhythm with him, I'll
plug in there'. Chuck stopped the
show. He said' I don't need no
English rock and rollers in my band.
Get off the stage!' To this day he
refuses to pronounce the peoples'
names properly. Would you like to
play My Ding -A -Ling for the eighth
year running. 'I never realised my
Ding -A -Ling was going to get so big'.
Quote unquote Chuck Berry." Eric
and Allen chuckled at the memory,
and I chuckled with relief at the fact
that they were still conscious.

"Come on, let's just sit here and
knock everybody," Eric suggested,
"or do you want more stuff on Blue
Oyster Cult?" We settled for "more
stuff on Blue Oyster Cult." The
equipment, for instance, divided into
three hefty sections - sound, lighting
and lasers. Allen stroked his chin:
"Yeah, we got plenty of stuff.
Touring has to be so well organised
when you go out with as much
equipment as we do." Eric: "We
have one of the larger shows in the
rock business. We carry three tractor
trailers full of equipment: one with
band equipment and lasers, one with
lighting, and one with sound. Now, I
don't know how big your tractor
trailers are here, but in the States
they're forty five feet long. Plus a
twenty eight man crew. It's a terrific
undertaking mounting this
expeditionary force onto the youth of
Europe; if we break even we'll be
lucky."

These are the well known facts of
touring for the big American bands,
and naturally the finances contribute
to their long absences away from the
English and European circuits. The
lasers require particular attention.
Eric again: "We now have about a
quarter of a million dollars worth of
laser equipment. They are very
complex units, laboratory units not
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BLUE OYSTER CULT
really suited to going on a rock tour.
It took us a year and a half to refine
them to the point where they were
able to take travelling in a tractor
trailer. We actually have four so that
we can have two which work every
night! A guy in New York has
invented several odd items attached to
them, like a laser remote for my
hand. We have another remote which
can come from anywhere: these are
things that no-one else has . . . and
we need to carry our own power
generator to operate these things.

"You see, we learned to put on a
show when we first toured with Alice
Cooper, not to just stand there. We
use the lasers, pyrotechnics and stuff
like that as a punctuation to the
music. It is literally thrilling." And of
the danger zone where pyrotechnics
could become more important than
the music: "this couldn't happen to
us, because we wouldn't let it. When
we first got the lasers, the guy who
owns the laser company said 'you've
got to have lasers in every song,
because we can make it do all this
different stuff'. You literally had to
get the guy in a headlock and run his
head into the wall to stop him talking
like that. If our pyro guy had his way
there would be explosions every

fifteen minutes. It's got to be done
tasty."

Allen occassionally joins Eric to
provide two rhythm guitars behind
Donald's lead work, although the
course of a gig will find the three
changing round so that everybody
cops a bit of the front -man glory.
Guitars, therefore, are as plentiful as
the rest of the band's equipment. Eric
gave a cursory inventory before
finally giving way to reluctant
unconsciousness. "I have two very
similar SGs and a 20th anniversary
Les Paul, all black with inlaid logos.
We use Music Man heads for all the
guitars and custom made cabinets for
almost everything - some bass
reflex, some 4 x 12"s, similar to
Marshalls. We're using a lot of high
fidelity amplifiers, Crown and

Yamaha for keyboards and bass, plus
all the crossover networks and so on.
Donald has a white SG, a custom.
built SG type, an old black Les Paul
and a sunburst deluxe Les Paul, a
newer model with the smaller
pickups.

"Joe (Bouchard) has an Alembic
bass and a couple of spares. We find
it eminently suited to our music. He's
tried a Rickenbacker, a Precision,
Jazz Bass, various Gibsons, and they
weren't so good. He has an amazing
set-up. He plays through a custom
built cabinet with a DC300 for the
head, an Alembic pre -amp plus DBX
compressor. He's got 8 x 12"s and
three of these reflex cabinets, two
with 15"s and one with 18". That's
one heavy wall of sound."

Believe it.

SPECIFICATION
Power Output
Power Response
Distortion
Noise
Crosstalk

SPECIFICATION
Power Output
Power Response
Distortion
Noise
Crosstalk

- TURNER
PROFESSIONAL STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS

MODEL B 302-XLR
60W-16, 100W-8, 150W-4ohms
±0.1dB 20Hz-20kHz, 80W 8ohms
<0.005% at 1kHz, 80W 8ohms
>110dB below 100W 8ohms
>90dB at 1kHz,100W 8ohms

MODEL B 502 -XLR
100W-16, 170W-8, 280W-4ohms
±0.1dB 20Hz-20kHz,150W 8ohms
<0.005% at 1kHz, 150W 8 ohms
>110dB below 170W 8ohms
>90dB at lkHz,150W 8ohms

TURNER ELECTRONIC INO. LTD.,175 Uxbridge Road, Hanwell, London W7 3TH. Great Britain. Tel: 01 587 8472

4771 Mit= rrr:.
South Coast stockists
of the revolutionary

-A7051E-SPEAKER
SYSTEMS

BOSE 1800
The Bose 1 800 has a
power output of 250
watts RMS into 8 ohms.
It produces absolutely
no audible distortion,
sound coloration,
noise or hum.

BOSE 800
Each Bose 800 speaker
measures about 20" x
15" x 12". And they
handle 270 watts. They
have no bass units, horns,
midrange drivers and
crossovers, but instead
each cabinet contains
eight full range drivers in
an air -sealed enclosure.

189 LONDON RD, NORTH END
PORTSMOUTH (0705) 60036.



The
Music

Laboratory
just has

to o!
Due to rapid expansion of business over the last two

years, we have been forced to move to larger premises,
which are situated in Central London, making it more
convenient for our professional customers.

The hire department will provide excellent hire facilities,
with machines ranging from small tape recorders, to the
Music Laboratory's complete 8 -track packages.

We are the official Revox Centre (London), and the
leading distributors of Revox; which we also service, plus
other well-known makes of recording equipment.

In the new premises, the Music Laboratory will hold an
extensive range of stock, such as Revox and the complete
Teac and Tascam range, which can be demonstrated in our
fully -equipped demonstration studio.

For further enquiries please telephone 01-3885392 or
01-3491975.

moortij
74 Eversholt Street, London N.W.1. Telephone 01-388 5392/3/4/5.



IN TOUCH WITH THE MODERN WORLD ...

som dui Victoria
Englandi,ctocriid Romford,

EsseTel: Roniford (0708) 25919

RIG
12/400
12 CHANNEL 400 WATT
STEREO PA SYSTEM-
Complete and ready to use

£985 inc vat
"NJ

HERIT'SE

AT
2z.LLAST!

RIG
12/600
12 CHANNEL 600 WATT
STEREO PA SYSTEM with
2 -way electronic crossover-
Complete and ready to use

£1365 inc vat

RIG
16/1000
16 CHANNEL 1000 WATT
STEREO PA SYSTEM with
2 -way electronic crossover-
Complete and ready to use

£2285 inc vat

The first really comprehensive
catalogue exclusively of PA &

Live Sound equipment!

Send a large (A4) 12-Y4)

SAE for your free
catalogue and full
up-to-date price

list

RIG
16/1300
16 CHANNEL 1300 WATT
STEREO PA SYSTEM with
3 -way electronic crossover-
Complete and ready to use

£3175 inc vat

ABOVE ARE SHOWN FOUR EXAMPLES OF
OUR BUDGET OFF -THE -SHELF PA RIGS. WE ALSO

SUPPLY AND BUILD CUSTOM RIGS TO ANY
SPECIFICATION USING COMPONENTS FROM:

AKG, ALLEN & HEATH, ATC, ALTEC, BEYER, CANARY, CELESTION, CERWIN VEGA, ELECTRO-VOICE,
GAUSS, H H, JBL MM, PACE, PEAVEY, RCF, RSD, SHURE, SOUNDCRAFT, VITAVOX AND MANY MORE

oe,
Avy, E -Re.

Nri'frNeRE-

C./1,c e

WE STOCK: BACKLINE AMPS AND CABS, DI BOXES, ECHOES, GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS, GUITARS, KEYBOARDS,
MIKES, MIXERS, MONITORS, MULTICORES, SPEAKERS AND MUCH MORE

ON PARLE FRANCAIS EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME WIR SPRECHEN DEUTSCH

HP, PART EXCHANGE, BARCLAY & ACCESS CARDS, REPAIR SERVICE, SECOND HAND GEAR BOUGHT AND SOLD

WRITE NOW OR RING FOR DETAILS
OPENING HOURS: 9.30 to 6.00 MONDAY TO SATURDAY-CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY

2.4



INSTRUMENT REVIEW 1 TAKEHARU WT200
ACOUSTIC GUITAR

It could safely be said that
the name 'Takeharu' is not on

the lips of every prospective
acoustic guitar buyer and, were
the experience of my first en-
counter with the brand to have
proved my only one, I would not
have wasted a tear over this
state of affairs. As things tran-
spired, I feel that Takeharu need
to be considered by everyone in
the market for a lower -priced
acoustic and not needlessly
dismissed.

What, you might ask, hap-
pened to make me so apparently
schizophrenic in my attitude
towards this particular brand?
Well, it transpired that we
borrowed a WT200 from a cer-
tain West End music shop
(which, unfortunately, shall
have to remain nameless) and,
on returning to the office, found
it to be totally unplayable in the
accepted sense of the word.
The strings were far, far too
heavy; there was an annoying
and untraceable buzz in the
sound box; the bridge screws
and washers rattled inex-
cusably, and despite all at-
tempts, it was impossible to get
the action anywhere near an
'acceptable' description, let
alone 'o.k.', 'good' or 'fast'.

On top of that, the guitar's
sound was dull, lifeless and
quite desperately mediocre. To
compound matters, when we
returned the guitar by
messenger to the shop I almost
became embroiled in an
argument with a representative
of the store concerned over
whether or not the guitar was
'saleable'. In view of this state
of affairs, we borrowed another
example from the importers
themselves, Boosey 8- Hawkes,
which turned out to be a whole
different story indeed, and only
made me wonder why in hell the
shop hadn't returned the first
model to B Et H requesting their
opinion and a replacement
model. I'm convinced there
would have been no bother -
and I only hope that if that
model is now sold to some un-
suspecting beginner that he gets
in touch with us once his playing
improves sufficiently to realise
how bad it is.

Phew, that gripe off my
chest, onto the WT200 in
question. Information on
Takeharu themselves is a little
thin on the ground - all I was
able to discover is that they are
made in Japan by the man

whose name they bear - and
that's about it. Still, pedigree
isn't everything (although I

seem to remember Takeharu's
name being in the context of
classical guitar playing in the
Orient) so there's no need to get
upset that none of your guitar
heroes claim their success is
based on Takeharu.

The WT200 is a standard
sized jumbo acoustic guitar,
light -topped and dark backed
and sides, quite tasteful in ap-
pearance without being par-
ticularly special. The top is solid
spruce (in this price range,
highly unusual), the back and
sides rosewood, and the finger-
board rosewood too. As seems
to be the case in the majority of
acoustic guitars, it's difficult to
find out what the actual neck is
made from - like others, it's
lighter in colour and not as

deeply grained
the body.

Grain is good on the body,
and the binding, in all the usual
places, well inlaid, and fitted
well; no glue traces whatsoever
where detectable to the naked
eye and the adjustable bridge
too sat on the wood and not on
a pile of Evostick! Position dot
markers on the fingerboard
looked well - with black
repeaters on the top side of the
neck - and the mock tor-
toiseshell cover for the truss rod
adjustment appeared unob-
trusive. I didn't particularly like
the indents at the top of the
head, but that's just cosmetics;
neither did I like the painted on
logo for Takeharu nor the wor-
ding (Takeharu guitar, as if it
needed any description on the
thing itself) and I suspect that
much of the gold paint would
rub off after a couple of years.

as the back of

There's also an extraordinary
squiggle on the pickguard
which I take to be the man's
Japanese signature - it would
probably be better placed on his
chequebook!

Right, play the thing and the
picture continues - it's a very
good guitar indeed; the action,
on the bridge's lowest possible
setting, is fast and slick and the
fingerboard doesn't get in the
way at all - it, too, is satisfac-
torily speedy with the frets
themselves set quite deeply into
the surface - an arrangement
with which I am particularly hap-
py. The strings supplied, of un-
specified parentage, did their
job, but I would prefer slightly
heavier or simply better quality
ones for my own playing. The
machine heads are a little high -
geared making ultra -fine ad-
justment a little tricky, but by no
means difficult or impossible.
Sound, of course, is an ultra -
subjective concept: sitting
playing the guitar it appear to
project well, but comments
from others in the office in-
dicated that it doesn't push its
sound forward quite enough
and retain a reasonable resonan-
ce at the same time. It's
basically a treble/mid-range
guitar, lacking the early bass of
some acoustics, but again,
that's a matter of taste. Some
people like it like that, and
there's no reason why not.

So, overall, a pleasant guitar
which, priced as it is at around
£80 including VAT, represents
excellent value for money, un-
dercutting many of its better
known competitors by some
30% and morel wouldn't go so
far as to say it's capable of
holding its own with say, a Vega
(which has been suggested to
me), but on the other hand at
that money it would be naive to
suggest it. I sincerely hope that
a) the first model was a one-off
fluke of bad craftesmanship
which can happen at any level
of manufacture, and b) the
response from this particular
shop is not typical of the trade's
reaction to criticism.

If I am right in those two
assumptions I cannot but
recommend to prospective pur-
chasers of guitars in the £100-
£130 price bracket that it might
just be worth their while saving
£30 to £50 and spending it on a
decent case to go with the
Takeharu.
Tested TVS R.R.P. £80 inc. VAT
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Gretsch Drums.....
PE Quite /imply ."ftate of the Art" percurrion....

Peeing M 1, "BELIEVIAG......: but -

Hearing M I/ really "UADER/TAADIAG"

Dear 44 LO NDON DRUM; please tell me more about GreTsch DrumS.

NAME;

ADDRESS;

Baldwin Co., Unit 4, Sterling Indust. Estate, Rainham Rd. South, Dagenham.
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 2
1

PREMIER B4000
SOUNDWAVE DRUMS

When I first started
playing drums about!?*

years ago, it was very much in
vogue to own a Premier drum kit
- better still if it was a brand

to delve into, but BEAT can sup-
ply any technical titbits when
they receive the bumph from
Premier!! (Available either with
Trilok or Lokfast hardware

new Premier snare even has
square lugs like the Ludwig.
Now, while a few people will
merely see this as a rip-off,
Premier won't lose any sleep

new one. However, they -BEAT) One important piece of about that as the baby ought to
seemed quite expensive at the information divulged by Eddie sell in its own right. It was
time for yer average Superstar - was that he was almost certain chrome, 14" x 61/2", with a
to -be! In retrospect this was
probably due to the fact that -
just like now - yer average
Superstar -to -be was and still is

SKINT.
I always had a bee in my bon-

net about buying second hand
equipment because I felt I was
always likely to look after new
gear better, so I therefore outdid
my mates by sticking my neck
out and going for a brand new
Premier Silver Sparkle kit. It had
five drums but I couldn't get on
with the torn toms at all. At that
time they used to make a 14" x
8" for the larger of the two
mounted drums - a terrible size
I thought. Looking back, it was
probably my own fault that I

didn't enjoy a happy relationship
with my torn toms. I had just
started playing the things armed
with a minimal knowledge and I
discovered where the fault lay
when I sold the kit for another
make. Nevertheless, when
BEAT asked me to review a new
Premier outfit, I accepted with
enthusiasm, albeit with faint
trepidation.

The Sound Wave was ac-
cordingly set up at Footes in
Golden Square, one of
Premier's main agents. I was
greeted there by a gentleman
named Eddie who chatted to me
for about half an hour about
Premier drums and fittings. In
fact, he seemed to know more
about the bloody things than I

did ... I later found out that he
was a guitarist. Nice one Eddie!

The kit was so new that I

didn't have any real information

that the kit would retail for
slightly less than other com-
parable Premier kits, and that
has to be a plus straight away -
well, providing it sounded good,
that is - and I later found out
that it sounded very good in-
deed.

The outfit was finished in
Polychromatic Red and had five
drums: a 24" bass drum; 13" x
9" and 14" x 10" toms (glad to
see they've updated the latter);
a 16" x 16" floor tom and a
brand new snare drum called
simply a '36'. What a beauty this
drum was. I can honestly say it's
the best snare drum I've ever
played besides my Ludwigs -
quite a compliment as Ludwig
make great snare drums. This

TEIGERU PA HIRE
25, MIDDLEMORE ROAD, NORTHFIELD,
BIRMINGHAM B31 3UD
021-476 2669

Specialising in

Cerwin-Vega
SOUND SYSTEMS

new throw -off snare release as
opposed to their old parallel ac-
tion ones, and Premier have also
added a complete range of
skins.

Cheaper

The snare batter head was
called a Sensative and boy did it
sound just that. On the un-
derside of the batter head, in the
centre, was a black spot (like
the Remo ones) with a smaller
silver spot in the centre of that. A
good idea, I felt, as I personally
prefer a snare batter to be com-
pletely smooth, especially when
complex snare patterns are un-
der way. These spots are there

to cut out the excess overtones
and presence. This head, by the
way, was plain and not tran-
sparent as on the rest of the out-
fit. Truly a fine drum.

Now onto the others which I

hoped had changed over the
years - and changed they cer-
tainly had. It took me no time to
get a good deep sound out of all
the toms, these having tran-
sparent heads with the special
centres only on the playing sur-
face. These new heads really do
give an incredible tone to the
drums and they carry too. The
floor torn was especially power-
ful; I like to hear a really deep
thud when I hit a floor torn.

The bass drum was also very
punchy, particularly with the
front head removed. Premier
have fitted single brackets to
this range of drums very much
in the Beverley style of fittings. I

personally prefer their other BD
fittings but these are probably
cheaper to make. It makes sen-
se, then, if you remember that
they want to sell it cheaply
(comparatively, that is!).

Fittings

The current fittings are also
superb, especially the Tri-lok
range. The hi -hat was tremen-
dous although I wasn't sup-
posed to be reviewing it?

It seems as if Premier have
been working hard over the
years to maintain a high,
professional standard, and it has
paid off with this kit certainly. I

couldn't find one sarcastic com-
ment to make, and that isn't on
for a reviewer, is it! (OK
Shearer, that will do - Ed).

by John Shearer

ALEXANDER MUIR
AND SON

FIFE'S ONLY
PREMIER STOCKIST

43/45 Queen Anne Street
Dunfermline,
Fife KY12 7BA

0383 24945
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11 SONOR
PERCUSSION

When only the best is good enough
Here are 27 top drummers who play Sonor- because only the best is good enough

* John Marshall * Bobby Worth * Graham Jarvis * Martin Drew * Alan Ganley * Tony Mann
* Ray Miller * Nicco McBrain * Simon Fox * Malcolm Green * Rick Winter * Harry Hughes

* Freddy Adamson )le Tommy Thomas * Jimmy Tagford * Alan Jackson * Laurie Allan
* Mike Grigg * Eddie Clayton * Louis Moholo * John Stevens * Geof Cox * Harold Fisher

* Gregg Thomas * Jim McCarty * Nigel Morris * Tony McVey

Here are 8 good reasons why they all agree on Sonor

All titters on cymbal stands, bongo stands.
tom tom holders and boom arms have a
steel skeleton over which a strong alloy is
cast.

Two dimensional adjustable spurs with
rism clamping device convertible from
ubber tip to metal spur.

Wedge-shaped locking device with steel
plate ensures reliable positioning of shell
mounted tom tom.

"Full vibrating sound shells" (9 ply) are
guaranteed by floating heads, and by

exclusive heat molded process which
requires no sound -deadening reinforce-
ments.

Prism clamping device ensures reliable
positioning of tom-tom legs.

Self -aligning, spring -loaded inserts allow
fast and easy tensioning of the heads.
Foam inserts guarantee silent action.

Hexagonal rod and guide ensures firm
positioning of upper cymbal holder.

Seamless Ferro -manganese steel shells
with specially angled edges project the
tone and power of all SONOR- PHONIC
snare drums.

Serving you are 58 Sonor Key Dealers who demand the best.Which is why they stock Sonor.

ENGLAND AND WALES  Bath Assembly Music. Widcombe. Tel: 0225 22894  Birmingham Orumland International. Tel: 021 643 6641  Bristol Assembly Music. Tel 0272 425245 Burton -on -Trent Normans
Tel: 61528 0283  Chester C. H. & J. A. Dawsons Ltd. Tel: 0244 48606  Coventry Sound Centre (Coventry) Tel: Coventry 457175 Derby Wishers. Tel: 0332 48156  Canterbury, Kent Kennards. Tel: 0227 60331

Dunscroft, nr. Doncaster Music Ground. Tel 0302 843037  Fleet, Hants. Kingfisher Music. Tel: 02514 21210  Gillingham, Kent. Simpsons. Tel: 0634 51131  Hitchin, Herts. Hermitage Organs.
Tel: 0462 59925  Huddersfield The Organ Loft. Tel: 0484 25355  Hull Gardner Musical Instruments. Tel: 0482 223865  Lancaster, Lancs. Hobbs Music. Tel: 0524 60740  Leeds J. Scheerer &
Sons. Tel: 0532 32401  Leicester Central Music. Tel: 0533 538681  Lewisham S .E.13 Len Stiles. Tel 01 690 2958  London Cascade Music. Tel 01 672 3987  Hennts Drum Store. Tel: 01 734
7121  The London Music Shop. Tel 01 387 0851  Sounds. Tel: 01 437 2458  Luton. Beds. Luton Music Centre. Tel: 0582 26826  Middlesbrough Guitarzan and Bongo Bills. Tel: 06495 67510

Newcastle Rock City Music. Tel: 0632 24175  Newport, Mon. Gwent Music. Tel: 0633 57505  Northampton Peter Gray. Tel: 0604 31211  Norwich Cookes Band Instruments. Tel 0603 23563
Nottingham Percussion Sounds. Tel 0602 7010540 Preston, Lancs. Woods Pianos Ltd. Tel 0772 52865  Parkstone, Dorset Achille Roma. Tel 0202 743654. Portsmouth Bennetts.

Tel: 0705 60865  Redhill, Surrey. Keyboard Harmony. Tel: 0737 68821  Salisbury, Wilts. Mitchell Music & Electronics. fel: 0712 23689  Sheffield Musical Sounds. Tel 0742 50445
Shrewsbury, Salop. Salop Music Centre. Tel: 0743 64111  Stockport, Cheshire C. H. & J. A. Dawsons Ltd. Tel- 061 477 1210  Uxbridge, Middlesex J. 5. L. Dawkes. Tel 89 39809- Warrington,

Cheshire C. H. Si J. A. Dawsons Ltd. Tel: 0925 32591  Wigan, Lancashire C. H. & J. A. Dawsons Ltd. Tell 0942 44680. Worcester Worcester Music Centre. gel: 0905 20279  Southend Chris
Stevens. Tel: 0702 454 51  Sunderland White Sound Equipment. Tel- 0783 78058  Surbiton. Surrey Bell Musical Instruments. Tel: 01 399 1166  Swansea J. Ham. Tel: 0792 50968  Truro,

Cornwall West Country Music. Tel: 0872 78501  SCOTLAND  Aberdeen Bruce Miller. Tel 0224 55924  Edinburgh Grant Music Ltd. Tel: 031 228 1704  Falkirk Forth Valley Music Ltd. Tel 0324 31417
Glasgow Bradley's Music. Tel 041 332 1830  McCormack's. Tel. 041 332 6644  Inverness Bruce Miller. Tel: 0463 33374  Perth Wilkie's, Tel 0738 23041  N. IRELAND  Ballymoney, Co.

Antrim Johnnie Owens. Tel: 026 56 62147  Belfast Marcus Musical. Tel 0232 24956  Lisburn. Co. Antrim J. Evans. Tel. 023 82 2011  Londonderry Sound Sense. Tel 0504 44752  Omagh,
Co. Tyrone D. & S. Sound Centre. Tel: 0662 44 340  CHANNEL ISLES  St. Helier, Jersey Regent Music Ltd. Tel 0534 30271

Sole U K. distributors: M. Hohner Ltd., 39-45 Coldharbour Lane, London SE5 9NR. Tel. No. 01 -7334411
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THE BIG NOISE HITS
THE BIG CITY!

OVERDROVE

Trobto Pr* UMW. Gam Mast.. cna Pot/err

The ORANGE OVERDRIVE amplifier,
just part of our amazing range of professional equipment

on show in Chicargo this month

Drop in and see it for yourself, or write for details to:

NEWARK MUSICAL
MERCHANDISE COMPANY
472 Broad St. Newark, NewJersey 07102, USA
Tel: 201 642 3331

ORANGE MUSICAL INDUSTRIES
17,UPLAND$ ROAD, BEXLEYHEATH,

KENT, ENGLAND.

TEL= 01 304-6717 TELEX 897386



I fad:I yvacan choose your
microphone to enhance
your individuality.
Shure makes microphones for every imaginable use.
Like musical instruments, each different type of Shure microphone has a
distinctive "sound," or physical characteristic that optimizes it for
particular applications, voices, or effects.
Take, for example, the Shure SM58 and SM59 microphones:

SM59 SM58
Mellow, smooth,

silent...

The SM59 is a relatively new,
dynamic cardioid microphone. Yet

it is already widely accepted for
critical studio productions.

In fact, you'll see it most often
where accurate, natural sound

quality is a major consideration.
This revolutionary cardioid micro-

phone has an exceptionally flat
frequency response and neutral

sound that reproduces exactly
what it hears. It's designed to give good

bass response when miking at a dis-
tance. Remarkably rugged-it's built to

shrug off rough handling. And, it is su-
perb in rejecting mechanical stand noise

such as floor and desk vibrations be-
cause of a unique, patented built-in

shock mount. It also features a special
hum -bucking coil for superior noise

reduction!

3
gi

Some like it essentially flat...

1000. 20000

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

Crisp, bright
"abuse proof"
Probably the most widely used
on-stage, hand-held cardioid
dynamic microphone. The
SM58 dynamic microphone is
preferred for its punch in live
vocal applications ...espe-
cially where close-up miking is
important. It is THE world -
standard professional stage mi-
crophone with the distinctive Shure
upper mid -range presence peak for
an intelligible, lively sound. World-
renowned for its ability to withstand
the kind of abuse that would destroy
many other microphones. Designed
to minimize the boominess you'd ex-
pect from close miking. Rugged, effi-
cient spherical windscreen eliminates
pops.

...some like a "presence" peak.

2 Is
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FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

professional microphones...by

S U FR
Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME 15 6AU-Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 3 ft
MAESTRO PHASER

FUZZTAIN EFFECTS

Let's face it, you just can't
ignore a unit with balls on, now
can you? Well, we at Beat
figured we couldn't anyway, so
a pair (what else?) of Maestro
units were dispatched toute de
suite from their UK importers
(the all embracing Norlin com-
pany) for our assessment. The
fact is, we'd been hearing things
about these effects for a long
time and realised we ought to
get off our proverbials and get a
couple plugged in. We made a
request for simply two units and
let Norlin make the choice. They
chose the Phaser, and the
hideously named 'Fuzztain."

Both units have a strong
family resemblance - indeed,
apart from details, they are very
similar indeed. Basic con-
struction appears to be extruded
aluminium; controls on both are
wheels at each side of the unit,
while the jack -plugs disappear
into the front of the boxes

where is also the housing for the
mandatory nine volt battery.
The Fuzztain is also supplied
with a 12 volt adaptor for mains
operation eliminating the battery
but adding the problem of fin-
ding somewhere close to plug it
in - so I reckon battery use
would be easier. The Fuzztain
has another control - a round,
flat disc which turns to three
modes - Sustain, Soft, and
Hard.

Right - first thing to note
about these units is the fact that
they are meant for stage use -
definitely. They're big, sit on
rubber feet, and, most im-
portant of all, they're totally foot
operated. With the Maestros the
days of having to stop playing,
bending down to make fiddly
alterations to various controls,
standing up again and trying to
remember where you left off
have gone. It's all a dancing job
- footsy, that is.

The whole pedal (well, all but
the top third) acts as the off/on
control - just stand on it and
it'll click on and off. At this point
I did the compulsory Beat manic
jump slap onto the units (who
said BOF's are too old to jump?)
and they didn't flinch -
however, they most certainly
did move, causing me to tumble
forward with them - more of
that later.

The wheel controls at the side
are relatively easy to use once
you get the hang of it, and sur-
prisingly, one can be quite ac-
curate with their positioning af-
ter a bit of practice. The Fuzz-

tain's central control was a lot
more difficult - but the Fuzz-
tain boasts lights in its wheels so
you can read off the positioning
in the dark.

Right then, The Phaser,
(Maestro also manufacture the
Stage Phaser which is
presumably an up-market ver-
sion of this one.) As with all
Phasers the first test is to whack
the thing up full and listen - in
this case it's OK. There's the
usual whooshing sound, but
nothing out of the ordinary, with
obtrusive noise. The phaser it-
self seems to work fine - that
naughty wheel controls the in-
tensity of the phaser, and the
other the speed of the phasing.
It's a good phase, definitely, but
as with the last few phasers I've
had on review, it doesn't phase
slowly enough.

Manufacturers seem intent on
providing a scale of speed that
runs from slow to very fast -
and I always feel the warbling
sound obtained from the top
end of the scale is unusable.
Many make claims that it can
sound like a rotating speaker
which just has to be bullshit.
Leslie for example don't
produce rotating speaker soun-
ds for under a hundred quid and
there's no way this, or any
phaser I've used other than the
supremely expensive Morley,
will do it. Maestro, to give them
credit, claim their unit "comes
amazingly close to the subtlety
of the rotating speaker sound"
which, when you examine the
statement, means they make no
claim about the sound itself.

At the other end of the scale,
the Maestro doesn't slow down
enough for my liking - it's OK
on guitar (except, interestingly,
when used in conjunction with
the Sustain unit, but for an
organ which can sustain in-
definitely provided the power's
on and there's someone leaning
on the keyboard, the unit
doesn't slow down to that real
mystical, tantalising build up
which can be obtained with
genuine tape phasing. Still, in
between these extremes, the
Phaser works well, and I've no
serious complaints.

The Fuzztain is a different
animal in fairness, it should be
the one to carry a wheel marked
balls, cuz there's sure plenty of
'em when you wind it up full
drive, full volume, hard status,
and hit a chord. This unit is very
much a double act of sheep and

wolf. In Sustain mode chords
seem to hang on for ever; flip
over to soft Fuzz, and there's a
great mellow fat sound, and
then wham it over to Hard and
suddenly a simply E chord
struck a couple of times puts
you in the front row with the
rest of the Outlaws, smoking
and snorting with the hard
boogie sound. The one real drag
about the Fuzztain is the stiff-
ness of this central control:
you've almost got to be a Stevie
Heighway to twist your ankle for
sufficient torque on your toes to
get the thing to move. If they
could just loosen this switch up
the thing would be damn -near
perfect.

There are so many different
sounds lurking inside this
unassuming box of bits that
there's not the space to describe
them here. It's the foot control
that holds the secret - you can
change sounds at will without
having to stop playing, which is
an enormous advantage. The
volume control will overdrive
just about any amp in existence,
I reckon, and the hard sustain
mode gives an almost tangible
distortion bordering on the
magnificent. You can strike
chords and bring in the volume
just as you can with the guitar's
controls - but you can still be
playing - and that's important.

But - and there is a but in
everything - why in hell did
they make both units wedge-
shaped? Why not flat? Being
wedge-shaped, despite their
rubber feet, they will tip over if
you're anything but fairy -footed
and deadly accurate - and they
do move on boards despite the
manufacturers claims. If they
were slightly heavier with fatter
feet this problem too would be
eradicated.

So, to summarise: the
Phaser, at some £69 gives
satisfactory performance for the
money but its advantages lie
more with the manner of control
than the actual sound it
produces; the Fuzztain, at round
£82 (both prices including VAT)
is ace -value for money - with
the couple of reservations I've
made which are really nit-
picking - and definitely a rec-
commended buy. Both units,
though, are road effects pedals
so if you don't play live, don't go
for 'em as they're a bit bulky for
home use.
Tested TVS with sundry guitars,
organ, etc.
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The microphone is the most important link for most singers. They
will gladly spend hundreds of pounds on amplification, but far too
little consideration goes into the choice of their microphones. The
mike is where the whole sound starts, get that right and everything
else follows. Get that wrong and you can have a £10,000 P.A.
system and your sound will still be bad.

The new Beyer Dynamic M26ONS (illustrated) has been designed
with you in mind -a four stage filter for close operating performers,
a high stability protection basket, an easy to operate on/off switch.
Complete with accessories and carry case. Beyer Dynamic is just'
about the oldest and most experienced mike company in the
business, but the design and marketing team is young enough to
know just what today's music needs. That his how Beyer Dynamic
mikes can improve the chain - then it is up to you!

Ask your Beyer Dynamic dealer for a demonstration. Send now
for our 1977/78 brochure, illustrating the full range of micro-
phones, headphones, infra -red listening systems, etc.

MEYER DYNAMIC
1 Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex. Tel

TIDE

NEW MOST
IMPORTANT

LiNk

51003

z
(s)

To Beyer Dynamic, 1 Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex.
Please rust, me details of the Beyer Dynamic microphones/headphones/infra-red listening system etc.

Name Address



INSTRUMENT REVIEW 4
r

ARIA PRO
TWO GUITAR

Aria guitars are made in Japan
^ and are imported into Britain
by Gigsville Ltd., a new com-
pany formed by ex Rosetti (EMI
Ltd) sales director Pete Tulett
and Terry Maybee. The Pro Two
has been subtitled "Masterpiece
Prototype" and acknowledges
the guiding influence of
Stradivarius - "the old world
artisan whose genius created
living, vibrant stringed in-
struments for the demanding
professional musicians of their
(sic) era."

Outrageous hokum, to be
sure, but what brochure worth
its gloss doesn't include a few
gems of blarney these days?
Even "it has been received with
immediate, overwhelming en-
thusiasm and acclaimed the
'Guitar of Guitars" may be taken
in good part, as one envisages a
dutiful team of Japanese ad
copyists professionally glorfying
'the product'. Lay aside the
literature, and the guitar still
seems to be a beauty after one
preliminary, admiring glance.

Its dark wood finish is un-
varnished, allowing the natural
beauty of the maple to show
through to the extent that you
can actually feel the grain. The
body is apparently hand -carved,
with a nicely arched top and
smooth, rounded back. The
neck is joined to the body in a
"unique" and "revolutionary"
way, we are told. All this means,
in fact, is that there is no heel to
get in the way where the body
joins the neck, and the contours
of the back flow into the neck,
which is bolted on, making the
thing a little easier to play.

The overall shape of the in-
strument is another variation on
the Les Paul, though the head is
a bit of a disappointment, being
of an uglier shape than the rest
of the guitar.

The neck is constructed from
three pieces of seasoned maple,
and has a fingerboard made out
of either jacaranda, ebony or
rosewood. Mine was rosewood.
The truss rod is adjustable
without removing any sort of
cover: it pokes boldly out behind
the nut and appears to require
nothing more sophisticated for
adjustment than the usual Allen
Key. The machine heads are
modelled on the tried -and -
trusted Grover design, and
worked with a smooth action,
though they could perhaps have
been geared somewhat lower.
There's nothing fancy avout the
position markers - no in-

tertwined vine leaves snaking up
the neck, for example. Aria have
tried hard to be tasteful, and
have largely suceeded. The ap-
pearance of the Pro II is that of a
piece of antique furniture: even
the ivory binding has that
yellowed look, like the toenails
on your great aunt's elephant -
foot stool.

The pick-ups will either be
Aria's own Proto-Matic-1 type,
which are twin -coil and fairly
high output, or else Di Marzio
Super Distortion; the latter were
the ones fitted to my review
guitar, which presumably costs
a little more than the version
with the Proto-Matics. Certainly
the output was nothing to com-
plain about.

Initially the shape of the
bridge appears unnecessarily
bulky, but this is no bad thing if
it gives the assembly sufficient
rigidity. It's two-way adjustable,
with plenty of scope for back-
ward and forward movement of
each individual string. There is
in addition a screw which sticks
out backwards from the top of
the bridge. The function of this
is to move the whole assembly
back or forward; but it does this
by affecting the top part only,
which pivots on the unmoving
lower screw. Guitarists are ad-
vised not to tamper with this -
it isn't really necessary, and on-
ce you've turned it the whole
thing goes wildly out of tune,
making re -adjustment a tricky
business since the intonation is
completely awry.

Despite the two pick-ups
which the Pro II sports on its
handsome face, there are but
two rotary controls - one for
volume and one for bass, plus
the usual toggle switch, which is
mounted a couple of inches
below the bridge. The controls
are superb - nice and chunky,

and serrated for easy grip. Their
tops are inlaid with a circle of
wood veneer (though lamen-
tably not matching the wood of
the body), thus continuing the
woody trend set by the rest of
the guitar.

I wouldn't quibble at all with
the idea of having two controls
instead of four. After all, the
Tele has made do with two for
long enough. The volume con-
trol is thoughtfully sited right
under the back pick-up, where it
is within easy reach of the right
hand little finger for that
"volume pedal" technique we
love so much. The positioning
of the selector toggle is not
quite so useful. Because of the
chunkiness of the volume con-
trol, it is an easy matter to dive
for the toggle and miss, because
the toggle, like the volume and
tone knobs, is set in a

depression in the face of the
guitar. One would be less likely
to stumble in the attempt to find
the toggle if it stuck out frac-
tionally further than it does, or
was placed a little higher.

The jack socket is in exactly
the right place, however, being
in the face of the guitar rather
than the bottom edge, and thus
less likely to get pulled out if the
player should happen to step on
his lead.

Most of the news so far, then,
looks good. The design has ob-
viously been well thought out
(apart from the small reser-
vations already stated) and the
departures from the norm have
been made for a specific reason.
It looks good, tastes good
(honest!) and by golly it doesn't
sound too bad either. Back we
go to the brochure. "In order to
enhance the lyrical, bell -clear
voice and the silky feminine
flesh touch, the Pro II Master-
piece guitar uses the specially
prescribed method of finish

which the old world craftsmen
used on their master violins."

(Are you reviewing the
brochure of the guitar? - Ed)
Needless to say, they don't tell
us what this method is. But the
sound must have something to
do with the finish, because it
sounds rich and crisp, unlike the
rasping of a cheap guitar.

The power of the pick-ups ob-
viously depends on whether you
have the Di Marzios or not, but
there was certainly a lot of
power there, adding to the
authority and depth of the tone.
If anything, I would characterise
it as on the bassy side; extra
treble has to be obtained on the
amplifier. It won't jangle, but it
will bite. The middle tone is par-
ticularly strong too when used
for vaguely bluegrass effects.

The action when the guitar
came out of its box was fine:
setting up instruments before
they leave the factory is always
an impressive plus, and makes a
strongly favourable impression
on the punter. The neck was
easy and supple to play, the
frets being well filed off, and the
fingerboard having no rough
spots. Although the strings
were heavier on the review
model than I would normally
use, they presented no problem
- an indication of the quality of
the guitar: I didn't feel that the
thing was "unplayable" just
because the strings didn't hap-
pen to suit me. The finish in
every place was immaculate,
without a trace of shoddy work-
manship or compromise in the
quality of the components.

The price is high enough to
place it in competition on the
professional marketplace, but
low enough to make it a temp-
ting proposition to the non -pro
guitarist who wants his first
"good" instrument. It is '

nice to see yet another comp.,/
breaking away from the slavish
copying of Gibson and Fender
designs, and producing an in-
strument which has a very
definite character of its own.
Whether it is, as that tiresome
brochure would have us believe,
"the most sophisticated electric
guitar in the world" is open to
question. (If only you could play
the brochure - Ed) It does, on
the other hand, have a lot to of-
fer, if only rock guitarists could
overcome their conservatism
enough to give it a chance.
Tested P.D. with Orange and
Marshall amplifiers. RRP
£245.90 inc VAT.
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13+riBritish -made

Microphone
Stands

Designed by musicians
... for musicians

THE HIGHEST QUALITY
STANDS at a price you

can buy

P -Fn
Peter and Nicholas
Engineering Company Limited,
Treforest Industrial Estate,
Mid. Glamorgan CF37 511A.

ill price vacuum

Di Giorgio.4 full size classic guitars
and 1 small size. Beneath their rich
inlays and superb woods, there lie
sixty years of craftsmanship that
have developed One of the richest
Spanish sounds an the market.
From around £59 to S105

Vega Six guitars, including a 12 string, all
beautifully designed by the C. F. Martin
Company. With the classic Martin
Dreadnought size and sound, they're made
in the finest woods: maple, spruce,
rosewood and mahogany.
From around £160to £335

Takeharu.3 full sized classic
guitars plus 3 Jumbos (including a
12 stringer). All of them have been
superbly made by craftsmen in
beautiful woods and with exquisite
attention to detail.
From around £52to £80

io ,,how you every Boosey & Hawkei guitar would
rfnposs)ole in one 'advert 6eluent
Attogei hes, the three completely separate

guitar ranges featured here add up
to 17 drfterent inshuments.
Tocethe, they make sr he of the richest, most
heAtrktut folk and classa: sounds money can buy

With Berri, we have a complete range of
ce sr es. EyerytIvig from plush coses to pitch pipes
Ash Your Boosey & HawkPs dealer about the
Oars that interest you. or write to tE for more details

*OS

Ddributecl by Boosey Hawkes
Deansbrook Rd..

gulag to press
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PREMIER RESONATOR is the only outfit with double shells
to boost volume.giving natural studio sound and superb
cut through power.

PREMIER ELITE. a new name for the best selling outfits
around.A vast range of options and thousands of set ups
to choose from.

PREMIER SOUNDWAVE is a totally new range of outfits
fitted with single tension drums for the free vibrant sound
many drummers prefer.

ou've got to feel
the difference before

you can see it.

Premier
1st IN PERCUSSION

The Premier Drum Co. Ltd.. Blaby Rd.,Wigston.Leicester LE8 ZDE



AJOCE
PRICE

AXXED!

ARP'S FAMOUS VARIABLE SYNTHESIZER

Now at a new price that everbody can afford!! New rugged
steel chassis, three pad p.p.c. and easy to read graphics. Now
over £100 lower than ever before! Available through your local
dealer at a suggested selling price of £461.90 plus VAT!

Send for full details and free p.p.c. demo record to:
STATESIDE ELECTRONICS LTD.,

UNIT 8, NEW ROAD, RIDGEWOOD, UCKFIELD, SUSSEX TN22 55X
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INSTRUMENT REVIEW 5
PREMIER B77
DRUM KIT

This month the hand of Beat's
Select -A -Star came to rest

pointing in the direction of Tony
Fernandez, formerly drummer
with Rick Wakeman's Rock En-
semble and currently a Strawb,
and we accordingly asked him
to put stick to skin on the
mighty Premier 77.

To save Tony the drudgery of
listing the specifications, the kit
comprises: 22" x 14" bass
drum, 14" x 5" snare, 12" x
8", 13" x 9", 14" x 10" and
15" x 12" tom toms, two
double tom torn stands, 16" x
16" and 18" x 16" floor tom
toms, snare stand, two boom
cymbal stands, bass drum
pedal, throne, hi hat stand and a
pair of sticks and brushes. Okay
Tony, take it away.

The bass drum was a nice
size. It had a loud, powerful
sound but lacked any real bot-
tom end. I tried it with the front
skin on and off but it still lacked
depth. I really think that the
heads on the drum were more at
fault than the shell, and I think
that with different heads this
problem would be eliminated. If
I played the kit regularly I would
probably be able to tune it exac-
tly as I like it - remember also
that this is a brand new kit
straight from its box with no
time to acclimatise itself to its
surroundings.

The bass drum pedal was
really good, although being
used to my own Rogers
Swivomatic I found the action a
little heavy -going. The pedal did
operate smoothly, however,
with plenty of spring and throw
adjustment. It was also fitted
with spurs which seemed to
work well, and is also solidly at-
tached to the drum itself. I ham-
mered away but it wouldn't give
an inch. The drum was fitted
with disappointing rubber top-
ped spurs but they were
adequate.

The torn toms, like the bass
drum, were all made of four ply
birch with the finish applied over
the top of the shells. The finish,
incidentally, was fabulous on
both metal and woodwork; for
looks this kit will take a lot of
beating.

The Toms sounded definite
and distinctive, but seemed too
'middley' with no real depth and
my experience with other
Premier kits I've tried in the past
has been that they always suffer
from this point - again, it might
just be the heads that are at
fault. I'm used to heavier skins

than those fitted to this kit, and I
even have an old Premier kit at
home which I wouldn't consider
selling. The Toms sounded
pleasant, though, especially
going down the scale: they're
also very loud.

As a matter of fact I'm used
to playing a 4 -drum kit and was
experimenting with the
positioning of the drums
throughout this review. I liked
the snare drum (thank God for
that . .. Ed!) It resembled a Lud-
wig snare very closely indeed, at
least in looks. It is a solid metal
drum with pressed steel hoops,
and the whole item has been
heavily chromed to give added
protection and add brightness to
the tone. Again, this drum
posses a high to mid tone, and
yet again I put this down to the
skins. It's very responsive with a
nice crisp, clean sound which
when tuned high enough, can
provide some clean sounding
rim shots. The quick release
mechanism worked admirably
well, and overall I was quite im-
pressed with this particular
drum.

The Tri-lok snare stand was
very good too: very solid, very
adjustable and it didn't move at

all when playing. The free-
standing double Tom Tom stan-
ds were also very good, giving
plenty of height and angle ad-
justment. The only criticism I

had of the stands were their
weight - they're rather heavy
which makes life on tour a little
harder than it should be.
Another annoying point is the
fact that the stands are con-
structed from metal bent over -
to form a tube - the result is
the possibility of cut fingers!

Elaborate
I accept that the weight is

necessary to provide the
stability they undoubtedly have,
but the sharp edges could be
honed down. The hi -hat is very
elaborate, very large, and very
heavy. There is plenty of ad-
justment, and the action is
smooth and I found the pedal
height ideal for my style of
playing.

The boom stands were good
as well, although I personally
don't favour boom stands - the
cymbal seems to shudder when
I'm playing: but I find this fault
with all makes of boom stands
including this one, but I reckon

anyone would get used to it in
time. They were stable and gave
plenty of height and angle ad-
justment, although the head
seems rather lightweight in
comparison with the remainder.
I felt it should be substantially
stronger to withstand all the
pounding it is likely to receive
and I would like to see a move
away from the key idea towards
a wing nut on the tilter as there
is on the other fittings.

The kit also comes complete
with a drum throne which I per-
sonally find useless unless I can
adjust them perfectly, par-
ticularly as I like a very low sit-
ting position - but there again
the throne is always useful for
stashing things away in.

Overall then, a good kit
representing excellent value for
money - 8 drums, 7 stands plus
a bass drum pedal for £780.43
plus VAT must be a bargain.
The kit looked and played well
- the finish was superb, and I'd
give it 10 out of 10 for looks. The
small faults I mentioned are only
details and generally speaking
it's a good kit which I can
strongly recommend.

by Tony Fernandez
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THE MIXER WITH
A LONG PLAYING

RECORD.. .

SD 12'2
* 12 XLR balanced inputs
* 12 direct channel outputs for recording
* 12 line insertion points
* 4 band eq.
* Separate foldback eq.
* 4 way monitoring with pfl
* Low noise and distortion

Flight case and multicore options

Allen and Heath have been in business a long time
and the business is mixers. We specialize in the
production of high quality yet incredibly cost ef-
fective P.A. and recording consoles. Take the SD 12-
2 which gives more versatility than any other mixer of
its kind, uses high quality construction and com-
ponents and yet costs very little more than the kind
of mixer no professional sound engineer would con-
sider. Check these features - then contact the
people whose experience you can rely on:

Allen and Heath, Pembroke House,
Campsbourne Road, Hornsey, London, N8
Tel: 01-340 3291 Telex: 267727 BATGRP G

AGENTS:
Audiomarketing, Stamford, U.S.A., Saturn
Audio, Canada; Studio Sound, Frankfurt;
Fading, Madrid; Intersonic, Stockholm; Sun
Music, Denmark; Pieter Bollen, Eindhoven;
Son Professionnel, Paris; and most other
countries.
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STAGE
LIGHTING
SYSTEMS

Available for purchase or
hire at unbeatable prices

Daily Weekly
Type of rig To Buy Hire Hire
12 x 500 watt spotlights on 2 x 15' towers £1,100 £15 £45"
12 x 1,000 watt spotlights on 2 x 15' towers £1,200 £25 £75"
24 x 500 watt spotlights on 3 x 15' towers £2,075 £30 £90*
24 x 1,000 watt spotlights on 3 x 15' towers £2,250 £45 £135*

(*Weekly hire rates reduce after 2 weeks - Prices exclusive of V.A .T .1

Each rig includes Electrosonic control systems,
Cerebrum "Starbeam" lanterns with PAR 64 lamps,
Powerdrive Lighting stands, 20 metre power cable and
30 metre control cable for each dimmer pack, sufficient
extension leads for up to a 50' wide stage, and a selec-
tion of colour gels.

We are stockists for Electrosonic, Genie Hoists, Illusion
Lighting, Le -Maitre, Optikinetics, Pluto Electronics,
Pulsar Light, Rank Strand Etc.

CEREBRUM

4/4

World distributors for Powerdrive Lighting and Sound
Equipment Stands.

Showroom:

168 Chiltern Drive,
Surbiton, Surrey KT5 8LS.

IDemonstrations by appointment)

Tel: 01390 0051

Open Monday to Friday - Send 50 pence for brochure
LIGHTING - Trade & Export enquiries welcome. LIGHTING

CEREBRUM
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ARP AXXE

RP have dramaticallyA improved their line of syn-
thesizers in the past year or so,
and the AXXE is no exception.
Compared to the old Odyssey
and Pro -soloist, the con-
struction is far more solid. They
have introduced a steel chassis,
which has made it more rugged,
a must for on the road.

Basically the AXXE is a junior
Odyssey, and as such it does a
great job. It has just one
oscillator with saw and square
wave, though the pulse width
modulation is particularly good
in giving a fuller 'double tracked'
effect. The noise generator
doesn't have the Odyssey's
pink/white noise switch,
although on this and all the
newer ARP's, the Voltage Con-
trolled Filter has a very wide
dynamic range and low distor-
tion. Used properly you can get
just about any variation you,re
looking for.

The AXXE is much flatter
than the Odyssey, and the
'overhanging' keyboard is a
welcome change. This makes it
easier to get the keyboard closer
to the one underneath if you're
'stacking' them, though on that

subject I have two complaints.
Firstly, because the synthesizer
does not come in any sort of
case I can foresee a lot of
broken keys. This could have
been solved by projecting just
the sides of the AXXE out to the
same length as the keys.

Secondly, as in the Odyssey,
the controls are laid out flat in
front of the keyboard, thus
making it impossible to put
anything directly on top of it. On
my Odyssey I have the keyboard
detached from the control
panel, and connected by a

multicore, similar to the 2600
system. This makes stacking
keyboards very easy, and all the
controls of my 2600 and
Odyssey are together in one
bank.
This was a relatively simple
modification, and I think a lot of
multikeyboard players would
welcome this idea of separate
keyboard and control panel as
an optional extra.

ARP have put new knobs on
the sliders, and on the demon-
stration model about half were
missing! I've been assured that
this was due to the lubrication in
the slider pots leaking out, and

this had since been rectified.
The knobs themselves are black
with colour coding on the top,
the code system being sup-
plemented by a block diagram
panel graphic, which virtually
illustrates what is happening in-
side the synth. My only com-
ment is that as the panel itself is
matt black; it would have been
better to have made the knobs
white, for in anything except full
light its impossible to glance at
the controls and check your set-
ting. As a lot of players are
frequently' in the dark' it would
certainly help!

On tile back are all the in and
outputs:-, a high and low output
jack, a jack for the filter control
pedal, and the six mini jacks for
interfacing with other ARPS:-
control voltage in/out, gate
in/out, trigger in/out. There's
also an External Audio input for
playing other instruments
through the AXXE.

A major change, with initially
took a while to get used to, is a
thing called PPC or Proportional
Pitch Control. It consist of three
3/4" long oblongs of rubber
which give touch control over
pitch bending (up and down)

and vibrato. Basically, the fur-
ther away from the keyboard
you learn on the pad, the more
the effect intensifies.

ARP are committed to the
concept of human engineering,
that is human interface with
musical electronics. To me,
creating new sounds and effects
is the essence of electronics in
music, and the AXXE is a good
example of a small program-
mable synth, that's fairly easy to
manipulate in live performance,
yet complex enough to let the
player do a lot of ex-
perimentation. If initially you
just want to start making soun-
ds, ARP make a seriers of 10
control 'panel overlays, which
tell the players where to position
the controls for some of the
more popular sounds. These
"Instant AXXE" chants are ob-
tainable from ARP direct, or
from dealers.

So all in all the AXXE is a
good bet, and at round about
£450, it compares favourably
with other similar synthesizers
on the market.

by Duncan Mackay
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A JBL MONITOR KNOWS ITS PLACE.
A studio monitor is only a tool. It is not

supposed to enhance, add to, subtract from,
or in any way modify sound.

That's your job.
What a studio monitor is supposed to do

is tell you precisely what's on tape. Because
you have to know everything that's there.
And everything that isn't. Before it's too late.

That's why JBL monitors are in thousands

of recording and broadcast studios around
the world. In fact, according to the Recording
Institute of America, JBL's were used to make
30 of last year's top 50 albums.

A JBL monitor plays what it's told. Nothing
more. Nothing less. If that sounds good to
you, contact your nearest JBL Professional
Products Studio Equipment Supplier.

And put a JBL monitor in your place.

The 4301: Our newest 2 -way monitor. Com-
pact and efficient, for small broadcast control
rooms, and home studios.
The 4311: The most popular monitor going. A
compact, full -range 3 -way.

The 4315: An ultra -shallow 4 -way, for maximum
sound in minimum space.
JBL studio monitors come in three other
models, too. All fully compatible for accurate
cross referencing.

Harman (Audio) U.K. Ltd., St. John's Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR

UBL

GET IT ALL.



Synthesisers
synthesized
by Graham Hobbs

Have you ever been into your local
keyboard stockist, asked to see his
range of synthesisers, and then

wished that you hadn't bothered? The ex-
citing prospect of being able to produce a
myriad of sounds from one instrument of-
ten seems outweighed by the formidable
confrontation of knobs, switches and
sliders labelled 'Voltage Controlled
Oscillator', 'Sample and Hold', 'Pulse
Width Modulation' and many other strange
sounding names.

So, ever since I first heard Walter Carlos
playing Bach on the Moog synthesiser, I've
been trying to learn the mysteries of this
magnificient beast. Alas, always with the
same result, I flip a switch to the left, one
to the right, this slider up, this pedal down,
hands on the keyboard and, - nothing!
Convinced that a Pn. u was required to get
even the most unmusical sounds, I would
remain as ignorant as before with an ever
growing sense of frustration.

Guide

It's been many years since my first en-
counter with the synthesiser and, still none
the wiser, I was offered the opportunity to
spend a week with the people of ARP, the
world's foremost manufacturer of elec-
tronic musical instruments. Wondering
exactly what I was letting myself in for, I

made the trip to Lexington, Massachu-
sets. I was met at Logan airport by John
Shykun, International Product Specialist.
John, who was to be my guide and course
instructor for the week, has been to
England on many occasions giving public
demonstrations of the ARP range.

The factory itself is built on an eight acre
site - enough space for ARP to more than
double the existing structure in the years to
come. As it is, the plant covers 50,000
square feet and produces over 1,000 in-
struments every month. Leading the com-
pany is Alan R. Pearlman (hence ARP)

and David Friend. Both are physical fitness
buffs, and both have professional
backgrounds in engineering and music,
but twenty-nine year old Friend is definitely
the marketing man and Pearlman the
technologist.

Pearlman had experimented in music
technology throughout the sixties, at the
time when no one had actually created a
live performance synthesiser. Sure,
breakthroughs were being made in the field
of synthesis, but, compared with present
day developments, this was indeed the
Stone Age period of its history. In New Jer-
sey, the Columbia -Princeton electronic
music labs were attempting to make a
computer "talk". Englishman Peter
Zinovieff had developed the voltage con-
trolled Putney synthesiser. Donald Buchla
had his electronic music 'box', but this was
only capable of spitting out short "blips"
and certainly wasn't set up for 12 tone per-
formance. Efforts between Walter Carlos
and Dr. Bob Moog had produced the
already mentioned "Switched On Bach".
The Moog Model I, which this piece of
music was performed on, had indeed a
diatonic keyboard and could produce ex-
tended musical lines, but it had its main
problem in performance.

The machinery had to be completely
reset in order to change from one sound to
another. This meant long tedious hours
amid mazes of patch cords. In Carlos' case,
it sometimes took weeks to create a fifteen
minute piece of music. A friend of
Pearlman's, whilst reading a Yale university
newsletter, came across an article about a
young graduate with a double degree in
music and engineering. Since the odd
combination of interests coincided with
Pearlman's, he got in contact with
Pearlman, who in turn contacted Friend. In
1970 the partnership was formed.

Friend's arrival added an artistic cast to
Pearlman's clinical habits of thinking.
Briefly, Pearlman combined information
from the Buchla and Moog units with his
own in-depth knowledge of linear circuitry,
and Friend's "human -engineering" trans-

formed the prototype synthesiser from a
lab machine for scientists into an in-
strument for musicians to play. This in-
volved designing a control panel that was
easy to understand and quick to use in
changing from one tone to another. Thus
was born the 2500 Synthesiser, the first
performance -quality synthesiser. In-
cidentally, if you see "Close Encounters of
the Third Kind", not only will you see a
2500 being used in the film, but you will
also see Phil Dodds, ARP's director of
engineering, operating the instrument.
They were encouraged by the success of

the 2500. The Who, The Beach Boys and
The Beatles were among the first people to
use it on their albums but, at twenty
thousand dollars for the complete system,
the average working musician could only
dream of owning such a machine. David
Friend decided that a cheaper and smaller
instrument should be designed to sell in
musical instrument retail outlets. "I think
Al thought I was a little off my rocker at
this point" he says. "He was also in-
terested in getting a lower priced syn-
thesiser, but more because he saw it
coming within reach of the average high
school." In any case, they designed, in
1971, the 2600 to sell at two thousand five
hundred dollars. This synthesiser, designed
to be used with or without patch cords, has
featured on so many albums by people like
Herbie Hancock, Stevie Wonder and
Weather Report, that, even today, it is
gaining popularity, not only for stage and
studio use, but also as a comprehensive
educational instrument.

Variable

Today, the range of products falls into
two categories - pre-set and variable. As
the name applies, the variable synthesisers
can produce a tremendous versatility of
sound. The ARP Odyssey is typical of this
type of unit. The largest selling synthesiser
in the world, this instrument was invented
in the early seventies and was a great
vehicle for Friend's "human engineering".

The term "human engineering" means
that the design of the machine allows ease
of playing for the musician. In other words,
the emphasis is on the musical instrument
aspect of the unit. For example, the
Odyssey has all the controls located im-
mediately above the keyboard in a logical
left to right reading form. A pedal can be
used with the machine to manually open
and close the filter, or the same pedal can
be used to control the interval of pitch bet-
ween the two oscillators allowing very ex -

. .
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Arp contd.
citing lead line sounds. The latest piece of
"human engineering" to be incorporated is
the addition of Proportional Pitch Control
(PPC if you prefer). This neat little in-
vention allows touch control over pitch
bending and vibrato for more expressive
musical passages.

ARP invented, in 1972, the world's first
pre-set synthesiser - the Pro -Soloist. Now
called the Pro-DGX, it features a touch
sensitive keyboard (very nice for a dash of
realism to the sound) and contains 30
"memorised" voices. If you really don't
want to learn about synthesisers (although
I've found it's really worth the effort) the
Pro-DGX can still give you a fair amount of
control over some very beefy sounds.

The famous ARP" String Ensemble has
more recently been followed by the Omni,
an instrument which allows the pre-set
sounds of the complete string family to be
layered against the variable polyphonic
synthesiser sounds. This means the sound
of strings WITH polyphonic brass, piano or
vibes sounds unique to electronic music.
All this, and a low price tag too - no won-
der it appears to be outselling every other
polyphonic keyboard on the market.

Bonded

So how come ARP has had such a
speedy rise in the musical instrument
business? How do you start with a handful
of dedicated engineers and musicians
manufacturing a few instruments in the
early seventies, and by 1979 become the
foremost producers of electronic musical
instruments in the United States? Not an
easy question to answer because so many
factors have played an important part in
reaching such lofty heights. We have
already seen how Messrs. Pearlman and
Friend have bonded their ideas together
right from the start to produce something
new and different, but they're not the only
bright boys in the ARP team. In research
development twenty five people are em-
ployed to improve existing models and act
as a "think tank" in an on -going pro-
gramme to create new instruments. To
support so many qualified people ARP has
to put its investment very much into the
future.

The latest creation from the back room
boys is the guitar synthesiser - the ARP
Avatar. It has taken tens of thousands of
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dollars and three years of hard work to
develop a way for the guitarist, using his
own personal guitar, to control a syn-
thesiser with as much capability as the
keyboard player. For years, the problem
has been to find a device to enable a syn-
thesiser to "read" the pitch produced by
the guitar signal - bends, hammer -downs,
glissandos and finger vibrato. By devising a
pick-up which incorporates six separate
pick-ups, one for each string, and con-
necting this to a device known as a "pitch
extractor" a whole new era in synthesis has
been created. The Avatar, in itself, is not
too different from the Odyssey, but with
many additional features. As with all the
variable synthesisers produced by ARP,
the Avatar may be linked up by interfacing
it with as many other ARP's as you can
afford. Massive sounds are possible when
this facility is used and all the while the
guitarist is firmly in control.

Service

One forward looking aspect is the main-
tenance of a comprehensive in-house ser-
vice department. Seven people are em-
ployed here, although I couldn't un-
derstand why this should be. David Friend
told me that he liked to see them kept out
of work and showed me the job cards for
the day - two units in for repair! All
became very clear when I saw some of the
exhaustive testing procedures to ensure
that product reliability is kept at a
premium. One quality control department
constantly monitors all components and
purchased parts. Other departments in-
spect and test sub assemblies and com-
pleted units at dozens of points along the
manufacturing process. Every completed
and inspected instrument is "burned in"
for over a week. This means that the in-
strument is constantly being switched on
and off to provoke any failure of weak
parts. If any synthesiser needs repair then it
must go through the complete burn in
process again.

Panel

Every single unit is, in the final stage,
checked for all the aestheitc qualities so im-
portant to a musical instrument. To do this,
a panel of five specially trained musicians
actually sit and play every single syn-
thesiser produced. Feel of controls, per-
fection of keyboard, proper tuning and

sound quality are just some of the things
these people are looking for. Synthesisers
have never been cheap, but it is good to
see that ARP are trying to ensure that the
synthesist does get a fair return for his in-
vestment.

Prospect

At the start of this article, I mentioned
variable synthesisers and the daunting
prospect they hold for the novice. Well,
ARP is only too well aware of this problem
and for me, the very best thing that the
company has ever done is to devise a well
thought out approach to teaching syn-
thesis. I was indeed very lucky to have
been included on one of their intensive syn-
thesiser training courses. The introduction
is mainly concerned with basic theory and
terminology, but for the most, it is strictly
"hands on" the instruments. The use of
visual aids and models even made the in-
troduction seem less like theory and more
like practical! To work for a week in a
sound proofed studio with the complete
product range was certainly an amazing ex-
perience. All the while fully conversant
product specialists, as teachers, made it
difficult not to assimilate at least the
basics.

Courses

Every dealer in the USA must attend
these courses because ARP's policy has
always been to emphasise the importance
product knowledge for both the seller and
the purchaser. Okay, so you can't make it
to America for a course in synthesisers.
Don't worry, your problem has been an-
ticipated. If you want to learn about how to
operate a synthesiser, ARP has published
two excellent textbooks, "Learning Music
with Synthesisers" and "Lessons in Elec-
tronic Music". In both books the emphasis
is on the practical "how -to -do -it" stage.
Anyone with a variable synthesiser should
get a lot from these books as they carry
much of the information covered by the in-
house training sessions.

SYNTHESIZER
FOR SALE

£600 o.n.o. Superb instrument for
professional or leading amateur group. Also
small electric organ. Price negotiable. Ring:
Mr. R. Miles 01-907 0340.



We've
made it for

You
A versatile, compact, port-
able P, A. system that packs
a punch. A 200 watt RMS
six channel mixer amplifier
combined with two match-
ing stand mounted reflex
enclosures, will not only
add prestige to your act
but also enable you to pro-
duce the sound normally
associated with larger P.A.
rigs. Available as acomplete
system or individually

system 100
Another quality product
from the Soundout Labs,
at a price you cannot afford
to ignore.

soundout

Please send me details of your Band equipment.
Name
Address

Soundout Laboratories Ltd
91 Ewell Road Surbiton Surrey England
Tel 01 399 3392/3/4 Telex 8951023

COURT'S IN SESSION...

AND...
1/3 octave real time audio
spectrum analysers

Graphic equalisers 27 -band
I/3 octave

Specialist monitor-
ing or complete
package deal studio
systems

The world's finest
live performance

sound systems for
hire or sale

Custom designed
speakers systems
for studios, live per-
formance clubs or
concert halls by
1BL, 1BL -i-
Yamaha, Tannoy
and Tannoy 1BL

Electronic crossovers, phase
constant 2-3-4 way stereo

COURT IN THE ACT .
For the finest sound systems in the world and components by
JBL, Tannoy and most °the" leading makes of Pro Audio
equipment at package deal prices, send for details plus a list
of our hire/consultancy services and last of agents throughout
the world.

COURT fki
ACOUSTICS

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SYSTEMS

50 Dennington Park Road, West Hampstead
London NW6. Tel. 01-435 0532
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No -one will ever accuse John Shearer of being an
introvert. "I'm a flash bastard, and there's no point
in denying it," he starts cheerfully. In the background,

a nineteen strong stainless steel Ludwig drum kit stretches
across the room to emphasise the point. He's played with his
fair share of bands, most recently with the Sutherland
Brothers and Quiver, Moon and currently Krazy Kat: when
he rings the changes there's an awful lot of packing to do.
Where could we start but with the silver monster?

"It's all stainless steel for a start, apart from a wooden
hoop in the bass drum. I specified exactly what I wanted. I
wanted stainless steel as it's so much brighter than wood and
carries very well on stage. Plus the fact that it looks bloody
great, and I believe in giving a show, not just sitting there.
The kit comprises two bass drums, 26" x 15" and 22" x 15",
six double headed tom toms - 12" x 8", 13" x 9", 14" x 10",
12" x 15", 16" x 16" and 18" x 16". It's got eight concert torn
toms - - 6", 8", 10", 12", 13", 14", 15" and 16", and two
timbales - 13" and 14". There are also five snare drums,
which I use one at a time." Paiste cymbals are numerous,
including the puzzlingly named Chinese cymbals, designed to
sound just like dustbin lids.

A deep breath, and onto the percussion. "Behind me I've
got a set of Premier tubular bells and a Paiste 36" symphonic
gong. You can see the forty brass tubes on a rod at the side
there - it's called a mark tree and gives a bell tree effect.
Percussion Services made it for me and Rush - quite a few
bands, actually, have inquired about it. I had a unique
dampening system specially designed for the unit, comprising
two metal bars clamped onto the rack, with foam inside them.
It's spring loaded so that I can stop the bars ringing. These
other bands have gone for the same thing, but none of them
are the same. Apart from all that I've got tons of tuned
percussion at home, bongos, congas, and so on . . ."

Such a kit, coupled with John's extrovert personality, has
made him a natural front man, something not always
appreciated by his previous bands but currently working out
well within Krazy Kat. The band has stretched out since
John's arrival and the next album promises to be a more
exciting affair all round, without losing sight of those
harmonic touches. "We're putting more of a show on now,"
he affirms.

Cabaret
It all started, inevitably enough, with a 12 year old J.S.

unwrapping a Ringo Starr drum kit. "I didn't even look at
it," he recalls. "I put it straight up on the wardrobe, still in its
box. Then, when I was fifteen in my last year at school, the
music teacher came up to me and said 'Shearer, I hear you've
got a drum at home. Bring it on Monday'. I said 'But I can't
play' .`Don't argue, lad. You are the drummer.' That was
that. Afterwards I got into it really heavily, studying and
everything until I got into a cabaret band. I learned a lot
there. I was also paying so much money for drum lessons that
I had to give up drink - and I also couldn't afford to smoke
- and I don't do either to this day.

"That cabaret band, Airport, taught me to entertain. I
had a light in every drum, and a plug board beside me, and when
the club lights went out the kit went on for my solo. I used to
jump into the audience, and once I went out there with the kit
still switched on. When I got back on stage all the skins had
melted and when I started to play I couldn't get the sticks
back off the drums again. Everyone thought it was part of the
show ... That's another thing, you've got to be very
spontaneous. If you make a mistake you've got to get out of
it. That night I finished off on the resident kit behind me."

John's main concern in the early days was to soak up as
many different styles as possible, to avoid plunging into a
stereotyped rut where he could only label himself as a five -rift
rock n' roller. As he says now; "I'm into music full stop.
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SHEARER ON
DRUMS  . and on
more and more drums
Drummers I listen to - Steve Gadd, Harvey Mason, Billy
Cobham, Buddy Rich, all the jazzers. English drummers -
Simon Phillips, Dave Mattacks, Richard Burgess of
Landscape, Jon Hiseman. I watch as many people as I can,
and try to learn from them. If someone does something that I
do and it doesn't sound too good, I think 'better watch that'.

The kit itself is a bit of a Steve -Howe -and -his -guitars
situation; everything from prodding to breathing upon is out
of the question, and John insists that his roadie always uses
gloves when handling them. This way, the stainless steel stays
as scratch -free as possible - remember, after all, his
fanaticism about things looking as well as sounding good.



"People laugh, but they see the kit six months later still
looking great."

Most people would agree that Shearer has "made it", but
he avidly continues studying. On his own drumming, he has
abandoned the orthodox grip to give himself more power,
and he has taught himself to play left handed as well. On the
other side of the coin, he gives drum clinics, answering
questions on particular riffs, tuning, how to play two bass
drums ("which I'm still learning myself") and the inevitable
round of 'how did you do that?' questions. The answer to
that one: "I believe that everything you do on a drum kit
stems from a drum rudiment - whether you know what
you're doing or not. You've got to learn them to be in a
position to branch out. I've got people who learn one thing,
and they're still playing it years later - mainly rock n' roll
drummers."

His future, either within Krazy Kat or out of the band, is
inevitable. He will go on getting better, and his drums will
continue to multiply. "More percussion, synthesizers, drums

. space is the only problem." Ah yes, the space problem -
we have that too, but the irrepressible Shearer insisted on
doing a drum review for us, and you'll find it elsewhere in this
issue. Better phone him and find out how it's coming on!

C.S.
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for Ke boards
The original Hohner keyboard sound has become legendary 040
amongst rock groups and artists all over the world.
To the famous Hohner Clavinet and Planet, Hohner
International Kl, K2 and K4, Hohner add the

.-,.
technical virtuosity of the brilliant

)5,

Korg range of keyboards and

synthesisers. Look for -.
Hohner and Korg at your
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To M. Hohner Limited, 39-45 Coldharbour Lane, LONDON SE5 9NR
Please send me details of the famous Hohner Keyboard sound -plus the Korg range of

keyboards and synthesisers.
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LONDON

PERCUSSION
EXAMINATIONS BOARD

Michael Skinner; James Blades, OBE; Kenny Clare;
Stephen Brewer; Stephen Harris

The London Percussion Examinations Board
announces the introduction of graded musical
examinations for percussion pupils. There will be
nine grades in each of two subjects: -

1. Orchestral Percussion.

2. Kit Drumming and Latin-American
Percussion.

Examinations will be held in July and
December 1978, in England, Wales, Scotland

and N. Ireland.

For copy of Rules and Syllabus send 20p to Head
Office:

11 Camrose Avenue, Feltham, Middlesex.
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The Band take
their partners

THE BAND
THE LAST WALTZ
WARNER BROTHERS K66076
It's a bit of a daunting prospect
to sit down on a sunny Sunday
morning (if you can find one)
and be expected not only to
listen to this album but to write
about it as well. Any unrelated
sounds from the clicking of the
typewriter to casual good mor-
nings from the old lady as she
staggers through to the kitchen

seem like desperately un-
wanted and uninvited gate
crashing on what must have
been one of the greatest parties
of all time.

This final goodbye from the
Band is not the place to re-
iterate their well -documented
history during which they came
to be known as the world's
greatest back-up band - mainly
because it takes their claim to be
one of the world's up -front ar-
tists. After an incredible sixteen
years on the road - half spent
in (the Band's words) 'dance
halls,in dives and bars' and the
second half in 'concerts, arenas
and stadiums (sic)', they (for no
apparently obvious reason)
decided to call it a day. But what
a way to call it: in San Fran-
sisco's Winterland Ballroom
where they played their first gig,
they gave a party for 5000
paying guests, invited many of
their friends, recorded the whole
deal and have now pushed out
one of the very best live album

The Band: greatest back-up band up front for the final goodbye.
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sets ever to be committed to
vinyl.

It's unusual for an album to
house the special talents of such
musicians and Bob Dylan, Neil
Young, Neil Diamond, Paul But-
terfield, Van Morrison, Ron
Wood, Eric Clapton, and a
whole pile more, and still come
out as a testament to the Band
itself, and not the collective in-
spirations of the guests. In fact
the whole package is masterly;
from the outset of Side One, on-
ce the curious Last Waltz theme
has died away, there's an ex-
pectancy that something
remarkable is going to happen.
'Up on Cripple Creek' sets the
tone, and the 'live' atmosphere
of the gig fairly bursts through
the speakers as the Band let rip
with the kind of loose/tight rock
that has become their trade
mark over a fantastic career.
Without doubt, the Band at
least are playing as if they're ob-
sessed with the knowledge that
this final gig is going down for
posterity, and if they are to be
remembered before the stacks
of middle of the road dross ar-
tists of the past twenty years,
then they're gonna play like they
never have before. And it
bleeding well works!

Throughout the collection's
three sides, it's always the Band
who are important, always the
Band who shine through the
truly mind-blowing
congregation of guests. Robbie
Robertson plays like a man
demented, curling his guitar at
every opportunity, jamming
hard with Eric Clapton who,
himself, sounds as if he actually
enjoyed the gig - something
his more recent albums have
been sadly lacking.

The individual talents of the

five Band members are the con-
tinuing theme of the set - Rick
Danko, Richard Manuel, Levon
Helm (bass/keyboards/drums
respectively and vocals all
three), Garth Hudson - one of
my very favourite organists in
the true sense of the word -
and Robbie Robertson,
songwriter and guitar player ex-
traordinaire, are simply superb.

OK, then, but what about the
guests? First mention must go
to Bob Dylan, who (remember
him?) is just amazing, and
Dylanologists would be justified
in buying this entire set just for
side one of the third record. He
takes the years back to '66 and
two songs he performed with
the Band when they were his
backing outfit 'Baby Let Me
Follow You Down' and 'I Don't
Believe In You' both performed
with incredible gusto, before
completing his set with a

magnificent version of 'Forever
Young'. He bows out with a
mass -choir version of 'I Shall Be
Released' - Christ it's dated,
but they date it '78 all over
again. Dylan's current tour is all
the more depleted because the
Band stamp themselves as the
only outfit in the world capable
of doing the man justice.

Other guests worthy of a
more than a communal mention
are Joni Mitchell and Neil
Young: although they perform
together on 'Helpless' it doesn't
quite work in musical terms, but
shit, this was a party after all!
Streaming down the line of stars
come Neil Diamond (well, me
mum probably likes him), Eric
Clapton (who me mum
definitely doesn't like), Van
Morrison (does anybody like
him?), the irrepressible Muddy
Waters (C.S. likes him), Dr.
John (me cat likes him) and so
on. It's not in the spirit of things
to name them all, because this
was the Band's party, not a deb
set in the Dorchester in the late
Thirties when the guests were
more important than the hosts.
Throughout, the guests pay
homage to the Band, and it's
returned in full.

The last side is intended to be
the Band's last recorded set of
new material and although
Robertson doesn't scale the
heights of his previous success,
and although I reckon it has no
place in the party atmosphere to
bung this on at the end, there
are songs enough to assist to his
brilliance.

Overall, The Last Waltz is cer-
tainly the best 'super -guest'
collection (a la Bangla Desh
etc.) record ever made - the
music, with the proviso that it's
essential American, is brilliant,
and if it didn't cost what it does,
I'd order the whole world to buy



it. As it is, if you can afford it do,
because honestly, you can't af-
ford not to.

T.V.S

FRANK ZAPPA
ZAPPA IN NEW YORK
DISCREET K69201
It's taken an extra month to see
whether this is actually as bad as
they said it was. The verdict?
Probably not. From my own
point of view, having seen Zap -
pa twice recently, the material
was familiar, and hence was low
on surprises - and surprises
being an essential ingredient of
this strange man's appeal, it
might have seemed a bit of a let-
down.

But then, the majority of fans
will not know the tracks, and
they are the ones who count.
The opener - Titties And Beer- is about a motorcyclist
whose, er, girlfriend and beer
are snatched by the Devil in a
bid to wrest the soul of the
motorcyclist away in exchange.
The latter, of course, outwits
the Devil by agreeing to the pact
without hesitation or indeed any
signs of regret. This cute morsel
of metaphysics is followed by a
relaxed and exceedingly lyrical -
passage mostly by Eddie Jobson
on synthesizer, plus a guitar solo
by Zappa. The closer for side
uno is Big Leg Emma, a

facetious little ballad in af-
fectionate pastiche of Elvis
(Presley that is).

The second side is entirely in-
strumental, save for a long, con-
descending explanation of the
music half way through. The
Black Page is one of those
pieces that probably took him
round about half an hour to
write. In other words, it is
brilliant, quirky, jerky, strange,
impossible to dance to and hard
even to listen to. People often
fail to realize, in the midst of all
the sex and satire, that Zeppa is
a musical genius, working in
areas that no-one else seems to
have discovered. Unfortunately,
because he refers so casually to
his own music, the punter tends
to take it for granted, as if it's
there merely as decoration. Not
so!

A remarkably unpleasant
modern romance story (Honey

Frank but low on surprises.

Don't You Want A Man Like
Me) kicks off the third side of
this double set, followed by The
Illinois Enema Bandit, which
is distinguished by some fine
singing by Ray White, though
mainly the interest lies in the
narrative. Needless to say, the
tale ends with a typically idiosyn-
cratic "moral". The fourth and
final side is instrumental again,
the music varying from what
can only be described as con-
ventional modern jazz to Zap -
pa's now -traditional Edgar
Varese spin-offs. The piece is
called The Purple Lagoon, and is
uninterrupted by dialogue or
monologue.

So what does it add up to?
Well, as has been pointed out
elsewhere, the sides are quite
short. The jokes make you smile
rather than guffaw. The music
itself is patchy. All in all, a

dispensable album, and
nowhere near as good as the
comparable Roxy and
Elsewhere double live set of
three years ago, nor as good as
his last studio offering Zoot
Allures. On the other hand, old-
time fans will buy it as a matter
of course. There's plenty of
stimulating stuff here, and it's
still musically far in advance of
just about anything else
travelling under the guise of
rock music.

P.D.

THE ALBION BAND
RISE UP LIKE THE SUN
EMI HARVEST SHSP 4092
Better Late Than Never Depart-
ment.
You know what it's like don't
you? I mean, the lot of a record
reviewer is not a happy one.
Albums flooded in like the seven
plagues of Egypt and the only
sensible thing was to try and
avoid a couple of them on the
off -chance that they might go
away. Anyway, a surfeit of
listening material, moving

house, and a memory that the
last Albion Band record I heard
was decidedly ordinary kept
Rise Up Like The Sun in the
pending tray for too long - far
too long as it turns out!

I've missed the boat of
superlative comparisons which
I've been reading elsewhere,
comparisons indeed with Fair -
port's legendary Liege Et Lief. I'll
have none of it - Rise Up Like
The Sun is simply the best elec-
tric -folk album ever produced by
anybody: a superb collection of
brilliantly produced and recor-
ded songs that totally cross the
border between folk and rock
remaining essentially one and
the other at the same time.

Ashley Hutchings is the
mastermind behind this amazing
success: yes, he that was there
at the beginning of Fairport, and
again at the birth of Steeleye.
This record effuses his en-
joyment, as if finally, he's made
the one he's always been -
dreaming of, that one elusive
concept that will finally kill the
myth that the worlds of rock and
folk are forever to be kept apart,
never the twain shall meet, and
all that shit.

The band itself includes all
sorts of legendary folk/rock
heroes - Dave Mattacks Er

Simon Nicol among them, with
an impressive guest list from the
same world - Julie Covington,
Kate McGarigle, Richard Er Lin-

da Thompson, Andy Fair-
weather -Low (pardon) and the
brilliant Martin Carthy. But that
sounds like folk I hear you cry -
like hell, it does. This is almost a
final plea to stop all this 'folk-
rock' argument and try and look
at it as just music, without
categories. How else can one
explain a brilliant tabla and
bagpipe solo in the middle of a
track opening with a spacey
synthesizer solo?

The album is stacked with ace
music, ace singing, and ace
songs. Lay Me Low, which
closes side one, with the cat-
chiest chorus rocking along in
full glory begins with an
acoustic guitar, (or is it an 18th
century keyboard) electric bass
and violin. If you expect your
music to sound a certain way,
then this album isn't for you. If
you like the unexpected, if you
can respect the musicians'
freedom to experiment at will,
then you'll love it.

Like I said, best folk-rock
album ever by miles, but more
important, one of the best
collective performances of any
kind of music.

T.V.S.

GEORGE DUKE
REACH FOR IT
EPIC EPC 82216
A radiant, beaming George on
the front cover and a thought-
ful George on the back, but then
you find a funky slip of paper in-
side and there's two more
beaming Georges. The record,
in seeming parallel, presents a
quarter portion of standard issue
esoteric jazz rock, swamped all
round by George discovered in a
funky, playful, mischievous
mood.

This alone makes Reach For It
rather better news than much of
the man's recent work; his
association with Cobham, for in-
stance, influenced him to match
his keyboard style to that of the
flamboyant drummer until it
became a headlong rush to get
to each intricate tour de force
first.

The Beginning is merely a few
seconds of synth noise and
Lemme At It, the first real track,
is exemplary, clever, pumping
standard issue jazz rock. Charles
Icarus Johnson's guitar carries
the lead and could be tran-
sposed to and from a Jean Luc
Ponty session - do you get the
picture? - until George bustles
in with his bank of keyboards to
wind it up. Hot Fire, like Lemme
At It, sounds as if it could be too
funky to touch but comes out
instead sounding brisk and ef-
ficient and another well
groomed rep of the jazz rock bit
again. This time Santana -style
tapped drums are the main
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feature. All fair enough, mind
you, you know the form and it's
either for you or it isn't.

So what happens all of a sud-
den when George cuts loose on
the title track? Funk-ee. That old
chicken has nothing on this little

workout. "Funk not only
cures," he chuckles, it abcures.
The grip is strong and mighty
when the potion hits your
notion, and you start that ro----
Ila motion." On and off it goes,
and George struts his stuff like a
big, bad peacock. Searchin'
Mind re -directs him onto the
slick soul avenue, but he still
can't get that funk outta his face
and when Stanley Clarke guests

on Watch Out Baby, he too gets
the ro----Ila motion.

George and Stan the Man do
these little favours for each
other from time to time, and
Stan dutifully unwinds with his
characteristic trebly, percussive
picking to give the track a rare
old piggyback. It wanders off
somewhere else towards the
end of the girls in the
background even start up a little
excited breathing, but no mat-
ter. The funk has been fixed.
Diamonds ends as he began
with Lemme At It, brisk n' crisp
and fancy stuff on in the synth,
before The End, the real end,
like The Beginning (if you see
what I mean) winds it all down
again.

Well, you might say, standard
issue jazz rock is a slight goner
these days, and saucy funk's
too pleased with itself by half,
but George has got them nicely
taped this time round.

C.S.

FLAMIN' GROOVIES
FLAMIN' GROOVIES NOW
SIRE 9103 333
They don't exactly churn 'em
out. Together since 1965, and

FLAMIN'GROOVIES NOW

this is only their sixth LP. One's
instant reaction is to put it side
by side with the classic Shake
Some Action album (their last,
recorded in '76) and see if it
stands up. On that harsh test, it
must be said straight away,
Flamin' Groovies Now is in the
second division. There is
nothing penned by the Cyril Jor-
dan/Chris Wilson team that can
touch Shake Some Action (the
song), or the other two giants
on that album - Yes It's True
and You Tore Me Down. The
same style is evident here with
such songs as Take Me Back on
the first side, but the melodies
just aren't as strong. This time
round, in the true spirit of
garage bands all over the world,
they seem to have derived the
biggest kick from covering old
songs by their heroes (and they
do have a lot). Out of twelve
tunes, only half are self -written,
and two of
producer Dave Edmunds as co -
writer. Take Me Back and Good
Laugh Mun feature some com-
pletely unnecessary Mellotron,

and the guitars generally seem
less bright, jangling and en-
thusiastic than they did last time

As we might expect, the best
tracks are those which they
didn't write: Gene Clark's Feel A
Whole Lot Better, which opens
side one, and Lennon and Mc-
Cartney's There's A Place,
which closes side two, are the
lighthouses by which we can
examine the depressing
darkness in the middle. The first
Cliff Richard single - Move It
- is resurrected, and should
now be given a decent burial,
whilst Yeah My Baby is a mid -
pace rocker in the style of 1964
Beatles without a great deal in
the way of melody, though
doubtless a live rendition would
suddenly endow them with just
that pizzazz which the studio
can't really capture.

Perhaps the Flamin' Groovies
have attempted a more distinc-
tly rock 'n' roll approach here
than they did on Shake Some
Action, but it comes out soun-
ding like any revival band's
"tribute" to the pioneers of the
genre, and the Groovies are not
a sixties revival band, like the
Pleasers, because they started
out in the sixties. The spine -
chilling melodies of which they
are eminently capable are ab-
sent here, and the interested
punter is once again directed to
their previous album, which was
and P.D.
CHICK COREA
THE MAD HATTER
POLYDOR DELUXE 2490 144
Chick Corea's solo albums

Black And White And
Blues All Over
Vanguard Records, now
nestling in the soft underbelly
of Pye, have dipped into their
blues vaults and are currently
releasing a few collectors'
items.

Buddy Guy's Hot and Cool
(Vanguard VSD 79290) had to
be the pick of this bunch, a cull
of live and studio tracks from
three of his previous Vanguard

Buddy Guy . . .
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albums. The Hot Side
showcases the rough -edged
side of Guy's playing, with an
enthusiastic I Got My Eyes On
You and I had A Dream Last
Night with a special mention as
far as unbridled lead playing,
Chicago style, goes. Note the
difference between the playing
on the Hot side and the Cool
side, where Guy goes through

George Thorogood . . .

his B.B. King -is -King routine. In
place of red-hot licks, hollering
and a brass section careering
around all over the place, we get
a rich, creamy selestion of
classic leads balanced against
the exemplary piano work of
Otis Spann. B.B. King's Sweet
Little Angel underlines the link
to best effect.

Nothing could be less creamy
than the first album from
George Thorogood and the
Destroyers (Sonet SNTF 760).
This is hard, driving club blues,
borrowing from Elmore James
and John Lee Hooker with
Thorogood pumping out some
ru RACY Y MRS

Muddy Waters . .

heavy slide guitar playing bet-
ween the traditional electric
blues showcases. Madison
Blues and One Bourbon, One
Scotch, One Beer are
highlights. I'm sure that George
Thorogood's three piece would
burn your ears off live, but tran-
sferring this immediate ex-
citement onto record is not quite
so easy. The album is never-
theless "hot".

More of the same but a little
better is the general idea with
Muddy Waters' I'm Ready (Blue
Sky 82235). Johnny Winter
produces and adds guitar as on
Hard Again and this, plus good

Prof. Longhair . . .



present the least accessible side
of his musical personality; as
well as the acoustic and electric
jazzman we get the gran-
diloquent composer directing
himself, friends and orchestra
through his latest complex
brainchild. It's usually worth the
effort; whether the music works
or not you're guaranteed a feast
of sheer technique, and in this
case you get the technique plus
an album that finally becomes
cohesive and impressive.

I say finally because you've
got to hurdle a fair selection of
irrelevancies, self -indulgences
and rambling melodies before
the troupe settle down and start
playing. Dressing the album up
as a parade through the fantasy
world of Alice of Wonderland
gives Corea the scope he needs
to freely mix the ingredients and
switch his partners around - if
the Mad Hatter sounds like the
Mad Hatter, so much the better.

The Woods begins the album;
here he is very much the com-
poser and uses all manner of
synths and electric keyboards to
do a little atmospheric scene -
setting. This is a fine way to
begin an album like this, but
things begin to go over the top
when the full orchestra moves in
for a short Tweedle Dee and
then The Trial. The Trial also
features the first outbreak of
singing by RTF Colleague Gayle

while this is ac-
ceptable in its own right it seems
a mite too mannered atop the
angular crescendos of the or-
chestra.

Corea: a blend of composer and keyboard wizard.

The one promising facet of
these early tracks is an in-
dication that Corea will be con-
centrating largely on selling the
prism of the acoustic piano.
Humpty Dumpty is the first of
several occassions where he
slips into the seemingly much
more comfortable role of the old
fashioned band leader powering
a song along from behind a
grand piano. Joe Farrell's sax
carries the melody as the song
works up to a burst of vintage
swingalonga-Chick and some
ringing acoustic bass playing
from Eddie Gomez. This is
evidently not the real Chick, but
it is personable, like his electric
playing in Return To Forever.
However, because it's a solo
album and because he wants to
stretch out as he couldn't

support from a fine band (Pine
Top Perkins is still behind the
piano) lends a little polish to the
proceedings. The title track and
I'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man,
both by Willie Dixon, stand out
in an album of mainly 'nice n'
easy, with some harp tracks.

So far it's been gee -tar blues
all the way. How about
Professor Langhair Live On
The Queen Mary (Harvest
SHSP 4086) then, if you want to
hear it from the keys? Professor
Longhair is an obscure legend
from New Orleans brought into
action by Paul McCartney for a
party on board the Queen Mary
(sic). Longhair didn't know he
was being recorded and played
with only nominal inspiration,
but the album includes some
workmanlike boogie and a nice
version of Everyday I Have The
Blues. By the way, guess who
took the sleeve shot ...

These albums are all readily
available on major labels - a
more obscure brace on Red
Lightnin' turns out to run an in-
teresting line in revealing the
lesser known styles and ac-
tivities of a well known gents.

For example, Johnny Guitar
Watson comes on strong these
days as one of the best selling
soul slickers in the business, all
shades, funk and three piece
suits, but the Gangster Is Back
(RL 0013) pulls the wrapper off a
few pretty mean blues licks laid
down between '55 and '61.
Gangster of Love is included.
For another example, Ike Tur-
ner plays the same trick with
"I'm Tore Up" (RL 0016) and
the title track is a treat. An
honorary mention for Clarence
Gatemouth Brown and San
Antonio Ballbuster (RL 0010),
but bear in mind that most Red
Lightnin' tracks are culled from
fairly ancient singles and are
thus big scorers in the crackle
department.

Finally, the blues album that
isn't. Remember B.B. King's
twenty -odd minutes of wah-
washed blues on Lucille Talks
Back (ABC ABCL 5149)? Don't
worry - not a lot of people do.
Dismal sales led the American
branch of the ABC to keep
King's follow-up Kingsize album
to themselves, although he will
shortly return to British shops

anywhere else, it's sandwiched
into the middle of the first side
with another grand com-
position, Falling Alice and its
prelude. The full orchestra and
voice are there again, and an
awful lot happens; every now
and again a rather nice melody
peeps out as well.

Side two gives a better blend
of the two Chicks: Dear Alice
and Mad Hatter Rhapsody bring
him further out of his acoustic
piano shell; the first makes brisk
use of another nice melody and
the second guests a little funky
Fender Rhodes from buddie
Herbie Hancock. When the two
are in full swing the orchestra
gets the back seat. Mad Hatter
Rhapsody even has a string in
its tail - just when it might
comfortably fade out Chick
breaks into some hot latin rhyth-
ms with drummer Steve Gadd.

The thing is, just mentioning
the overdone areas makes the
matter seem even more serious
than it is. The best policy is not
to imagine that Corea will play
what suits you, but to take the
half which does and then work
hard to make sure the other half
will do the same in time. This
system will put it way ahead of
My Spanish Heart and give it a
chance to continue growing on
receptive ears. C. S .

JERRY GARCIA
CATS DOWN UNDER THE
STARS
ARISTA AB 4160
Cynics amongst you may ob-

serve that the Grateful Dead's
name has something to do with
how many feel when the band
finally calls the last curtain and
wanders off to luxurious
retirement in L.A. Well, this solo
album from the band's leader
and inspiration (a contentious
statement and deliberately so) is
certain to put off that final day
for a good time to come. The
Dead's product has, over the
years, bounced irregularly from
excellence to direness, and from
laid-back to laid -out with such
pingpongability that the har-
dened reviewer's patience has
been unfairly tested. Now,
following on the hit-and-miss
brilliance of the band's last com-
munal effort 'Terrapin Station',
comes this solo project from
Garcia.

Both Garcia and Bob Weir
have recently taken time off
from the Dead to work alone II
was going to review Weir's ef-
fort, but suffice to say it's as
wimpish and directionless as
Garcia's is purposeful and ex-
cellent). Cats Down Under The
Stars was recorded with Keith
and Donna Godchaux, Merle
Sounders and others, with lyrics
courtesy of Robert Hunter are
again biblical -image laden and
challenging. The result is an im-
mensely listenable album, from
the intensely catchy title track
through tothe cheeky, beautifully
arranged little song called 'Palm
Sunday' which opens with a
creamy harmonica solo and
dissipates into a multi-vocalled-
glorious few -lined extravaganza.
Magic!

It's not all good, of course
(when was the last time
anybody produced a two-sided
vinyl suitcase of brilliance
anyway???) and there are a

couple of tracks which might
have found their way into the
cutting room floor rather than
onto the master tape, but
generally speaking it's a gas.
'Love in the Afternoon' is a

crazy, lazy reggae number,
Rubin and Cherise an up -tempo
opening which bounces
beautifully, and sets the pace
and atmosphere for the whole
record.

The only disappointment
really is the lack of a Garcia
guitar stamp on the whole
album - only on the title track
does he really get into playing,
delivering a superbly original
guitar solo over the catchy tune.
Still, Garcia's probably one of
the less fashionable and least
predictable musos in the world,
and he presumably reckons he's
just done it again - sure has,
but what a nice one. T.V.S.
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TELEVISION
ADVENTURE
ELEKTRA K 52072
Tired of heavy metal thunder?
Tuneless riffs getting you down?
Then all you need is Television
who, along with fellow New
York bands like Talking Heads,
are making forays into those
long -neglected areas of the rock
guitar known as melody and
sweetness of tone. The twin ob-
sessions of the last seven or
eight years - brain -crushing
power chords and mercurial
speed - may at last be on the
way out. Rich melodies and
twinkling guitars sound much
fresher than the rhythmic stamp
of platform boots, or indeed the
crazy, stupifying thrash of punk
rock.

r_LB Is I ON
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Just what makes Television a
new wave band is unclear.
Probably something to do with
Tom Verlaine's silly hairstyle
and adopted name. On the other
hand, many of his songs are of
considerable length and com-
plexity (e.g. the title track on
Marquee Moon, which clocks in
at ten minutes) and the words
are never less than interesting.
What has coused the rather
lukewarm critical reaction to
Adventure, their second album,
is undoubtedly the fact that it is
more laid-back than the first.
There are certain among us who
regard a song which combines
moderate pace and hummable
notes as a miserable bland -out,
a betrayal, in fact, of rock and
roll itself.

Adventure isn't that simple.
Where in places it is un-
doubtedly laid-back, such as the
beautiful Days on side one, it is
elsewhere quite gloomy: The
Fire builds into a powerful and
chilling evocation if imminent
disaster, though as usual the
lyrics give little away. There is,
50

however, great variety
throughout the album. Ain't
That Nothin', which follows The
Fire, is as near as dammit a
stomper.And as before there is a
lot of purely instrumental work,
as on The Dream's Dream, the
last track, and another
somewhat elegiac piece with -
dare I say it - a West Coast feel
in the style of Tom Petty (who
isn't really West Coast, of cour-
se, but this just serves to
illustrate how pathetically
inadequate such labels are).

High spots of the album are
the opening track - Glory - an
infectious, riff -based song
which contradicts everything so
far written in this review - and
Days, which confirms it all.

Well there you are. Not an
easy band to pigeonhole, thank
the Lord, but all the truly ex-
cellent ones present this
problem. One of the nicest
features of Television is the full,
jangling tone of Verlaine's guitar
and that of second guitarist
Richard Lloyd, and both of them
are admirably captured by
producer John Hansen and
Verlaine himself. Fans of the
Byrds will shake their hoary old
heads in disbelief and delight.
This is one of the bands to listen
to if we wish to emerge from the
Dark Age of HM and pumk.
Another one is The Shirts,
whose first album will be out
this summer and will almost cer-
tainly be a killer. But in the
meantime, Television watchers
should be content with this.

P.D.

RAINBOW
LONG LIVE ROCK 'N' ROLL
POLYDOR POLD 5002
Cozy Powell remarked in a

recent BEAT interview that
Richie Blackmore had "two or
three hundred riffs on tape
which we haven't even used
yet". So far about twenty have
emerged on record, all pretty
similar and all instantly
recognisable as Blackmore's
work; Long Live Rock 'n' Roll
picks eight more and smartly
hones them down to fit the
general band bludgeon job. It
was no secret that up until this
album Rainbow hadn't fulfilled
their potential.

Blackmore Ito my own
dissatisfaction) had decided to
bury ninety per cent of his vast

ability as a guitarist (witness the
occasional Deep Purple break,
the occasional live improvisation
which took a musical rabbit out
of its hat and turned it inside
out) and concentrate instead on
the equally notable much
more boring ability to power out
riffs to slaughter the punters live
and keep heads across the globe
banging against the wall in time.
The likelihood of the Rainbow
sound changing to fully ac-
comodate the talents within the
band must now be minimal, so
you learn to accept what you
get and take it from there.

ainbow
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If you do that, Long Live Rock
'n' Roll is good news. The riffs
are all the same, Rainbow Rising
recycled, but the flab is gone
and they're as razor sharp as
wallbanging riffs can be. Aware
that shorter, more concise
tracks, would help the band sell
themselves in America and
move more readily towards the
charts (to say nothing of
removing the memory of that
live double which thundered and
stormed but broke no new
ground at all) Blackmore and
Dio have written better songs to
wrap around the riffs. Riff, sclo,
riff, finish. Much better. The
title track and Kill The King
(previously aired on the live

album) are two racers, each
with the archetypal Blackmore
solo in the middle. Kill The
King, especially, is classic
Blackmore fast -and -furious, as
he drives the tracks towards the
inevitable upping of key and
volume. Sensitive To Light is
another full-bodied rock 'n' roll
riff, though not quite up to the
standard of the two aforemen-
tioned tracks - which are, after
all, the best on the album. These
all show one kind of Rainbow
riff, the frenzied hammer and
tongs variety.

Lady Of The Lake and L.A.
Connection show another; the
slower, more menacing version
that digs itself deep into the
groove and keeps crunching out
as if nothing could budge it.
Make a third and final com-
partment to find the 'new' Rain-
bow: Gates Of Babylon has the
epic feel which might have
made it 'the track' but I'm not
too sure whether it comes off or
not. Rainbow Eyes also sits
uneasily in this third area. A
flute and strings are featured in
the Rainbow equivalent to Deep
Purple's Anyone's Daughter
from Fireball - quite un-
characteristic and presumably
an effort to suggest the ability to
write a different kind of song.

Overall, though, you've got to
assess a Rainbow album on its
effect over the full forty -odd
minutes. Naturally it drives and
pumps as all the others did
before, but - and this is the im-
portant thing - it's crisper,
tighter and the songs are better.
Fine by their own standards,
with classical Blackmore guitar
and fine singing by Dio - I just
wish I could forget that Black -
more can really PLAY.

C.S.

SHORT CUTS
JAY FERGUSON
THUNDER ISLAND
ASYLUM K53066
Though by no means as bad as
it's been made out to be, Thun-
der Island sees Jay with plenty
of nice laid-back tunes and
eminently tasteful musicians,
but precious little to tap your
foot to. A slow nodding of the
head would be more in order.
Yeah, that's right ... hey! Wake
up!

THE RUTLES
THE RUTLES
WARNER BROS.
Well, yes, a lot of mileage has
been squeezed from this
remarkably thin joke about the
Beatles. Every song is based
closely on a well-known Beatles

tune, every event in the story
has its parallel in the real world,
but will it still be funny in three
months time? Aha! It can be
made funnier depending on your
state of consciousness at the
time of listening. The similarity
to the Beatles has a disorien-
tating effect, creates a surreal
feeling that this could so nearly
be the real thing, a positive (Oh
shut up . . . Ed.).

ROGER GLOVER
ELEMENTS
POLYDOR SUPER 2391 306
Heavily orchestral and
paralysingly uninspired semi -
concept job from bass -player
turned producer. Despite the
presence of Simon Phillips and
Ronnie Aspery, selections of ac-
tual playing are few and far bet-
ween, although the Glover syn-
ths no doubt produce the sound
he was after.
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CONVERT YOUR AMP
INTO A STACK OF AMPS
uric LINEAR POWER B00,5 TEAS 1 &
can increase the output of any electric
instrument such as guitar bass organ or
microphone. Since all amplifiers are
overdesigned to more than handle the
most powerful pick-ups. the LINEAR
POWER BOOSTERS will let you derive
optimum results from your amplifier. And
it's much cheaper than buying a high-
-Jritput pick-up.  Maximum setting of the
Aurne control of one unit can make your

amplifier TEN TIMES LOUDER,  The
switch allows instant change from regular

instrument output to pre-set boosted output.  Increases guitar sustain.  Vastly increases
the performance of all distortion devices. wah wah pedals. and other accessories  Using
two LINEAR POWER BOOSTERS will give you even more sustain Turning up the volume
level of the first one past the halfway point will shift the second one into overdrive. Using the
first LINEAR POWER BOOSTER's control you can now develop the initial bare hint of
harmonic distortion to any desired degree The second LINEAR POWER BOOSTER can
control the volume of the combination.  Two models LINEAR POWER BOOSTER -I with a
double male plug will lit nto into amp or instrument, LINEAR POWER BOOSTER -2 does the
same dynamite job down on the floor.
LINEAR POWER BOOSTER -1 -3" x 2" x 11/4"
LINEAR POWER BOOSTER -2-51/a" x 33/4" x 21/4" x If,2"

TASTE AND FEEL
EACH NOTE

The SCREAMING BIRD and SCREAM-
ING TREE are treble boosters that will
give your instrument that razor sharp
edge that can cut through when you're
playing live The high end of your sound
spectrum will sparkle as you can taste
and feel each note.
BIRD -3" x 7' x I1/8"
TREE -51/4" x 33/4" x 21/4" x 11/2"

PUT SWAMP
,.-* IN YOUR BASS

The MOLE and HOG'S FOOT Bass
Boosters cut the highs and amplify the

instrument the
LtAX°R.Aite

liassa0OSTtit

subharmonics giving your
depth authority and heavy penetration of
the foot of a church pipe organpedals
The MOLE or HOG'S FOOT will give your

tixtt,-hanrionix

kr ---,
..: '

vss

axe or amplifier that thick swamp -bottom
blues sound of the Fender iazz bass used
in coniunction with the old Ampeg B-15

at frJfrk MOLE -3" x 2" x 1 Vs" HOGS FOOT -
SW' N 334" x 21/4 K 1 1/2"

WELL DONE, DOCTOR CI
DOCTOR 0 is the most economical yet nigh -
quality Envelope Follower available on the market
today. Effects ranging from involuted mellow funk
lines to slashing thin chops can be instantaneously
and sensitively controlled through the player's use
of attack and decay dynamics. The range of the
filter can be preset And as an added feature the
bass switch can be used to add a rich bass equali-
zation without losing the thin whipping Envelope

Follower sound on top. This makes the unit excellent for getting potent new sounds from the
electric bass, as well as guitar and clavinet.
51/4" x 33/4" x 21/4" x 11/2"

NEW ELECTRONIC DEVICE
FOR SELF -MULTIPLICATION
Let THE CLONE THEORY Cr , Jrkible
your live vocals or instruments wan the fullness of
studio overdubbing and the natural intermoduia
lion of large orchestral groups. Makes voi
guitar and horn sections in tact ,ti j
instrument sound bigger and richer. This new
tevice utilizes a highly sophisticated voltage -
controlled analog delay line which generates both

'cho and flanging at the same time The result is a moving chorus otherwise obtainable only
ruth an expensive combination of delay and hanging equipment Multiple controls can
Jkoduce a delightful true vibrato and other variations. AC
rJ" x 63'4" x 6" x If

44.
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TRY HENDRIX' SWEET
SUSTAIN
Jimi Hendrix relied on the BIG MUFF PI for
his smooth, mellow, supple electric -lady
sound Now Santana uses this finest dis-
tortion device, high on sustain and low on
distortion. Whole chords can be played
with minimum distortion. It is designed for
the guitarist who wants his axe to sing like
a hummingbird with a sweet violin -like
sustaining sound. The sustain control al-
lows the player to optimize long sustain
with a hint of harmonic distortion. The
tone control allows you to control the

iarmonic content, from a sweet silvery liquid to azor sharp ACIDC 63/4" x 51/2" x 21/4" x1,rik"
THE LITTLE BIG MUFF PI is a compact version of the famous Big Muff Pi favored by Jim!

Hendrix and Carlos Santana Preset maximum sustain ACiDC 51/4" x 33/ex 21/4" x 11/2"
MUFF FUZZ This funkiest distortion device will give the player that dirty sound which

cannot be gotten from today's popular solid state amps. It gives the player that natural
distortion of tube -amps used by the Rhythm 'n Blues bands of yesteryear And now it comes

th a double male plug that lets you plug into amp or instrument. 3" a 2" a We"

ELECTRO-HARMONIX
PRESIDENT KEEPS
TWO MISTRESSES!
Our internationally popular ELECTRIC
MISTRESS Hanger:Filter Matrix was
much too good to discontinue lust be-
cause the brand new DELUXE model has
been designed with improved noise and
distortion specilicalions, greater reliabil-
ity, and convenient AC power Rick Der-
ringer, for example, has honored the
standard MISTRESS as "the best sound-
ing of the flanging devices Both units
have a sweet, shimmering flange. Both

'lenity sweep the sound spectrum to create a prismatic array of absolutely fascinating and
ethereal sounds. Both are made on earth for rising stars!
DELUXE (AC): 6" x 63/4" x 6" x 1.1/2"
PTANDARD (DC or Adaptor) 63/4" x 5V?" x 21/4" x l'ba"

JUNCTION M X R

MIXXXXX
ne 51 JUNCTION MI/FR s designed as an

.nput-output mixer and accessory blender As
input mixer 4 mikes or instruments can be attached
is inputs to obtain one output As output mixer
amps connected to external speaker coat:Ana
ions can go directly to the 5X with up In tour
external speaker cabinets oeing connected to one
5/ This eliminates sloppy wire hookups and de-
creases set-up time As accessory blender in

,truihent signal can go directly to the 5/,. Un to lour different accessories can he joined with
mother 54 with one line then going tO the amp. This facility allows the blending of any
ombination of distortion devices wah waft pedals echo effects etc An infinite number of
cnnecting problems can be solved with 'his very functional accessory 3" x 2" x 11/4"

'3" x 2" x 1'/e"



BRITAIN'S LEADING MAIL- OM

simon King r
GUITARS  DRUMS AMPLIFIERS P.A. EQU

4ender Rhoda\
Sta e

THE BEST DEAL
YET ON THIS
SUPERB
INSTRUMENT

4,0
our price only £559

EASY CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

A really great offer, saving you over £350!!
on the list price. Come and try the famous
Fender Rhodes at our showroom. Special
offer price of £559 holds good while
stocks last !

FENDER GIG BAGS

Shoulder Bag
£4.25 post free

Holdall
£7.65 post free

46$11

Cymbal Sak.
PAISTE 404 Cymbals LIST OUR PRICE
14" Hi Hat (pair) £ 31.80 £25.45
15" Hi Hat (pair) £ 37.29 £29.85
16" Crash £ 22.69 £18.25
18" Medium £ 28.45 £22.79
20" Ride £ 37.25 £29.79
PAISTE 2002 Cymbals
14" Hi Hat (pair) £ 70.58 £56.46
15" Hi Hat (pair) £ 78.87 £63.15
14" Sound Edge Hi Hat (pair) £118.29 £94.65
15" Sound Edge Hi Hat (pair) £125.72 £99.75
16" Crash £ 45.03 £35.95
18" Ride £ 54.25 £43.45
18" Crash £ 54.25 £43.45
20" Ride £ 67.26 £53.85
18" Flat Ride £ 78.45 £62.75
20" Flat Ride £ 67.26 £53.80
18" China £ 67.26 £53.80
22" Ride £ 86.07 £68.85
PAISTE 602 Cymbals
14" Hi Hat (pair) £ 90.54 £72.45
15" Hi Hat (pair) £101.25 £81.00
14" Sound Edge Hi_ Hat (pair) £118.29 £94.65
15" Sound Edge Hi Hat (pair) £125.72 £99.75
16" Thin Crash £ 57.80 £46.24
18" Thin Crash £ 69.56 £55.65
18" Ride £ 69.56 £55.65
20" Medium Ride £ 86.76 £69.45

20%A discoIS
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Cymbals
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)ER DISCOUNT MUSIC ST

nusic
EFFECT

TELECASTER
TELECASTER
TELECASTER
TELECASTER
TELECASTER
TELE. CUSTOM
TELE. CUSTOM

STRATOCASTER
STRATOCASTER
STRATOCASTER
STRATOCASTER
STRATOCASTER
STRATOCASTER
STRATOCASTER
STRAT. with TREM.
ST RAT. with TREM.
STRAT. with TREM.
ST RAT. with TREM.

PRECISION BASS
PRECISION BASS
PRECISION BASS
PRECISION BASS
PRECISION BASS
PRECISION BASS
PRECISION BASS

JAZZ BASS
JAZZ BASS
JAZZ BASS
JAZZ BASS

& MORE!

you re a ood=
deal be ter off

at, Simon

Ooils
a

U
Prices....

Blonde, Standard
Black, Standard
Sunburst, Maple Neck
Black, Maple Neck
Natural, Maple Neck
Sunburst, Maple Neck
Black, Maple Neck

Natural, Rosewood Neck
Black, Rosewood Neck
Black, Maple Neck
White, Maple Neck
Sunburst, Maple Neck
Natural, Maple Neck q
Blonde, Maple Neck
White, Maple Neck
Sunburst, Maple Neck
Black, Maple Neck
Natural, Maple Neck

Natural, Rosewood Neck
Black, Rosewood Neck
Sunburst, Rosewood Neck
White, Maple Neck
Black, Maple Neck
Natural, Maple Neck
Sunburst, Maple Neck

Black, Rosewood Neck
Natural, Maple Neck
Black, Maple Neck
Sunburst, Maple Neck

£215
£215
£230
£230
£230
£249
£249

£235
£235
£255
£255
£255
£255
£255
£275
£275
£275
£275

£224
£224
£224
£239
£239
£239
£239

£259
£273
£273
£273

MAN.

We have a wide selection of this excellent
equipment for you to try at our showroom.

YAMAHA AMPLIFIERS
G25112 30watt with Reverb & Distortion
G50112 50watt with Reverb & Distortion
G100212 100watt with Reverb & Dist.
B50115 50watt Bass Combo
B100115 100watt Bass Combo

YAMAHA GUITARS
SF500
SF500
SF700
SF700
SF1000
SF1000
SG500
SG500
SG700
SG700
SG1000
SG1000
SG1500
SG 1500
SG2000
SG2000
SG2000

Brown Sunburst
White
Brown Satin
Red
Oil Stain
Blonde
Cherry
Black
Cherry Sunburst
Brown Sunburst
Cherry Sunburst
Brown Sunburst
Cherry Sunburst
Black
Cherry Sunburst
Brown Sunburst
Black

BIG CASH
DISCOUNTS
..on all Yamaha
Guitars, Amps and
Drums. Send for
your full Yamaha
catalogue today !!

)RTH SURREY Tele 01.330 3709

LIST
£255
£255
£295
£295
£335
£335
£365
£365
£420
£420
£485
£485
£485
£485
£585
£585
£585

£129
£195
£274
£239
£299

All prices
include superb
solid plush
lined case.
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"FROM THE SMALLEST POWER BOOSTER - AND
MEMORY MAN ECHO/ANALOG DELAY. A RANGE
FOR TODAY'S MUSIC".

WRITE TODAY FOR YOUR FULL CATALOGUE, PR
DEALER, TO

EASTWOOD MUSIC CO. P.O. BOX 114A SURBITON SURREY KT6 7SN TELE: 01-330 4558

IT REALLY BOOSTS - TO THE EXCITING
OF 48 SUPERB EFFECTS UNITS AND PEDALS

ICE LIST, AND DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST

PUT ANY KNOB UNDER
FOOT CONTROL
HOT FOOT Universal Pedal can turn any
accessory, made by any manufacturer,
into a foot pedal. How does it work? Sim-
ple. Just pull off the knob of the control
you want to work with your foot and attach
the screw at the end of HOT FOOT's flexi-
ble shaft and presto! you've got another
effect under foot control! Its a simple in-
vention, but brilliant. There are no elec-
tronics to worry about. No matter what
new types of sound effects are created in

he future, HOT FOOT will never become obsolete! Also comes in a HOT FOOT Universal
PAN Pedal model, for special effects using two amplifiers or accessories.
t3" x 6" x 3 3/,

STRETCH YOUR GUITAR NECK UP
TO 19 FEET!
Try the effect that musicians in Europe like
Kraftwerk are using. The FREQUENCY ANALYZER
can compress the neck of a guitar down to two feet
or stretch it up to nineteen feet. This highest -quality
Ring Modulator available is a brilliant accessory for
all brass and woodwind instruments. Blow horn
through the FREQUENCY ANALYZER and out
come three different horns in moving harmonies.

Shift the frequencies of drums, cymbals, and hi -hats. Play any note on any piano, for example
a C. and out comes a 0, E, B, or any note or fractional in-between note. according to the
setting on the dials. Blend your regular signal with the new shifted notes. Filter control allows
you to sort out high frequency components. Set any harmonic multiple desired for an
avant-garde sound.
63/4"x 51/2" x 2I/4" x 1

GOLDEN THROAT WILL LET
YOU SING YOUR AXE OFF
This top -of -the -line mouth tube and filter
enables a musician to make the unique
sound recently popularized by Peter
Frampton and also used by Stevie Won-
der, Jeff Beck, Steely Dan, and Joe
Walsh. Your mouth becomes an exten-
sion of your guitar, as the guitar music
feeds up into and is controlled by the
movements of your jaw, tongue, and
lips. Wah, fuzz, tremolo, phasing, and
many other effects are possible.

GOLDEN THROAT is more powerful than the competition, with a 100 Watt driver and a red
light overload indicator. Its sharp but meaty sound can be produced with any strength
amplifier.
63/4" x x 33/4". TUBE -6' x 1/4"

MOUTH TUBE FLEXIBILITY
WITH BUILT-IN MONITOR AMP
Now, using only one GOLDEN THROAT DELUXE.
you can boost the range of your group threefold.
1. Enjoy the best mouth tube effects available by

just plugging in-no need to touch a single
speaker wire or disable your good guitar amp.

2. Geta 25 Watt RMS, 60 Watt peak auxiliary amp
head with Volume and full -range active Tone
controls.

3 Be able to simultaneously route your instrument input to the GOLDEN THROAT DELUXE
and to an external amp for a variable blend of straight and tube sound. Puts an end to
thinning out a band's sound when using mouth tube effects.

And each of these sound dimensions is instantaneously controlled by simply tapping one of
two heavy-duty footswitc hes! AC,.
81/2" x 8" x 3" x 11/2"

OUR GREAT NEW ECHO/
ANALOG DELAY LINE

(DOR'? Until now all echo and reverb effects re-

Ilaf"i lied on moving parts-springs, tape
loops, and other mechanical gear that
could wear out or break right in the middle
of your act. Delay effects depended on
digital delay lines that were fine for the
studio but too expensive and bulky for
onstage use. Now our engineers have put
all of these key effects into one durable,
reasonably -priced footswitch unit
through the development of state -of -
the -art hybrid techniques.

Presenting MEMORY MAN DELUXE. Discr minating musicians welcome the superb
totally -electronic echo unit you've been waiting for. Number one in features and perfor-
mance. Slapback stage echo... repeating arpeggios ...delayed split stereo "bathtub"
reverb _controlled feedback... vocal doubling-a range of effects effortlessly achieved
That is truly astounding!

Clean noise -free operation with distortion under 1%, a signal-to-noise ratio of 60db. and a
built-in SILENCER-. Noise Gate.

Unlike competitive solid state echo units, MEMORY MAN DELUXE does not decrease its
bandwidth as Delay is increased. The result? Crisp razor sharp highs at any echo setting for
the professional performing musician.

 Wide range of Delay: 15 msec -4 sec.
 Wide frequency response. 10 Hz --100 kHz (Direct), 10 Hz-3KhZ (Echo) ±3db
 Infinite echo Repeats with minimum signal degradation
 Variable gain level control and overload indicator
 Dual outputs
 AC operation with power switch and indicator

Combines with other effects for a smashing echoing flange echo-wah or echo -fuzz. Attrac-
tively packaged in a nickel -plated steel chassis with heavy duty line cord,
Also available in an economy design less indicators. level control, and noise reduction
circuitry. but including special Boost switch.

e4)
E -H DEMO RECORD
GETS DOWN TO IT
This new LP produced by Elliott Randall using top
New York City studio musicians. is a contempo-
rary. highly listenable set of music ranging from
funky blues to space jam. It demonstrates inge-
nious uses of our most popular effects devices-
uninterrupted by jive hype. You'll hear 6 -string
guitar multiplied to 12 by the ELECTRIC MISTRESS
Flanger voice doubled with sax -like sound

hrough theOCTAVE MULTIPLEXER. p ucked strings silkened into bowed strings by the BIG
MUFF Pl. and many more startling 1 ansmutations using our "STONE" series of Phase
Shifters. GOLDEN THROAT. DELUXE MEMORY MAN. DOCTOR Q.. FREQUENCY
ANALYZER. and HOT FOOT. Hip line notes by Village Voice music critic Carman Moore
described how the effects are created. A must for every electric guitarist. Albums are
available at your musical instrument dealer.

DELUXE

1T1E..11X)
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DELUXE OCTAVE
MULTIPLEXER WITH
ERROR -FREE TRACKING
Now you can sound like Eric Clapton and
Jack Bruce playing together in lightning
fast runs as the DELUXE OCTAVE MUL-
TIPLEXER synthesizes a note one octave
below the one you're playing. You'll get
clean octave division on every guitar note
with no false triggering. Five filters allow
the musician to shape the harmonic con-
tent of the new note from fuzz bass to a
pure. deep organ bass. This device can
explode the tonal capabilities of horns

nto the bass and baritone range. Makes any singer sound like Ike Turner. The popular
standard OCTAVE MULTIPLEXER has the same fine features and throaty bass with slightly
relaxed tracking accuracy. The pedal version of the standard unit gives the musician
continuous foot -controlled blending of high and low notes for the ultimate flex1h111,y of
guitacbass duets and answering bass runs.
AC only DELUXE 8" x 63/4"x 6" x 11/2"
AC -DC STANDARD 63/4" x 5, 2" x 21/4" x 1.1,J"
AC -DC PEDAL 13" x 6" x 33/4"



ON TOP OF
THE HILL
A profile of the company and
the Malcolm before the Hill

The music business
occasionally throws up
some bizare locations for

its activities, and the enormous,
dilapidated Georgian (?) man-
sion perched a -top the South
Downs which houses the
operations to Malcolm Hill
Associates, could accurately be
considered as one of these. On
further inspection, however, it is
also a logical one for a company
needing both space and privacy
to design, manufacture and test
a wide range of high -quality
P.A. equipment.

Hill's reputation has grown as
rapidly as the company itself,
and is now regarded as being
amongst the very best in the
business. A couple of hours
spent with Malcolm himself
leads one directly to the reason
- Malcolm is in search of
perfection, and albeit allowing
for a few things to get in his way
before pushed aside, the search
is proving to be a fruitful one.
Malcolm Hill started his
business immediately he left
school in 1970, although it didn't
turn into a full time occupation
until a couple of years later.
"I've always been interested in
music and electronics - I was
trained as a classical flautist but
became bored and frustrated by

the rigidity of that type of music.
The electronics side of things
began as a hobby - building
power amplifiers for the
numerous school bands."

Working for a couple of years
on his father's farm, Malcolm
utilised one of the farm's cow-
sheds to continue his electronics
hobby. When he decided to go
full-time into the business he
augmented his income by
playing with bands but this too
had to go the way of all things
as the business grew and he
became more and more
disillusioned at the standard of
playing. "I realised I could never
achieve musically the standard I
had set for myself, so rather
than keep trying for the
unattainable, I decided to
concentrate on the business."

The business expanded
rapidly. '72 to '74 were spent in
'an old cow -shed', '74/'75 in 'a
new cow -shed' and the rest of
'75 and the most part of '76 in a
small factory unit in nearby
Marden. The final move to the
decaying splendour of the
company's present premises
came about in November '76.
Starting with power amplifiers,
Malcolm was asked by a band
he had supplied if he could build
them a mixer as well - "I hardly

knew what a mixer was in those
days" - and, as is his way, he
did. "I've always used I/ C's in
the mixers - in that respect my
designs bore no resemblance to
any other on the market at the
time - and of course it brought
down the costs tremendously.
In fact, I guess at the time they
were cheaper than any
comparable product by a long
way," he recalls. Now, of
course, things have changed,
and Malcolm manufactures
mixers which are no longer
cheap, but which attempt to
provide more facilities, more
reliably than any opposition
company.

After the mixers came
speaker cabinets. "We started
building cabinets for several
reasons: firstly, it seemed
logical that as a company
producing P.A. equipment we
should be able to market an
entire 'Hill' system; and thirdly,
because we heard people
discussing the performance of
our amps and mixers in the
context of other people's
speakers. Thus our equipment
could be described as 'a lousy
system' simply because our
name was on the amps and
mixer although the description
was being applied to the
speakers. Obviously that was an
undesirable state of affairs."

Hill approached a number of
speaker unit manufacturers and
borrowed drive units, making up
cabinets for each of them,
before deciding that ATC
provided the sound and
performance he was looking for.
Now all Hill enclosures have
ATC bass and mid -range units
with a modified version of the
RCF studio monitor driver to
handle the top end.

Another part of this drive for
the fully integrated system is
Hill's insistence that as much of
the manufacturing process be
carried out under the company's
own auspices. Hence the
factory in Marden receives
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quantities of plywood and
aluminium extrusions etc. and
literally builds the equipment
from the raw materials.
"Middlemen aren't sufficiently
reliable for us," he continued,
"and this way we have total
control over the manufacturing
process - and this is important.
Because we build everything we
can take credit for it when its
offered, and also accept the
responsibility if something goes
wrong. There's no buck -passing
of problems here because we
recognise that it's our
responsibility and ours alone."

This philosophy, of course,
leads to the fact that Malcolm
cannot recall a mechanical
breakdown being brought back
to the factory for something like
two years strong
recommendation indeed.

On the question of custom
building for anyone - "now, we
try and put into every mixer all
the facilities that could be, and
ever have been, asked for.
We've developed the modular
system in that if a particular
request comes through, we're
almost certain to be able to
meet it from a standard range of
modules - for example, we've
an intercom module which can
be slotted in on demand."

Malcolm Hill also
manufacture large (and small)
studio desks - "that came
about in the reverse order to
normal procedures. Someone
said that as we make live desks
surely we make studio consoles
too. Well, we didn't at the time,
but it wasn't long before we
did!"

Hill does, in a sense, turn
down business. "Some of the
bands coming to me now come
for my experience as much as
for my products," he told us.
"Perhaps I used to sell
anything, but now the business
is financially secure, I've more
time to pass on my experience
to new bands. Thus we'll have
people coming down here
demanding a 24 channel road
desk, and I'll be able to convince
that a much smaller console will
do them just as well and save
them a lot of money. For
example, I spent a whole day at
Keele University dissuading
them from buying a large
system simply because I knew it
would be over -specified for their
use. Most people spend less
here than they originally
intended to." A rare and
refreshing way to conduct
business!

The most recent addition to
the company's operations has
been the introduction of a hire
section. "We thought very
carefully about this for a long
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Malcolm Hill

time before going into in it in
October last year. Obviously,
the hire companies are among
our better clients, but it's
difficult persuading them to
change from the established
systems to our new high-
powered systems simply
because we know them to be
the best. The thing is that we, at
Hill, have been accelerating
harder than our clients, and
because our equipment is so
robust and reliable, the clients
are unable to absorb
technological developments at
the speed with which they're
happening here."

So Hill took an unusual
course of action: they bought
up two or three smaller one and
two man Hire operations -
mainly to acquire the skills of the
operators, and then formed a
loose association with a few more
hire companies (all using Hill
equipment.) The net result is a
group of companies able to tote
for all the tour business going -
because if the particular
company involved cannot
supply the right size rig, it
knows it can get the back-up
from Hill themselves. All the
systems are totally modular and

interchangeable, so if a

company gets a 6K tour order
but only has 4K, the missing
parts can be slotted in instantly
without upsetting the system at
all. In fact, Malcolm told us, that
with a couple of days notice he
could put a 75,000 watt system,
complete with engineers on the
road!

Since the hire scheme went
into operation Hill have handled
tours for British Lions, Sad
Cafe, the Boys, Radio Stars,
Barbara Dixon, Split Enz and
AC/DC, so the idea is obviously
working well. Malcolm hinted
that in the next few weeks there
will be a new power amp on the
market which will "be half the
price and twice as good as the
best on the market" (a claim we
would like to see substantiated),
along with a period of
consolidation for the company.
"Up until now we've been
producing to demand, but now
we're in a position to up -grade
the whole range of equipment
while having sufficient capability
to meet the demand without
having to put the whole
workforce on to that side of
things."

That Hill export a staggering
90% of their production is an
amazing fact, considering that
obscurity was but five short
years ago.

Premier
LONDON'S MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 20 YEARS!

FULL RANGE OF ALL PREMIER DRUMS, ACCESSORIES,
TUNED PERCUSSION AND SPARES

LARGE SELECTION OF AVEDIS ZILDJIAN CYMBALS ALWAYS AVAILABLE
CALL IN AND SEE THE FANTASTIC PREMIER RESONATOR KIT!!!

IN STOCK NOW

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST

EASY TERMS, PART EXCHANGE. OPEN WEEKDAYS UNTIL 5:30 SATURDAY TO 5:00

CHAS.E.FOOTE LTD. 17 GOLDEN SQUARE LONDON WI
TELEPHONE: 01- 437 1811

MODERN
MUSIC
30 Castle Hill, Dudley, West Midlands.
Tel: Dudley 55293

Ii cmwr
Premier stockists a wide range of acoustics always available,
extensive repair service and while -you -wait Shure
microphone repairs.
Guitar specialists:- sales, repairs and modifications.

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD ETC.

BANBEBOX
(Wolverhampton) Ltd.

Your Premier Dealer
for all Drums and Accessories

The complete music shop at your
service - only at
28 SNOW HILL

21420 WOLVERHAMPTON 21420

201 -203 Stourbridge Road,
Dudley, West Midlands.

Great choice of Premier and Olympic kits
always in stock. Lokfast Trilok stanc,'s,
Cymbals by Zyn, Zildjian and UFIP -
sticks, heads, cases and all spares -
repair service on premises.

DO A GOOD DEAL BETTER!!
Phone Alan, Graham or Paul on: 0384-74700

P.S: New extended P.A, Keyboard and Mixer Department Now Open!
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IIECKETTg
For

Premier drums and accessories and Zildjian cymbals.
The cities main Premier dealer for over 40 years.

HH and Marshall amplification.
Electric guitars, Band Instruments, Accessories and Repairs.

Beckett's, Gibbs Road,
(Side of A.B.C. Cinema)

Southampton. Tel. 0703 24827
For location map look us up in Southampton yellow pages

Studio Faders

0I 0

'-'114 For low cost Carbon or
professional Conductive Plastic and Wirewound faders,
stroke lengths from 60mm to 105mm, contact:
AUDIOFAD, 46 West Way, Bournemouth,
Dorset, BH9 3EB. Phone (02021511883



YOU'VE PROBABLY HEARD...

Malcolm Hill Associates manufacture 63 Production Models comprising:

Mixing Consoles (from 8 into 2 to 48 into 24); Power Amplifiers (from 100 to 2000 watts); Treble,
Mid & Bass Bins; Wedge and Side -fill Monitors; Multicores; Stage Boxes; Flight Cases;
Force -cooled Racks; Crossovers; Equalisers; Compressor/Limiters; and distribute all leading makes
of speaker, microphone and associated equipment.

All equipment is available (as individual items or complete
systems) from over 150 dealers throughout the world or
direct from the Sales Department.

Hill also operate a complete European Tour service with
sound systems up to 30 kW, lighting systems up to 120 kW,
trucking, engineers and road -crews.

0 Sales Office: 6 Lillie Yard, 19 Lillie Road, London, SW6 IUD, EngIan,
Telephone: 01-381 3446.

Head Office: Hollingbourne House, Hollingbourne, Kent, England.
Telephone: Hollingbourne (062 780) 556.
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LET THE FORCE OF A LIT . C.

INTO YOUR GROUP
QUESTION:

WHAT HAVE THE
FOLLOWING IN

COMMON?

STAR WARS
THE ROLLING STONES

ROD STEWART
MODEL NO
816A BASS BIN NEIL DIAMOND816 HIGH FREQUENCY SYSTEM

MODEL NO
1215A BASS BIN
1213T TOP BOX

ANSWER
A L."T _C,

SOUND
SYSTEMS

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT :-

10 LONG ACRE  COVENT GARDEN
LONDON  WC2E 9LN

01-240 5411
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Jump on our band
wagon, don't get

left behind!
For years souNoouThave produced quality audio,
now you can benefit from their sound experience

just part of the new range of band gear from

SOUNCIOUT
Ask your dealer for details or send the coupon today.

r -Please send me details of your Band equipment,

Name

Address

Soundout Laboratories Ltd
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey. England.

L01399 3392/3

NAMM '78
EXHIBITION
James W. Johnson,
NAMM President,
introduces this
year's show . . .

With less than one month remaining before the 1978

NAMM International Music and Sound Expo opens its
doors, the event already looks like another in a series of
successes for the U.S. music industry.

More than 192,000 square feet of exhibition space have
been sold in Chicago's McCormick Place for the June 24-

27 Expo - making this year's Expo the largest in industry
history. More than 400 U.S. and foreign manufacturers and
suppliers will be participating in the four -day Expo.

The 3,000 square -foot Britain trade pavillion is the third
largest of the national exhibit groups at the U.S. Expo. In
addition to the 150 firms represented in the pavillion, other
British companies have signed up for individual, free-
standing exhibits.

Interests
The U.S. Expo has taken on a distinctly international

flavour in the past six or seven years. In addition to the
foreign brand names distributed or represented by U.S.
exhibitors, the large pavillion areas - arranged for by
commercial consulates and trade commissions - have been
increasing in size each year. For example, the British trade
pavillion is 20 per cent larger than it had been at the 1977

Expo.
Because of the common interests held by U.S. and

European manufacturers and distributers, NAMM has
entered into reciprocal agreements with the organizers of
the Frankfurt, Paris and Milan trade fairs by which these
fairs are represented at the U.S. Expo and NAMM has an
information booth at the European events.

A first this year at the Music and Sound Expo will be a
translator/interpreter service located in the main
registration area. Non -English-speaking attendees may seek
assistance from the multi-lingual personnel NAMM has
engaged for the Expo.

On behalf of the officers, directors and members of the
National Association of Music Merchants, I welcome you
to Chicago and the U.S. music industry. You will find that
the market in the Western Hemisphere for musical
instruments, products and accessories is a most active one
and that our U.S. showcase - the International Music and
Sound Expo - is both colourful and comprehensive.
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It's always something of a cliché to introduce a regular event as being 'bigger
and better than ever' but the 11th International Association of Professional
Recording Studios' Exhibition taking place at London's Connaught Rooms on
June 21st, 22nd and 23rd looks like being 'the biggest and the best ever'!

The upsurge in new studios opened in the past 12 months has been mirrored
by the increased technological improvements in the suppliers' side of the
industry, and the APRS Exhibition is certain to be the launching pad for many
new and improved products. Here we preview the Exhibition by taking a look
at many of those displaying their wares for the industry's professionals, and
spotlight a number of important innovations.

AGFA-GEVAERT
One of the few companies to ad-
mit to not introducing new
products at this year's APRS,
they make good by bringing in
their entire product range, in-
cluding studio tapes, audio
cassettes, and the entire range
of 3.81 mm duplicating tape.
Ted Bowden, the Sales
Manager, and Ron Dennett,
product specialist, will be
looking after business and in-
terest on the stand.

AKG
The Austrian -based electronics
company AKG, world-famous
for their microphones and rever-
beration units, will be exhibiting
their entire product range on
their stand, which should make
things pretty crowded there!
Among the brand new lines will
be the SM2000 mixer, the new
BX19 reverberation unit, and a
recent addition to the
microphone range, the D222.
UK Sales Manager Mr. Jeffreys
will be on hand to answer any
questions, and will be helped in
this probably awesome task by
staff from the company's H.Q.
in Vienna.

ALICE (STANCOIL)
The focal point of the Alice
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stand will be the Custom
Modular system. From its em-
bryo 4 -group format, first
shown at the '77 Exhibition, the
ACM has been developed into a
very comprehensive mixer
system, embracing all formats
from high -quality mono mixers
for CCTV and broadcast TV
studios, through broadcast-
wuality stereo mobile recording
and studio production mixers to
very cost-effective 8, 16 and 24 -
track recording studio consoles.
The ACM system supercedes
the original AMSABM system
which equips many of the UK's
commercial radio stations, of-
fering all the functions and
facilities of the older system
with a measurably better per-
formance at about 2/3rds of the
cost.

Also on display (for the first
time) will be Alice's highly suc-
cessful new baby, the 828 por-
table stereo mixer introduced
earlier in the year. Three direc-
tors (Managing, Executive and
Production) Ted Fletcher, John
Andrews and Eric Keene will be
on the stand dealing with the
inevitable deluge of enquiries.

ALLEN B. HEATH
This year Allen Et Heath and
Brenell will have on display, for

the first time, the finished
production version of Syncon.
As a result of a year's prototype
field trials, the desk is now
capable of free routing, sub -
grouping with either 16 or 14
track (split bussing) capability.
The desk boasts an equivalent
input noise of -128dB which,
coupled to all discrete silicon
transistor circuitry, making it
one of the quietest available.
Syncon is available with up to 28
input-output modules, all
featuring 16/24 routing, 2
parametric equalisers, 2 swit-
chable frequency shelving
equalisers and six auxiliaries.

The lower range of studio
mixers has been enhanced by
the introduction of the Series III
Modular Console. The clean
simplicity of the Module has been
retained but several additional
refinements and cosmetic
changes have been made.

On the Brenell side, the Mini 8
one inch 8 track recorder will be
demonstrated complete with its
new remote control system. A
digital tape counter and cari-
speed unit will also be displayed.
The full range of A Er H
peripherals will be exhibited, in-
cluding an ADT unit, Feed For-
ward Delay Limiter and the
SD12-2 stereo mixer.

Andy Munro and lain
Everington will be in attendance
on stand 40 together with a
number of staff engineers.

AMPEX (GB) LTD.
Ampex (who hardly need to be
introduced as manufacturers of
high quality recorders, tape, and
audi-video synchronising equip-
ment) will be exhibiting many
units from their established
lines, including the ART -100
audio mastering recorder for
studio and broadcast work. The
range of Ampex master recor-
ding and duplicating tapes will
also be on show, and there are
almost as many members of
staff on the stand as there will
be pieces of equipment! Take
your choice from Messrs.
Becken, Cripps, Fraser, Mc-
Naney, Scullion, Selinger and
Shields.

AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS
Audio Developments will be
exhibiting their lines of
professional portable mixers,
compressors, and a new graphic
equaliser. The AD 070
proGraphic Equaliser is, Audio
Developments claim, 'a new
concept in graphic equalisers.
By use of a digital control a
graph can be created by a single
fader and then stored in a

memory for further use. Up to
16 such curves can be stored,
and the unit can also be
operated remotely.

Established models that can
be seen on Stand 16 include the
007 8 in 5 out mixer, the 031, 8
in 3 out, and the 045, 6 in 2 out,
as well as the 055 compressor /
limiter. Antony Levesley and
Roger Tromans will be on the
stand to help out.

AUDIO KINETICS
(UK) LTD.
New products on the Audio
Kinetics stand will include the
XT -24 Intelocator, and In-
telligent Digital Autolocator that
can be interfaced with the 3M
M79, Studer A80, Ampex
MM1200 and MCI JH-16 master
recorders. Also new is the
QUAD / EIGHT, CPR 16 Digital
Reverberation Unit, described
by AK as being 'the
microprocessor's answer to the
Plate with the added advantage
of digital delay.'

Also on display will be AK's
range of Acoustic screens and
Sonapanel permanent studio
treatments. This exhibition is
the first of its kind for QUAD /
EIGHT equipment which is a

new franchise for AK, and we're
told that full information on their
new range of consoles will be
available.



AU DIX LTD.
Among the items on the Audix
stand will be a sound console
built for the BBC. One of a num-
ber ordered from Audix, the
equipment is specially designed
to meet BBC radio requiremen-
ts. Items from the recently in-
troduced 3500 range of modules
can also be seen. Based on a
35mm pitch, these modules of-
fere facilities acceptable to both
broadcasing and recording
studios. Among individual units
to be exhibited will be a new
Graphic Equaliser in two ver-
sions: the 902 having 11 chan-
nels and the 908 having 27.

Staff at the exhibition will in-
clude John Billett, Ray Moore,
John Miller and Ian Jennings.

B Et K LABORATORIES
B Er K will be highlighting their
new Narrow Band Spectrum
Analyser 2031 and the octave /
third octave analyser 2131 under
calculator control showing the
measurement of frequency
response, impulse response and
distortion. Instrumentation for
automatic measurement of wow
and flutter, TIM and BIM ( and
the flowerpot men? Ed),
loudspeaker 'box' sound, loud-
speaker phase and transient
response will also be shown, as
well as two new digital sound
level meters, a tracking filter,
waveform retriever, and various
generators, filters, amplifiers, in-
strumentation microphones,
and accelerometers and recor-
ders.

F. W. O. BAUCH
As usual, there's only room to
list the equipment on display on
Bauch's stand. Studer A800 24
Track machine with tape lock
system, A80 RC 0.25 inch
Master recorder, B67 0.25 inch
tape machine, 169 Portable
mixer, and A68 Power amplifier;
Revox B77, A700 and A77
Stereo tape machines, 8790
Direct drive turntable, A740
Power amplifier, and a selection
of accessories; Neumann Con-
denser microphones, in-
cluding the new shot -gun
mic, and disc cutting equip-
ment; EMI Electronic rever-
berator EMT 250, Professional
turntables, 4 -Track logging
recorder, Compact compressor,
Limiter, De-esser and Noise
filter modules and various items
of test equipment;

Ivie Portable audio spectrum
analysis systems; ITC NAB Car-
tridge machines; Urei Response
plotting System 200 and
Sonipulse Acoustic analyser,
LA -4 Compressor / Limiter and
LA -5 Leveller, UA 545
Parametric equaliser, UA 1176
Limiter, BL -40 Modulimiter, UA
527A, 529, 530 and 532 Graphic

A Dolby A -type Series 3 24/16 Soundcraft V

equalisers, and UA 565T Filter
set; Transco Disc recording
blanks; MR L Test tapes;
Lexicon Delta -T 92 and Delta -T
102 mono and stereo Digital
delay systems Model 27 itch
changer and Varispeech 2 Time
Compressor / Expander; Allison
Research Kepex and Gain Brain
modules; Klein 8- Hummel
Parametric equaliser and
Monitor loudspeakers; Danner
Faders and Microphone stands;
and Switchcraft Audio con-
nectors.

BROADCAST AUDIO
(EQUIPMENT) LTD
Broadcast will be exhibiting their
range of tape cartridge equip-

Audix Graphic Equaliser 908

ment including the Spotmaster
Range, with a selection of
studio accessories. The 3000
series is the new Spotmaster
family of professional quality
tape cartridge machines, of-
fering a wide selection of op-
tions and models; an inherently
reliable electronic design which
makes extensive use of solid-
state and integrated circuit
technology, the exclusive Phase
Lok III head bracket, and a very
rugged mechanical design. An-
drew McMardy will be an-
swering the questions on stand
115.

CADAC
Cadac are presenting their latest

sx"4:1,L set* audix

"IN -LINE" automation console
(formerly Compact).
Automation data is stored,
retrieved, and updated through
the C.A.R.E. system on floppy
disc. Each input-output channel
features a six -band variable
frequency equaliser switchable
to microphone or monitor chan-
nels.

Cadac V -Cat faders allow DC
ganging to seven sub -group
faders or the seventh may act as
gang master with control over
all faders. The numerical display
on each PEtG fader indicates the
selected gang assignment, and
channel logic is clearly marked.

As this product is new, Cadac
will be fielding an army of staff
to deal with enquiries, com-
prising among others, Clive
Green, Robin Brainsbury,
Adrian Kerridge, Tony Waldron
and Paul Nunn.

DOLBY
The famous noise -reduction
company will show their full
range of professional noise
reduction equipment, and the
emphasis on the Dolby stand
will be new applications and on
the exchange of experience and
views on the developments in
the industry. There's an addition
to the professional recording
studio range in the M32H com-
plementing the M -series multi-
track range. As the unit is also
available equipped with less
than 32 modules, but ready for
future extension, it is being or-
dered in increasing numbers.

Because, say Dolby, of
changing techniques and the in-
creasing awareness of TV sound
quality, Dolby noise reduction is
now being used with multi -track
recorders by most TV com-
panies in the UK, and many
overseas broadcasting cor-
porations.

EARDLEY
ELECTRONICS
A new company within the G.E.
Electronics group, headed by ex
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chief of AKG London Peter Eard-
ley, will be showing a number
of products for which they are
the sole UK agents.

From Neutric of Switzerland
come a new range of com-
petitively priced XLR type con-
nectors and panel -mounted
sockets in silver and black, the
Audiotracer Type ATR1, a high
quality measuring instrument for
electro-acoustic applications,
and the Audio Delay Unit Type
AD4, an analogue process audio
frequency signal delay unitl

From Preh, of West Ger-
many, comes the range of DIN
plugs and sockets as well as
faders and stepping poten-
tiometers, and from the USA
the Pentagon Cassette Copier
(any relation to Watergate?
Ed.).

On the stand, in addition to
Dennis Ellis, Peter Cameron and

Peter Moody, will be the
welcome return of the Peter Ear-
dley Girls handing out the
literature - would that it were
more than just that!

ELECTRO-VOICE
Electro-Voice will be showing a
full range of studio and sound
equipment, including speakers
and a range of accessories. The
company has recently in-
troduced a new range of con-
denser mics, the 'System C',
and has also changed and
upgraded its range of monitor
cabinets. New products, such
as the Interface D system, have
been introduced, while old
favourites, like the Sentry V
(now Interface C) have been
given facelifts. On hand to han-
dle the queries will be Messrs.
Cook, Bibby and Standom.

WESTERN
ROCK

168 GRENVILLE ROAD, PLYMOUTH

The West's Leading Drum Store
Kits in stock include:

Ludwig Rock Machine (Blue Vistalite)
Ludwig Downbeat (1963)

Gretsch Chrome Four Drums (Camco stands)
Rogers Londoner V Gretsch Custom Five Drum

Plus kits by:
Premier, Tama, Hamma, Pearl, Maxwin, Sonor

A full range of cymbals by:
Remo and Premier

and always plenty of new and second-hand percussion
gear in stock

We also specialise in P.A. gear
8/2 200 watt MM/ Bins/ Horns £495
8/2 400 watt MM/ Bins / Horns £745

12/2 400 watt MM/ Bins/ Horns £810
16/2 400 watt MM/ Bins/ Horns £880
16/2 1000 watt MM/ Bins/ Horns £1395
16/2 1000 watt Hill/ A.T.C. £1680

P.A. Hire at competitive rates
Mail Order Service available

H. P, and Part Exchange

All enquiries ring Ray or Mog on Plymouth 29858
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FORMULA SOUND
LTD.
The Formula Sound stand will
feature, for the first time, a very
special graphic equaliser /
analyser. Built to very high
specifications, this single unit,
say the company, will enable
studios to voice their own rooms
without the aid of expensive
peripheral test equipment.

Formula are also planning a
photographic display of theie
latest custom built consoles
which are in daily use
throughout the country.

Recording studio, cutting
room consoles, monitoring
systems and complete sound
reinforcement systems with an-
cillary equipment, all designed
and built by Formula, are
thoroughly discussed before
and during design and manufac-
ture. In fact, the company state
that 'no limitation is recognised
by them.'

HARMAN (AUDIO) UK
JBL, under the Harman banner
in the UK, will be exhibiting their
new broadcast monitor, the
4301WX. This compact monitor
speaker has been designed for
use specifically with broadcast
applications. It delivers the wide
sound reproduction, accuracy
and efficiency required by the
improved broadcast technology.

JBL say this professional
monitor plays a particularly im-
portant role in the detection and
control of spurious noise, which
could be picked up by an open
microphone, resulting in the loss
of broadcast power and signal
degradation.

JBL will also be exhibiting
their well -established and deser-
vedly successful lines of
professional monitoring
speakers.

David Bissett-Powell and
Frank Hughes will be in at-
tendance on stand 86.

HAYDEN
LABORATORIES
The Hayden stand will be
covered in a wide range of
products from quite a few dif-
ferent manufacturers, including
Magra, Telefunken, Sennheiser,
Isophon and Dual. The last four
all introduce new pieces of
equipment: from Telefunken
comes a new 32 -track multi-
track, the M15A; from Senn-
heiser, high power Infra-rad
transmission equipment; from
Isophon, new loudspeaker drive
units, and a studio copy casset-
te machine from Dual.

Established products to be
seen include the Nagra 4.2 Vain
recorder, the comprehensive
range of Sennheiser
microphones and headphones,

OSIC G R 0044
246 Station Road,

Dunscroft, Doncaster.
Tel: (0302) 843037
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Good Repair Service on the Premises
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and the Telefunken Tachos
cassette loading machine.
Hayden are bringing their top
brass to the show including
Chairman, K. E. Owens, and
Managing Director Mr. E. J.
Barrett.

HH ELECTRONIC
HH's range of mixing consoles
has been increased to four basic
units, comprising the SM200
which includes two built-in
power amplifiers, the Stereo 8/2
and Stereo 12/2 offering the
choice of either Jack or Cannon
type inputs and outputs, and
finally the Stereo 16, a recently
introduced model with many
facilities including graphic
equalisers and multicore con-
nectors.

The firmly established S500 -D
stereo power amp, with its
flightcase system and portable
sleeve case will be on display
also, as will the TPA range of
professional power amplifiers.

Two further new products are
the digital vari echo, and multi
digital echo units which will be
shown as either free standing or
rack mounted units.

The HH range of loud-
speakers chassis drivers in-
cluding the 150 watt 12 and 15in
drivers, the H F200 bullet
radiator and the CD400 com-
pression driver with

The symbol of cheepness hovers over a Midas portable mixer, one unlikely to
get the bird at the show.

polyurethane ridial horn are also
bound to create a wave of in-
terest.

In attendance will be MD Mr.
Harrison and a team of
representatives headed by Sales
Director Clive Bradbury.

I.T.A.
There are some exciting new

products on the ITA stand this
year, including a brand new
compact stereo recorder from
Ampex - the ATR-700, whose
price tag of just under £1000
brings it into the reach of the
smaller studios. However, the
most exciting exhibit is the new
16 channel recorder from ITA,- exclusively previewed by

Beat a couple of months back.
With a price tag of around
£6000, ITA feel the introduction
of this recorder will make multi-
track recording a possibility for
many more users. Features in-
clude one inch tape width,
variable tape speeds, dynamic
braking, digital counter, and ser-
vo capstan. ITA reckon the
compact size will also make it
ideal for mobile work, and there
is the option of VU meters or
LED display. Beat sincerely
hopes this project will take off
satisfactorily because it appears
to offer professional facilities at
a not -so -silly price!

Also on the ITA stand will be
the latest version of the
established 10/4 mixer, and a
wide variety of stereo recorders
from REVOX, including the
latest version of the A3340S
now with crystal speed control
and varispeed.

KLARK-TEKNIK
The Worcestershire -based elec-
tronics company, Klark-Teknik,
will be showing their DN70
Digital Time Processor at the
APRS for the first time this year.
The DN70 is the first of a new
generation of digital products,
designed for professional use.
Special emphasis has been
placed on the working per-

1

-14-LsoAI
'IMPERATIVE' two manual portable

The Imperative is a two manual portable with special effects and
graphic volume controls. The upper manual has 49 keys from
C to C. Seven six -position drawbars are provided for Flute, three
for percussion, one for percussion decay; an on/off switch is
provided for flute sustain on four drawbars, and seven push-
buttons with lights modulate the flutes separately or together.
Two drawbars control modulation amount and speed. The lower
manual has 41 keys from C to C, with four six=position draw-
bars for flute -sound. The String Synthesizer section is provided
with a sustain control and three tabs as follows: Cellos, Violins,
Upper to Lower Strings Coupler. Another three tabs control
Piano, Harpsichord and Upper to Lower Special Effects coupler,
a slide control being provided for Piano and Harpsichord Decay.
Six slide volume controls allow graphic level setting of the
various organ sections. A Stereo effect is achieved via twelve
coupled push -buttons, which allow placement of any or all of
the sections to the left or right channels. In addition to all
these features. the following facilities are also provided: Two
photocell expression pedals, a pitch control and a pedal board
output.

RRP £690.18

RRP £1146.96

4 'SYNTEX' synthesizer
37 Key C-C keyboard. Two Oscillators with four separate footages
each, individual volume controls and tuning plus vibrato controls.
One sub -audio modulating oscillator with frequency adjustment and
waveform switch; can be used to modulate Osc.1, Osc.2, VCF or
VCA. The envelope generator has Attack, Decay, Sustain and rel-
ease controls, and the Noise Generator is provided with white/pink
noise switching and level control. The VCF (Voltage Controlled
Filter -Resonator) has two slide controls for cut-off frequency and
resonance factor, and also Osc.3 and ADRS amount controls, with
modulation monitoring via a flashing red light. The VCA (Voltage
Controlled Amplifier) also has the latter three features, plus a
general Volume control and an Initial Volume push switch with
pilot light. There is a Portamento (Glide) switch with pilot light
and speed control, and a Music Random effect is provided together
with on/off switch and flashing light. 15 Preset sounds are available
as follows: Flute, Trombone, Horn, Oboe, Bass Clarinet, Jaw Harp,
Wha-Wha, Accordian, Strings, Xylophone, Bass Guitar, Spinet,
Space, Fuzz and Musical Saw. _)

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR.

WOODS (Pianos & Organs) Ltd.
15/17 Manchester Road, Bolton. Telephone: 0204 27171/2
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formance of the unit, and many
months of development have
been put into the design of the
A -D Convertor, the heart of any
digital system. Also on display
on stand 71, will be the highly
successful DN36 Analogue
Time Processor, and the
established range of equalisers
- the DN27, 22 and 15.

LEE ENGINEERING
Lee will be exhibiting a range of
tape cartridge machines, car-
tridges, recorder care products,
and, under the name of Scully
which should be well known to
most Beat readers, studio reel to
reel recorders.

New products to be seen on
stand number 99 include the
IGM Instacart, an instant access
cartridge reproducer with a

facility of holding up to 48 car-
tridges, head, or drive
mechanism and there is visual
indication of the machine and
cartridge status at all times.

Also new is a Scully budget
priced reel to reel broadcast
record / reproducer built with all
the reliability, quality and
operational needs of previous
models but priced in the £1300-
£1400 bracket.

Established lines on display in-
clude Audiopak cartridges,

Audiocord cartridge machines,
and Nortronics tape recorder
care products. Mr Lee
(presumably from whom the
company took its name) will be
aided by Mr. White and Mr.
Welsh on the stand.

LEEVERS-RICH
Highlight of the Leevers Rich
stand will be the Proline 2000 TC
range of 6.25mm professional
recorders. Already in use at
leading radio, television and
recording studios throughout
the UK, it is now available for
export. The 2000 TC can be sup-
plied in two console housings,
standard and penthouse with
control panels to suit the dif-
fering requirements of TV
stations, radio stations and the
pro -recording studio.

Leevers-Rich are now the sole
UK agents for the HAN-D-Mag
(the what? . . . Ed), a powerful
hand held demagnetiser for
demagnetising heads, tape
guides, and other components
in the tape transport assembly.
Manufactured in the USA, this
unit complements the
established LR70 and LR71 bulk
erasers. Leevers-Rich will be
represented at the APRS by
Tony Costello and John Robin-
son.

LENNARD
DEVELOPMENTS
As in previous years - in fact
for the 10th time'- Lennard will
be showing the range of Wow
and Flutter meters manufac-
tured by Woelke Magnetband-
technik, of Munich. Particular
interest this year is being cen-
tered on the ME106 and ME108
models, the latest additions to a
range developed over 30 years,
experience in the field.

From Messrs. Auvis-Asona
comes the hand -operated cassette
labelling machine, and Lennard
hope, the fully automated 2004
cassette loader, first shown at
the AES in Hamburg. Lennard
tell us that there might be a
question mark over this exhibit
as there are not too many about
(at £7000 each)!

LIBRA ELECTRONICS
Libra Electronics will be
exhibiting their Theatre Sound
Control Console. The Libra
system has been developed
primarily for use in theatre and
conference / arts centres where
live sound reinforcement and
the reproduction of music and
effects from tape and disc are
called for. It offers advantages
over other products currently
available, not only in terms of
technical facilities and per-
formance, but also in terms of
cost effectiveness.

The prime advantage of the
Libra system lies in the flexibility
of input and output selection: to
each plug-in control module can
be selected any input and any
combination of outputs. This
permits a single inout to be
assigned through any fader to
any configuration of outputs. If
required, a single input may be
assigned to several control

modules, any of which may be
used: thus it will be seen that it
is possible to preset cues on
inactive modules without af-
fecting those in use.

LOCKWOOD
Stand No. 6 will be the tem-
porary home of a representative
range of Lockwood high quality
monitoring loudspeakers, with
some new additions. All Lock-
wood monitoring loudspeakers
are available with power am-
plifiers, and the SPD (Speaker
Protection Device) is manufac-
tured as a free standing unit, or
can be supplied as an integral
part of any loudspeaker. Also
being shown will be the Lock-
wood Professional Disc
Reproducer made with various
alternative turntables, pick-up
arms and cartridges, and
available in various finishes.

LYREC
Lyrec Manufacturing, of Den-
mark, will exhibit their multi-
track recorder, TR532, together
with the new Tape Position
Controller (TPC, of course)
based on a microprocessor. The
TPC enables searching between
two positions. The TPC can also
store sixteen different tape
positions which can be recalled
and searched at the operator's
convenience.

With all recorders comes a
comprehensive Remote Control
Unit containing search function,
varispeed with four digit
readout, tape time. The Remote
Control Unit also contains con-
trols for all functions for all am-
plifiers.

All on display is the Lyrec
High Speed Cassette Copying
equipment including a new ver-
tical loop -bin.

KEITH MONKS
Keith Monks will be showing a
wide range of products with
established lines, like their 7 dif-
ferent coloured microphone
stands and booms, their so-
called unique record cleaning
machine, 3 cable drums for light
weight or multi -core cable use,
and the 22 different models of
stands and wide range of ac-
cessories.

New products include a large
cable drum, and Industrial
Cassette Player with single or
dual decks for public address or
broadcast use, a 15 watt
bookshelf speaker with power
amplifier (especially designed
for the BBC) and a microphone
splitter box (again designed to
BBC specifications). Contacts
on the stand are Keith Monks,
Paul Cooper and Tim Freeman.

MACINNES
Wraparound console built by Formula Sound for Strawberry Studios South As the UK distributors for Am -
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A technical tea party on the Alice stand

cron, Macinnes are introducing
three new products at the '78
APRS. Foremost among these
is the Real Time Analyser,
RTA2, which Amcron first
developed for their own use,
and which is now being
marketed as a high quality item
of test equipment. The RTA2
has a 5in CRT display, and is
switchable from 1/3 octave to 1
octave, having an internal pink
noise generator. The other new
units are the D75 power amp
which replaces the old model
D60, and the long awaited Am-
cron DL2 signal controller pre -
amp.

Other equipment to be
exhibited includes the well -
proven DG300A and D150A
from Amcron and Macinnes'
own new 18/4 mixing console.
On hand to stem the flow of
enquiries will be Messrs Mar-
shall and Barnett.

MAGLINK AUDIO
PRODUCTS LTD.
Designed and manufactured ex-
clusively in the UK, Maglink will
be exhibiting the new Maglink
System which is a complete
dubbing set-up comprising
VCR, multi -track and two -track
audio machines with all ancillary
equipment showing the
flexibility of the system as a
video / tape / film audio dub-
bing and programming concept
regardless of the type of time
code in use. In addition to the
Maglink system the company
will also be showing SMP-
TE/Maglink code convertors,
SMPTE generators, and SMPTE
readers. Help will be available
from Doug Hopkins, Gore John-
son, Geoff Newby and John
Crudgington.

MCI
For the first time, MCI will have
its complete range of equipment
at the APRS by courtesy of Red

Bus Records who have agreed
to let the company show the
equipment they have purchased
for their new studios. Amongst
this equipment is the MCI 500
series automated console,
JH114 - 24 track recorder and
a newcomer, the JH110A/ 8
track recorder based on the
JH 100 transport and electronics
to satisfy the industry's
requirements for a low -cost -
high quality system for small
studios, tape duplication, broad-
casting, etc.

In addition there will be the
JH110M Broadcast recorder
developed especially for
European broadcast studios
with scissors, market, monitor
speaker, amplifier and new elec-
tronics to IBA and EBU
specifications.

MIDAS AUDIO
SYSTEMS LTD.
Long-term favourites with Beat,
Midas (who can forget their
road desk for the Pink
Floyd) manufacture top
quality, up-market sound mixing
consoles. New this year is a

direct in/out multi -track recor-
ding system and a new portable
live sound superdesk! Jeff Byers
will be on the stnad (we hope
he'll get some help by the time
the exhibition comes along!) to
help service the barrage of
enquiries which are bound to
come his way. The portable
range system includes 24
modules to cater for a wide
variety of applications including
high quality sound rein-
forcement, multi -track recor-
ding and broadcast consoles.

NEVE
Neve Electronics International
Ltd (to give them their full title)
are showing several new ad-
ditions to their wide range of
standard studio mixing equip-
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acoustic
amplification available at the following prices

direct to you:

Acoustic 320 amp £389
Acoustic 408 cab £429
Acoustic 124 combo £395
Acoustic 125 combo £366
Acoustic 270 amp £451

Acoustic 201 cab £507

Acoustic 220 amp £225
Acoustic 406 cab £281
Acoustic 115 combo £225
Acoustic 114 combo £225
Acoustic 126 bass combo
£338
Acoustic 407 cab £281

Kingfisher Music Company, 20 Kings Road,
Fleet, Hampshire, England. (02514) 21210

MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT NO PROBLEM
10% Dep. H.P./PX/Access/Barclaycard/Money
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tudio6

16 Benson Street, Liverpool 1

The`Studio which cares
foraVlusicians who care

8 and 16 track recording facilities
including free use of E.M.S.,Moog,

Hammond,Bechstein Piano

For further information phone 051-708 0006
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THE iferesee
CUSTOM MODULAR

SYSTEM
Stereo, 4 -group or 8 -group output

Broadcast specification pan facility

Mic. inputs 1200 ohms, -85 dBu to
-10 dBu transformer balanced with
48V phantom power

Line inputs 50K ohms, -29 dBu to
+24 dBu, balanced and floating

H.F. ±15 dB at 7.5, 10 or 12.5 kHz

M.F. ±15 dB from 700 Hz to 4 kHz

L.F. ±15 dB at 60, 120 or 240 Hz

EQ. IN/OUT ush-button selector

High-pass filter 18 dB/octave from
80 Hz.

Pre -fader foldback

Post -fader echo send

Pre -fade listen (SOLO)

CHANNEL ON push-button selector

Penny & Giles conductive plastic fader

Stereo echo returns, foldback, talk -

back, slate, 5 -frequency tone oscilla-
tor, VU meters of PPMs, up to 36
channels, 8 groups, 24 -track monitor-
ing.

What more can we tell you? Call us
and ask for John Andrews or Ted
Fletcher.

/46:Ce (STANCOIL LTD.)
38 Alexandra Road, Windsor, England
Tel: (07535) 51056, Telex: 849323. Aegis G
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ment which will also be on
display. The latest addition to
the Neve household is the 8078
console, a comprehensive 40
channel, 32 track mixing desk
incorporating a separate 32
track monitor / mixdown sec-
tion with horizontal faders and
routing to 4 track outputs.
Useful features include separate
mic and line inputs equipped
with 31105 equalisation am-
plifiers of which eight can be
switched for use as reverb retur-
ns.

Also being exhibited for the
first time is the 8066 console,
featuring 20 channel, 16 track
facilities designed with the
medium sized professional
studio in mind. Amongst other
features, the 8066 can be sup-
plied with a wide range of op-
tions such as up to 6 correction
units, phase meter and quad

panoramic pots and may initially
be fitted for 16 input, 8 group 8
track if required.

OTARI
The Otari exhibit includes the
MX5050 Series tape machines,
including a 1/4in 2 track 2 chan-
nel, a 14 in 4 track 4 channel and
a '/sin 8 track 8 channel.
Showing for the first time is the
new 8 track 1in MX7800 which
provides a DC Capstan servo
motor, tension servo control for
both supply and take up reel,
digital tape timer, variable tape
speed control, and remote con-
trol for electronics and tape
transport. Otari claim this
machine to be the most ad-
vanced unit acceptable where
there are strict budget con-
siderations.

Otari will also be exhibiting
two duplicator systems, the

LOCKWOOD
MAJOR

A LARGE MONITOR
BUT WE DO MAKE SMALL

LOUDSPEAKERS

STAND No 6
APRS. 78.

LOCKWOOD
LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX. HAl 3AW

Tel 422 3704 422 0768



DP1010, suitable for most
medium size productions, and
the DP6000 developed for large
size production. UK represen-
tatives for Otari are C. E. Ham-
mond and I .T.A.

PYRAL MAGNETICS LTD.
Manufacturers of cassettes,
master lacquer discs, studio
tape, cassette tape and
magnetic sound film, Pyral will
be introducing a number of new
products at this year's APRS.
There's an audio spectral
analyser range, incorporating
three models, a new Super -
ferrite cassette, a new studio
quality tape (C187HR) and a

new microferric duplicating
cassette tape.

Harry Hutchings, the
Managing Director will be on
hand with other members of his
staff at their stand, and adds
that the new British factory
opened only three years ago,
now supplies more than £2
million worth of magnetic
products every year.

SHURE ELECTRONICS
Stand 49 will see the display of
the mighty range of respected
and successful Shure
microphones and associated cir-
cuitry. Chris Gilbert and Richard
Hobbs will be on hand to answer
all the likely queries that are

bound to be coming their way,
while explaining the workings of
the latest addition the the range,
the SM81

SOUNDCRAFT
ELECTRONICS LTD.
Seemingly in keeping with many
manufacturers this year, Sound -
craft are yet another company
introducing a significant number
of new products for this year's
exhibition. Included in this new
selection of equipment is the
Series 1S Stereo and 4 -group
Mixers (from £1150), the Series
3 16/24 track consoles (from
£10,700) and the EX4S 4 -way
stereo crossover (priced at
£425).

On hand to counter queries
will be a force consisting of Phil
Dudderidge, Graham Blyth,
Matt Dobson, Shiela Britten and
Maria Manning who between
them should be able to cope
with information demands for
the new products and the
established lines manufactured
by Soundcraft.

TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH
Perhaps more firmly established
than any other manufacturer as
the leading supplier of equip-
ment for small studios, the full
range of TEAC's Tascam series
will be on display at this year's

85 WEST STREET, OLD MARKET
BRISTOL Telephone: 552147

THE SPECIALISTS IN THE
SOUTH-WEST FOR AMPS,

GUITARS AND PA
Plenty of second-hand gear always in stock

31/2KW+ rig for hire at any time

Call in or write to Bob or Phill for help
and advice

exhibition. Amongst the new
products to be displayed are the
DX -8, DBX Noise reduction
system mixing consoles 3 and 5,
the TEAC 90-16 (1in sixteen
track recorder), the Model 15
(24 in, 8 out, 16 monitor con-
sole), plus some new studio ac-
cessories including a meter
bridge, a monitor mix -down
unit, and a patch -bay. As well as
that staggering range of new
products, Teledyne's stand
(number 93) will be the resting
place for the still -magnificent
A3340 4 -track recorder, the
Model 2 mixer, and the smaller
A-2340 recorder.

TRIDENT AUDIO
DEVELOPMENTS
Trident, well-known manufac-
turers of professional sound
mixing consoles and peripheral
studio equipment, are in-
troducing the TSM series mixing
console at this year's exhibition.
The series represents a

significant advance in recording
console design (according to
Trident) and we're looking for-
ward to our chance to have a
closer look. Also new will be a
low distortion audio oscillator /
frequency counter, and a stereo
limiter / compressor.

Naturally, the Trident stand
would not be complete without
the established, popular and

successful Fleximix system, and
that too will be on display.
Malcolm Toft, Managing Direc-
tor, plus a team including Mike
Rogers, Derek Fox and Steve
Gunn will be on the stand, and
Trident inform us that they hope
to have at least one of the
mixing consoles operationsl
throughout the duration of the
exhibition.

VITAVOX
Vitavox are using the APRS as
the launching pad for their
brand new ORACLE high ef-
ficiency all horn loaded monitor
transducer. Due to horn loading
of bass and high frequency sec-
tions, Vitavox say the Oracle is
capable of handling the most
severe signal transients, giving
low distortion nautral and lively
reproduction over the whole
dynamic range, both if fed by
tape or direct from the studio.
Maximum achieved output is
around 130dBA at 1 meter with
full rated input power. The
price, with American walnut
finish, is around the £700 mark
plus VAT.

Vitavox will also be exhibiting
their established ranges of
pressure drivers, dividing net-
works, loudspeakers, multicell
and dispersive horns, and the
excellent Thunderbolt speaker
system.

COMPETITION
PRESENTATION

John Logan, the lucky winner of BEAT'S March
competition receives a congratulatory handshake from
Dave Greenslade before loading up his newly acquired
Hohner pianet for the journey back to his home in
Clydebank. "I'm looking forward to using it," he
smiled - and which competition winner wouldn't?
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MANFRED MANN
and his Earthband

"Achieving my Sound"

During my long experience I have used
different sound equipment. Mick Williams,

my sound -engineer, and I have found AKG products
to be the most suitable for our purpose.

This is why:

For all vocals: AKG D2000 E
A rugged hardwearing microphone.

Good integral popshield.

For guitar stacks: AKG D1200 E
The switchable e.q. on this mike is very useful.

For bass stacks: AKG D202 E
In addition to the direct inject

the microphone on the bin gives the depth.

For kick drum: AKG D12
This mike gives a good fat sound

and takes plenty of stick.

For lo floor tom, hi floor tom, rack tom and snare:
AKG D 224 E
The lack of the proximity -effect on these two-way
cardioid microphones suit Chris Slade's drum tuning,
giving a hard solid sound.
For hi hat: AKG C 451 /CK 1
This condenser microphone provides super clear
definition of the super highs.
The A51 swivel joint between the capsule
and the preamplifier makes for easy positioning.

For keyboards: AKG 100K
My Moog, the Hammond C3, the Rhodes
and the omni-string synth run through the new
AKG 100 K keyboard mixer which is very flexible
and has great e.q. for those instruments.

182/4 Campden Hill Road Kensington AKG CICOUSLICS Ltd. London W8 7AS Tel. 01-229-3695, 01-727-0788



!Guild
%) the guitarist's

guitar

 hand made
0 Distributed in the U.K. by:

GUILD GUITARS (UK) Ltd., 151 Portland Road, Hove, E. Sussex BN3 5QJ. Telephone: BRIGHTON (0273) 722687000 4

DRUM
SURVEY

A brief company round -up

GRETSCH
There are those who swear by Gret-
sch drums, Phil Collins amongst
them, and they certainly keep 'em
coming, via Baldwin who import
them to England. They are on the
pricey side, but such considerations
as cost don't come into it when
you're after the best, do they?

The most basic kit, a four -drum
outfit, consists of 14" x 20" bass
drum, 8" x 12" tom tom, 14" x
14" floor tom, 5" x 14" 8 -lug snare,
plus tom-tom holder, cymbal stand,
cymbal holder, snare drum stand,
floating action bass drum pedal,
"direct pull" hi -hat pedal and
various spurs and anchors. These
days, when so many drum com-
panies are producing high quality in-
struments, it's often the hardware
that makes all the difference. This
kit, the Progressive Jazz, shares the
features of roadworthiness with its
companions the Studio and the
Broadkaster II, both of which have
an additional rack tom-tom and a
slightly superior snare - an
aluminium 8 -lug and chrome 10lug
respectively. Indeed, Gretsch
manufacture no less than thirteen
different snare drums alone.

LUDWIG
One of the genuine big boys in the
percussion stakes, Ludwig have
been played by just about every
drummer at one time or another.
They are available in Britain from

Rose Morris, and distinguished
themselves at last year's trade show
by the Tivoli kit, complete with fairy
lights. However, it was not by such
gimmicks that the reputation of
these American drums was
established. The chief factor in their
original success was the fabled "big
sound" that remains to this day.

The kits come in wood, stainless
steel and vistalite finishes, and the
stainless steel ones in particular have
found favour for their crisp, precise
tone. Perhaps it is the snares,
however, which have come in for
the most unqualified praise; some
drummers who use other makes of
drum for the rest of their kit often
resort to a Ludwig snare. Amongst
these are the Supra -phonic 400,
which comes as 14" x 5" or 14" x
61/2", and the Super Sensitive.

New from Ludwig is the Sound
Projector principle. This involves at-
taching scoop -shaped shields to the
ends of the drums by means of
Velcro, and the Sound Projectors
are thus useable on any kit. The
Ludwig kit has of course single
headed tom-toms, and the drums
are slightly deeper than usual.

Additionally, all the drums which
were formally made with 4 -ply maple
wood sheels will from now on be in
6 -ply. By means of a new bonding
process, the drums will have in-
visible seams.
NORTH
North drums, which created a storm

of interest when they first appeared
in this country at last year's trade
fair, are available from Cleartone of
Milton Keynes. They differ from the
general run of drums by having for-
ward projecting flares from the bot-
tom of each, thus allowing the
manufacturers to claim - possibly
with justification - that North are
the loudest drums ever made. They
are made from 3/4" fibreglass, and
originate in New York. The
drawback would seem to be in price,
but Cleartone will supply details on
that score.

PEARUMAXWIN
More from Japan: Pearl and Maxwin
drums are imported by Norlin, and
whilst Maxwin are amongst the
cheapest and most competitive
drums on the market with kits begin-
ning at less than £200, Pearl are in-
creasingly popular as the fully
professional alternative. Among
recent converts to Pearl is Steve
Williams, drummer with Budgie,
which ought to say something about
the volume and durability of the
whole range. Within this there are
six different types of shell available:
wood, wood and fibreglass,
fibreglass, phenolic, maple and
acrylic. Latin percussion is also not
neglected by Pearl, and by this we
mean congas, timbales and
bongoes.

Maxwin, though they come under
the Norlin umbrella, are apparently
the only drums in the world
produced entirely by automated
processes. The four basic kits are
the Stage 705 and 704 and the
Studio 504 and 503.

PREMIER/OLYMPIC
The only British percussion firm who
are continuing to resist the relentless
Oriental invasion is Premier. The
signs look good, however, since
Premier have the biggest premises in
Europe. The B808 outfit consists of
six mounted tom-toms, two floor
toms, a snare and a bass. The toms
are single headed, in accordance
with the tastes of an increasing
number of players; the snare has ten
lugs and the Lokfast stands have
flush bases to aid both positioning

and strength. The last price we
heard for this one was £781.88. The
B606 is a double bass drum outfit
with two 22" bass drums, 13" x 9"
and 14" x 10" mounted toms, 16"
x 16" and 16" x 18" floor toms

and 14" x 5 1/2" snare.
Olympic have long been in

demand as the less expensive ver-
sion of Premier, though their quality
is comparable with many drums
which boast of fully professional
features. The 1031 outfit, for in-
stance, is the basic four -drum set-up
that most modern drummers will
want to start with. It has a bass
crum of 20" x 14" with folding
spurs, 14" x 5'h" snares, a moun-
ted 12" x 8" tom-tom and a 16" x
16" floor tom-tom. The B1033 is
similar, but with the addition of a
13" x 8" mounted tom, and a
slightly larger bass drum.

Last year's BMITF saw the un-
veiling of the Tri-Lok kit, with its ex-
tra heavy duty hardward - so
necessary for drummers who want a
kit to last the course. For the very
latest in Premier information, turn to
the two drum reviews in this issue,
noting in particular the new drum
heads, which go under the names
Gold (similar to the old Everplay
heads), Blue and Black. The latter
two are entirely new.
SONOR
Distributed in this country by
Hohner, Sonor drums are German -
made. They begin with a modest 4 -
drum outfit, the XK984 featuring a
small 18" x 14" bass drum, 14" x
5" snare, 12" x 8" tom-tom, and
14" x 14" floor dtom, plus the
usual stands and pedals. There
follow the 5- and 6 -drum outfits -
XK925 and XK946 - and two 7 -
drum. The XK947 has a pair of 24"
x 14" bass drums, a 14" x 6 1/2"
snare, two rack tom-toms - 13" x
9" and 14" x 10" - and two floOr
toms of 16" x 16" and 18" x 16";
the other 7 -drum kit is the XK9207,
or Sound Machine, with four con-
cert toms of 13" x 9", 14" x 10",
15" x 12" and 16" x 14", plus a
hefty 18" x 16" floor toms, 22" x
14" bass and 14" x 6 1/2" snare.
There are two even bigger kits in the
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TRANSDUCERS
reproduce the purity

and texture of the
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Send large S.A.E. for catalogue
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PICTON
MUSIC

Picton Arcade, Swansea
(Tel: 49039)

King Street, Caernarvon
(Tel: 4361)

Broad Street, Hereford
(Tel: 69011)

High Street, Mercer
(Tel: 6519)

Sound Machine group: the 9 -drum
and 12 -drum version, the latter
featuring two bass drums.

All Sonor drums feature 9 -ply
wood shells with floating heads;
self -aligning spring -loaded inserts
are provided for adjusting head ten-
sion, and foam ensures that un-
welcome rattle is kept at bay. The
snare drums are all seamless ferro-
manganese steel sheels with
specially angled edges. More details
will be gladly forwarded by Hohner.

TAMA
These Japanese made drums now
come in three ranges. In addition to
the established Imperial Star series,
in a choice of eight finishes, we are
now presented with the Fibrestar
(made, as the name suggests, from
fibreglass) and Superstar ranges.

The latter's shells are constructed
from selected hard birch which un-
dergoes what they call a "heat com-
pression" process in order to
produce the distinctive tone, charac-
terised as "warm and fat".

If, on the other hand, you prefer
your drums to have a "powerful and
brilliant" tone, try the Fibrestar,
made from layers of "black fibre",
allegedly the strongest there is.
Drummers will already be familiar
with Imperial Star, with their 9 -ply
heat compressed shells and rein-
forcement rims.

YAMAHA
They do everything in style, and in
the last few months they've been
doing it with drums. Predictably,
they also have a kit bigger than
anyone else has dared to put

J Et C
MUSIC CENTRE

(JONES Et CROSSLAND LTD.)

6 SMALLBROOK QUEENSWAY
BIRMINGHAM 021-643-4655

"For everything musical"
PREMIER DEALER

 0                  
E.D. BROWN (ORGANS) LTD.,

131/143 LEEDS ROAD, NELSON, LANCS.
TEL: 65976  

YOUR PREMIER DRUM SPECIALISTS FOR
N/E LANCASHIRE.

STICKS, FITTINGS, SKINS, BRUSHES,
DRUMS, KITS, CYMBALS, TAMBOURINES,

AND MARCHING BANDS  
ALSO AT: -

108 HIGHGATE, KENDAL, CUMBRIA.
TEL: 24212

0

   0                 

Pay a visit to

HARKER Et HOWARTH
(MUSIC) LTD

26-32 Churchgate, Bolton.

The North's leading Premier dealer. Always large stock
of kits, stands, cymbals, spares.

Tel Bolton (0204) 2662314
Also at Morecambe

JOHN SAVAGE'S EXCITING NEW DRUM BOOK AND CASSETTE

itEL
IS AVAILABLE NOW
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Available from your
local music store
details from
John Savage's Music Centre
71-71 Norfolk Street,
King's Lynn (Tel: 4026)
Price: book £3.50 cassette £3.50
PLUS 50p post & packing

JOHN SAVAGE



together. We can't find a name for
it, but it is made up of two 14" x
24" bass drums, 61/2" x 14" snare,
mounted tom-toms of 10" x 14",
9" x 13" and 8" x 12", floor toms
of 16" x 18" and 16" x 16" and
concert toms of 51/2" x 6", 51/2" x
8", 61/2" x 10", 8" x 12", 9" x
13", 10" x 14", 12" x 15" and 14"
x 16". The finish in this case is
natural wood, which looks better
than any number of pink glitter or
day-glo green kits that most
manufacturers seem to favour,
though silky red, silky blue, silky
purple, chrome and black are of-
fered as alternatives.

Needless to say, any number of
drums can be used in any com-
bination, and with Yamaha the em-
phasis seems to be on choosing the
drums individually. The beginner

will probably find a simple 4 -drum
line-up a bargain.

There are two basic drum series
available - the 7000 is characterized
by its heavy, deep sound, obtained
through a special combination of
two kinds of wood, whilst the 9000
series have all birch laminated shells
for a crisp, quick response. The
shells are formed into a perfect circle
on all drums thanks to an air -seal
process in which pressurized air is
forced in during the lamination
process. Additionally the high ten-
sion lug in the 9000 series bass
drums and tom-toms will not
damage the drum even when tuned
to a high pitch, whilst in the 7000
series the tuning lug is without
springs, thus avoiding that irritating
buzz that often crops up on inferior
instruments.
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ID East Anglia's greatest group gear emporium.*
PERCUSSION- KEYBOARDS- DISCO'S- GUITARS -RA:S-AMPS

Cooks Band Instruments
34,St.Benedicts Si. NORWICH. Telephone: Norwich 23563.

LUTON MUSK CENTRE LTD

Not just a shop
but a Music Store!

5 Magnificent Showrooms packed with Musical
Instruments; 1 for sheet music
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Guitars Fender, Yamaha,
rtbson, t_pqrhone, Ovation,

Shaftesbury, Ibanez, Columbus,
Zenta, Aria, Horner Eko, Sherguld,
Astoria, etc
Amps Marshall, Fender, Cadsbro,
1-14-1, Custom, Vox, Selmer,
Orange.

Drums and Cymbals Premier, Pearl,
Ludwig, Senor, Hexer ley, Tama,
Rogers, Ciretsch, Slingerland, Zildtran,
Paiste, Super/ yr,, U f IP, etc
ill Iles ,url Intlt,..11
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LUION MUSK
CENTRE LTD
114 Leagrave Road, Luton, Beds
Tel Luton 26826
Part Exchange Credit ,t Cash

epicentrum

We are proud to
announce the start
of a new era in
quality sound
reinforcement -
find out how our
modular approach
can make your
sound work by
writing to:
Epicentrum Bins,
Freepost, Colche-
ster C04 1DR.
Tel: Boxted
(020636) 668
NO STAMP
NEEDED!

DRUMLAND
PERCUSSION

THE PROFESSIONAL DRUM SHOP

SERVICE IS THE NAME OF THE GAME!
Full after sales service, repairs, re-covering reconditioning.
Drums customised, special fittings to order. Hundreds of
spares available for all makes. We have the finest drum repair
shop in the country and offer a service that is second to none.

We Carry Over £2,000 Worth of Spares Incl.:
Cymbals Holders-HiHat Rods - Tom - Tom Extensions - Shell
Brackets - Bearings - Felt Washers - Pedal Springs - Tension
Rods - Rubber Feet - Wing Screws - Tunning Keys - Tom -Tom
Legs - HiHat Tubes - Dampers Cymbal Tilters - Hoop Brackets -
Backing Plates - Nut Boxes - Tension Bushes - Hi -Hat Clutches
- Bass Drum Claws - U Clamps - Snare Strainers - Pedal Plates
- Extension Rods - Chrome Bolts - Hi -Hat Springs - Knobby
Units - Rocker Shafts - Cymbal Sleeve - Pedal Posts - Snare
Butts - Collet Plates - Swivel Units - Metal Washers - Grub
Screws - Pedal Clamps - Dust Caps - Tilter Screws - Oversize
Wingscrews - Pedal Cams - Rocker Tops - Adaptors - Counter
Hoops - Rivets - Nylon Bushes - Spacers - Spring Clips -

Swivel Extensions - Blanking Plates - Key Screws - Hi -Hat
Extension - Sour Brackets - T Rods - Two Way Adaptors -
Cymbal Toppers - Tom -Tom Ratches - Toe Stops - Springs
Assemblies - ETC., ETC., ETC.
You name it, we've got it, and if we haven't got if FORGET

IT!
If you have any enquiries or require advice on anything
Drumwise, please call in or phone - Always pleased to talk
Drums!!!

GRAHAM WILLEARD, JOHN MOULE

75 LOWFIELD ST., DARTFORD, KENT
TEL: DARTFORD 24449
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If yourt going to make it as
adrummer, you'd expect
yourkit tobe astough
asyou are.

Some manufacturers don't seem to realize
that drums are made to be hit hard, taken to bits
every day and humped around. the country for
months on end. Kits need to be good and tough -
just like drummers.

The best sound in the world isn't good
enough if your bass drum walks away from you
halfway through a solo or if a cymbal stand
topples gracefully over just as you're about to
smash it one.

At Pearl, we decided long ago that falling to
pieces on stage was one embarrassment that
we didn't want any more than you do.

Right from the start, we set out to make sure
that no detail would ever let us down.

There are cymbal stands that topple under
strain; not ours.

You can find bass drums that like a nice
walk now and again but not with our name
on them.

Though you might have met several roadies
with bits of thin chrome embedded in their
thumbs, you can be sure that it didn't flake off
one of our wing nuts.

From our unique bass pedals to our new
'X' series tom-tom holders, every piece of Pearl
hardware has been researched, designed and
tested to make sure that one of our kits won't
ever give up on you.

We have to be tough; we want to be famous
just as much as you do.

,ftarsi
Pearl Drums: the driving force.

If you would like the latest brochures on our range of
musical instruments please tick the appropriate boxes
below:

GIBSON [71 PEARL -I AMP
GUITARS DRUMS SYSTEMS

MOOG BRASS
SYNTHESISERS

NAME

ADDRESS

Cul out the coupon and post to

(Nu I)
Sue Cooper,
Norlin Music (UK) Ltd..
Woolpack Lane, Braintree, Essex.
Telephone: (0376 21911).



LONDON
AMPLIFICATION

CENTRE

CHASE MUSICIANS AMPLIFIED

London's leading centre for
keyboard musicians is proud
to announce the opening of a

brand new store devoted

exclusively to amplification.
And judging by the staggering
success of the keyboard shop

- we've got a lot to live up to!



CHASE MUSICIANS OPEN
LONDON AMPLIFICATION

CENTRE
ust what the world needs, goes the

J saying, another record label!
Well, maybe the same could be said
of music shops. And especially of
music shops in London. But Chase
Musicians have something just a little
different to offer. The brand new
London Amplification Centre which
has opened at 88 Chalton Street,
London NW1, (off Euston Road) is
the answer to those musicians who
have been looking for a shop that
takes amplification seriously -
seriously enough to devote itself to
amplification alone.

So what does this mean to the
customer?

First and foremost it means that if
you're in the market for any kind of
amplification, be it backline, P.A. or
monitoring, the obvious place to look
is the place with the most in stock.
The London Amplification Centre is
that place. They have amplifiers by
Marshall, MM Electronics, Maine,
Carlsbro, Custom Sound, Orange,
Fender, Bose, Music Man, Roland,
Darburn, Yamaha, Lab Series and
Peavey ... and that's only the
beginning.

No less than eight full-time staff
are on hand to lend an experienced
eye - and ear - to the specific
needs of the customer. The emphasis
is on service. And they learned very
quickly at their London Synthesiser
Centre that service is the one
commodity that musicians are all
looking for, whether they wish to buy
a 5 watt practice amp or a 24 -channel
road desk. Chase Musicians believe in
the personal touch because it's what
matters in the choosing of equipment
when there's a budget to be taken
into account - one which differs in
every case.

Service doesn't just mean sales
either. They offer a fully
comprehensive back-up operation -
repairs, demonstration facilities, part
exchange, cash discounts and hire
purchase. Credit cards - Access and
Barclaycard - are no problem. They
got their reputation at the Synthesiser
Centre by making it easy for the
customer -easy to pay, easy to get
advice, and easy to walk out feeling
satisfied.
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Mr A rmik Singh -Luther, director of the
London Amplification Centre
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THE Ir=2Roland
REGISTER:

The JC-60: 60W r.m.s. through 1 x 12"speaker.
Geared for guitar

The JC-120: 120W r.m.s. through 2 x 12"
speakers. Solid power

0. inlrn1 4" 1!

The JC-80: 80W r.m.s. through 1 x 15"
speaker.

The VX-55 mixer amp: your PA has never
sounded sweeter

Roland spells reliable, roadworthy, raunchy ... and rich. That doesn't mean you
have to be rich in order to buy one. Quite the reverse. Roland have successfully combined

professional quality with brilliant sound to produce a series of amplifiers whose tonal range has
captured the imagination of guitarists as diverse as Alex Lifeson of Rush and Steve Hackett, late of
Genesis. What clinches it for most musicians is the amazing Chorus effect. It's not quite phasing, not
quite flanging. It's a rich, melodic sound all of its own. It can turn a 6 -string guitar into a 12 -string
and a 12 -string into something you've never heard before. But you can hear it for yourself at the
London Amplification Centre.
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LONDON

AMPLIFICATION

CENTRE

AND
CARLSBRO

Or the Hornet - hotter'n'hell
when roused, even though it's billed as no

more than 25 watts and fitted with a pair of 10"
speakers.

LONDON
AMPLIFICATION

CENTRE

Any of you musicians wanna hunker down
an' talk turkey with some of these mean

little critters from Carlsbro? They've got just
about everything a man needs when his hopes
are high and his bankroll's a mite on the thin
side. Why not try the Wasp combo -a 10"
speaker combined with 10 watts of power
designed to sting the ears of bad boys twice the
size - but it won't sting your pocket!

Or maybe the Stingray Super - to be
handled with care unless you know exactly

what you're doing: a professional 100 watt
combo fitted with tremolo, sustain and spring
reverb, two Carlsbro Powertone 12" speakers
and twin channels. Warning: this ain't no
greenhorn's amp.

These amps are loose right now in the London Amplification Centre. They're wanted,
and they've got a price on their head. But the price is right, and the reward is high ...
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LONDON
AMPLIFICATION

CENTRE

Left to right:
GIO0B-212 100W 2x 12" combo
G100-410 100W 4x 10" combo
G100-115 100W 1 x 15" combo

B100-115 (bass) 100W 1 x 15" combo
G50-112 50W 1 x 12" combo
B50-115 50W I x 15" combo

Yamaha
gear is rapidly becoming accepted worldwide as a leader in the development of

amplification. Loud, tough and with enough tonal variation to convince the most sceptical
musician that this is the gear that means business. The G series of guitar amplifiers features
exceptionally good transient respinse, thanks to FET technology. That warm, valve -like sound is
combined with the compactness, convenience and reliability of solid state circuitry. The London
Amplification Centre is delighted to stock these fine amplifiers.

G25-112 30W 1 x 12" combo
The latest addition to the range: bass, treble,
distortion and reverb fitted as standard

(Vamalia eom6o erocivets



EVERY AMP WOULD
LIKE TO BE...

LONDON
AMPLIFICATION

CENTRE

The Mace: The big one - 160W through 2 or
4 X 12" speaker

The Backstage 30: For practice or the studio,
it's unbeatable

The Artist: 120W of valve power at your
fingertips

The XR-600 mixer -amp: Peavey quality plus a
9 -band graphic

Every amp would like to be Peavey because Peavey offers the best
of both worlds: a mixture of valve and transistor power, which

means sound and durability. This is why professional musicians
everywhere are turning to Peavey, and why the London Amplification
Centre is carrying a lot of Peavey amps!
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BUT CHASE
MUSICIANS HAVE A

SYNTHESISER CENTRE TOO
In case you were wondering where

it all started, welcome to the
London Synthesiser Centre, the
keyboard specialist shop which has
established itself in just twelve
months as the capital's leading store
for keyboards of all kinds. This
means synthesisers, string machines,
electric pianos and guitar synths, plus
all the accessories so vital to the
keyboard player: sequencers, pedals
and echo machines.

Yamaha CS80

The concept of "everything under
one roof" began here. Just take a
look at this list of stock: from ARP
we have the AXXE, Odyssey, 2600,
Omni, and Little Brother; from
Roland we have the System 100,
SH2000, SH5, System 700, G500
guitar synthesiser, the new VK6 and

ARP AXXE synthesiser

VK9 electronic organs; from Korg,
the M-500, PS -3300, PS3100
Polyphonic, the Hohner K2 Strings,
Pianet T and Clavinet D6, the new
Kitten synthesiser from PKD, the
Yamaha CS range of synthesisers,
their CP30 electric pianos ... and
that's by no means all. We also have
organs, string machines and pianos
by Elka Orla, Crumar and Logan,
and of course the entire range of
Moog and EMS synthesisers.

The London Synthesiser Centre is
located a few yards from the London
Amplification Centre.

EMS Synthi A

The Centre houses a lot of activity
behind the scenes. Did you know, for
example, that Chase Musicians have
organized in the past numerous
demonstration evenings to enable
those interested in synthesisers to see
and hear an entire range of products
from any individual manufacturer?
They have also organized lecture
courses on the subject of synthesiser
technology.

Typical of this deep involvement in
the cause of electronic keyboards is
the way that the London Synthesiser

ARP Omni

Centre has consistently been first in
with the brand new products. The
magnificant Roland G500 Guitar
Synthesiser made a very early
appearance there, as did the ARP
Avatar and the Synare Drum
synthesiser. No wonder Chase
Musicians so often find themselves in
the position of educators as well as
salesmen!

Dear Chase Musicians: London Amplification Centre, 88 Chalton Street OR London Synthesiser Centre, 22 Chalton
Street, London NW 1.
Please rush me the latest information on the following:

Name

Address

BI 6
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a CHASE MUSICIANS
I Now there are two great shops:

LONDON AMPLIFICATION CENTRE
88 CHALTON STREET (just off Euston Road)
LONDON NW1

LONDON SYNTHESISER CENTRE
22 CHALTON STREET (just off Euston Road)
LONDON NW1

Both just two minutes walk from Kings Cross and Euston tube stations. Easy parking. Open 10-6 Monday to Saturday.

Telephone: 01-387 7449
80
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special discounts

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF A
NEW RETAIL SHOWROOM, ON JUNE 8th, TO COMPLEMENT

OUR EXISTING HIRE & SERVICE DEPARTMENTS. OUR
NEW SALES DEPARTMENT WILL OFFER A FULL

RANGE OF MUSICAL EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE
PRICES, WITH AN EXTENSIVE AFTER -SALES REPAIR &

MAINTENANCE SERVICE. THE EXISTING DEMONSTRATION
SERVICE WILL BE EXPANDED TO INCLUDE ALL THE EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE OR HIRE. PLEASE COME TO OUR OPEN DAYS ON
JUNE 8th & 9th, 9a.m. to 6p.m., WHERE EQUIPMENT FROM ALL THE

IMPORTANT MANUFACTURERS WILL BE DEMONSTRATED;

& YOU CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR FREE OFFERS!

Churchill Load London %.W.2.
(off Willesden High Road) te1.01.459 .7294/5



PLUTO
STUDIOS

From the brash pop -success
of Herman's Hermits to the
basement of a semi -derelict

Victorian textile factory in Man-
chester may not seem much like
a logical progress, but a few
minutes spent in the company
of a certain Mr. Keith Hopwood
may go some of the way to con-
vincing you of the error of your
preconceived ideas.

Keith spent several years with
the toothed -one, touring the
stadia of the Western
hemisphere, playing piano and
guitar as the cash came rolling in
(not in the legendary amounts
that some of the popular press
of the time would have had us
believe) until he realised that a
life on the road ad infitum was
not exactly up his street.
Keith started the Pluto en-
terprise while he was still a

member of the band, in a room
above the now -famous
Strawberry set-up in Stockport.
"At that time, "he told us, over
a pint of creamy Marstons,"
Strawberry were a four track
outfit, and we were 2 -track." It
does, you're right, seem like
another era! At the outset, Pluto
was very much a personal
vehicle for Keith, were he laid
down ideas for the band, and
began on what was to become a
very successful sideline in recor-
ding tracks for advertising pur-
poses - writing and laying
down jingles for television com-
mercials, radio stations, com-
pany promotion films, and other
enterprises of a similar ilk.

The studio moved through
the usual progression up the
scal of equipment - from two,
to four, to eight track (much of
it culled from respectable throw-
aways as Strawberry's parallel
expansion on the floor below
produced a surfeit of excellent
but unwanted equipment) until
Keith realised that the premises
could no longer contain either
82

the aspirations nor the gear. "I'd
left Hermans Hermits by this
time," he continued," and
longed to expand the basis on
which the studio was operating.
While it was all very self -
pleasing to be able to use it at
whatever time of day or night I

needed to, I felt that we ought
to be getting into the com-
mercial field in a much bigger
way."

The search for a new building
began - but Manchester,
probably in keeping with every
major city in the country, isn't
an easy place in which to find
the right sort of premises. City
centre rents are prohibitive, to
say nothing of the complications
of agreeing a lease in a building
where the doors are locked
sharp as the last commuter wen-
ds his weary way back to the
suburbs of Oldham or Cheadle
Hume, and eventually he looked
at an area only a few minutes
walk from Piccadilly station and
St. Peter's Square where whole
blocks of streets seem empty.
There he found the present
premises in the basement of a
gargantuan factory/ office
building. "We were only looking
for 3,000 square feet but the
deal was 5,000 or nothing - so
we went for five thousand."

The result of this decision is,
naturally enough, space - and
masses of it. The entrance hall is
as large as most studio com-
plexes alone, and one gets the
feeling, wandering through the
area, that there's plenty of
space to do just about anything
(within reason . . Ed.) There's a
small studio and recording
booth which Keith will be using
virtually exclusively for his over-
dubs and recordings of com-
mercial jingles (although it is
linked through to the main
studio in case some of the main
control rooms facilities ever
become needed) and then the

control room (massive), the
main studio (reasonable) of-
fices, a lounge (nearing com-
pletion) and then another enor-
mous room which Keith hopes
to be able to use eventually as a
self-contained rehearsal studio
- something, he says, Man-
chester is desperately short of.

The control room is a master-
piece of self -enterprise, and a
sort of mixture of all the best
studios in the country. Keith and
his partner designed the layout
which includes several small
recesses where the equipment is
housed thereby leaving the cen-
tral area around the desk un-
cluttered by the barrage of
technical gear that nearly
always gets in the way. The
centrepiece, at present, is a very
highly modified 20 into 16
Sound Techniques mixing con-
sole. There are four echo sends,
and 4 foldbacks per channel,
and the desk has generally been
uprated way beyond its original
specification - for example, the
entire routing system has been
altered and tailored to suit t -e
requirements of the studio and
its engineers. Over in one
recess beneath the monitors is
the 16 track MCI recorder which
at one time graced 10cc's
productions at Strawberry. "We
know where it's been, we know
it's been looked after, and it's
reliable," were Keith's com-
ments on the MCI, and one can
hardly blame him for not lashing
out all those extra sponds that a
new machine would require.

Monitors, bi-amped by Crown
and H H, are massive JBL's
horizontally loaded into the
walls with a pair of equally
massive horns jutting out above
them. Of volume, there is plenty
and the control room's
acoustics appeared pleasantly
relaxed and 'live' after a cursory
listening to some demo tapes.
At present there is a minimum of
ancillary gear because, as Keith
puts it, "the priority was moving
in the first place - the rest has
to wait until we've got the en-
vironment straight." Having
said that, however, there are
limiters and compressors and
the like sufficient for most
requirements. Mixdown
machines are 2 Studer 2 -tracks

fitted with new heads and elec-
tronics making them virtually
brand new.
The window through to the
studio is comparatively narrow
due to the fact that the building
is supported on massive pillars
which unfortunately came in the
wrong place for the projected
layout of the basement. The
window on studio side is flared
to give the engineer the
maximum view, and in all
honesty, it is a satisfactory
arrangement.

The studio is strangely
shaped, but large, and capable
of acommodating a fair number
of musicians. At the far end is a
large 'live' area with hard walls
and wooden floor, while the
remainder of the studio is very
flat indeed, with acoustic traps
situated at strategic places all
around the room.Although at
the time of our visit ther was no
'finished' appearance to the
studio because the carpet
deliveres had not in fact
delivered, the remainder of the
decor created a pleasant, laid-
back, atmosphere which we're
certain the finished article will
only accentuate.

Going over to the small studio
we found a 16 channel Sound -
craft desk complete with flight -
case nestling in a nearly

finished custom-built console.
Why the flight case? "We're an-
ticipating doing some mobile
work as well, "Keith explained,"
and yet a third desk would have
been totally superfluous to our
wishes. This way we can simply
unplug the Soundcraft and get
out on the road with it - end of
problem!" Also in the smaller
studio were a couple of Revoxes
and some tape copying
machined which Keith uses for
his essentially private work of
producing ad. jingles.

Even though the studio has
only been operative (at the time
of our visit) for a couple of
weeks, that No 1 single, Mat-
chstick Men is the first record to
attest to the studio's facilities
and abilities. Plans for the future
include going 24 track by the
end of the year ... "As I said the
priority was to get in here, and
then consolidate the operation,"
as Keith puts it.
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U.K. & Eire distributors
Music Man Division, Strings Et Things Ltd.,
20, Chartwell Road, Churchill Ind. Estate,
Lancing, W. Sussex BN15 8TU.

ERIC STEWART OF 10CC
DURING RECORDING AT
STRAWBERRY SOUTH STUDIOS.

MUSIC MAN



now you have played with
the boys- join the pro's

The 800 b professional stereo power amplifier
500 W.R.M.S. per channel,1000WR.M.S. bridged

short circuit/thermal protection/modular construction,
and forced air cooling.

cy4

Home Farm,Northall,Dunstable,Beds. Tel:Eaton Bray 0525 221331

EUROPE: ATC Ltd London 01 995 3654

U.S.A. : AMERIMEX Co Inc. P.O. Box 221,Rowlett,TEXAS.

CANADA: R.M.S. (416)264 2340/7



TELECOM MS
Pro Music Shop

South Coast stockists of the NEW
HIIH CONCERT PA SYSTEM
A complete high performance PA system including stereo
mixer, power amplifiers, speakers, crossovers, multicore and
stage box from a British manufacturer at prices you can afford.
BUY ON FINANCE (only 10% deposit required) or
PART X your old PA.
HIRE A COMPLETE SYSTEM FROM £25 DAY
Advice on large PA system freely given
by our qualified PA engineers.
Why not call in fora 41111111.1111111,
demonstration NOW?

189 London Rd,
North End
PORTSMOUTH (0705) 60036

TELECOM MS
8 Track Studios

 £9 per hour 189 London Road, North End

£48 per day Portsmouth
(0705)60036 FREE USE OF amps, Fender Rhodes,

Drums, Synthesisers
Et Guitars.

236



TOP
SHOP

TELECOMMS
PORTSMOUTH

Portsmouth, in contrast to
Norwich, which we visited a
couple of months back, is one of

those cities which have failed miserably to
combine the old and the new. Once the
hang-out of sailors and their disreputable
female companions - and thus possessing
at least a sort of saucy charm - it has had
its guts ripped out by developers, and is
now a grey concrete wasteland of shop-
ping precincts, one-way systems and
gruesome housing estates. There are com-
pensations, however, in the form of Gales
Ales. The Beatmobile was accordingly left
behind in the Smoke for our visit to the
city's best music shop, Telecomms in
London Road.

A curious name, perhaps, for a music
shop. The reason for it is that Telecomms
was originally set up as an electrical com-
ponents store by its proprieter Mike Debro.
After taking a degree in electronics his first
job was making cups of tea for people with
Ph.D's. This shattered his illusions about a
career of this nature, and in 1969 Tele-
comms Mk. 1 opened its doors. By 1975
Mike had come to the conclusion that
music was more fun. At school he learned
flute and keyboards, but never actually
played in a band. He's currently learning to
play guitar.

Nonetheless, Telecomms remains biased
toward amplification rather than in-
struments. Sensibly, instead of attempting
to cover every corner of the market, the
shop leans heavily toward PA and backline
amplification, plus a nifty selection of
guitars. But there aren't any drums, and
only half a dozen keyboards.

"It would be daft for us to do those -
mainly because there's a drum specialist
shop in Portsmouth already," says Mike.
"And these synthesizers here are mainly
for hiring out."

Which brings us to the second string of
the Telecomms bow. Telecomms do a com-
plete tour service, courtesy of a 3Kw Bose
PA rig plus 1Kw of foldback and a Sound -
craft 16/2 desk. This particular rig, Mike
stresses, is not recommended to bands,
since it handles best the smoother frequen-
cies of vocals and orchestras. Con-
sequently it finds work with cabaret en-
tertainment stars like Max Bygraves and
Bruce Forsyth. It has been used to amplify
a 38 -piece orchestra, and in fact at the time
of Beat's visit was out on the road with no
lesser idol than Clodagh Rogers, plus two
of the Telecomms crew. The shop employs
a nucleus of six sound engineers, any num-
ber of whom may be hired out with the rig.
They are also qualified to install disco's
(more of that later). All in all, then, a very
flexible bunch of chaps.

Adverts
There was more to come. Not content

with offering an extensive retail service and
hire facilities, Telecomms have a complete
8 -track recording studio upstairs! Bearing
this in mind, perhaps our report should be
called either Top Spotlight or Studio Shop,
since Mike regards the studio as one of the
keys to their success.

"We do a lot of adverts for local radio
here," Mike said. "It provides us with good
regular work, and it also gives local bands
an opportunity to do backing tracks. Ever
since we opened the studio, it's been
solidly booked six days a week. It's a part

of the operation that we'd really like to ex-
pand, since there isn't anything com-
parable in this area."

The desk is by Allen and Heath, and the
tape machine is a Brennel. Curiously
enough, this is precisely the equipment
recommended by Beat's Nigel Jopson for
an 8 -track studio! In addition, there is a pair
of Tannoy monitors, powered by a Bose
amplifier. There is no window connecting
control room and recording area, but visual
monitoring is by means of closed circuit
TV.

Plans
"This can actually work out as an ad-

vantage," Mike explained, forestalling the
obvious question, "because a band can
often feel more relaxed if there isn't some
bloke staring at them from the other side of
a sheet of glass." The recording area is
small, but comfortable - ideal in fact for a
band, but pushing it a bit should the Royal
Philharmonic drop by to record a basoon
solo. Plans are afoot for constructing
another larger studio in a room just off the
relaxation area. This room is currently the
home of several cardboard boxes and little
else, so there is plenty of scope for ex-
pansion. Yet another room off the central
area is reserved for tape storage.

Back in the shop we took a look at the
gear on sale. There's plenty of room to
wander around the stacks of amplification,
unlike many premises in which crossing
from one side to the other requires some
skill in mountaineering. There are electric
guitars from Fender, Gibson, Shergold (of
which they sell more than any other
brand), Hagstrom, Travis Bean and Guild,
and an equal number of acoustics. Amps
bearing the names of HH, Marshall, FAL,
Peavey, Roland and Carlsbro, desks by
MM and a firm called Oval, and PA by
Soundout, amongst others, make for a
good and varied display. At the front of the
shop is a section devoted to disco gear,
which concerns us little here, save to say
that Telecomms have carried out every
disco installation in Portsmouth bar one.
Another nice touch comes in the form of
several hundred music books featuring all
the chords played by your favourite bands
(the Status Quo book is only two pages
long Now now... ed). Under the counter
is a solid array of effects pedals by Bell,
MXR, Coloursound, Electro-Harmonix and
Ibanez, and along one shelf is a variety of
echo units and practice amps. The
Japanese -made Melos echo works by
means of a cassette tape and costs just
£60; the Vox practice amp is a snip at £40.

Exchange
So there you have it. There's plenty

we've left out, but then we've got to leave
something for you to discover for your-
selves, and besides there simply isn't room.
Telecomms is not just a shop, and it's not
just a studio. Like all good music shops, it
is a centre for its area where musicians can
meet to exchange views, band members,
chords or whatever. The success of the
studio - open a mere ten months points
the way for the future. We would wish
them luck, but somehow we don't think
they really need it.
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New from AMCRON
REAL TIME ANALYSER RTA2

* 5" CRT Display
* Internal Pink Noise Source
* 1/3 or 1 octave Display
* Frequency range 20- 20kHz
* Outputs for X -Y Recorder
* Compatable with any microphone
* Price £1,960 ex. VAT

The Amcron RTA2 Real Time Analyser is designed as much for use as a production tool
as it is for on -site audio analysis of Theatres, and Recording Studios. A flight case is

available.

POWER AMPLIFIER D75
The Amcron D75 power amplifier
replaces the previous model D60.
Employing completely new type
circuitry it offers also many
new features, but without any
increase in the price.

Other Amcron Products include:

* New Amcron IOC comparator. DC300A 500 watts/ chan. £550

* Balanced XLR input connectors. D150A 200 watts/chan £350

* Signal presence indicators. VFX2A Crossover unit £270

* Separate Signal/chassis earth. EQ2 Equaliser unit £599

* 45 watts into 8 ohms per channel. IC150A Preamplifier £260

IMA Intermodulation
* Price £230 ex. VAT Distortion Analyser £610

MACINNES LABORATORIES LIMITED
Carlton Park Industrial Estate,
Saxmundham, Suffolk. Tel. Sax. 2262/2615

Macinnes France
18 Rue Botzaris, Paris 75019.
Tel. 206 60 80 206 83 61
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MUSIC MART
A PAID, AT -A -GLANCE DIRECTORY FOR
To have your company listed,
contact Howard Rosen, 01-359 5378

AMP & GUITAR SHOPS

BARNARDS MUSIC STUDIOS,
40 Camden Road, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent (0892) 22141

CASSMUSIC LIMITED, 29South
Street, Eastbourne, Sussex. BN21 4UP
(0323) 37273

CASSMUSIC LIMITED, 38 Monarch
Parade, London Road, Mitcham, Surrey.
CR4 3HA. 01-640 1870

CUSTOM AMPLIFICATION, 45
Nantwich Road, Crewe, Cheshire.
(0270) 4779

HUMBUCKER MUSIC, 124c Green Lane
Road, Leicester (0533) 769318

J.S.G. MUSICAL, 108b, Main Street,
Bingley, West Yorks 0976 68843

KINGFISHER MUSIC CO., 20 Kings
Road, Fleet, Hants. 02514 21210

PALL MALL MUSIC, 58 Pall Mall,
Chorley, Lancs. Tel: 02572 71124

POWER MUSIC, 124c Green Lane Road
Leicester (0533) 769318

S.A.I., Regent Street, Coppull, Nr.
Choriey, Lancs. 0257 791645

SUN MUSIC, 110-111 Oxford Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks. 0494 36686

TELECOMMS, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth (0705) 60036

WHITE SOUND EQUIPMENT, 3 Albion
Place, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear.
(0783) 78058
WOOD BROS. SOUND CENTRE,
33 London Road, Buxton, Derbyshire.
0298 4638

WOODROFFES MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS LTD., 119 John
Bright Street, Birmingham B1 1 BE

(021) 643 6545

CUSTOM-BUILT
SOUND EQUIPMENT

ACCOUSTIC SOUND SYSTEMS,
17 Andersons, Stanford -le -Hope, Essex
Stanford -le -Hope 6218
DORON SOUND SYSTEMS, 453 Brook
Lane, Kings Heath, Birmingham 1313
OBT. (021) 777 4971

DISC CUTTING
& MASTERING

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICES,
London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,
Berks. Tel: (0344) 54935
MIDLAND SOUND RECORDINGS,
Meeting House Lane, Balsall Common,
Coventry. (0676) 32468

TAPE TO DISC SERVICE

ANGLIA PRESSINGS, 112 Beach Road,
Scratby, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR29
3PG. 0493-730136

CASSETTE DUPLICATING

The Cottage Sound Studio, Forres,
Morayshire, Scotland.

DISCO SERVICES

D.J. ELECTRONICS (HACKNEY) LTD,
83 Queens Road, Southend-on-Sea,
Essex, SS1 1PY. (0702) 353033/4/5

DAVE SIMMS DISCO SERVICES, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5DY 01-
500 0520

S.I.S. (SOUND EQUIPMENT) LTD.,
57 St. Andrews Road, Northampton
NNI 2PB. Tel: 0604 32966

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES
LONDON
176 Junction Road, N19.
01-272 7474
BRISTOL
125 Church Road, Redfield.
0272 550550
MANCHESTER
251 Deansgate, 3
061-8317676

EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICES

JULIAN'S STUDIO INSTRUMENT
RENTALS LTD. 01-459 7294/5
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD.,
(Colin Barton), 358-360 Uxbridge
Road, Shepherds Bush, London W12.
01-749 3232
TELECOMMS, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth (0705) 60036

LIGHTING
CHAMELEON LIGHTING, 40 Westfield
Avenue South, Saltdean, Brighton BN2
8HT. 0273 32539
LAIR HUST LTD., 7/9 Wood Close,
London E2 01-639 7547
METEOR LITES, 8 Pinnocks Lane,
Baldock, Harts 0462 892121

P.A. SYSTEMS
AXIS SOUND EQUIPMENT, 58 Avon
Road, Bournemouth, Dorset BH8 8SE.
0202 38246
CABIN SOUND CENTRE, 1a/2
Bamborough Gdns, London W12 8QN.
01-749 1121
CASCADE MUSIC, 42/44 Upper
Tooting Road, London SW17 7PD.
01 272 3997
GROUND CONTROL, 7/9 Wood Close,
London E2. 01-739 7543
H H.B. P.A. HIRE, 16 Wallasey
Crescent, Ickenham, Uxbridge,
Middx. Ruislip (71) 73271/36986

HIWATT EQUIPMENT LTD., Park
Works, 16 Park Road, Kingston-upon-
Thames, Surrey. 01-549 0252/3

Li VE WARE, 17 St. Anne's Court,
Wardour Street, London W1 V 3AN.
Tel: 01-734 9901/3
MUSIC SYSTEMS HIRE, 128 Brooks
Road, Cambridge. 0223 40841

& C MUSIC, 2 High Street, Bexley,
Kent. 29 51663
STANDISH LIGHT & SOUND HIRE
CO. LTD., 358 Preston Road, Standish,
Nr. Wigan. (0257) 421603
SUPERSTITION HIRE, 3 Tumoak
Avenue, Woking, Surrey 04862 6RP:45
E. ZEE HIRE LIMITED, 7-9 Market
Road, London N7. Tel: 01-609 0246

PERCUSSION
INSTRUMENTS
PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23 Vale
Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383

EQUIPMENT
REPAIR SERVICES

MAURICE PLAQUET LTD.,
(Colin Barton), 358-360 Uxbridge
Road, Shepheards Bush, London W12
01-749 3232

ALL YOUR

AMPLIFICATION

ROKA'S SHOP, 57 Endell Street,
London WC2B 9AJ. 01-240 2610

ORGANS ft AMPS
BUG SOUND ELECTRONICS, 76 Manor
Street, Braintree, Essex. 0376 21962
STEVE JACKSON, Roundhouse Music,
72-73 Chalk Farm Road, London N.1. 01-
267 5641/2. Evenings 01-340 8105.

SPEAKERS
JOHNSON & JONES (Quality Speaker
Repairs), 66 Dalston Lane, London E8.
01-254 9331.

GUITAR SERVICES
PETER COOK, 17 Perimeade Road,
Perivale, Middx. 01-998 3101
ROKA ACOUSTIC SERVICES, 67/87
Hampstead Road, London NW1.
Tel: 387 3861

INSURANCE
CANWORTH BROKERS LTD., 43
South Molton Street, London W1 Y 1 HB
01-408 2272 (10 lines)
GIBSON & CO, LTD., Inc. Insurance
Brokers, 54 Uxbridge Road, London
W12. 01-743 4834/5
ROGER SQUIRE'S (INSURANCE),
55 Chalbert Street, London NW8.
01-722 1130

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
FACILITIES

MUSICAL

AARVAK ELECTRONICS, 12a Bruce
Grove, London N17 6RA. Tel: 01-808
8923
CEREBRUM LIGHTING (Sales & Hire), LTD
168 Chittem Drive, Berrylands, Surbiton,
Surrey KT58LS. 01-390 0051

MULTIFORM ELECTRONICS LTD., 22
Portugal Road, Woking, Surrey GU21
5JE 04862 70248

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRES
See our address entries under the
heading Disco Services.

ZENITH LIGHTING, 60 !field Road,
London SVV10. 01-352 7048

MAIN AGENTS FOR
ALTEC & UNIVERSITY
SOUND
THEATRE PROJECTS, 10 Long Acre,
London WC2 9LN. 01-240 5411

MANUFACTURERS
ELKA-ORLA (UK) LIMITED, 19
Bluebridge Industrial Estate, Halstead,
Essex. Halstead 5325/6

AMPLIFICATION
AFLYN MUSIC, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0582 414297/36950

HIWATT EQUIPMENT LIMITED,
Park Works, 16 Park Road, Kingston -
Upon -Thames, Surrey. 01-549 0252/3.

SOUTHERN MUSIC, 34 Waterloo Road,
Hove, Sussex 0273 733387

NEEDS
WATKINS ELECTRIC MUSIC LTD.,
66 Offley Road, London SW9 OLU.
01-735 6568/9/0
WHITE AMPLIFICATION, 211 High
Street West, Sunderland, Tyne & Wear,
(0783) 43627

ZOOT-HORN SOUND EQUIPMENT,
31 Station Road, London SE25.
01-653 6018

ELECTRIC ORGAN KITS

ELVINS ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS, 12 Brett Road,
Hackney E8 1JP. 01-986 8455

CABINET FITTINGS
AFLYN AUDIO, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0582414297/56950
ADAM HALL (SUPPLIES) UNIT Q,
Starline Works, Grainger Road,
Southend-on-Sea, Essex. 0702 613292

CUSTOM-BUILT
PERCUSSION & FITTING

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23
Vale Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383

P/A EQUIPMENT

AMEK, 2nd Floor, Islington Mill,
James Street, Salford, Lancs. 061-834
6747

EPICENTRUM, Foxhouse, Moor Road,
Langham, Colchester, Essex 020 636 668

GELF ELECTRONICS LTD.,
6 Duncombe Street, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes. Tel: 0908 77503

RESLOSOUND, Eagle Road, Rye,
E. Sussex. Rye (079 73) 2988

SOUNDCRAFT, 5/8 Great Sutton St.,
London EC1. 01-251 3631

SYNTHESISERS

SYNTHESISER MUSIC SERVICES
LTD., 12 Holland Park, London W11.
01-221 5665

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SHOPS

Al MUSIC CENTRE, 88 Oxford St.,
Manchester 1. (0611 236 0340

ANDERTONS MUSIC CENTRE, 5
Stoke Fields, Guildford, Surrey. (0483)
75928

ASSEMBLY MUSIC, Alfred Street,
Bath (02251 63508

BERRY PIANOS, 48 Grand Parade,
Haringey, London N4. 01-800 2488

ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling, Kent.
01-303 1429/3441

COOKES BAND INSTRUMENTS, 34
Benedicts Street, Norwich, Norfolk.
0603-23563

CORNELL, J.P., 31 Spring Bank, Hull,
(04821 215335

J.P. DIAS (CARLISLE) LTD., 149-153
Botchergate, Carlisle.

DUCK SON & PINKER, Harmony Hall,
Bridge Street, Bath. (0225) 5676

EUROMUSIC, 13 Princesses Parade,
Waterside, Crayford, Kent DA1 4JD.
(03225) 22544
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I eVkimate
The Hamer guitar is handbuilt to exacting specifications. The body is

one piece of select British Honduras mahogany accented by a one piece curly
maple overlay which is trimmed with creme binding. The neck is carved from
the same choice mahogany and is reinforced with a fully adjustable truss rod.
The fingerboard is constructed of rosewood and is offered in two different inlay
patterns, "dot" and "crown". 22 wide arched frets are used on a 24-3/4" scale.

A fully adjustable, 6 ounce, solid brass bridge provides rock -stable
intonation as well as endless sustain.

The electronics consist of two specially designed Di Marzio pickups, a
three position toggle switch, two volume and one master tone controls. The
instrument is hand finished in a striking cherry sunburst using only natural
lacquers.

We believe that by using only the finest materials and construction
methods we have constructed an instrument that is special for the serious
musician. It is set apart from mass produced instruments in design as well as
construction. It feels right, it balances well both physically and visually. The
components, neck and body design give the guitar a sound and playability that
is unapproachable. The Hamer guitar does not rely on its name or past
triumphs for its appeal. With each instrument comes our pride of workman-
ship and our attention to detail. These guitars are not built to schedules nor
are they marketing compromises. They are simply the finest instruments
we can build.

GHAMER:,
nburst

Distributed by

hornbg skewes JOHN HORNBY SKEWES & CO LTD Salem House Garforth
Leeds LS25 1PX England Tel Leeds(0532) 865381 Telex 556167



F.D. & H. MUSIC, 138-140 Charing
Cross Road, London WC2H OLD.
01-836 4766.
HALING SOUND, 37 Kings Road, St.
Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex. 0424 42870
KEMPSTER & SON, 98 Commercial
Road, Swindon, Wilts. 10973) 5523/
26375
KENNARD & SONS LTD., 10 New
Rents, Ashford, Kent. 10233) 23226
KITCHEN, R.S. LIMITED, 27-31
Queen Victoria St., Leeds. Leeds 446341
LOUGHBOROUGH MUSIC CENTRE
18 The Rushes, Loughborough, Leics.
(05093130398
IVOR MAIRANTS MUSICENTRE, 56
Rathbone Place, London W1P 1A8.
01-636 1481
MANUSCRIPT, 107 Friern Barnet Road,
London N11. 01-368 6673
MATTHEWS, 20 The Broadway,
Maidstone, Kent. (0622) 673355
MILTON KEYNES MUSIC, Boogaloo
Basement, 17 Bridge Street, Leighton
Buzzard, Bedfordshire. 05253-66622
MR. BOTTLENECK, 7 Queens Street,
Salisbury, Wilts. 0722 23689
MUSIC EQUIPMENT LTD., 55
Camberwell Church Street, London SE5.
01-701 2270
NICKLIN & SONS LIMITED, The
Square, Barnstaple Devon. (0271) 2005
NORTHERN SOUNDS, 41 Jane Street,
Workington CA14 3BW. 0900-4797
NORMANS (BURTON -UPON -TRENT)
LTD., 1 Lichfield Street, Burton -Upon -
Trent (02831 61528
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD., 358-360
Uxbridge Road, Shepherds Bush,
London W12. 01-749 3232
ROSS SOUND HOUSE, 17 Gloucester
Road, Ross -on -Wye, Herefordshire.
(09891 2431
RUSHTONS MUSIC; 28 Oswald Road,
Scunthorpe, Humberside.
Scunthorpe (0724) 2400
SANDRA'S MUSIC CENTRE, 6
Allhalland Street, Bideford, North Devon
(023) 722 707
DAVE SIMMS MUSIC CENTRE, 1-5
The Grove, Ealing, London W5 5DX.
01-560 0520
SOUTHERN MUSIC, 34 Waterloo Street,
Hove, Sussex. 0273 733387
CHRIS STEVENS MUSIC CENTRE
LTD., 11 Queens Road, Southend-on-
Sea, Essex. 0702 45451
CHRIS STEVENS MUSIC CENTRE
LTD. 33 North Street, Romford,
Essex. 70 455 42
STRINGS 'N' THINGS, 39 Fleet Street,
Swindon, Wilts. 8793 39304
STROTHERS (ASSOC. RUMBELOVV)
Coronation Buildings, Wallasey Road,
Wallasey, Cheshire. 051-638 3622/9871
DAVID VANE MUSIC, 28 Market
Street, Exmouth. 03952-75246
WAKEFIELD MUSIC CENTRE, 5
Silver Street, Wakefield. 0924 72202
WOODS (PIANOS & ORGANS) LTD.
15/17 Manchester Road, Bolton
BL2 1EH. Bolton 27171. Branches:
Preston 52865 & Burnley 33709

YARDLEYS, Snow Hill, Birmingham.
021-236 7441

KEYBOARD SHOPS

KEYBOARD HARMONY, 82 High
Street, Redhill, Surrey RM1 1SG. 91-
68821

PERCUSSION SHOPS

DRUM CENTRE, 79 Percy Street,
Newcastle, Tyne & Wear. 0632 27910
DRUMLAND, 75 Lowfield Street,
Dartford, Kent. 132) 24449
ALLAN BILLINGTON LIMITED,
172/174 Park View Road, Welling,
Kent. 01-303 1429/3441

LONDON DRUM CENTRE, 276
Portobello Road, London W10 5TE.

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 17-23 Vale
Royal, London N7. 01-607 8383

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
SUPPLIERS

R.E.W., 146 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2. 01-240 3064/3068

ROGER SQUIRE'S
(STUDIOS DIVISION);
55 Chalbert Street, London NW8.
01-722 1130

RECORDING STUDIOS
The Studios below are listed
under maximum track capacity.

24 TRACK
ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS, 3 Abbey
Road, St. John's Wood, London
NW8. 01-286 1161
BASING STREET STUDIOS
(ISLAND), 8-10 Basing Street,
London W11. 01-229 1229
BERWICK STREET RECORDING
STUDIOS, 8 Berwick Street, London
W1 01-734 1888
CENTRAL SOUND RECORDING
STUDIOS LTD., 9 Denmark Street,
London WC2H 8LP. 01-836 6061
INDIGO SOUND STUDIOS LTD.,
Gartside Street, Manchester, M3 3EL
1061) 834 7001
R.G. JONES RECORDING
STUDIOS, Beulah Road, Wimbledon,
SW19. 01-5404441
KINGSWAY RECORDERS LIMITED,
129 Kingsway, London WC2B 6NH.
Tel: 01-242 7245
MAJESTIC RECORDING STUDIOS
LTD., 146 Clapham High Street,
London SW4. 01-622 1228/9
MANOR STUDIO, Shipton Manor,
Shipton-on-Cherwell, Kidlington,
Oxford. 08675 2128
PEBBLE BEACH, 12a South Farm
Road, Worthing, Sussex 8N14 7BA
0903 207744
ROCKFIELD STUDIOS, Rockfield
Road, Monmouth. Wales 0600 2449/
3625
STRAWBERRY RECORDING STUDIOS
3 Waterloo Road, Stockport, Cheshire.
(061) 480 9711/2

16 TRACK

ANVIL OF DENHAM, North Orbital
Road, Denham U89 5HH. 01-332 3522
CRAIGHALL RECORDING STUDIOS,
68 Craighall Road, Edinburgh EH6 4RL
031-552 3685
DECIBEL STUDIOS, 19 Stamford
Hill, London N16. 01-802 7868,
014307 2146
FOEL STUDIO LTD., Foel Llanfair,
Caereinoin, Powys, Wales 093882
758573
FREERANGE STUDIOS, 22
Tavistock Street, London WC2.
01.836 7608
GROSVENOR RECORDING STUDIOS
16 Grosvenor Road, Handsworth
Wood, Birmingham 820 3NP.
021-356 9636/7
HORIZON STUDIOS, Horizon House,
Warwick Road Coventry CV3 6QS.
10203) 21000
K.P.M. STUDIOS LTD., 21 Denmark
Street, London WC2H 8NE.
01-836 6699
LEE SOUND STUDIO, 158
Wolverhampton Road, Pelsall, Nr.
Walsall. 0922 682333/682961
ORANGE STUDIOS, 34 New
Compton Street, London WC2. 01-836
7811/3.
R.G. JONES (OF MORDEN) LTD.,
Beulah Road, Wimbledon, London
SW19. 01-540 4441 & 01-542 4368

MAGRITTE STUDIOS, 15 Holloway
Lane, Harmondsworth, West Drayton,
Middx. 01-897 9670.
PLUTO STUDIOS, 3 Waterloo
Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK1 3BD.
(061) 477 0434
PYE RECORDING STUDIOS, ATV
House, Great Cumberland Place,
London W1. 01-402 8114/7.

RIVERSIDE RECORDING STUDIOS,
78 Church Path, (Fletcher Road),
Chiswick, London W4. 01-994 3142

SEPTEMBER SOUND STUDIOS, 38
Knowl Road, Golcar, Huddersfield, HD7
4AN 10484) 658895/6

SPACEWARD SOUND SYSTEMS, 19
Victoria Street, Cambridge, CB1 1JP.
0223-64263 (Between 10 am and 2 pml

T.M.C. RECORDING STUDIO,
118 Mitcham Road, London SW17.
01-672 4108
T.W. MUSIC, 211 Fulham Palace
Road, London W6. 01-385 4630.
GOOSEBERRY STUDIOS, 19 Gerrard
Street, London W1. 01437 6255
01-734 2257

8 TRACK

BIRD SOUND STUDIOS, Kings Lane,
Nr. Stratford -Upon -Avon, Warwicks.
(0789) 85705 & (0789) 3081
QUEST STUDIO, 71 Windmill Road,
Luton, Beds. 0582 414297/36950
CRAIGHALL RECORDING STUDIOS,
68 Craighall Road, Edinburgh EH6 4RL
031-552 3685
DE WOLFE STUDIO, 84 Wardour
Street, London W1V 3LF. 01-439 8481

FAIRVIEW MUSIC, Great Gutter Lane,
Willerby, Hull, N. Humberside HU10
6DW. (04821 653116
FREE RANGE SOUND STUDIOS, 22
Tavistock Street, London WC2.
01536 7608
IMPULSE ORGANISATION. 71 High
Street East, Wallsend NE28 7RJ,
Northumberland. Newcastle 10632)
624999

LEADER SOUND, 209 Rochdale
Road, Greetland, Halifax, West Yorks.
(04227) 6161
MILNER SOUND LIMITED, Studio
117c Fulham Road, London SW3.
01-589 6477
SUN RECORDING SERVICES LTD.,
34-36 Crown Street, Reading, Berks.
0734 595647
TELECOMMS RECORDING STUDIOS,
189 London Road, North End,
Portsmouth 10705) 60036

4 TRACK
D.T.S. RECORDING, 16 The Broad-
way, Maidstone, Kent. (Maidstone)
670 326 & (Medway) 401 467
GATEWAY STUDIOS, 162a Balham
High Road, London SW12. 01-673 7316
SAMMA STUDIOS, 90 Lots Road, London
SW10. 01-352 4136
SEPTEMBER SOUND STUDIOS,
38 Knowl Road, Golcar, Huddersfield.
Tel: 0484 58895/6

MOBILE
JET MOBILE, 8 Bell Meadow, Sutton
Road, Maidstone, Kent. Maidstone
57967
ISLAND MOBILE, 8-10 Basing Street,
London VV11. 01-229 1229 Telex:
12421

RECORD PRODUCTIONS

IMPULSE ORGANISATION, 71 High
Street East, Wallsend NE28 7RJ,
Northumberland. Newcastle 106321
624999

LOOK RECORDS LTD., September
Sound Studios, 38 Knowl Road, Golcar,
Huddersfield HD7 4AN
0484 658895/6

SUN RECORDING SERVICES
LTD., 34-36 Crown Street, Reading,
Berkshire. 0734 595647

STORM RECORDS, Pressings, sleeves.
(Studio facilities available), Music
publishing and songwriting services.
S.A.E. 133 Park Road, Blacknool.
Tel: 27357

DEMOS FOR
SONGWRITERS (8 TRACK)

CARREA MUSIC, 46 Farndish Road,
Irchester, Wellingborough, Northants.
NN9 7EE. Rushden (09334) 56520

REHEARSAL STUDIOS

FARMYARD REHEARSAL STUDIOS,
White Line Road, Little Chalfont,
Bucks. 02404 2912
HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS, 38-40 Upper
Clanton Road, London E5 BBQ: 806 1121
MAURICE PLACQUET LTD., London
Studio : 01-749 3232. Pinewood
Studio : 0753 654571

RIDGE FARM STUDIOS, Capel,
Nr. Dorking, Surrey.
(03061711571/711202

SOUTH LONDON STUDIOS,
Basement 5, Bridge Parade, Waddon
Road, Croydon, Surrey. 01-689 9310
01-688 1056

TRACKS REHEARSAL STUDIO, 110
Churchfield Road, Acton, London W3.
01-993 0751 & 01-992 9061

SOUND HOUSES

FENDER

SOUND PAD MUSIC CENTRE, 64
London Road, Leicester. (0533) 20760

1-1/H

JOHNSON'S MUSIC (SOUNDAROUND)
LTD., 227 London Road, Sheffield.
S24 NF 10742) 53127

TOUR SERVICES

LIGHTING & SOUND
HIRE

ENTEC LTD, 90 Wardour Street,
London W1. 01-903 5790

FLASHLIGHT & SOUND GmbH,
Bussestrasse 11, 2000 Hamburg 60,
West Germany. 010 494 05115527/68
Telex : 12421

RAINBOW PRODUCTIONS, 7/9 Wood
Close, London E2. 01-739 7543

BACKDROPS, GRAFIX, 22 Manor Farm
Drive, Swinton, Mexborough, South
Yorkshire, S648JB
070988 5705

WHOLESALERS

CLEARTONE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
LTD., 27 Legge Lane, Birmingham 1.
(021) 236 6100

WOODS (PIANOS & ORGANS)
LTD., 15/17 Manchester Road,
Bolton BL2 1EH. (0204) 27171
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20 Chartwell Road, Churchill Industrial Estate, Lancing,
West Sussex BN15 8TU. Tel: Lancing (09063) 65871
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Loudspeakers for the Professional

The most recently introduced
model to the successful
McKenzie range of high power
loudspeakers is the 150 watt
C15 Bass. This is a very high
performance loudspeaker built
on a rigid aluminium die cast
chassis. It has a massive
anisotropic magnet system and
three inch very high
temperature voice coil.
The 12 inch series used
successfully by leading
manufacturers which received
excellent reviews in August 77

C15 BASS

92

with such comments as "the
twin -cone and bass speaker
was outstanding". "We felt
that the McKenzie sounded
good and offered exceptionally
good value for money". These
models are now built on a
completely new and improved
chassis. They continue
unchanged in acoustic
performance, but now have
greater power handling.

Enquiries to
Glyn Baxter
McKenzie Acoustics Ltd.
Rockley Avenue,
Birdwell,
Barnsley.
Tel: (0226) 43894



For free brochure write to;
SHERGOLD GUITARS,
Avenue Industrial Estate,
Gallows Corner, Rornford, Essex*.
Please enclose S A E

Billy Cobham
cooks on

AVMS
ZILDJIAN CO.
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BEAT INSTRUMENTAM EQUIPMENT PRICE GUIDE
Please note that all recommended selling prices include the appropriate rate of VAT unless marked EX VAT alongside
the manufacturer's name.

Whilst every effort is made to ensure that all prices listed are correct at the time of going to press, they may vary accord-
ing to the sales policy of each individual retailer. We do advise you therefore to check with your local dealers before
making any final decisions. Manufacturers are requested to inform us of all price changes as soon as possible.

GUITARS

BALDWIN

GRETSCH
Broadcaster (solid) 48300
Broadcaster (hollow) 55500
Broadcaster (bass) 48300
Country Club, nat 589.00
White Falcon 970.00
White Falcon, stereo 1008.00
White Falcon, single

cutaway . 82100
Roc Jet, black 48300
Country Roc. 57900
Tennessean, cherry 53200
Nashville, red 605.00
Country Gentleman,

walnut 62900
Super Chet, red 846.00
Super Axe . 678.00
Atkins Axe. 532.00
All Prices include Case.

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

DI GIORGIO (BRAZIL)
No 16 Signorina 5900
No 18 Estundante. 6500
No 28 Classico. 7250
No 36 Bel Som. 105.00
No 30 Amazon. 82-50
TAKE HARU
GT85 full size. 5200
GTI 20 full size. 62.50
GT180 full size. 75.00
WT100 jumbo 5700
WT200 jumbo 8000
WTI 00-12 jumbo.- 62.50
VEGA
V244. 160.00
V445.. 170-00
V445 -I2 str 19000
V446. 170.00
V646.5.. 335.00
V845. 22750
2052M case 5900
VITTORO
570 Small size Classic 1841
575 Full size Classic 2525
ANGELICA
2852 Folk guitar 2850
2853 Jumbo guitar 43.95
2854 Classic guitar 23.95
2855 Small size Classic

guitar. 1995
ANGELICA MANDOLIN
584 Flat -back Model. 1295

CBS/ARBITER
(EX VAT)

FENDER
Electrics:
Jazzmaster. 374 89
Jaguar 367 40
Stratocaster w trem 323 25
Stratocaster L/H w

trem. 364.90
Stratocaster n1/fleck

w. trem 34991
Stratocaster L/H m/

neck w. trem. 391.56
Stratocaster, 291.59
Stratocaster L/H 331.58
Stratocaster m/neck 316.59
Stratocaster m/neck

L/H. 358.24
Telecaster d /1 346-58
Telecaster c1/1 L/H 379.91
Telecaster Custom 28326
Telecaster Custom

L/H. 316.59
Telecaster Custom

m/neck 309 92

94

Telecaster Custom
141-1 m/neck 34157

Telecaster Std 258-26
Telecaster Std L/H 27993
Telecaster Std m/

neck 283.26
Telecaster Std L/H

n1/fleck 306.59
Bronco., 179.96
Musicmaster 139-97
Mustang. 191.61
Mustang L/H 20662
Mustang mjneck 216.61
Mustang L/1-1 m/neck 231.60
Semi -acoustics:
Telecaster Thinline 338.24
Telecaster Thinline

111-1, 366.58
Starcaster-case 49654
Basses:
Jazz. 324.91
Jazz m /neck 34991
Jazz L/H, 35658
Jazz L/H mineck 383.24
Telecaster. 276.60
Precision 26993
Precision narrow

neck 27993
Precision fretless-- 26993
Precision m/neck 29492
Precision narrow m/

neck 306.59
Precision LtH 291.59
Precision LjH m'

neck 316.59
Precision fretless L/H 291.59
Precision LII-1 mi

neck 31659
Mustang. 206-61
Musicmaster 124.96
Acoustics
F.C. 101 4006
F.C. 10 44.33
F.C. 20 55 41
F.C. 30 66.50
F.C. 40 73.32
F 15. 51.45
F 25. 5627
F 35. 6309
F 45. 6480
F 55 12 -string 78'43
F 65. 78.43
F 75. 98-90
F 85. 12958
F 95. 165.39
F 80. 100.60
F 115 242 11

CHAPPELL

Classical:
C.100.
C.I01.
C.102.
C.103.
C.104.
Steel strung:
C.200.
C.20I.
C.202
C.203.
Bolin Handmade:
C.I0
B.I I.
8.12.

3600
4300
49.00
5910
65.00

4950
6300
4300
5400

180.00
150.00
120.00

CLEARTONE

MELODY
1200 12/s Folk 34.86
1200 I 2/s Folk Elec 43.72
500 Folk. 30 81
525 Folk Elec. 38.10
325 Folk. 13.00
460 Classic. 29.95
450 21.82

350 15.34 long bs black .
600 34.48 2368 Clipper Fireball
1300 39.38 23658 Dixie bs.
MIAMI 2365BL Dixie bs ljh..
FTI Elec. 2536 2366B Marksman.
FT2 Elec 29.93 2366FL8 Fretless bs.,
FTI Bass. 32.64 2375 Rocketman

Maple fb.
2375W Rocketman

White.
2375L Sunburst I, h
HGI88C Steel
2375N Rocketman

Natural.
2375 Ash
2375B Rocketman

black
2655ZB Rocketman

Zebra.
2656ZB Zebra bs
2375W Twin Gemini

6,12.
2407 Twin Gemini

6/4.
2376 Dixie Fireball bs
2386 Memphis ctm

2386L Left -Hand
2384 Clipper Ash
2385 Clipper Ash bs
2370 Semi -Ac Id
2371 Semi -Ac bs
2374 Semi -Ac Id
2395 Semi -Ac nat
24098 bs.
2409BW bs

TANTARRA
4195 Classic
GUYATONE
HG9 I Steel
HG306 Steel
HG188C Steel
KLIRA
Westbury Jumbo
310 Electric
360 Bass .
Blue Hill 6
Blue Hill 12
SM8 Solid
SM9 Solid
Westside.
SM I 9 Bass.
355 Bass .
149 Classic.
C.M.I.
CMI Custom VI.
SMI Custom IV.
CMI Salisbury
SG2S
SGIOB..
ST300.
HASHIMOTO
G100
GI30
G160
G200
G250

18.28

2066
5552
85.72

64.79
64.79
68.20
37.16
62.17
80.13
90.58

113.81
97.18
7587
27-62

10996
122.76
10996
4566
4452
6749

3873
44.18
5142
57.79
68.68

J. T. COPPOCK
ANTORIA
2355 Big Jack S.Ac.

Sunburst..
2355M Big John S.Ac

Maple
2357 Mt. Strad Violin

Bs
2350 Memphis

Custom.
2350 Memphis std.
2350L Memphis std

2351 Memphis dil.
2351 DX Memphis clil
2351 Memphis Ori-

ginal
2342IV Memphis
2341 Memphis ctm

d /I.
2343 Memphis jun
2337DX Memphis jun

dil
2350 Memphis white.
2405 Custom 74
2451 Memphis Oldie.
2350B Memphis bs
2660 Memphis Vine
2458 Memphis Spcl
235ICH Memphis

Cherry..
2675 Custom 76
2354 Woodstock
23545 Woodstock std
2345SL Left -Hand
2377 Woodstock pro
2383 Woodstock ctm
2338 Woodstock std.
2347 Woodstock jun.
2394 Woodstock nat.
2345 Woodstock

white.
23548 Woodstock bs.
2354LB Woodstock

long bs
2352 Clipper .
2352M Clipper c1/1.
2352 Custom.
2353LDX Clipper

173-00

190-00

88-00

136 00
132 00

144 00
13600
14800

141.00
170 00

154.00
159.00

173.00
144.00
20800
190.00
14300
150-00
157.00

136.00
430.00

33-00
27.00
35-00
41.00
51.00
0600
2800
4200

240-00
130-00

14000
9200

108.00
12100

155-00
18200

143 00

186.00
188-00

250.00

260.00
56.00

54.00
75.00
5000
7100
39.00
41.00
5400
32-00
60.00
67.00

2387 Custom Vulcan. 98-00
2387CU Vulcan bs 210.00
2348 Phoenix. 207 00
26175 Artist nat 231.00
2459 Venturer 222-00
2469 Vulcan 11 223.00
2683 Solid special 232-00

ANTORIA WESTERN
FOLK
698E Gt. Western

elec 104.50
684E Super Electric 121.00
698 Gt. Western jbo 120.00
698M Gt. Western

maple. 137.00
698BK Gt. Western

Black. 12000
693 Gentleman Jim

d,I.. 107.00
684,12 Super Jumbo 104.00
684BLK Black 97.00
683 Super Jumbo 8500
6846L Left -Hand 97.00
628/12 Californian

jumbo. 8600
628 Californian jbo , 78.00
62 Bronco fk. 4400
627/12 Bronco jbo 71.00
627L Left -Hand. 7200
642 Folk. 144.00
670 12 str. 13300
699 Blonde, 116-00
697 Tennesse 6. 12500
695 Nashville 6 9200
758 Gt. Western

Artiste jumbo 100-00
670. 124-00
952 Antoria Vintage

jbo. 8200
684/6 Super Nash-

ville.. 9400

CIMAR
904 Black 2pu.
904S Sunburst 2pu
908 Bass 2pu
940 Sunburst 3pu
940W White 3pu
940 Ash 3pu.
941 Cherry Jun Ipu
942 Walnut 2pu
944 Walnut 2pu
949 Stereo bs 2pu
950 White
951 Cherry.
952 Bass

8300
8200
8500
9100
91.00
96-00
75.00
75.00
82-00

15900
113-00
112.00
10900

06.00 ANTORIA CLASSICAL
2200 2855 5800
3800 2841 51.00
45-00 2840 49.00
3200 2839 42.50
3200 TAMA GUITARS

3563 Western 299-00
44.00 3568 239.00

35605 225.00
5200 35585 218.00
40-00 35615 21200
8572 3566 198.00

3565 185.00
3555S 157-00
3557,'I2. 214.00
3560,12 236.00
35505 Classical. 163-00
3551 Classical 23000
3570 202-00
DOBRO GUITARS
1000 800.00
36 285.00
33D. 250.00
33HS 25000
60SS 20500
60S 20500
Dobro Mandolin 200.00
HAWAIIAN
2390 Guitar only 38.50
2391 Outfit 11700

FLETCHER,
COPPOCK Et
NEWMAN
HAGSTROM
O 10/1 Swede, Nat
O I I /M Swede, Blk
0 12/P Swede. Chry
0 36/L Swede, White
0 270 Swede, Bs,Nat
0 28/M Swede,Bs,Blk
0 29/P Swede,Bs,Chy
0 13/5 Scandi, Nat
O 14/V Scandi, S'brst
0 I 5/Y Scanbass,Sbrt
O 16/B Scanbass, Nat.
0 26/G Scanbass,Chy
0 37/0 Scanbass,Fret-

less Natural. 32500
0 38/R Scanbass,Fret-

less Cherry.
0 21 /R Special,S'brst
0 22/U Special, Chry
O I 8/H Viking, S'brst
O 19/K Viking, Chry
0 20/0 Viking, Nat..
0 31/W Viking, Bub-

inga. 315.00
O 17/E Jimmy, Oval

Hole, Natural
0 23/X Jimmy, Oval

Hole, Sunburst .
0 24/A Jimmy, 'F'

Hole, Natural
0 25/D Jimmy, 'F'

Hole, Sunburst
0 30/T Patch 2000,

Natural. 129500
0 32/Z Patch 2000,

Cherry. 129500
0 40/Y Patch 2000,

Bass, Natural. 129500
0 41/B Patch 2000

Bass, Cherry. 1295-00
0 42/E Hagstrom

Western 6-st. 265-00
0 43/H Hagstrom

Western 12-str, 320.00
KENT GUTTERS
0038/N Classical 25.50
0039/0 Jumbo. 34.95
0040/U Jumbo 39.95
0041 /X Jumbo 37.65
LOREN ZO GUITARS
0016/X Classical 21.50
0027/F Classical. 2395
0017/A Classical 28.95

325-00
325-00
325.00
325.00
35000
350.00
350.00
299-00
29900
32500
325-00
325'00

325-00
225.00
22500
285.00
285.00
285.00

365.00

365.00

365.00

365.00

0018/D Classical
0099/U Classical
0053/I Classical
0026/C Folk
0019/G Folk
0191 /A Jumbo, Black
0054/L Jumbo
0055/0 12 -string
0192/D Jumbo
0193/G 12 -string

3465
29.95
44.50
24.50
34.95
49.95
48.75
53.25
55.75
59.95

RUIZ SEGURA
GUITARS
0198/V Spanish . 47-95
0199/Y Spanish . 68.95
0200/I Spanish 89.95
COLUMBUS JUMBO
GUITARS
0062/K Jumbo 63-75
0033/Y 12 -string 66.50
KIMBARA GUITARS
0022/Q Classical
0023/T Classical
0058/X Classical
0059/A Classical
0001 /D Classical

4695
49.95
57-95
66.95

KIMBARA MAESTRO
GUITARS
0045/1 Concert Class. 8650
0025/Z Concert Class. 8895
0046/M Concert Class. 111.00
0009/13 Concert Class. 146 50
0047/P Concert Class. 16700
0085/D Concert Class. 268 00
KIMBARA GUITARS
0002/G Folk 49 95
00065 Jumbo 61-95
0008/Y Jumbo 8295
0007/V I 2-st lbo 65 50
0024/W I 2-st Jbo 8395
0324/IJumbo Case 28.95
0344/S I 2-st Case 2950
KIMBARA MAESTRO
GUITARS
00485 Folk 87 50
0049/V Jumbo
0050/Z Jumbo
0051 /C J umbo 6-st
0052/F Jumbo 12-st

07.50
26-50
73.95
25-00

KIMBARA GUITARS
0031/S Elec 6-st.
0032/V Elec 6-st
0034/B Elec Bass
0029/1_ E lec 6-st.
0030/P Elec 6-st.

59-95
6995
72.95
59.95
59.95

SATELLITE GUITARS
0065/T Elec 6-st 39-50
0066/W Elec Bs. 43-50
0097/0 Elec Bs. 56.95
0095/1 Elec 6-st 59.95
0096/L Elec 6-st. 59.95
0098/R Elec 6-st 69.95

COLUMBUS GUITARS
0014/R Elec 6-st 89.95
0015/U Elec 6-st 89.95
00030 Semi -Act 71.50
0004/M Elec 6-st 70.95
001 1 /I Elec 6-st 92.95
0194/1 Elec 6-st. 114.00
0005 / P Elec Bs 73.75
0010/F Elec Bs 84-95
0195/M Elec Bs. 10500
KIMBARA BANJOS
0217/1 Folk Banjo 63.95
0219/0 Tenor Banjo 54.95
0218/L Folk Banjo 99.95
0230/X Folk Banjo 127-95
KENT BANJOS
0228/Q Folk Banjo
0229/T Tenor Banjo 45.95

MANDOLINS
0205/X Mandolin
0207/D K. Suzuki

Mandolin
0208/G K. Suzuki

Mandolin
0206/A Columbus

Mandolin

53.95

1925

40-95

53-75

39.95
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PICATO STRINGS (sets)
ES77 elec 2.51
UL77 Rock & Roll 2.69
XL77 Super light 2.51
77 light 2.69
P750 med. gauge,

elec. 2.99
735L Bass, round

wnd. 6.95
736L Bass, nylon wnd 6.95
738L Bass, flat wnd 6.95
76 'Gold', Classic 2.07
WESTERNER
600. 2.39
660. 2.39
612. 4.07

GUILD
(EX VAT)

AA Artist Award 1070.94
X-500 S -Ac 2 p/u 749.64
X-175 S -Ac 2 p/u 517.61
CE -100D S -Ac 2 p/u 446.21
SF -6 Starfire Six 671.12
SF -4 Starfire Four 41052
SFB-2 Starfire Two Bs 374.85
S300 Solid 2 p/u 310.57
5100-5 Standard

Solid 2 p/u. 310.57
SIOOSC Hand -carved 353.43
S-90 Solid Double

p/u 235.62
S-50 Solid 1 p/u. 18563
M-75CS Solid 2 p/u

I ciaway. 39266
M75GS Gold hard-

ware. 424.82
M-80CS Solid 2 p/u

2 c/way 39981
B307 Long scale. 314.15
8301 As above I p/u 25704
15112 299-88
JSB2C Carved 342.71
Acoustic:
D55 -NT TV Rose-

wood Dread-
nought 54658

DSO -NT Bluegrass
Special Rose
Dreadnought 449.47

D44MBL Bluegrass
Jubilee Maple
Dreadnought 417.09

G -4I NT Jumbo 17"
Body D/nuoght 413-51

G875NT Size 15"
Body D/nought 377-56

G-37BL Arched Back
Maple D/nought 348.78

D-40NT Bluegrass
Jubilee Mahog
D/nought 348.78

D-35NT Bluegrass
[3/nought Nat 30205

D55SB Spruce 546.58
D44MNT Nat 41709
D4OSB Spruce 348.78
D4OCNT Cutaway 399.16
D -40C Nt Florentine

Cutaway. 399.16
D -25M Bluegrass

Mahogany D/
nought. 258.90

Jumbo & Folk Acoustic:
F-5ORNT Navarre

Rosewcod 17" 68316
F-50SB Navarre

Maple 17" 113o,
S/burst.. 546.58

F-40BL Bluegrass
16" Folk 395.50

F-30NT Aragon 15+
Folk Nat. 266.09

F-30SB Aragon 15+
Folk, S/burst. 266.09

F30 RNT Smaller 485.43
F-20NT Troubadour

13} Folk. Nat. 212.16
F5OBL Blonde 54658
F4ONT Spruce Mahog 395.50
F3ORNT Small 48543
B5ONT Acoustic bs 539.35
Twelve -String:
F-5 I 2NT Custom

Rosewood 17"1 bo. 715.56
F-41BL Custom

Flamed Maple 17"
Jbc. 64364

F-212XLNT Extra
Large Mah g 17"
Jbo. 47106

F2I 2CNT Cutaway 456.68
F-212NT Mahogany

16" Folk. 402.71
F-112NT Standard

15+ Folk. 312.82
G-3 I 2NT Rosewood

16" D/nought 485.43
G-212NT Mahogany

16" D/nought 402.71
Acoustic Bass:
B5ONT 53935
Classic:
MK5 Rosewood 593.28

MK4 Padouk 355.99
MK3 Mahogany. 269-67
MK2 Mahogany. 212 16

HOHNER

MORIDAIRA
842 Classic. 57.95
845 Classic. 70.45
843 Classic. 59-85
846 Classic. 8305
847 Jumbo. 7725
848 Jumbo. 98-70
850 Western. 121.10
855/f301 Folk 7265
856/F303 Folk 82.10
851/W613 Western T.B.A
852/VVEI030 Jumbo

with pick-up 104.58
B704 12 str. 127.40
8702 12 str. 95-50
BW650 9 str 19200
W6215.. 24595
W611. 312.30
W610. 19975
W620. 179.05
G212 103.60
G2I4 13I15
MUSIMA
1612N Acoustic 19.95
1612S Acoustic 19.95
730 Classic 25-95
731 Classic. 27.75
732 Classic. 32.50
736 Classic 6355
737 Classic. 7850
738 Classic. 9650
500 1295
MORIDAIRA BANJOS
FB I R 4 -String 60.95
FB 2R 5 -String 6095
GB 16 -String 62.85
C -7D Bani case 28.35
MORIDAIRA
MANDOLINS
MD 20.. 41 -SO
MD 30.. 41.50
MD 100 49.05
CONCERTER
SK6I 2N . 17.90
CKIOON 2585
SK 614N Concert 2370
GK 200 Concert 32.80
WK599SH Jbo. 47.80
WK 599 Jbo 44.45
WK 588 31-65
FK288. 31-05
W K0030. 5080
FK 299 Folk 42.45

HORNBY-SKEWES
HAMER
inc. case
HDSI 650.00
HCSI. 700.00

1300.00
PALMA ACOUSTICS
300N. 1750
400F 1900
580 21 00
500 1495
BAROQUE STYLE
203.7 57.00
437 86-50
342N. 109.50
410 129.50
KASUGA ACOUSTICS
G 100L.. 5400
G200 69.00
F140 68.00
D200 71.00
T250 (I2-str). 81.00
D350 10600
HC40 155.00
HC600 207.00
KASUGA ELECTRICS
SG360. 159-00
LG380B 174.00
SE480S 179.00
EB750S. 235.00
LG480S, 181.00
SE600N. 199.00
SA600. 199.00
PB420. 17900
JHS ACOUSTIC
ENCI. 115.00
JHS ELECTRICS
LP62B. 89.00
MR26 109.00
JHSI. 26300
JHS2. 196.00
HONDO ACOUSTICS
H9ON. 22.00
H308A 26.50
H3I OA 34.00
H3I 6A 39-00
H330A 44-00
H130A 36.00
H 155A 39.95
H155B 44.00
H156A 52.00
H180A 44.00
HI 60A 49.00
H.1 I 200N 72.00
H330C 45.00
H340A 47.00

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric-elec; custom-

ctm; semi-acoustic-s/ac; organ org;
professional - pro; standard - std;
acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;

string-str; de luxe d/I; jumbo-jbo;

piano-pno; left hand-I/h; scale-sc;

case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

HII8A 29.00
HII9A 3300
HJ200A. 66.00
HONDO ELECTRICS
EG502 43.00
HSG2. 55.00
H ES5000 . 59.00
HLP2BS. 6900
HLP2B 69-00
HLP2N.. 75.00
EB51 I . 3600
HEP5002. 55.00
H1B2S. 77.00
HRB2S 105.00
HFS3N. 63.00
HLP.12. 45.00
HFP2N. 75.00
H RB2B. 10500

B.50
8.30
Spec Edition.
B.20

205 00
150 00
120-00
100 00

B.55-12 310 00
8.50-12. 255.00
B.20-12 120 00

JOHN BIRCH
(EX. VAT)
All 6 str. from 320.00
All basses from 34000
Twin necks from 600.00
Cases from. 4500

W/di MARZIO
HDLP2W 89-00 KEMBLE
HDLP2W I 89 00
HDFS3N 99.00 YAMAHA
HDFP2B. 89.00 G225

IVOR MAIRANTS
MARTIN
D.I 8
D.28
D.35
D.12-28.
016NY inc case
D.4I inc case.
0021 inc case
D.45
AROSTEGUI
No. 2
No. 4
No. 6.
CALABERT
OS,
A.
B.
C.
Palosanto inc case
MITSUMA
JG.101.
JW304/ 12.
JW.305/12.
.1G.102..
JG.I03.
JC.42.
JC.43.
JC 45 inc case
JC.46 inc case
03.
1F.201.
IF.202.
JF.203.
JW.303
SAKURA
Cl 14B.
CI I3A
LS26D.
LS265 .
LS26
LS26DS.
F.339R
MD.25
C1325.
C1365.
TG.10,
TG.20
.113.24

18.24DN.
I75DC in case
175DG in case
ORFEO
DC.I01
DC.I03
DC.I07
DC.I 10
DC.I 12
TAKAMINE
DC.I25
CI28.
C132S.
C1365.
NORMAN
B.55 275-00

375.00
485.00
500.00
500.00
350-00
850.00
500.00

1150.00

24.00
26-00
28.00

20.00
22.50
26.00
33.00

100-00

21.00
40.00
45-00
28-00
32.00
35.00
48.00

100.00
120.00
80.75
1900
22-50
2750
30-00

20-00
18.00
73-00
65.00
55.00
78.50
42.50
39-50
45.00
74.00
27.00
30.00
69.50
85-00
95.00

110.00

25.00
30.00
3500
37.50
42.50

88.50
50.00
60.00
90.00

G230
G235
G240

55-00
62.00
69.00
77.00

G245s. 85-00
G250s. 97-00
G255s. 111.00
FG325. 58.00
FG330. 66.00
FG335. 79.00
FG340 95.00
FG345. 105.00
FG512 11100
FG350w 115.00
FG365s.. 121.00
FG375s. 146-00
FG336sb. 81.00
FG35 I sb. 106.00
FG312 82.00
SG412sb. 87.00
FG2000 569.00
SG 1500 469.00
SGI000 450.00
SG700. 395.00
SG500. 350-00
SB800. 360.00
S B700. 345.00
S B600. 320.00
SB500. 3054313
Classic Case 17.69
Folk Case 20.47
Jumbo Case 2047

NORLIN

GIBSON
Howard Roberts 845.00
Byrdland. 1263-00
L5CES.. 1386.00
Johnny Smith DN

2 p/u, Nat 1453.00
Johnny Smith D, S/b 1453-00
Johnny Smith N,

I p/u 1407-00
Johnny Smith, S/b 1407-00
Super 400 CES, Nat 1514.00
Super 44 CES, S/b 1316.00
Byrdland, Natural 1098.00
L -5C, Single Cut-

away Acoustic Nat 1078.00
Super 400 C Outfit,

Single Cutaway
Acoustic, Nat 1215.00

ES -175D. 613.00
ES -345 TO, Cherry 673.00
ES -345 TD, S/b. 698.00
ES -345 TD, Walnut 673.00
ES -355 TD-SV 875.00
ES -335 TO, Cherry 529-00
ES -335 TD, S/b 555-00
ES -325 TD. 446-00
Les Paul Recording

White.. 612.00
Les Paul Recording

Nat. 590.00
Les Paul Triumph Bs

White.. 598.00
Les Paul Triumph Bs

Nat. 572.00 TB -800 Tenor D L.... 1428.00
Les Paul Custom, TB -250 Tenor 81700
Ebony. 622 00 TB -100 Tenor 569.00

Les Paul Custom, RB-800 D L 1489.00
White. 67900 RB-250 5 -String 813.00

Les Paul Custom, RB-100 5 -String 569.00
Cherry.. 644.00 PB-E03 D L Banjo..... 1435-00

Les Paul Custom, PB-250 Plectrum
Wine. 622-00 Banjo 813-00

Les Paul De Luxe, F-5 Artist Mandolin 1464.00
Gold. 505.00 F-12 Artist Mandolin. 1221 -00

Les Paul De Luxe, A-5 Mandolin 976.00
Cherry.. ....... .... 529.00 A-12 Mandolin . 781.00

Les Paul Signature, 821 . 57.00
Gold.. 546.00 822 I 2str 62.00

Les Paul Signature 823 57.00
Bs, Gold. 52900 824 77.00

Citation outfit 3789.00 825 94.00
Les Paul Signature, Solid Range

tobacco brown s/b. 57300 Saxon 830 Sid.
Les Paul Signature bs, Electric. 117.00

tobacco brown slb. 555.00 Saxon 831 Sid
Les Paul d 11 tobacco Electric. 98.00

brown sib 529.00
Les Paul d. I wine red 50500
Les Paul crm tobacco

brown s/b 644.00
SG Custom, White 613.00
SG Custom, Walnut 589.00
SG Std., Cherry 402-00
SG Custom, wine red 589.00
SG Custom w Bigsby,

walnut 597-00
SG Custom w Bigsby,

white. 625.00
SG Custom w Bigsby, ELECTRICS

wine red 597.00 SHAFTESBURY
SG Standard, s/b 429.00 3414 Sunburst 199.95
SG Standard, white.. 429-00 3419 (bass stereo) 199-95
S -I nat. satin 337-00 3398 2 p/u 165-00
SG Std., Walnut 40200 3399 2 p/u bass. 175.00
SG Std. Bigsby, OVATION

Cherry.. 412.00 Breadwinner. 425.00
SGStd. Bigsby, Deacon 515.00

Walnut. 412-00 Deacon 12 599.95
SG Std. Bigsby, Sun- Viper. 435-00

burst. 439.00 Preacher.. 520.00
L6 -S Custom, Black.. 425.00 Electric Artist 539.95
L6 -S Custom, Nat.... 425-00 Electric Country
L6 -S De Luxe, Wine . 334-00 Artist. 539.95
L6-5 De Luxe, Nat. Electric Folklore 549.95

Satin.. 302-00 Electric Legend. 625.00
Marauder, Nat. Satin 293-00 Electric Pacemaker 649.95
Marauder, Wine 335.00 Electric Classic 639-95
Left-hand: Electric Glen Camp -
SG Std. Bigsby, bell. 599.95

Cherry.. 399.00 Electric Custom
Les Paul De Luxe, Legend.. 999.95

Gold.. 505-00 Electric Custom
SG Std., Cherry 389-00 Balladeer. 499.95
SG Spec., Cherry..... 339-00 TOP TWENTY
Les Paul Custom, 1971 bs 58.95

Cherry.. 648-00 1970 6-st r
Les Paul De Luxe, AVON

Cherry.. 529.00 3403 86.95
Bass Range 3404 69.50
Ripper (L9-5), Nat.... 394.00 3405 65.50
Ripper (L9-54, Ebony 394-00 3407 7695
Ripper Fretless, 3430 7995

Ebony. 394.00 3431 7995
Ripper Fretless, s/b.. 421.00 TRAVIS BEAN
Grabber 3 (G-3), 3441 Std + case 765.00

Nat Satin 328-00 3442 Bass+ case 650.00
Grabber 3 (G-3), 3443 Artist + case, 850-00

Ebony. 369430 ACOUSTICS
Grabber 3 (G-3), s/b 394.00 OVATION
Grabber, Nat Satin 277-00 Balladeer 6-str. 349.94
Grabber, Ebony 319-00 Classic Balladeer 349.95
Grabber, Wine Red . 319.00 Custom Balladeer 389.95
EB-3, Cherry. 394-00 Glen Campbell 6-str . 449.95
EB-3, Walnut.. 394.00 Glen Campbell 1 2-str 549.95
EB-3, White. 422-00 Pacemaker I2-str..... 495.00
Jumbo Range Folklore. 399.95
1-200 Artist, Sib 668.00 Classic 485.00
J-200 Artist, Nat 683-00 Concert Classic. 380-00
Dove Custom, Legend. 475.00

Cherry.. 600-00 Artist. 389.95
Dove Custom, Nat.. 623.00 Country Artist. 389.95
Gospel, Nat Top 509-00 Patriot 535.00
Heritage Custom, Custom Legend 865.00

Nat Top/Rose Matrix 239.95
Back 529.00 Matrix Artist. 239-95Hummingbird EKO ACOUSTICS
Custom, Cherry 471-00 3131 Rio Bravo 6 79.00Hummingbird 3132 Rio Bravo 12 84.00
Custom, Nat. 485.00 1780 Ranger 6 54.00

1-50, Nat Top 371.00 1793 Ranger 12. 64.95
1-45, Sib. 349-00 3140 Navajo 6 47.30
1-55, Nat Top 425.00 3141 Navajo 12. 54-90
1160E Custom s/b.... 477.00 3151 Sombrero 6 72.95
B -45-12N d/I 12 str... 445-00 3152 Sombrero 12 78.65
1-40 Nat Top. 334.00 3153 Eldorado 6 106.00
SAXON 3154 Eldorado I2 116.00
Class Range 3143 El Paso 95-00
813 39.00 3142 El Guacho. 129.00
814 46.00 Ranger 6 with p/u.... 6995
815 59.00 Ranger 12 with p/u... 81.50
816 6500 Studio L. 25-95
Folk Range Student Classic. 25.95
817 46.03 Left Hand to order 15%
818. 55.50 Extra. All Models.
Jumbo Range CLASSICAL
819 55.50 3076 44.35
820 60.00 3077 46.85
BANJOS & 3078 58.95
MANDOLINS 3079 94-35
AA Tenor. 3816.00 3080 149.50
AA 5 String 3816.00 SUZUKI GUITARS
Tenor. 3816.00 3180 Dreadnought ... 73.00
5 Str. 3816.00 3183 Dreadnought ... 87.50

ORANGE

Orange custom
guitar..

Case.
To order
To order

ROSE -MORRIS
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3181 Dreadnought
3184 Dreadnought 12
3182 Dreadnought
3186 Folk..
3067 Matt Finish
3068
3069
3070 Handmade
3071 Handmade

96.00
9600

110.00
129.95
59.50
6850
84.50

13500
218.00

STUDENT GUITARS
3057 Dulcet 1999
3058 Constanta. 14.99
1512 Kansas 13-99
1513 Kansas Variant 13.99
3166 Texan Jumbo 2850
3169 Laredo Jumbo 22.50
3050 Super Dulcet 22.90
3061 Conchita 2350

ROSETTI

EPIPHONE
P.765. 335.00
P.745. 249.00
P.725. 199.00
FTI 46. 99-95
FTI 33. 89-95
FT145 Jumbo. 89-95
FT165 12/s. 129.95
EC20 Classic 6995
ECI5 49-95
FTI 30 Folk. 79.95
FT135 Folk. 9250
FT140. 84.95
FT150. 129-95
FT160. 104-95
FT120 Folk. 6995
C060 Classic. 18900
EC25 Classic. 129-95
EC20 Classic. 69-95
ECI5 Classic. 59.95

Electric:
S350 Scroll. 175-00
S450 Scroll. 24500
5450N Scroll 25500
5550 Scroll. 26500
S550N Scroll 275-00
ET285 Bass. 149.95
N180 Nova 12995
N245 Nova 169-95
N295 Nova 159.95
N390 Nova 199.95

EROS
9352 59.95
9357 64-95
9353 Folk 49-95
9356 12/s Folk 54-95
9350 Folk 2995
9351 Folk 39-95

KISO-SUZUKI
9502 Classic
9503 Classic
9504 Classic
9505 Classic
9583 H/made Classic
9651 Folk
9582 Folk
9653 12/s Folk
9507 Folk

ROSETTI ELECTRICS
Colt 45 366 00
9660 Lynx. 44 95
9661 Lynx bass. 44.95

RAIM U N DO CLASSICS
R106 . 39-95
RI12. 46.50
R123. 67 50
R128. 85 50
RI40. 109.50
R155-, case 440-00
RI50 case. 350-00

SUMM ER FIELD

STUDENT CLASSIC
730 2350
S106 18 25

IBANEZ & CIMAR
CLASSIC
395 59.50
396 64 85
397 7150
398 79.50
387. 69 25
388 61 25
2856 88.95
2857 110 00
2858 132 00
2859 175 75
2860 220 00

MITSURU TAMURA
HAND MADE
CONCERT*
10P1500 585 00
10P2000. 795 00

TATRA LH684BK.
9198 Classic 25-25 2846
9225 Classic 29.75 752
Hi -Spot Nylon. 18.50 6848K/12
Hi -Spot Steel. 17.50 951

952.
767
642S1D
2608..
2609

20.00
16.50
24.00
19.E.0
05-00
95 -SO
32-00
75-00
85-00
20-00

R. MATSUOKA
WESTERN
DREADNOUGHT*
D30. 130 00
040. 200 00
D50. 218 00
D60. 250 00
D80. 325 00

LEVIN
3155 950 00
W36.. 285 00
W32. 450.00

MACCAFERRI REPLICA*
MAC.2 155.00
MAC.2 Special 165 00
MAC.3 180 00

T. HARUO WESTERN
GUITARS
*T50 . 250 00
*T60. 275 00

CSL & IBANEZ
ELECTRICS
2350 170 95
2350DX . 210.00
FG360S 180.00
2351 DX 189 50
235IDXCS. 189 50
2341 190 50
2341 DX 235.00
2350W. 180.00
2451 231 00
2452B. 231 00
2342 183 00
2343 195 50
2337DX 225 00

MASURU KOHNO 2344 230-00
CONCERT* 2402 293 00
M.K.15. 825.00 2402DX . 322 00
M.K.20.. 1050-00 2404 288 00
M.K.30 . 1500.00 2651CW 276.50

2351 AV. 186-50
IBANEZ & CIMAR 2420CW. 218 00
WESTERN & FOLK 2469 258 00
615/12. 97 50 2335 175 50
620 112 00 2464S 338-75
647 110 00 2459 256 50
647/12.. 111 50 2342 IV. 212-65
6848K. 115 00 2389B. 263 50
369 67 50 2459B. 262.00
370/12.. 65 95 2460 268.50
371 61 25 2461 399-50

53.95 393 77 50 2463 248.50
69.95 37IBK. 64 50 2470 397.50
64.95 355 59 50 2471AC 375.00
67-95 355/12. 67 95 26268. 353-25
99-00 655BS. 150 00 2630 314.50
60 95 LH684/12BK 123-50 LH2350. 180-00
53.95 LH620. 120 00 2663 308.00
72-95 LH647. 115 00 2387C. 258.00
64.95 LH647/12.. 118 00 23878. 265.00

2388B/S
2388
LH 13888/S
2453
2455
2457ST.
2352C.
2352DX .
2369B/W.
LH2352DX..
LH FG 3605.
LH235I DX..
2348
2670
2680
2681
2671
2676
2617
2618
2619
2613
2616
2625B.

206.50
219-50
220-00
245.50
277-25
287-00
151.95
176.25
196.75
185-00
180'00
207-50
269.50
900-00
296-50
392.50
392.50
53750
303.00
299.50
334.00
208'00
293.00
310.00

SUMBRO ELECTRICS
SG6M. 86-50
SG42M. 95-00
SC36N 135 00
SC36W. 115-00
SC3. 115-00
18700 125-00

BOZO GUITARS
B50. 175 00
1360. 245-00
B80S, 350-00
B805/12. 375-00
B100. 500-00

HAWAIIAN GUITARS
2251 110-95
2250 41 25
HG I I8C. 178-00

UKULELES
NU I. 8.50
HU2 10-75
HU3 14-25

BANJOS
589FB. 305.00
593DX/FB. 350.00
591 /FB 315.00
591/TB. 314-00
712 42 50
584C.. 25.00

MANDOLINS
524. 325-00
523. 315-00
526 340-00
521. 235-00
522. 250-00
513 98-50
516. 62-50
511. 52-00
512 60-00
514. 60-00
1521 22-75
80 49.25
100. 64-25E.M.I.42-50
*Prices include Hard

Shell case

WING

Rickenbacker
Solid
420. 239-63
430. 285-19
450. 307-12
450/12. 351-00
460. 342-56
480. 325-69
620. 42188
950. 25988
4080 943-31
4080/12. 1290-93
Semi -Acoustic
320 408-38
330. 399.38
330/12. 513-00
335. 457-31
340. 393-75
360. 469.13
360/12. 54506
362/12. 1105-31
370. 513-00
360/12F. 486-00
Bass
3000 345.94
3001 366-19
4000 415-13
4001 448.88
4002 943-31
4005 53156

W.M.I.
G101 Std. Flk.
K200 Folk.
K320 Concert Folk
KD28 Jbo Western
KD28-1212st lbo
K.410 Concert D/

Lux.
K.442 Auditorium

Folk..
K.550 Jbo pce back
KDG 70 D/1.1bo
K.475 J.L. Seagull
Classic:
KC.265 Student
KC.333 Concert
KC225 Classic
KDG50 WI Classic
Electric:
K1B. 130 Bs long scale
E.120 Single p/u
K2T. S.G. 2 p/u.
Banjo:
KB.52 Deluxe

10.95
16.95
20.95
33.50
39.50

G 140 Jumbo. 49-47
G 160 Western. 49.47
LOPEZ:
CLASSIC GUITARS
Aragona. 64-06
Valencia. 67.87
Navarra. 71-51
Granada. 82-50
Castilla. 91-07
Sevilla. 117.93
Andorra. 140-40
WESTERN GUITARS
Serenata VII 6053
Fantom 20. 77-64
Fantom 30. 81-29
Fantom 33 87.39
Fantom 36. 93-50
Fantom 39. 99-59
Fantom 42 Black 99-59
TWELVE STRING
GUITARS
Fantom 112 90.07
Fantom 212 100-80
Fantom 139 III -82
Fan tom 412 Black 111 -82

SOLID BODY
ELECTRIC GUITARS
Dyno II 102-93
Vedette. 115-87
Super Jazz. 134-26
Red Flame 110-12
Black Pearl. 120-28
THIN BODY
ELECTRIC GUITARS
Caravel. 105-75
DS/2T. 125.43
DS/Artist 139-35
BASS ELECTRIC
GUITARS
Special Bass 152 08
Black Bass. 122-85

26.50 DS/Bass 120-28
Starfire Bass. 87 24

23.95 Red Bass. 115-87
33.95
39.50
23.95

18.75
19-75
15-50
26-95

29.95
23.95
27.95

39-50

WOODS

ALLEGRO
G 220 Standard.
G 300 Classic
G 400 Standard.
G 150A Classic.
G 152 Folk.
G 180 Classic.
G 190 Classic

JOSE RAMIREZ
CONCERT GUITARS
Model Studio I 235-77
Model Studio II . 396-09
RICARDO SANCHIS
CARPIO CONCERT
GUITARS
Model 40 E. 192-78
Model 40 14742
Model 38 85-36
Model 33 Flamenco 170.10
Model 32 Flamenco 123.12
PRUDENCIO SAEZ
GUITARS
Mode 2. 25-92
Mode 4. 27-54
Mode 12 32-40
Mode 14 34-02

13-12 Mode 21 25-92
22.16 Mode 24 71-28
14-65 Mode 26 85-86

27-34 Mode 28 Flamenco 48-60
37-53 Mandoline . 25.92
32.53 Model Lady size 25 92
45-00 Model 21 W 45 36

AMPLIFIERS, P.A. SYSTEMS AND SPEAKER CABINETS
BEYER (EX. VAT)
MI6ON Hypercardi-

oid.
MI60C w. cannon
M260N Hypercardi-

oid.
M260C w. cannon
M260SM w. switch
M260NC2 w. cannon

switch.
M500N Hypercardi-

oid.
M500C w. cannon
M67N cardioid w

switch.
M67C w. cannon
M69N cardioid.
M69C w. cannon
M88N Hypercardioid
M88C w. cannon
MIOIN Omni
MIOIC w. cannon
M2OIN Hypercardi-

oid.
M201 Cw . cannon

150.90
154.99

60.72
64.45
78-91

82-99

79.97
85.02

66.52
7203
53.31
56.96

113-99
117.71
71.68
77.34

68.66
70.92

B. M.S.

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES

Pr 800 spkrs w eqlr 555.00
Pt 800 spkrs add-on

w/out equalizer 479-50
800 eugalizer 75.50

(ELECTROSONICS) Pr tripod stands for
800 spkr. 107-00

LESLIE TC 18 transit case-- 160.00
60 528.00

10 277-00
22 706.00
22RV. 852-00
30 473-00
45 666.00
47 708-00
47RV. 841-00 ROLAND

251. 687.00 JC 60 60W combo-. 349.00
330 754.00 .1C 120 120W tom.... 479.00
520 717-00 JC 80 80W combo.... 379.00
540 462.00 JC 160 160W combo. 525.00
705 708.00 SB 100 bass combo.... 569-00
710 708.00 VX55 Mixer 255.04
720 954.00 RE301 echo 549-00
760 729.00 RE201 echo 399.00
770 722-00 DC50. 225-00
820 558.00 C2030 spkr 170.00
860 79100 C 2038 spkr 177-00
910 907.00 C 2538 B spkr 196.00

BRODR
JORGENSEN

Pre -Amps
7880.1. 194 00
9340-1. 87.00
9370-1. 119.00
9420-1.. 126.00
9875-I. 97 00

Phoenix BOSE
PHA I. 199-00
PHS I . 108 00 (exc VAT)
PHS 2 . 112.00 1800 Amp
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CALREC (EX. VAT)

ENTERTAINMENT
MICROPHONES
CM 602D Omni

Direct..
CM 652D Full Rge
CM 654D Hand Held
CM 656D Ball

725.00 Headed.

3200
32.00
33.70

40.00

Power supplies and leads
extra
CM 652D Full Rge....
CM 654D Hand Held.
CM 656D Ball

Headed.

27.89
27-89

34.32

CANARY (Ex. VAT)

0/2. 294-00
0/2 sub. 235.00
0/4. 441.00
6/2. 441-00
0/4 sub. 329 17
5/2. P.O.A.

20/2. P.O.A.
400W amp. 289.89
Electronic Crossovers:
3 -way .
4 -way .

Hornet.
Hornet Custom
SPEAKER UNITS
2 x 12 Flare Bs 120W.
4 x 12 Lead 240W
I x 18 100W.
I x 12 1 Hn 120W pr.
2 x 12 120W PA pr
2 x 12 1 I -In 120W pr.
2 x 12 1 Hn 240W pr.
I x 15TH Bass Bin....
2 x 12 TH Bass Bin....
Mini Bin .
Full Range Flare
Horn Units (2).
Horn unit (P2).
Horn unit (P4)
Mon. I x 1260W
ACCESSORIES
Mantis. 150-00

75.00 Reverb Unit. 80.00
84.37 Constellation 12/2

mixer. 330.00

82-00
2500

CAR LS B RO
(EX. VAT)

SOLID STATE
Stingray. 132-00
Stingray Super. 163.00
Stingray combo. 209.00
Stingray bass. 129.00
Stingray bass combo 215.00
Stingray super combo 240.00
Marlin. 169-00
Slave. I 1 1 -00
Scorpion. 155.00
Scorpion Custom 165.00
Wasp. 69.00

35-00
59-00
30-00
6700
70-00

209.00
235-00
159-00
175.00
146.00
220.00
127.00
75-00

124.00
99-00

C.B.S. ARBITER
(EX. VAT)

FENDER
Dual Showman, cab.

2x D130F.IBL 289.85
Dual Showman, enc

2 x D 140F JBL 315.08
Dual Showman, top 340-27
Quad Reverb, 4 x

12 -inch speakers 464.85
Quad Reverb, 4 x

D 120F speakers 671.65
Super Six, 6 x 10 -

inch speakers 451.95

Vibrosonic Reverb
1 x DI 3OF JBL 426-85

Twin Reverb, 2 x 12 -
inch speakers 398.60

Twin Reverb, 2 x D
120F JBL. 498.81

Bandmaster, 2 x 12 -
inch enc. 252-05

Bandmaster, 2 x D
120F JBL 564.20

Bandmaster, top 242-61
Bandmaster enclo-

sure 151-22
Super Reverb, 4 x

10 -inch.. 340-89
Super Reverb, 4 x D

110FJBL. 526.81
Pro. Reverb, 2 x12-inch..316-08
Vibrolux Reverb, 2 x

10 -inch. 263.73
De Luxe Reverb, I x

I2 -inch.. 216.92
Princeton Reverb,

I x 10 -inch. 169-65
Princeton, I x 10 -

inch. 122-45
Champ, I x 8 -inch 65.10
Super Twin 443-62
300PS guitar enc 262-55
300PS guitar top 508-71
Tube reverb 220V 131-25
Vibrochamp I x 8 71.28
Bassman 100, cop 217.40
Bassman 100, en-

closure.. 217.40
Bassman 50, 2 x 15 -

inch.. 185.88
Bassman 50, 2 x D

140F JBL. 305.61



Musicmaster bass, 1 x
12 -inch.. 10670

Bassman 50, top 17642
Bassman 10" 276-19
300 PS enclosure, bs 311.80
PA100 top.. 281.59
PAI00 column 9272
Hi Freq. Horn 56.85
PAI60 Amp Top 450.21
PAI 60 SC3-10 colmn 94.77

CLEARTONE

CMI
1037, SOW L&B. 119.23
1038, 100W L&B 138.70
1039, 2 x 5 cab ,

120W, Id.. 122.21
1040, 2 x IS cab ,

120W, bass.. 118.62
1050, 2 x 12 cab ,

SOW, Id. 97.50
1062, I x 18 cab.,

100W. bass 98.81
1063, 4 x 12 cab ,

100W, d. 129.00
1064, 4 x 12 cab ,

100W, bass.. 129.00
1047, 2 x 10 cols ,

60W 11011
1048, 4 x 10 cols ,

120W, pr. 142.26
1065, horn cabs 81.57
1066, 2 x 12 cols.,

100W, pr. 158-87
1067.6 x 10 cols.,

300W. pr. 127.60
1068, 250W slave, ... 191'57
1069. 8 -change mixer. 25741
Solid State amps:
071 50W, L & bs 118.84
072 100W L & bs 127.57
073 50W PA. 118.84
074 100W PA. 153-50
075 100W Slave 111.36
060, sound/light

control.. 43.47
061, lighting cabs ,

set 3 50.60
949, fuzz sound 10.36
041, minireverb

mixer, 6 chan 66.50
041F, footswitch 2.88

Celescion spkrs:
1051, GI2M, 25W 15.33
1052, GI 2H, 30W 18.28
1053, G 15M, 50W. 22-98
1055, G I8C, 100W 41-23
1056. SIO, 15W. 549

J. T. COPPOCK

ELGEN
Details and prices on applica-
tion.

CUSTOM SOUND
(EX. VAT)

Amplifiers:
CS 700 BM. 159.03
CS 700 CV . 116.25
CS 700 DB . 25947
CS Trucker 10417
CS Trucker bass 125.55
CS Trucker duo 125.55
CS Trucker rvb. 155.68
CS 700A. 209.25
CS 7008. 174-10
CS 700C. 117.18
CS 700D. 234.36
CS 700DX. 267.84
CS 700K. 24273
CS 700PPA I 33480
CS 700PPA I I 25I10
Mixer:
CS 700MXR 12 428.54
Monitoring:
CS 7WM 58.59
CS 7WMH. 83.70
CS 7112 58-59
CS 71I2H 7533
Enclosures:
Sigma. 200.88
Moon Bin 6740
CS 7212. 0040
CS 72I2H 17.18
CS 7212ST . 33.92
CS 7215. 50-66
CS 7412. 67.40
CS 7215B 209.25

DARBURN

EX. VAT
Reverb.. 75.50
SRV-50/80 . 196.30
SRV-100. 259.20
KGP-50/80. 201.80

KGP-I00 . 259.20
KGP-I00 1 x 15. 276.80
Piezo hn. extra. 13-95

ELECTRO-VOICE
(EX. VAT)

1823, 110W driver 6190
1829, 60W driver 65.47
Sentry IV system 966-30
EVM I2L speaker 113.09
EVM I 5B speaker 116.66
EVMI5L speaker 116.06
EVMI8B speaker 123.80
T350, VHF driver 82.14
8HD horn. 28.58
Elim IA. 54500
Elim 2A. 48000
Elim 3. 350-00
Elim 4. 390.00
LR4B. 304.59
LR7B. 473.18
30" woofer 354.14
P.A.30A . 41.07
P.A.I 2 29.16
S.M.' 20A. 106-54
T.35. 38-69
ST.350A. 71.42
X8 38.69
X36. 26.78

ELKA-ORLA

6101 Universal Amp
50 239.32

6102 Universal Amp
100.

6103 Universal Amp.
200. 437.38

1604 Reverb III. 10459

FAL

Combo 40-T.
Bass Fiesta .
Kestrel..
Kestrel combo.
Super Minstrel.
Phase 50.
Phase 100, 2 amp
P100 slave.
P200 slave.
120, 6 amp.
50, I x 12 cab.
100, 2 x 12 cab
PA 200 cols (pr)
Mon + hns
I x 15"+hn
2 x 12"+hn
Add on horns
Bass bin.

Bass bin+ hn .

75.94
75-60
84-24

162-00
37-13
57-24
71-28
53-46
81-00

106-92
38.88
61.56

162.00
48-60
77-76
95-58
51-84
81-00

123.12

FARFISA

RSC 350 Rotating
sound cabinet,
160 -watt amp 588.60

RSC 180 Ditto, with
80 -watt amp. 340.20

OR 200, 106 -watt
amplifier and two
speaker cabinets 513.00

TR 70, portable, 60W
two than 232 20

CL30 Amp. /Cab 237.60

FUNKSHUN

1 x 12" SOW all purp. 46.37
I x 12" Pro 75W all

purpose.. 49.72
2 x 12" 100W P.A /

disco 82.00
2 x 12" Pro 150W

P.A./disco 88.72
2 x 12" Pro w hrn

150W P.A./disco 108-81
2 x 12" 100W Guitar 8200
2 x 12" Pro 150W

Guitar. 88.72
Baby Bin 75W I x 12"

P.A./Disco w sgl
25W horn 105.46

Reflex I x 15" 100W
P.A./Disco. 102.11

Reflex I x 15" 125W
Bass/Heavy Duty
P.A./Disco/Organ . 128.90

Mini Bin 100W I x
IS" P.A./Disco 10044

Mini Bin 125W I x
15" Bass.. 127.22

Bass Bin 100W I x
15" P.A./Disco 130.57

Bass Bin 125W I x
15/ Bass Guitar. 157-36

Single High Hn SOW 32.48

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer

tam abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric - elec; custom -

ctm; semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ - org;

professional - pro; standard - std;

acoustic - ac; folk fk; bass - bs;

string - str; de luxe - d/I; jumbo -

jbo; piano - pno; left hand - I/h; scale -

sc; case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

Twin High Hn 100W 52.74 VS Musician 100W....
Horn Unit 2 x 25W VS Bass amp 100W...

Upper Mid Range VS Musician combo
(small) 58.59 100W. 212.30

Fibreglass R.C.F. VS Musician rvb corn -
100W Mid Range bo 100W 196.85
Horn with lid 143.96 INSTRUMENTWedge Monitor 75W
I x 12" 58.59 LOUDSPEAKERS

412 BL 4 x 12 200W. 158-87Flight cases and
empty cabs POA 215 BL 2 x 15 200W.. 172.25

269.42 G.M.S.

130-97
124.23

PA AMPS
MA100 5 ch 100W 149.17
MA100S 5 ch 100W 13E1.41
S130 slave 100W 89.90

P&N microphone stands: PA LOUDSPEAKERS
CT 102S, floor 15.64 212 DC 2 x 12 100W . 99.14
GM I 67, floor. 810 412 DC 4 x 12160W. 150-24
GM I 19F, boom stand 20.70 Mini horn SOW. 62.77
GM 139, boom stand . 16.18 Radial horn 100W.... 110.67
GM 115, boom 7433 115 bass enc I x 15
GM 120, boom 9.41 100W 107.99
GM I 21, boom 10.42 Mon combo.. 137.17
GMI37, boom 6.86 Mon ext. 76.72
GMI09, table top.... 8.06 ECHO UNITS
GM 1 1 1, table top.... 9-27 Single -head echo 134-85GM148, low level.... 9.43 Multi -head echo 145.70GM 149, low level..... 10.61

C. E. HAMMOND
EX. VAT
CERWIN VEGA
Vocal Systems
V.20 100 Watts. 170.00
V.30 150 Watts. 260-00
V.32 300 Watts. 380.00
V.33 300 Watts. 410.00
V.35 300 Watts. 560-00
VH.36 400 Watts- 710-00
Instrument Systems
G.32 200 Watts. 285-00
8.36A 300 Watts 395.00
B.36MF 300 Watts 475-00
8.48 300 Watts . 580-00
B.48MF 400 Watts 650.00
B.1 18C 300 Watts 280.00
Stage Monitors
SMI2-2 150 Watts.. 1600
SM I5-2 200 Watts 276-00
SM 18-2 300 Watts 406.00
BM4-4 100 Watts 146-00
Speaker Components
MLT-I Horn only,

medium throw 65-00
MLT-4 Horn only,

long throw 260.00
MF40 Drivers for

above 55-00
MF50 Drivers 8 ohms 185-00
RMH-I Horn, radial

2 MF404- 6 PZ I
UHF 345.00

L48CF Folded Horn
500 Watts. 595.00

L48SE Folded Horn
500 Watts. 835-00

Electronics
GE2 Graphic Eqlzr. 385.00
A3001 Stereo Power

Amplifier 365W 83500
A I 800HF Stereo

Power Amplifier 555.00
A18001 Commercial

Power Amp 225W. 625-00
A1800M Stereo Power

amp w. meters
225W. 595-00

DM I Disco Mixer 455.00
DBIO Bass excavator 35.00

HH ELECTRONIC
(EX. VAT)

AMPLIFIERS
VS Musician 100W

rvb. 150-97

HIWATT (EX. VAT)

DR504 50W 115-00
DR103 100W. 149-00
DR201 200W. 189-00
DR I 12 PA 100W 158-00
D R203 PA 200W 214.00
STAI00 slave 100W 118-00
STA200 slave 200W 174.00
5E4121 50W cab 4 x

12" 123 00
5E4123 100W cab 4 x

12" 135-00
5E4122 ISOW cab 4 x

12"
5E4129 200W cab 4 x

12"
5E4124 SOW col 4 x

12".
5E4125 100W col

4 x 12" 141-00
SE4126 150W col

4 x 12" 158.00
5E2123 30W mon 71.00
5E2124 75W mon 90.00
5E2125 100W mon 116-00
5E2120 100W mini bn 143-00
5E320 200W horn bn 189.00
5E2150 150W bass bn 155.00
Type B stereo mixer
16/4. 1200.00
NCAI08 200W solid

state amp.. 17800
SA2I 2 SOW combo 168-00
SA2I 2R 100W combo

w reverb/vibrato.
DRD001 Sound Desk

152.00

189.03

118.00

217.00
253 00

HOHNER

Schaller Solo Uni 94-25
Orgaphon 60 Amp 434.80
Orgaphon 130 Amp 416.75
OTS 130 Speaker 316 70
Orgaphon Box 80

Spk. 185.55
Dynamite 41.15
Leslie 830 887.90

HORNBY-SKEWES

JHS
Z3..
CD6SD

29.50
42.50

CD1ST.
CD5OT

Reverb units
ZE3 battery
ZE3M mains.

65.00
95100

49-50
57.50

LANEY

Amplifiers:
A500 Lead/Bass. 128.52

Echo unit ASIOR Lead/Bass rvb 151.20
SS100. 99.00 A540PA Public add

5 chn 132.58
A570 Slave. 105.46
A100 Valve.. 142.29

KEMBLE Combination Amps:
K20. 54.05
K4OL Lead. 129.74

YAMAHA K408 Bass. 129-74
P.A. and Ensemble: K70 Twin reverb 180.79
PM200B 292.00 K120 Twin reverb
PS758 pr 498.00 JBL . 297.00
YPAI5OB 790.00
PSI00.
YPA200
PS100B.

515.00
807.00
599-00

Cabinets:
C400 100W 4 x 12"... 135.59
C420 120W 4 x 12"... 154.01

YPA200B 891-00 C440 120W 2 x 15"... 154.01

PM300.. 430.00 Columns:
PM400.. 535.00 C460PA 100W 2 x 12"
PS400 pr. 1188.00 pair. 142.47
YPA800. 1723.00 C470PA 200W 4 x 12"
EM70A. 130.00 pair. 272.86
ES90A pr 65.00
YES700A.. 195.00
EM90A. 149-00

MACINNESYES900A.. 21+00
Lead stacks: (EX. VAT)
PE200A. 185-00
TSI 00. 269.00
YTA I IAA. 454.00 CROWN I NT/AMCRO N
TS200. 431.00 IC150 Stereo Pre -
YTA200A. 616.00 Amp. 285.00

D60 Power Amp 197.00
Bass stacks: DMA 31000
BE200. 151.00 DC300A. 520.00
BS100. 359-00 M600. 1300.00
YBA I 00 510.00 M2000. 2600-00
Horn speaker: VFX-2 Var Elec
YHSI00 251.00 Crossover Unit.... 245.00
Combos: OC150 Output Con -
G251I2 159 00 Cent. 280-00
G50112 23900 Walnut End for D60
G10013212. 329 00 Amp.. 24.00
G100115. 369-00 Walnut Enc for
GI00410 435 00 DI 50A or ICI 50
B50115.. 283.00 Amp.. 35.00
B100115. 381.00 Walnut Enc for

DC300A Amp 44.00
IC150 Acc Packs 400
ES2I 2 75W two Unit

KINGFISHER Sys. 598-00
IMA Intermod Dist

Analyser.. 555-00
ACOUSTIC
Combos:

MARLBORO134 I25W 4 x 10"
2 chn rev.. 366 66

135 125W 2 x 12"
2 chn. rev 366.66 GA2 Amp. 59-95

Bass Combos:
136 125W I x 15"

2 chn.. 338.40

GA3 Amp.
G2OR Amp.
G4OR Amp.
G6OR Amp.

6760
27.55
61.40
95-15

Amplifiers: GBO 15 B Amp. 30-15
150 125W 2 chn. rev. 254-23 1500 B Amp 15.25
270 375W Graphic P200W slave. 61.90

rev. 451.41 SM600 mixer. 54.95
470 170W Graphic LS I 5B cab. 04-30

2 chn rev 451.41 LS2OLH cab 37-95

Bass Amplifiers: SC40 column. 28.20

140 125W 2 chn 223.16
370 375W Graphic 389.26
450 170W Graphic 353.10 MAINE
Cabinets:
104 6 x10" 211.30
105 4 x 12". 211.30 P.A. EQUIPMENT
201 Altec 2 x 15" PAI70 mixer amp.... 267.84

507-90 212PA cab 147-31
404 6 x 12". 281.92 I I 2M mon cab 108.81
405 4 x 12"+hn 338.42 Tripod for cab 38.50

PA Mixers: AMPLIFIERS
890 16 chn-multi- Artist 170A 199-20

core.. 2822.00 Standard 170S 169-07
880 12 chn 1581.36 Booster 170B. 142.79

Slave amplifiers:
300275W mono
400 375W pr chn

stereo

310.17

593.22

Musician 120C com-
bo. 289.60

Musician Super 1201
5combo..39.03

Bass cabinets:
106 2 x 15"
406 2 x 15"
301 Vega I x 18" bn

231.62
281.92
429.37

LOUDSPEAKER
CABINETS
12 2 x 122 spkrs. 113.83
12 4 x 12 4spkrs. 192.51
4125 4 x 12 spkrs 227.66

PA Amplifiers: I 15C bass bin 217.62
870 170W 6 chn. 115E bass bin. 150.66

Graphic rev.. 564.40
850 275W 8 chn. rev.
PA Enclosures:
804 2 x 12", 3 x8", MATAMP (EX. VAT)

2 x sib. prof.. 183.62
807 Full range 225.42 AMPLIFIERS
808 2 x 15^, 2hn,

2 x sib. prof
809 Horn enc.
810 4 x 12" Bass enc
811 Horn enc.
812 4 x 15" Bass enc

48023
253 67
366-66
338.42
451.42

120W. 145.80
120W slave 141.75
Mk I PA amp. 172.50
Mk 2 PA amp. 202.50
100W slave 142.50
X6 mixer.. 142-50

Keyboard mixers: Disco unit. 232.50
500 4 chn 366.66 Microphone kit. 62-50
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LOUDSPEAKERS
MA 112
MA 412
MA 115 D60
MA 115 G60
MA 115 0100.
MA 115G100.

0725
3125
1325
1025
42.50
39-50

MM ELECTRONICS
EX. (VAT)

Mixing consoles:
MP 175 12 chn 250-00
MP I75 8 chn. 204.00
MP175 16 chn 310-00
MP185 Superl6. 49000
MPI 75 8/4. 35000
MPI 75 12/4 390-00
MP275 12 chn in

flight case 39000
MP285 Super 16 in

flight case 630.00

Amplifiers:
PA150 Slave

WA600 Mixer/Amp.
AP360 100W.
19" Rack Mounting
Equipment:
EP122 2 -way elec.

Cross.
EP123 3 -way elec.

Cross..
EP 127 7 -way graphic

EQ.
EP 130 st. bs. bin filter
EP 141 st. comp

limiter
EP161 sub -mixer

RG 100W
B 35.
B 70.

470.00
22000
31000

B 100W. 45000
G70 Wildcat 299.00
OPS 70. 450-00
OPS 120. 550.00
WA44 /5 I00.. 35.00
Power generators, mixers

165.00
L 50. 219-00
L 75 29000
L 100 360-00
L 125 430 00
LM 30. 149.00
LM 40. 179.00
M 61 23000
M 41 180-00
X 41 155.00
M 62 390.00
M 82 47000
M83S. 55500
M1235. 755 00
M1635. 955 00
M 122. 63000

90 00 M 162. 79000
187 00 MI235. 75500
180 00 M163S. 95500

49.00

65.00

65-00
46.00

7200
93.00

MUSIC MAN
Combo Amps
112-65. 428 62
115-65. 47190
210-65. 47190
212-65. 55849
410-65. 55849
210HD-130.. 558.49
212HD-130.. 649.41
410HD-130. 649 41

Heads
65 316.05
65REV. 385.27
HD130 402-63
HDIOREV 471.90
Speaker Enclosures
I I5RH65 267-84
212RH 130. 318 06
412GS. 342.04

NORLIN

SELMER
SOLID STATE
7980 15 SS Cornbc 46.00
7981 Super Reverb

30 Combo 139-00
7982 Lead 100 129-00
7983 Bass 100. 10900
7984 Slave 100 8500
7610 Futurama 3

Combo.. 26.50
7985 PA 100 175-00
VALVE
7404 Treble

Bass 100 SV 145-00
7402 Treble

Bass SO SV 129.00
7403 Treble "N"

Bass 50 SV Rev 149-00
7408 PA100/6 SV Rev 189-00
7407 PAI00/4 SV 159-00
SPEAKERS
7990412 3 x 12" 169005

7991 S2121-1 2 x 12"
hn. 12900

7992 51151 x 15" 135.00
7993 S2H Add on dbl

hn. 81.00
7994 51 15A I x 15" 229.00
7451 TV -35 PA Col 5500
7450 TV -20 PA Col

(pair) 75-00

NOVANEX

Combos
Au t 3. 55 00
Aut 6. 6900
Aut 10. 86 00
Aut 20. 115 00
Aut 2OR 149.00
U 30 220.00
U 50 275 00
U 70 324-00
U 80 35000
U 100W. 460 00
RG 30. 235 00
RG 50. 285 00
RG 80. 360 00
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Echo/reverb units
ER 300.
ER 500
ER 800

Line source mixers
LS 50 17300
LS 75. 26000
LS 100. 330.00

9900
169.00
259.00

ORANGE
(EX. VAT)

CABS
115 Bass 60W, I x

15" inv. horn.
114/110 Bass, 100W,

I x 15" inv. horn
113 Reflex Bass, 2 x

113/200 Reflex Bass,
2x 15"200W

109, 4 x 12" 120W
107, 2 x 12" Monitor,

60W.
I14/4H, I x 15" inc

horn, 4 horns and
cross.

106. 4 x 12" anti -
feedback col.

HORNS
108 Horn unit, 100W
12IA 2 horns.
12IB 4 horns .

159.51

253.28

235.62

313.99
171.39

105.51

306-08

171 39

189-70
85.57

151.42

MIXER AMPS
1048, 6 chann, 120W

PA 331-47
102, 120W, graphic

PA 191-37
102/80, 80W, graphic

PA 181.62
103T, 200W, Slave 255-87
I 1 1 120W, graphic

Slave.. 175-00
III/80, 80W, graphic

Slave 162-12
112, 120, 120W. 184-92
112.80 80W graphic 175-00
115, 80W combo 256-83
115/R 80W, combo

with Hammond
reverb.. 308.28

115, 120, 120W,
combo.. 326.97

OMEC
150W inst. amp. 13798
150EQ -4 equalizer 156-94
S150 4 -effects. 185.19
S I 50EQ w. both 205-74
PA I 50 4 ch. Wrvb 165.08
PAIS° EQ. 182.03
OMI digital amp 397.22
0M2 Remote unit 39.83
Speakers
OC1 2 x 12 PA 92.11
0C2 2 x 12 stage 9571
0C3 2 x 12 140W 109.71
0C4 15" bass. 118.11

PEAVEY

exc VAT
Combination Amplifiers
PI 12 Pacer 45W I x

12" w. reverb 170-50
TNT Tn t 45W I x

IS" bs unit. 209.25
CL212 Classic SOW

2 x 12" w. reverb
+ Automix 24800

CL4 I 0 Classic SOW
4 x 10" w. reverb

Automix 294.50
D212 Deuce 120W

2 x 12" w. reverb
+Automix 33325

A I 12 Artist 120W
I x 12 w. reverb

Automix 33325
M212 Mace 160W

2 x 12" w. reverb
- Automix 441-75

M412 Mace 160W
4 x 12" w. reverb

Automix 52700
SN2I 2 Session 200W

2 x 12" w. reverb 410.75
SN I 2EV Session

200W 2 x 12"
Electro-Voice spkrs 519-25

SN115 Session 200W
I x 15" JBL or
Black Widow 503.75

LTD 115 LTD 200W
I x 15" JBL or
Black Widow 503-75

Instrument Amplifier
Heads
CY Century 100W

all purpose. 166-62
SAP Standard 130W

all purpose+ rev-
erb Automix. 224.75

B Bass 200W w
Eq Automix 286-75

M Musician 200W w
Eq+ effects+ Auto -
mix. 31388

MA Mace 160W w
reverb- Automix 313.88

SN Session 200W w
rvb 279-00

F800G Festival Series
400W w. reverb,
effects and Eq 480.50

F800B Festival Series
400W Bs ant w. Eq 410.75

Instrument Speaker
Enclosures
115 I x 15". 127.87
212 2 x 12". 147.25
412S 4 x 12" Stack -

able. 209-25
4I2M 4 x 12" 22886
412F 4 x 12" 228.86
2152x 15". 197.62
215H 2 x 15" -4- Hyper-

bolic Hn. 248.00
610 6 x 10". 201-50
6I2H 6 x Hyper-

bolic He. 317.75
810 8 x 10". 348.75
118S I x 18" Stack -

able. 286-75
I I 8FH I x 18" Folded

Hn. 356.60

Public Address Amplifiers
and Slaves
PAI20 100W 4 inputs
SPA Standard 130W

8 inputs
PA400 200W 12 inpts
PA700S New stereo

mixer amp 120W/
ch 558.00

26013 260 Booster
130W slave 170.50

260S 260 Stereo
Booster 120W;ch
stereo slave 259-62

400B 400 Booster
200W slave 240-25

8008 800 Booster
400VV slave 333.25

CS800 Commercial
Power Amp stereo
400W ; ch 48050

Mixers
600 Mixer 6 ch mono 25962
6005 600 Stereo

Mixer 6 ch stereo
facilities. 313.87

800S 800 Stereo
Mixer 8 ch stereo
facilities. 48050

900 Mixer 9 ch mono 333-25
1200 Mixer 12 ch

mono 406.87
1200S 1200 Stereo

Mixer 12 ch stereo
facilities. 736-25

2400F Festival Mixer
24 ch full prof unit 3487-50

Public Address Speakers
Enclosures
210 2 x 10" Col each 73.63
410 4 x 10" Col. each 116-25
1210TS 1 x 1 x

10"-, 3 x Tweeters
Col 135.62

412 4 x 12" Col. each 139.50
1210T 2 x 12" -2 x

10"4- 3 x Tweeters
Col. each 178-25

215H 2 x 15" -Hyper-
bolic Hn Cab. 248.00

1510T 2 x 15" -2 x
10"-- 3 x Tweeters
Cab. each 27125

I 15HT I x W./ -
Hyperbolic Hn
2 x Tweeters Vocal
Proj each 21700

20538

22475
326.55

215HT 2 x 15"+2 x
Hyperbolic Hns+
2 x Tweeters Vocal
Proj each 333.25

SPI Spider Bin I x
15"+ Radial Hn
Theatre Type encl
each 372-00

T300 Bank of 3 Twtrs 58.13
T12 Radial Bank of

12 Tweeters each 166.62
Ancilliary Public Address
Equipment
MO Monitor Amp

130W. 186.00
I 12TS Monitor Wedge

Cab I x 12" - 2
Tweeters each 135.69

22 Spider 22 High
Efficiency Hn driver 73.63

A I Adaptor for above 7475
A2 ditto. 11.63
A3 ditto. 13.95
PMH Peavey Micro -

Phone High Imp 56-58
PML Peavey Micro-

phone Low Imp 56.58
BMH Peavey Ball

Microphone High
Impedance. 56.58

BML Peavey Ball
Microphone Low
Imp. 56.58

RESLOSOUND

S81 /r1 Cardioid med
mic.

S9I /H Condenser mic
S91 /L -M Condenser

mic.
UDI-H Cardioid mic
UDI-M Cardioid
RGP7I Super Cardi-

oid mic
ECON Omni -direr,

mic.
Cabaret Exec mic
TXI00..
TX100 (Gold mic.

transmitter).
TXT
RXA Receiver

aerial.
PA
Horn lip.
4820 25W.
4820/T 25W.
SU25 Driver 25W
SUBT 25W
SA6205 Spark dia-

phragm.

42-55
52.87

52.87
28-00
28.00

24-00

12.85
35640
174.96

174 96
174.50

166.32

56.00
65-50
23.50
32.25

4.33

ROOST

AMPLIFICATION
(Valve)
50W 2 Chann -

overdrive fat. 120-33
50W 2 chann -

integral reverb. 155.65
100W 2 ch . 144.37
100W 2 ch w. rvb 179.37
150W 2 than

overdrive fat. 160-42
150W 2 than --

integral reverb. 196.07
100W 6 than PA 187.74
150W Slave 132.87
Session Master SOW

comb 2 x 12" 184.37
Session Master as

above w reverb 213-26
SM 100 100W combo 216.63
SM1OOR w. rvb. 24534
SM 104 100W combo 285.94
SMIO4R w. rvb. 314.81
Solid State
8 than mixer. 137-27
As above 100W

amp. 225.99
Stereo slave 199.62
2 x 12" 50W. 73.66
2 x 12" 150W. 88.30
4 x 12" 100W 129.74
4 x 12" 300W 155.60

I x 12" 300/600/900/
stage monitors pr 107.14

I x 15" 100 Folded
hn bass bin. 127.99

2 x 15" 170W bs cab 154.84
4 hn disperson cab 71.98
100W folded cab -

tweeters 225.99
100W ported cab +

2 hn 102.53
Radial Flare add on

hn. 50W. 131.73
As above but 100W 155.68
Prices ex covers

ROSE -MORRIS

MARSHALL
Instrument Amp Tops

1959 100W Lead 214 95
2203 100W M/Vol 214.95
2068 100W Artist 216.45
1989 50W keyboard . 175.00

SHURE

2195 100W Trans 109.95 VOCAL MASTER
2098 100W Trans VA300-S. 212.40

Lead 174.35 VA301-S. 155.40
1992 100W Bass 214.95 VA302E6.. 1014.00
2099 100W Trans VA302E6-C 616.20

Bass. 74 35 VA305HF. 93.00
1986 SOW Bass. 75.00 PM300E6.. 257-40
1987 50W Lead. 75.00 A3PC 48-00
2204 50W M /Vol 75.00 A3PC-C. 14-40
2048 50W Artist 67.65 A3PC-S. 17-40
2205 100W Slave 49.15 A3S-C 45.00
Instrument Cabinets
1982-828 120W 4 x

12 182.95
1960-60B 100W 4 x

12 168.35

A3S-S .
A3S-T.
A31PC-S.
A50-XC .
P300R.

16.80
21.60
15-60
18.60
10.20

1935-35B 100W 4 x SR SERIES
12 168-35 SRI01-2E 1017-001979-79B 200W 4 x
15 285.00

SRI 02.
SRI 03.

279-00
234.002095-95B 100W 2 x SR105C-E6 390.00

12 168-35 SRI 06-2E 129.00
2065-65B 125W

Powercel. 190-90
SR107-2E
SRI 08.

204.00
582.00

2064-64B 100W
Powercel 165.15

2045 60W 2 x 12 99.95
1990 100W 8 x 10 170-85
2049 60W Artist 14480
2069 120W Artist 173-85
2052 125W Powercel 228-75
2056 250W Powercel 386-50
2196 100W Lead/bass 140.45
2120 100W Bin w,

Horns. 172.75

SRI 09-2E
SR110-2E
SRI12.
SR116.
AIOIA
A1018..
A102A
A103A
AIOSA
Al I 2A
Al I 2B.

534.00
153.00
234.00
264-00

82-20
16-20
28.80
24.60
57- 60
39-60
57.00

Combo Amplifiers AI I2C 15.60
2200 100W Super A30A 52-80

Trans. 263-65
2077 100W 4 x 12

Bass 287-95
2078 100W 4 x 12 Ld 287.95 DAVE SIMMS
2040 SOW Artist

Combo 249.85 MUSIC PRODUCTS
2201 30W Trans Ld . 140-75 EX. VAT;
2202 30W Trans Bs 140.75
2199 30W 2 x 12 154 95 August Amplification
PA Amps & Mixers PA 100 4 ch 119-99
2003 100W 6 Ch Amp 235-95 2 x 12 A Cols prs.... 154.40
1985 SOW 4 Ch Amp 175.00 2x 12 PA Hn Cols prs 172.50
2071 6 Ch Mixer 88.10 I x 12 PA Cols prs.... 99.99
1994 100W Slave 118-10 I x 12 PA Cols pr..... 119.25
2051 250W Slave 234 60 2x 12 Inst. Cab . 82.25
2125 8 ch rvb mixer "V" 4 x 12 Inst. Cab. 140.00

amp 244-35 I x 15 Folded Hn Bin. 145-00

PA Cabs & Bins
2097 pr 8 x 8 I 25W 211.90
2043 pr 2 x 10 2 x 12

200W 299.95
2047 pr 1 x 10 1 x 12

100W. 197-80

Add on Hn per pr....
Full -mix PA 100. ....
Power slave 125 amp.

I x 15 Super bin w hn
I x 15 Mini bin

I x 15 Super mini bin.

64-80
149-99
94-50

167.00
124.30
145.80

2121 100W Slave August Disco Consoles
Monitor. 212.90 MD3 Garrard dks.... 218-45

2122 30W Slave MD1. 153.25
Monitor 152-25 MD3 100. 286.25

2123 50W Monitor... 82.75
2126 Bass bins 130.25
2127 Supahorn 80.50
2128 Supahihorn 66 30 SOLA SOUND

Reverb mixer 45-20S.A.I. (EX. VAT) 6-ch mixer. 37-79

Disco Units
Graphic equaliser
Mighty Atom amp

45.20
27.90

Maverick disco 144.00 Compact 10 41.85
Disco !VS 189.00 Sola 30W amp 89.64
Disco IVSP. 210.00 Buckeroo 7W amp... 33.13
Disco WSP dual dcks. 23700
Stereo disco. 270-00
Amps
SOW twin ch 85.00 SOUNDOUT
50W slave. 8100 (EX. VAT)
FC 150 slave 96.00
Cabinets M200 Mono slave..... 141.00
Eliminator w. horn 264.00 5400 Stereo slave..... 210.00
Eliminator w. horn 168.00 M I 74M 4 -than mic
Mini Elim. w horn 164-00 mixer. 97.50
Mini Elim. w. horns.. 144.00 M174 170W mixer
15". 188.00 amp.. 165.00
2 x 12 4 2H 237.00 M206 200W 6 ch. w.
2 x 12 std 144.00 rvb.. 210-00
1 x 12 I H 144.00
Tweeter box. 39.00
18" hn 252.00
Mini bass cab. 102.00
Super lead cab 96.00

Speakers
DL6 100W full range
DL8 200W full range
System 200 stack
SP2 tweeter

108.00
216.00
369.00
33.00

SP4 tweeter 51.00

SHARMA SP5 tweeter 37.50

ORGAN SPEAKER
CABINETS SIMON KING
500. 274.35 MUSIC
650. 322.84
Sharmette 331.84
900. 391-92 2 x 12 Inst. cab. 75W 77.00
2200 d/l. 357.35 2 x 12 PA cols pr.
2200 pro. 335.92 100W. 148.00
2000 pro 415.72 4 x I2PA cols split
2000 d/l. 424.58 prs 200W 293.00
5000 GT. 524.05 4 x 12 inst. cab.
2300 512.07 150W. 135.00
3000 570.54 Loudspeakers
7000 690.03 HEIc, I x 12, 50W.... 60.00



HE2c, 2 x 12, 100W 93 00
DL3, 100W F/rng 18300
DL6, 100W F/rng 108.00
Series VI. 246.00
Series Vla 186.00
SP 18 pre amp 135.00

SOUNDCRAFT

16/2 mixer. 1000.00
12/4 mixer. 1500.00
16/4 mixer 1800-00
Soundcraft/Court Acoustic
PA's prices on application.

Options arranged
SPII SOW hn 30.00
SPIV 100W hn 51.00

STRAMP

2100-A, 100W amp
top. 213.60

2120-A, 120W amp
top 199-30

3120-A, 120W, 4-chn
amp, top 192.30

S LI00, 120W slave
amp. 127.90

SL200, 240W slave
amp. 177.90

MPIO, 10 -than mixer 577.15
MP -16, 16 -than mix 142790
EX -2 Cross -over 11360
K-85 Power Baby

combo.. 265.45
K-95 Bass Baby

combo. 285.00
2050 -BB, 100W cab 163.60
2100 -GB, 200W cab 20660
2100 -BB, 100W bs

cab 213.60
370-B 70W horn p.a

cab. 142.15
3140-BH, 140W hn

p.a.cab 186.45
3140-B 140W p.a

cab. 156.45
3200-B, 120W bass

horn cab. 42790
H-50, 70W tweeter

horn.. 156.45
H -I00 120W tweeter

horn. 227.15

STRINGS Et THINGS

BARCUS BERRY AMPS
1500 Pre -amp contr.

unit. 24273
1510 Pre -amp contr.

unit. 326.43
1520 Pre -amp contr

unit. 36828
1601 Pwrd 12" spkr

unit. 32643
1602 Pwrd 15" spkr

unit. 351.54
1603 Pwrd 2 x 12 spkr

unit. 36828

THEATRE
PROJECTS (EX.VAT)

STUDIO MONITORS
9844A 30W 400.00
9845A SOW 470.00
9846-8A 100W. 49500
9849A 60W 330.00

CROSSOVERS AND
MIXERS
1650 28 band equalizer 53000
729A 2 than. 24 freq

equalizer 668.00
N500F 250W X -over 120.00
N501 -8A 100W X -

over 47.00
N800D 75W X -over 5700
AMPLIFIERS
9440A 2 x 225W 635.00
1224 60W/30W bi-

am p. 240.00
1609 100W/SOW bi

amp. 470.00

MUSIC SPEAKERS AND
COMPONENTS
403A 8" 12W. 9.00
405-8G 4" IOW. 9.50
411 15" 100W 9600
414 12" 50W . 75.00
41615" 75 VV 85.00
515 15" 75W 135.00
604-8G 15" 65W 220.00
6I7A 12" 60W 97.00
6I9 -8A 15" 75W 30-00
755E 8" 20W. 36.00
288 HF 15W. 83-00
290-4G HF 120W 90-00
291-16B HF SOW 9000
32B sect. hn.. 50.00
311-60 sect. hn. 20.00
311-90 sect. hn. 85.00
51IE sect. hn 00.00
803B Multi ha 9500
805B Multi hn 80.00

TRAYNOR (Ex. VAT)

Combos:
YGM-3 30W rvb 126.00
YGM-4 40W rvb 14700
YRM-ISC. 231.00
YGL-3 Twin rvb

90W. 276.00
YBA-2B Bs mate

30W. 126-00
YBA-4 50W 15", spkr 195.00
Amplifiers:
Y BA -I SOW, bs. 120.00
YRM-I 50W Id w/rvb 147.00
Y BA- I A I 00W bs 150-00
YGL-3A 100W head-

rvb/trem 186.00
Y BA -3. 171.00

Speaker Systems:
YS -15P 15" ported bs
YT -15 2 x 15" Id/bs,
YF-I0 4 x 10"
YC-8 10 8 x 10" bs.
r212 2 x 12" Id.
YF-I2 4 x 12" Id.

To avoid unnecessary repetitions, cer-

tain abbreviations are frequently used

in our listings: electric - elec; custom -

ctm; semi -acoustic - s/ac; organ - org;

professional - pro; standard - std;

acoustic - ac; folk - fk; bass - bs;

string - str; de luxe - d/I; jumbo -

jbo; piano - pno; left hand - I/h; scale -

se; case - cs; banjo - bjo; monitor - mt.

YB-18 I x 18" 147.00
YCV-2I 2 2 x 12"

Vega cab 200W 192.00

P.A. Amps:
YVM-3 P.A. rvb 30W 108-00
YVM-4 4-ch wirvb 16500
YVM-6 6-ch w/rvb 258.00
YPM-I 100W slave 108.00
P.A. Speaker Systems:
YSC-2 4 x 12" cols

(pr). 162.00
YSC-3 4 x 8" cols

(pr). 126.00
YSC-8 6 x 8" cols

(pr). 198-00
YSC-9 15 x 12" x hn

cabs (pr) 480.00
YM-I Mtr cabs (cal 69-00
YSC-7A Cols (pr).. 240.00
YSP-I Sibilance Pro-

jector. 63.00
YM-2 100W mon 114-00
4200 mixer -amp 165.00
BW4 cab (pr) 144-00
6400 mixer amp 237.00
BW3 cab (pr) 186.00
BW2 cab (pr) 324.00
PM300 slave 174-00
PS600 stereo slave.. 345-00
BW I cab (pr) 402.00
TSL-400. 9.00
6401 6-ch mixer 165.00

TURNER (EX.VAT)

I x 15 Bs Hn 180.00
2 x 15 Bs Hn 340.00

I 12 Mid Ring. 1.4n 160.00
2 x 12 Mid Ring. Hn 280.00
I x 10 Mid Ring. Hn 150.00

0800 Rad. Hn. VHF
3200 Tweets. 300.00
32.00 Wedge 12" ATC
65.00 Hn. 220.00
20-00 Wedge 12" ATC -r
65-00 Diff Hn 320.00

Wedge 12" Gauss +
Diff Hn 400.00

Hexagonal Mt 230.00
A200 Ster. power

amp. 245-00
13300 Pro. Power amp 260-00
A300 Pro. Power amp 350.00
A500 Pro. Power amp 480.00
TPS 12/2 mixer 1740.00
TPS 16/2 mixer. 2125.50
YPS 20/2 mixer. 2500-00
TPS 24/2 mixer. 2875.00
TPM 10/2 mixer 1931.25
TPM 16/2 mixer 2562.00
TPM 20/2 mixer 2981.25
TPM 24/2 mixer 3400.00
Belden Multiway

Cables.. on app
Cannon Pigs-Stg

Boxes.
Gauss Spkrs
JBL Spkrs

VITAVOX (EX. VAT)

Tunderbolt 540.00
AK 156 15" 127.00
AK 157 15" 127.00
500 Dividing Network 4200
1000 Dividing Net-

work. 3200
53 Pressure driver 137.03
4 cell horn . 86.00
4Kh horn 54.00
8 cell horn . 290.00
10 cell horn 329.00
12 cell horn 383-00
15 cell horn 514-00
Horn throat adaptors 15.00

W.E.M.

Copicat Echo
Dominator 30

94.50
165-00

Dominator 30 reverb
Dominator 50 lead
Dominator 50 Combo
GX 40
GX 100
AX 40.
AX 100
Dominator Mk III
Dominator Bass
Slave Power Stage 100
Slave Power Stage 200
Bandmixer 100 Mk II
Reverbmaster..
Audiomaster Mk 2
Super Dual 12
Super 40
Starfinder 100 Bass
Starfinder Twin 15
Super Starfinder 200
1 x 12"
I x 12" w/vol control
Club System.
Club 2 x 12"
Band System
Band 2 x 12"
4 x 12" A Super.
Intruder reflex 50
Intruder reflex 100
X39 reflex 100
X39 reflex 200

82.00
26.50
98-00
04.50
33.00
04-50
33.00
07.00
19.00
18.00

206-00
169.50
254.00
435.00
97.00
97.00

1 I 5.50
137.50
192.50
53.00
66-00
97.00
79.50

115.50
99-00

12100
176.00
198.00
346.50
412.00

SISGO
Revolving organ cabinets:
SM/30 70W Leslie-. 377.00
SM/ 100 70W. 624.00
SM/300 120W Leslie 856-00
SM/3000 200W. 1163.00

WHITE

INST AMPLIFIERS
LW50 w sustain 70W 139.50
LWI00 w sustain

120W. 158.55
CM30 Combo w

reverb.. 213.00
P.A. AMPLIFIERS
PAI00 6 ch PA amp

100W. 122.49
PAI 50 6 ch A amp

150W. 168-99
PA200 6 ch PA amp

200W. 189.00

POWER SLAVE
AMPLIFIERS
PS100 100W. 106.92
PSI50 150W.
PS250 250W. 148.50
PS300 300W (st) 184.22
INSTRUMENT
ENCLOSURES
A2004 x 12" 200W 157.68
A150 I x 15" fldd hn

bs enc 150W. 216-63
AISOH as A150 w

mid range hn. 269.73
A250 I x 18" fldd hn

bs enc 200W 277-50

P.A. ENCLOSURES
550 1 x 12" 60W 59.85
SI00 2 x 12" 120W 84.82
5150 I x 15" w H.F

hrns 100W. 174.21
S200 4 x 12" 240W 157.65

M50 I x 12" monitor
60W 61.74

H50 H.F. twin horn 66-45
Projector 100 I x 15"

2 hn 154.50
Projector 200 2 x 15"

3 hn 258.00
CONCERT RANGE
PA ENCLOSURES
BI2 I x 12" Mid rnge

hn 200W 196.20
BI5 I x 15" bs hn

200W. 240.12
B30 2 x 15" bs hn

400W. 398.58
HI00E Radial horn

30W. 136.23
H 100V Radial horn

70W. 187.23
170 H.F. horn 70W., 171.48

0 36" horn 70W 314.85

MONITOR
ENCLOSURES

100/12 I x 12"
MWedge 100W 370.71
MI00/15 I x IS"
M200/15 I a 15"
D24 St 24 ch. 1275.00

Multi wedge 200W 184.98
Mon Horn "A" Mid/

H.F. 12-78
Mon Horn "B" Ext 58.68
MIXING DESKS
D8 Mono 8 ch 185.79
D8 D -L Mono 8 ch 229.80
DI6 St 16 ch 870.00

WOODS

GUYATONE
GA280 47.58
GA380 64.97
GA480 90.36
GA580 127.17
GA580B. 149.60
GA680 165.80
GA880 234.00
GA1050DR 279.45
GA I 100DR. 309.58
PS.I01 Phaser 2049

/II
ZOOT-HORN
(EX. VAT)

All prices available on appl.
BB I I x 15" bin. TBA
BB 2 2 x 15" bin.
FB 5 mon. 75W.
FB 6 mon. 150W
MB I 2 x 12" ATC
MB 2 2 x 12" Gauss
HU8 driver+ hn
ST203 Super drivers
CB15 1 x 15" bass enc
SD18 1 x 18" bass enc
SFI 4 -way PA cab
Modular custom

mixers
Electronic crossovers
Studio consoles.

PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS

AS BA

Asba Metal
24 x 14 bass 184.53
22 x 14 bass 171.92
20 x 14 bass 167.79

8 x 14 bass 161.49
4 x 9 Tom Tom 99.65
3 x 9 Tom Torn 95.51
6 x 16 Tom Tom 151-05
2 x 8 Tom Tom 92-36
0 x 8 Tom Tom 89.21
5 x 10 Tom Tom 103.78
4 x 14 Tom Tom 142.57
5x 15 Tom Tom 146.72
8 x 16 Tom Tom 157.35

S

14 x 5 wood 128.01
14 x 5 metal 128.01
14 x 6+ 136.28

Stands
Snare
Conga/Bongo
Tumbador.
Quinto..
Bongos..
Metal bongos.

31.50

118.55
102.40
48.17
36.62

4034 Monster Plus.... 1294.013
4038 Nighthawk 867.00
4042 Recording. 604.00
4043 Studio 710.00

7386 8" 24.51
7387 10". 29.00
7389 12". 3503
7390 14" 39.01
7391 13". 51.06
7391 14" Hihat pr 10212
7392 15". 56.15
7392 15" Hihat pr 112.36
7393 16". 58.10
7394 17" 61.10
7395 18" 68.40
7395S 18" Swish 75.55

BOOSEY Et
HAWK ES

D. H. BALDWIN
BEVERLEY 7399 19". 75.55

GRETSCH COMPLETE OUTFITS 7396 20". 81.71
Outfits: 8001 5 -drum. 336-50 7396P 20" Pang . 85.76
4023 Black Hawk..... 814.00 8002 4 -drum 291-30 7396S 20" Swish 85.76
4016 Name Band 649.00 8003 6 -drum. 421-85 740021". 89.90
4026 Progressive Jazz 649.00 8004 5 -drum. 346.50 7397 22". 102.15
4019 Broad kaster , 882.00 800514 -drum 837-00 73975 22" Swish 102.15
4017 Big Band 810.00 AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
4021 Grand Prix 859.00 CYMBALS AVEDIS ZILDJIAN
4036 Monster II. 1046.00 (Prices for all types except 'BRILLIANT' CYMBALS
4031 Rock Concert 1543.00 Swish and Pang as stated) (Prices for all types except
4032 Jazz Rock. 1190.00 (Available in Types and Swish and Pang as stated)
4033 Disco Rock 1028-00 Weights as Catalogue) 73878 10". 34.99

7390B 13" 44.99 Starlighter IV 560.98
7391B 14" 59.24 Greater Londoner V. 658.75
7391 14" Hihat pr. 118.45 Headliner IV 455.33
7392B 15". 64.35 Londoner VI. 695-13
7392 15" Hihat pr.. 128.69 Londoner VII. 822.37
7393B 16". 57.00 Ultrapower VIII 983.15
73948 17" 62.00 Drums:
7395B 18". 67.50 Dynasonic snare 5 a
73958 18" Swish .., 78.01 14" 113.94
739613 20". 88.30 Dynasonic snare 6+ x
9376BS 20" Swish 88.30 14 113.94
7397B 22" 110.30 Superten snare 6+ x
7397BS 22" Swish 96.03 14 87.50

Powertone, 14 x 20
bs.. 135.50

Powertone, 14 x 22
C.B.S. ARBITER bs

Powertone 8 x 12 t.t.
147.84
61.60(EX. VAT) Powertone, 9 x 13 t.t. 64.66

Powertone, 10 x 14
ROGERS t.t 70.84
Outfits: Powertone, 12 x 15
Studio X. 1035.89 t.t 80.07
Londoner V. 619.43 Powertone, 16 x 16
Ultrapower VII. 918.76 98.55
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Powertone, 16 x 18
110.89

Powertone, 18 x 20
t.t 154.02

Accusonic timpani
20 inch 504.86

Accusonic timpani
23 inch 533.20

Accusonic timpani
26 inch 643.17

Accusonic timpani
29 inch 666.50

Concert Tom -Toms:
8" 39-08
10" 4284
12" 45.40
13" 47.91
14" 54.22
15" 62.43
Paiste Cymbals and Gongs:
2002:
13" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge.. 96-91
14" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge. 105-69
15" Hi -Hat Sound

Edge.. 112-34
13" Hi -Hat. 5923
14" Hi -Hat 63.07
15" Hi -Hat. 70.49
16" Crash, Med/Ride 40.25
18" Crash, Med/Ride 48.48
20" Crash, Med/Ride 60.11
22" Crash, Med/Ride 76.90
24" Crash, Med/Ride 92.71
18" China type. 70.08

20" China type 89.04
8" Bell cymbal 30.23
I I" Splash cymbal 35-96

Formula 602:
3" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge.

4" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge. . 105.69

5" Hi -Hat Sound
Edge. 11234

3" Hi -Hat. 7592
4" Hi -Hat. 8090
5" Hi -Hat. 9049
6" Thin. 5166
8" Thin. 6215

20" Thin. 7752
22" Thin. 9932
24" Thin 11944
18" Flat Ride Med. 70.10
20" Flat Ride Med. 89.05
18" China type 7010
20" China type. 89.05
No. I Seven Snd. set . 30.32
No. 2 Seven Snd. spt . 35.67
No.3 Seven Snd. set . 61.60
No. 4 Seven Snd. set . 70.08
No. 5 Seven Snd. set. 7008
No. 6 Seven Snd. set . 70.08
No.7 Seven Snd. set. 89.05
14" Joe Morello Hi -

Hat. 8897
17" Joe Morello 51.81
18" Joe Morello 59.08
20" Joe Morello 75 02
2" Finger Cymbals 6.88
22" Dark Ride 12916
Cup Chimes with

stand. 176.14
Dixie Cymbals:
14" Hi -Hat.
16" Hi -Hat.
18" Hi -Hat.
20" Hi -Hat.
Stambal:
14" Hi -Hat.
16" Hi -Hat.
18" Hi -Hat.
20" Hi -Hat.

Tom-toms: (single -headed)

T708 8" x 54"-"} Set 55.50T706 6" SI

T710 10" x 61,". 51.65
T712 12" x 8". 54.90
1713 13" x 9".. 54.90
1714 14" x 10". 63.55
1715 15" x 12". 85.30
1716 16" x 14". 86.30
Tom-toms: (double headed)
T722 12" x 8".. 54.90
T723 13" x 9".. 54.90
T724 14" x 10". 63.55
1625 15" x 12". 71.40
T734 14" x 14". 86.05
T736 16" x 16". 86.30
T739 18" x 16". 112.25

Snare drum stands:
Z5554. 52.30
Cymbal stands:
Z5224.
Z5227.
Z5228.
Z5229.
Cymbals:
Zymbor
Z1002 12" 610
Z 1003 13". 7.20
Z1005 14". 10.55
Z I 007 16* 13.30
Z1009 18*. 19.25
Z1011 20" 21.75
Turko:
Z2002 12"
Z2003 13"
Z2005 14"
Z2006 15"
Z2007 16".
Z2009 18"
Z201 1 20"

9691 Z2013 22".
Zyn:
272 12"
274 14"
275 15"
276 16"
278 18"
268S 18" sizzle
280 20"
2695 20" sizzle
282 22"

11-80
13-55
16.90
19.40
2250
29.45
38-40
48.95

480
7.40
8.80

10.40
14-85
15.75
16-90
17.30
20.25

HORN BY-SKEWES

TFL102. 75.00
TFL104 snare 19.95

HOSHINO
HSD500. 389.00
HC1-13. 295.00
HM300. 159.00
JK510 snare 4300
S480 Snare stand 26.00
H280 Hihat stand 33.50
T360 Drum stool 3300
C580B Boom stand 33.00

NORLIN

PEARL DRUM OUTFITS
6300/PFW 22" Bs 1373.00

2840 6300/SFW 22" Bs 952-00
20.07 630I/PFW 24" Bs 907.00
2539 630I/SFW 24" Bs 98400
33.25 6302/PFW 22" Bs 613.00

6302/SFW 22" Bs 678.00
6302/PF 22" Bs. 688.00
6302/SF 22" Bs. 742.00
6302/PNP 22" Bs 653-00
6302/SNP 22" Bs... 708.00
6304/PFW 24" Bs 638.00
6304/SFW 25" Bs 693.00
6304/SFW 25" Bs 704.00
6304/SF 24" Bs. 759.00
6304/P N P 24" Bs 66600
6304/SNP 24" Bs 72200
6312/PFW 24" Bs 557.00
6312/SFW 22" Bs 546.00
631 2/PF 22" Bs. 633.00
6312(SF 22" B. 671.00
631 2/PNP 22" Bs 603.00
6312/SNP 22" Bs 643.00
6314/PFW 24" Bs 591.00
6314/SFW 24" Bs 642.00
63 I 4/PF 24" Bs. 677.00
6314/SF 24" Bs 728.00
63I4/PNP 24" Bs 642.00
6314/SNP 24" Bs 642.00
6324/PW 24" Bs 529.00

541.85 6324/SW 24" Bs 571.00
650.00 6324/PFW 24" Bs 52900
717.05 6324/5 W 24" Bs 571.00
822,25 6324/PF 24" Bs. 603.00

6324/SF 24" Bs. 63300
6324/PNP 24" Bs 568.00
6324/SNP 24" Bs 610-00
6332/PFW 22" Bs 494-00
6332/SFW 22" Bs 525-00
6332/PF 22" Bs. 557-00
6332/SF 22" Bs. 589.00
6332/PNP 22" Bs 531.00
6332/SNP 22" Bs 562.00
6342/PW 22" Bs 440.00
6342/SW 22" Bs 468.00
6342/PFW 22" Bs 440.00

40.55
25.93
32-21
40.39

FLETCH ER,
COPPOCK
NEWMAN

KENT
N5201 Apollo 5.
N250I Superstar
N2501 Apollo 4.

229-00
295.00
156-00

HOHNER

SON OR
Outfits
X K994
X K925
XK926
X K946
X K925 rosewood 1078.45
XK92 12 Sound mchn 1354.25
Snare- drums:
D565 14" x 5-1".
D566 14" x 64"
D56I Acrylic.
Bass drums:
G3I8 18" x 14". 103.70
G370 20" x 14" 115-15
G322 22" x 14" 126-45
G324 24" x 14" 150.35

89.40
96.10
89.40

6342 iSFW 22" Bs 468.00
6342/PF 22" Bs. 496.00
6342/SF 22" Bs. 524-00
6355/PNP Concert

Tom -Toms. 429.00
6355/SNP Concert

Tom -Toms. 468-00
Snare Drums:
6356 Cust Metal

Snare 5 x 14". 51.00
6357 Cust Brass

Snare 5 x 14". 71.00
6358 Cust Brass

Snare 64 x 14" 71.00
Accessories:
6360 Bs Drm Pedal 25.75
6361 Hi -Hat stand 31.75
6362 Cymbal floor

stand. 16.00
6363 Snare Drum

stand. 18.25
34.40 6364 Cymbal Boom
16-40 stand. 30.75
69.70 6365 Drummer's
34.40 Stool 39-50

PEARL MAXWIN
Outfits:
6400 Stage -705 22"

Bs Drum. 245.00
6401 Stage -704 22"

Bs Drum 218-00
6402 Studio -504

Bs Drm 199.00
6403 Studio -503 20"

Bs Drm 126.00
Snare Drums:
6410 Snare Drum Kit

5 x 14, 12" 36.75
6411 Metal Snare

Drum, 5+ x 14",
Chrome. 31.00

6412 Wood Snare
Drum, 54 x 14". 27.75

6413 Wood Snare
Drum, 54 x 14" 23.50

Accessories:
6420 Bs Drm Pedal 12.00
6422 Hi -Hat Stand 13.00
6423 Cym Floor Std 7.25
6424 Snare Drm Std 8.25

TOSCO CYMBALS
14" Hi -Hats 38-00
15" Hi -Hats 40.00
16" Crash Ride. 2300
18" Medium Ride. 33.00
20" Medium Ride... 39.50

ORANGE

Single drum kit.... To order
Double drum kit ... To order

PREMIER
( VAT)

Snares:
33, 14 x 54"
35, 14 x 54"
36, 14 x 61"
1002, 14 x 54"
1005, 14 x 54"
1035, 14 x 54"
1036, 14 x 54"

2000, 14 x 54"
2001. 14 x 54"
2003, 14 x 54"
2005, 14 x 8".
2011, 14 x 4".
Outfits (w/out cymbals)

72.50
76-50
80.00
37-50
38-50
59.00
63.00
78-50
79-00
85-50
87.00
80.00

13202 w 22" BD. 40200
D202 w 24" BD. 414.00
201. 388-50
B201. 390.00
B203. 494.50
D203 50350
6204. 580.00
D204. 589-00
304. 488.50
B304. 490.00
0304 502.00
305. 535.50
B305. 537.00
D305 549.00
308. 573.50
B308. 575.00
D308 587-00
604. 473.00
B604. 474-00
D604 486-50
605. 563-00
8605. 564.50
D605 576.50
606. 704.00
B606 707.00
0606 731.00
717 w 20" BD 648.50
B717 w 22" BD. 650.00
D7I7 w 24" BD. 662.00
808 w 20" BD 865.50
8808 w 22" BD. 868-50
0808 w 24" BD. 892.50
1030 20" BD. 369-00
81030 22" BD 373.50

DI030 24" BD 378.50
1031 w 20" BD. 246.00
BI 031 w 22" BD 250-00
1033 w 20" BD. 292-00
B1033 w 22" BD 296-00
83304. 546.50
63305. 600.50
D3717 739.50
Bass Drums:
24, 28 x 14". 100.50
25, 24 x 14". 96.00
26, 26 x 14". 99.50
27, 18 x 12". 73.50
30, 20 x 14". 82.50
32, 22 x 14". 84.00
42, 22 x 14" 96.00
44,24 x 14". 105.00
150, 20" 6950
152,22" 74.00
I 54, 24" 79.00
161,20x 14" 61.00
163, 22 x 14" 63.50
170, 20 x 12" 54.50
171, 20 x 14" 55-00
173, 22 x 14" 59-00
175, 24 x 12" 64.00

Timbales:
531, 13 & I4x 6. 110-00
532,13 & 14 x 6. 102-00
531C.. 110-00
532C. 102-00

Tom -Toms:
12. 33.50
13. 36.50
14. 44.00
15. 51.00
16. 54.00
18. 57.00

333. 54.50
340. 60.00
342. 51 00
346. 77.00
348. 86.00
433, 13 *9" 48.50
435, 14 x 14". 63.50
436, 16 x 20". 76.50
440, 14 x 10". 54.00
442,12 x 8" 4450
444, 14 x 9" 51.00
445, 15 x 12". 61.50
446. 69-50
448, 18 x 16". 76.50
433, 13 x 8" 31-00
333 37-00
340 3900
346 53-00
435, 14 x 14" 44-50
440, 14 x 10" 39-50
441, 12 x 8". 23.00
442, 12 x 8". 29.50
445, 16 x 16" 37.50
446, 16 x 16" 46.50
448, 18 x 16" 4850

ROSE -MORRIS

LUDWIG
Outfits:
995 Jazzette 690-00
980 Super Classic 755-00
983 Hollywood . 860.00
1000 Mach IV. 935.00
1005 Mach V. 1050-00
2001 Octaplus 1699.95
2005 Quadraplus 1120-00
993 Pro Beat 1099-95
990 Deluxe Classic 785.00
989 Big Beat 899.95
985 Rock -Duo 1160-00
964 Super Big Beat 935.00
975 Triple Torn. 1065-00
1001 Rock Machine 950-00
1007 Smoke 'n Fire 970.00
2007 Overdrive. 1150-00
2003 Power Factory 1330.00
Snare Drums:
410 Supersensitive 5"
411 Supersensitive

64"
400 Supraphonic 5".
402 Supraphonic 64"
404 Acrolite.
405 Piccolo 3"
Stands and Fittings:
201 Speed King Pedal
205 Ghost Pedal
1130 Tubular Hi -Hat

stand.
1374 Tubular s/d stnd
1405 Tubular cymbal

stand.
1410 Tubular boom

stand.
1020 Tubular throne
Orchestral Drums:
942 12 x 8 Tom Tom

Super Classic.
94-4 13 x 9 Tom Tom

Super Classic.
946 14 x 10 Tom Tom

Super Classic.
947 15 x 12 Tom Tom

Super Classic.
948 14 x 14 Floor

Tom Tom Super
Classic.

189.95

191-95
123-95
129-95
89.95

113.95

42.95
59.95

49.95
40.95

36.95

49.95
39-95

104.95

108.95

112.95

119-95

950 16 x 16 Floor
Tom Tom Super
Classic. 156.95

952 18 x 16 Floor
Tom Tom Super
Classic. 180.95

954 20 x 18 Floor
Tom Tom Super
Classic . 210.95

497 6 x 54 Melodic
Tom Tc.m 46-95

488 8 x 54 Melodic
Tom Tom 48-95

489 10 x 6} Melodic
Tom Tom 60.95

461 12 x 8 Melodic
Tom Tom 70.95

462 13 x 9 Melodic
Tom Tom 78-95

463 14 x 10 Melodic
Tom Tom 84-95

464 15 x 12 Melodic
Tom Tom 97-95

465 16 x 14 Melodic
Tom Tom 109.95

920 20 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic.. 202-95

922 22 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic.. 217.95

924 24 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic.. 230.95

926 26 x 14 Bass
Drum Super
Classic.. 249.95

LATIN-AMERICAN
5485 Bongos (pr) 8.26
5484 Bongos (pr) 6.53
5475 Conga drum 30.23
5463 Conga drum 48-06
5481 Tuneable bongos

(pr). 15.15
5464 Tuneable bongos

(pr ). 36-88
5465 Bongos. 22-60
5452 Claves 7.00
5453 Wood Guiro 3.72
Sticks, Brushes,
Miscellaneous
190 Wire Brushes.. 2.95
190A Wire Brushes 2.95
191 Wire Brushes 2.95
19IA Wire Brushes 2.95
195 Wire Brushes 3.55
Hickory Sticks all

grades. 2.95
Hickory Nylon Tip

Sticks, all grades 3.45
MUSSER
M51 Kelon Portable

Xylophone. 899.95
M42 Kelon Elite

Xylophone. 749.95
M41 Kelon Piccolo

Xylophone (24
Oct.). 369-95

M39 Kelon Piccolo
Xylophone (2
Oct.) 489.95

M3I Kelon Windsor
Marimba. 1075.00

M6I Kelon Triette
Marimba. 719.95

M30 Brentwood
Marimba.. 1750.00

M250 Concert Grand
Marimba.. 2350-00

M150 Century
Marimba.. 2185-00

M75 Century Vib 2400.00
M55 Pro Viba 2030-00
M45 One Nites Vibe

(Variable Speed) 1850-00
CYMBALS
Avedis Zildjian Products
5241 8" 24-50
5242 10". 29.00
5243 13"... 39.00
5244 14". 45.00
5245 15". 48.00
5246 16". 51.00
5247 17". 56.00
5248 18". 61.00
5248WC 18" Wide

Cup.. 61.00
5248SW 18" Swish 71.50
5248 5 18" Sizzle 61.00
5248T 18" Tric 61,00
5248MC 18" Mini

Cup.. 61.00
5249 19". 67.00
5220 20". 74.00
5220SW 20" Swish 8L.00
5220P 20" Pang. 82.00
52205 20" Sizzle 73.50
5220MC 20" Mini

Cup.. 73.50
5261 21". 80.00
5221 22". 90.00
5221SW 22" Swish 98.00
Kenny Clarke Pairs
H i-Hats
5215 13" 14" pr. 84.00
5216 14" 15" pr. 93-00
New Beat and
Standard Hi -Hats

143.95 5243/2 13" pr 78.00

7152 22" bass drum.
7154 24" bass drum..
7442 12 x 8 tomtom..
7443 13 x 9 tom tom.
7440 14 x 10 tom tom
7446 16 x 16 floor

tom torn.
7448 18 x 16 floor

torn tom.
7035 14 x 54 snare
7033 14 x 54 wood -

shell snare
7521 bass drum pedal

5244/2 14" pr 90.00
5245/2 15" pr 96.00
5246/2 16" pr 102.00

Brilliant
4930 8" 31.00
5333 10" 35.00
5334 13". 41.00
5335 14". 45.00
5336 15". 51.00
5337 16". 54.00
5338 17". 57.00
5339 18" 67.50
5340 20". 79.50
5341 22". 96.00

ROSETTI

EMI HAMMA
880 Kit 524.95
W880 Kit (wood -

shell side drum) 524.95
770 Kit. 399-95
W770 Kit (wood -

shell side drum) 399-95
660 Kit 339-95
W660 Kit (wood -

shell side drum) 339.95
Drums and Accessories:

81.50
86.50
39.50
43.25
45.65

63-00

70-50
60.00

58-35
18-35

K ZILDJIAN
0" crash 24-00
3" hi hat 36-00
4" hi hat 43-00
6" hi hat 50-00
6" crash 50-00
8" crash/ride 62-00

20" crash/ride 72-00
22" crash /ride 89.00
ZMIR
2" 11-95
3". 13.95
4". 20.00
5". 21.50
6". 24.50
8". 30.95

20". 38.95
22". 55.00
BRONZE 880
13", 10.75
14". 13-50
16". 15.50
18". 24.50
20". 28.95
18" Flat. 24.50
20" Flat. 28.95
18" Swish 24.50
20" Swish 28-95
20" Pang. 28.95

SUM MERFIELD

TAMA
'IMPERIAL STAR
DRUMS
8993 Saturn 12t I

Drum otfts 1160-73
8987 'Saturn 7' On

otft. 740-95
8909 'Mars 9' Drm

otft. 1055.51
8908 'Mars 8' Drm

otft. 893.76
8906 'Mars 6' Drm

otft. 802.70
8905 'Mars 5' Drm

otft. 636-41
8805 'Mars 05' Drm

otft. 597.76
8804 'Mars 04' Drm

otft. 540.05
8705 'Mercury 5'

Drm otft 572.22
8704 'Mercury 4'

Drm otft 490.58
8520 Bs Drm w/spurs 110-87
8522 Bs Drm w/spurs 125-46
8524 Bs Drm w/spurs 135-37
8526 Bs Drm w/spurs 143.26
8534 Floor Tom Tom

w/legs. 80.04
8536 Floor Tom Tom

w/legs.. 86.25
8538 Floor Tom Tom

w/legs. 93.92
8588 Snare Drm w/

tone cont 127.90
8688 Snare Drm w/

tone conc 142-49
8585 Snare Drm w/

tone cont 98.74
8685 Snare Drm w/

tone cont 111.16
100



8555 Snare Drm
tone cont

8512 Tom Tom w/
tone cont

8513 Tom Tom w/
tone cont

8514 Tom Tom w/
tone cent

8515 Tom Tom w/

8562

51.85

54.99

63.64

Tom w/hldr
8566 Concert Tom

Tom w/hldr
8569 Concert Tom

Tom set
8570 'Augustar' Tom

Tom Concert set
6898 Concert Tom

Tom stnd
tone cent 68.10 6910 Stage Star Snare

6899 Double Tom stnd..
Tom stand. 33-56 6912 Stage Star Cym

8556 Concert Tom stnd.
Tom w/hldr 2379 6914 Stage Star Cym

8558 Concert Tom stnd..
Tom w/hldr 24.98 6915 Stage Star Hi -

8560 Concert Tom Hat stnd.
Tom w/hldr 30.35 6895 'Stage King' Hi -

8562 Concert Tom Hat stnd.
Tom w/hldr 35-73 6890 'Stage King'

8568 Concert Tom Snare Drm stnd
Tom set 174.73 6892 'Stage King'

8563 Concert Tom Cym stnd
Tom w/hldr 37.12 6893 'Stage King'

8564 Concert Tom Cym stud
Tom w/hldr 43.33 6894 'Stage King'

8565 Concert Tom Cym stnd

46-88

5289

24423

41895

3210

34.05

31.40

39-77

42.70

38.66

31.05

27-14

27.91

34.68

6870 'Stage Master'
Snare Drm

6872 'Stage Master'
Cym stnd

6875 'Stage Master'
Hi -Hat stnd

6790 'Stage King'
Drummer's throne

6740 'Hi -Beat' Drm
pedal..

6681 Single Tom Tom
hldr.

6682 Double Tom
Tom hldr

6675 Double Concert
Tom Tom hldr

6580 Bass Drum spurs
6552 Tone control
6080 Drum Sticks -

F, 5A, 7A & Rock
105

6082 Drum Sticks -
2B & 5B

6090 Drum Sticks w/
nylon -FN SAN.
7DN.

6092 Drum Sticks w/
2652 nylon-2BN &

5BN.
19-54

32 87

4305 7917 Drum outfit. 591.42
7925 Drum outfit 460-74
7924 Drum outfit 40624

29.93 7955 Drum outfit 44836
7954 Drum outfit. 406-20

16.82 7805 Drum outfit-- 552 4
7804 Drum outfit 49335

22.68 7904 Drum outfit. 342.82
7520 Bs Drm w/spurs 93 52

16.12 7522 Bs Drm wispurs 106.48
8.02 SA7520 Bs Drm w/
2.20 spurs. 93-50

SA7522 Bs Drm w/
spurs. 106 48

146 TD7822 Bs Drm w/
spurs. 147-30

1.57 7534 Floor Tom Tom
w/legs. 65.87

7536 Floor Tom Tom
137 w/legs. 70.89

1.67

'ROYAL STAR' DRUMS

SA7534 Floor Tom Tom set 169-98
Tom w/legs 65-87 7563 Concert Tom

SA7536 Floor Tom Tom w/hldr 36.42
Tom w/legs 70.89 7564 Concert Tom

TD7836 Floor Tom Tom w/hldr 42-98
Tom w/legs 104.46 7565 Concert Tom

7512 Tom Tom w/ Tom w/hldr 45.63
tone cont. 40.05 7566 Concert Tom

7513 Tom Tom w/ Tom w/hldr 51-78
tone coat 42.00 7569 Concert Tom

SA7512 Tom Tom w/ Tom set. 241.02
tone cont 40-05 7570 Concert Tom

SA7513 Tom Tom w/ Tom 8 -pc set 411.00
tone cont 42-00 7588 Snare Drm wl

TD78 I 2 Tom Tom w/ tone coat 57-22
tone cent 47.73 7576 Snare Drm w/

TD7813 Tom Tom w/ tone cont 44.80
tone cont 5408 SA7576 Snare Drm

7556 Concert Tom witone cont. 44-80
Tom w/hldr 23.10 TD7876 Snare Drm

7558 Concert Tom w/cone cont 51-70
Tom w/hldr 24-21 6880 'Hi -Ace' Snare

7560 Concert Tom Drum stnd. 27.77
Tom w/hldr 28.80 6882 'Hi -Ace' Cymbal

7562 Concert Tom stnd.. 20-79
Tom w/hldr 33.91 6885 'Hi-Ace'Hi-Hat

7568 Concert Tom stnd w/die cast pedal 31.05

KEYBOARDS

BALDWIN

Models:
I 24A..
EIO .
1248.
124BC.
EIOR..
E1OL.
E1OLR.
125A.
EIOLB..
EIOLB.
130A.
130AC.
126
130D..
130DC
56A...
560
711
CTIOOA.
CTIOOD..
CTIOOD.
C630..
4E
210D
PR200A
C620
E110 (Piano)
E105 (Piano)
Cabinets:
3ET.
3S
3PR.
3ETE..

RDI5OW 1099 00
RDI50W hand con-

trol. 1075 0

TBA C.B.S. ARBITER

BOOSEY Et
HAWKES
(ELECTROSON ICS)

Cavendish 750 465.00
Cavendish 1000. 549-00
Cavendish 1500. 720-00
Cavendish 2000. 805.00
Cavendish Portable II 995-00
Sonorous Speakers
601. 425-00
602 560-00

BRODR
JORGENSEN

ROLAND
Rhythm Units:
TR 33 Rhythm box 190.00
TR 55. 235.00
TR 66 w/auto rhy 235.00
TR 77. 349.00
Keyboards
SH 1000 Syn 635.00
SH3A Syn 649.00
SH 2000 Syn 769.00
SH 5A Syn. 999.00
System 100 1686.00
System 700 1355600
EP 20 Elec piano 455-05
EP 30 Elec piano 599.00
RS 202 String. 659.00
HP762. 1134.10
HP862. 1215-69
MP700. 1072.00
MP700 amp. 1522.00
VK6 organ. 2499.00
VK9 organ. 4499-00
REVO SYSTEMS
RD 150. 975.00
RD150 hand control 949.00

Rhodes Suitcase
Piano, 88 note 900.55

Rhodes Suitcase
Piano, 73 note 818.40

Rhodes Stage Piano,
88 note 981-15

Rhodes Stage, Piano,
73 note 818-40

Super Satellite
Power Spkrs 899-00

Rhodes Piano Bass 457-25
Vox Concord organ 232-50
Pianovox 216-61

J. T. COPPOCK
ELGAM
I049R w Rthm. 199.00
2049R w Rthm. 250-00
13 -note Pedal board

for Portables. 47-00
Match 7C 65.00
Match 12C. 75-00
237 Console 470-00
237C w/recdr 615-00
244 Console 730.00
244C w/recdr 840.00
Ringo w rthm 13900
3049 R. 325-00
Melody WA 375-00
Melody.. 470.00
Symphony WA. 439.00
Talisman. 98000
Talisman S.  825.00
240 560.00
Crystal.. 750-00
Crystal C. 87000
Royal. 130000
Snoopy piano. 170-00
Broadway 444 1050-00
Cosmic 333 770.00
Mistral 655.00
Serenade 350-00
Fantasy.. 29900
Symphony. 530-00
610R.. 44500

ELKA ORLA

X705 2420.28
X55 P Portable. 1160.17
Concorde 602 1432.88
Capri 101 P 512.95
Capri 10IC 512.95
Elkapiano 88. 302.33
Elkarhapsody 490. 36880
Preludio 22L. 106329
Elkarhapsody 610 607-73
El kasoloist 505. 369.31
Elka 'Sring Bass'

Pedal board 73.18
Crescendo 303. 1725.64
Artist 606. 2061.69
Artist 707. 2905.86
Rm.I00 amp. 303-82
Elkatone 610PR. 592-17
Elkatone 615PRS 734.83
Elkavox 77P 1741.72

FARFISA

Balfour.. 475.95

Beaumont. 66460
Belgrave. 875-76
Balmoral. 965.76
Berkeley. 1237.48
Beresford 1594-01
Buckingham. 1998-74
Church 25. 1296.00
Church 5 37384
Pro Duo. 1051.74
VIP 600 873.96
Pro Elec Piano 476-85
Transivox TX I. 1013-53
Transivox TX2 109661
Transivox TXIOM.. 1134-82
Scandalli 137. 34227
Scandalli XIV. 428-67
Scandalli Super IV.. 440-30
Scandalli Super VI.. 586.51
Polyfonico XIV. 438.64
A25I Cordovox 3346-30
Model Super IV. 440-31
Model Super VI. 549-96
Syntorchestra. 470-76
Cordovox A2I0 981-25
Cordovox CG6. 2193-75
Cordovox A250 2475-00
AMPLIFIERS
RSC 350. 747.68
RSC 180. 377.16
OR 200 505-10
TR 70. 265.84

HAMMOND
Super Dolphin 9722

KM . 929.00
Super Dolphin 9822

KM. 1161-00
Super Dolphin 9922K 1610.00
Phoenix 1222 1937-00
8022 1961-00
8122 2934.00
Aurora 8222 3433 00
Monarch 16322. 4591 -00
Grandee 11222 5751 00
Concorde 2307. 7165.00
Sounder I 431 00
Sounder 111. 815.00
X5 1475-00
A/V64. 269.00

HOHNER

Clavinet D6 495.00
Planet T 345.85
KORG
700S 497 95
770. 474.55
800DV. 836.80
VCF. 97-35
Bass synth. 337.70
Pre-set synth. 528-50
Poly I ensemble 867.85
Poly II ensemble 945-85
Multi -effects. 59-85
Tuning trainer. 85.75
Rhythm trainer. 83-60
Pianos
K I.. 255.70
K2.. 499.75
K4. 299.75
Bass 2. 199.50
Stand. 34-90
Piano lees 26-10

HORNBY-SKEWES

3718P Rainbow Reed
Organ. 65-00

EKO Electronic chord
organs
3161 Auto Tivoli I 8A 179-00
3162 Tivoli Elite 29900
Portable organs
3260 EKO New Tiger

49 375-00
3261 EKO New Tiger

61 475-00
3262 EKO New Tiger

Duo. 525-00
Electronic Console Organs
3201 Tivoli 49R. 145-00
3042 EKO Altair 549.00
200MPH Crumar

Rapide 435-00
3002 EKO Majestic 1435.00
3007 EKO Coliseum 1875-00
Electronic Piano
RP 10 Crumar Road-

runner 249-00
RP20 Crumar Road -

racer 320-00
TREP Rotary speaker 1055-00
Add-on Electronic
Keyboard
10.026 Logan String

Melody II 549-00

KEMBLE

YAMAHA
CP30 895.00
CP70 2250.00
CS50.. 1125.00
CS60. 1950-00
CS80.. 3985 00
A0112T. 265-00
A4115H 399-00
52115H 268-00
P2100. 333 00

KENTUCKY
201 Challenger 930.00
301 Explorer. 1230-00
101 Adventurer 1650.00
400 Petit 4 . 335.00
1001 Sound Processor

36 370-00
500 Chester 575-00
525 Winchester 850-00

LIVINGSTON

Chorister 6IMB 46900
Abbey Chapel 728.00
Abbey Chapel 800-00
Chorale 30. 1240.00
Chorister 2-69. 1750-00
Custom Instruments

from 2850.00
SPEAKER CABINETS
2 Chan Wall Cab 150-00
3 Chan Wall Cab 180-00
2 Chan Stnd Cab

(Pedals only). 150.00
2 Chan Stnd Cab

(5 ft) 150.00
3 Chan Stnd Cab

(5 ft) 180.00
EXTRAS (Op)
Melodic Bs 51.00
Rev (Echo) 45.00
Encl/Unencl Sw 10.00
Add Express Ped 51.00

Headpho Sock'
Headpho (Ster/Mon)

From.

MACARI

10.00 135 Falcon 559-00
155 Rapier 629-00

6.00 160 Le Grande
Royale. 799-99

165 Sabre. 945-00

EMS Synthi AKS 961 20
EMS V.C.S.3. 810 00
EMS D.K.2 Keyboard 248-40
Sola Compact-

elecpno . 175.00

NORLIN

LOWREY
Orch Holiday I

Genie. 2668.00
Symp Holiday

Genie. 328200
Magic Genie. 795.00
Debut. 795.00
Carnival. 985-00
Encore 1350-00
Jamboree. 1799.00
Jubilee 2200-00
Coronation 4515-00
Contempo 80 4604-00

184 Troubadour 1229.00
263 Cameo Royale I 11040
265 Cameo Supreme 1499.00
84 Troubadour 1110.00

267 Californian Quad 2159.00
287 Californian

Theatre. 2765-00
371 Monticello w

Moog Synthesizer . 2559.00
372 Monticello

Theatre w Moog
synthesizer 2749 00

871 Celebrity Royale
w Moog synthe-
sizer 5399-00

2001 Odyssey 3349-00
1055 Synti synthesizer

w pre sets. 449.00
652 Cordovox port-

able (with stand) 949-00
284 Californian de-

luxe.. 2485-00

Promenade 6450.00
Celebration.. 8750-00 WOODS
MOOG SYNTHESISERS
Mini -Moog. 1150.00
Sonic Six 1166-00
Taurus Pedal Synth 65900
Micro -Moog. 648-00

ROSE -MORRIS

250 lntersound. 109500
330 Avon, with rthm 149.95
Synthesisers
281 Mini-Korg 700S 497.95
279 Mini-Korg 800 836-80
277 Korg Bass 337.70
301 Korg Preset 528.50
306 Korg Polyphonic 867.85
305 Korg Tuning

Trainer 8575
307 Korg Polyphonic

II . 94585
308 Korg 770. 474-55
303 Korg 700 stand 39.50
307 Korg 800 stand 3950

ROSETTI

9700 MX30
9701 Rockyboard...

425.00
399.95

STATESIDE

ARP
Axxe. 589-00
Odyssey... 992.00
2600 1976-25
Pro/DGX 837.00
Omni 1298.13
Little Brother 294-50
Sequencer. 558.00
Minus Noise Mixer 581-25

THOMAS

1129 Cavalier

Condor T 384-75
Condor Duo 467.43
Imperative. 1146-96
Personal Duo 558-90
President.. 780-84
Syntex 690-18
Vedette 273.78
K.O. 413-10
Symphony Stereo 612-36
MG.40 T. 421.87
New Festival. 514-68
Fiesta. 572.06
SM 3300 BS 1020-93
SM 3300 BL 1095.18
Melodic 240S. 1061.43
Melodic 240L. 1134-00
Prestige 340S. 1393.87
Prestige 365L 2111-62
Gran Festival. 685-12
Gran Fiesta 826.87

WURLITZER

305. 480.73
320 686-25
360. 859-50
375. 1098-00
400 1123.87
415. 1357-87
542 1588.50
545D 1472.75
555D 1957.50
605. 2505.37
800 2747.25
802 2747-25
805 3244.50
4700 4432.37
200 Electronic piano 551.25
429 Adventurer 991-00
Pianos:
M106. 1081.04
2109 713-88
2126 Fruitwood 851-08
2126 !tat, prov. walnut 905-04
2850 988.20

419.00 270 Butterfly. 977-00
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Personal Ads
Would you like to buy or sell any musical instruments? Join, or find a member for, a group? Find a songwriting partner? If so,
send your request to Personal Ads, Beat Instrumental Songwriting & Recording, lB Parkfield Street, London, N1 and
we'll do our best to include it as soon as possible. Remember, Personal Ads are completely FREE OF CHARGE!

GUITARIST, 25, competent but
inexperienced wishes to join/form band
in W. London area. Phone Dave on 567-
0844.

GUITAR /VOCAL/WRITER seeks bass,
drums, keyboard and sax. Pro outlook.
Virtuoso ability unnecessary. Pat, 77a
Southwell Rd., Mansfield, Notts.

WANTED: good drummer to join two 17
year olds about to record demo of our
own material later in June. Must live in
Bournemouth area. Please write to Chris
Broom, Court House, Canford Magna,
Wimborne, Dorset.

GUITARIST wants to join group - or
anything that moves. Also have songs
and can sing. Neil Ferguson, 60 Victoria
Street, Hemsworth, Pontefract, West
Yorkshire.

WANTED: composer to write music for
lyrics. Must live in Leicester area. Mike
King, 1 Harris Green, Leicester Forest
East, Leciester.

HAYMAN 30/30, maple neck, sycamore
body, incredible action. Nice axe - £100.
Ring 01-698-7728 after 7 p.m. and ask for
Simon.
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WANTED: male/female vocalist for rock
band into Rush/Free etc. Own equipment
not required. Telephone Wakefield
892058.

COMPETENT DRUMMER and bass
player urgently required to complete
heavy/rhythm Et blues unit. Early Stones,
Feelgood etc. Enthusiasm and dedication
essential. Phone Andy at Quainton
(Bucks) 466.

MISS MERIT LEWSLEY is desparate to
learn to play the guitar but can't find
anyone in the Fareham area of Hampshire
who will teach her. Any potential
teachers can get in touch with her at 3
Knowle Cottages, Knowle, Fareham,
Hants.

DRUMMER Et BASS PLAYER: tight,
experienced and with transport available
for gigs - and interested in
forming /slotting into enthusiastic semi-
pro band. Knocked out by Doobies, 10cc,
Average Whites. Ring Sean on Basildon
45458.

KEYBOARD PLAYER with ability and
reasonable gear wanted for talented band
aged 17-20. Original material and view to
professional work soon. Influences

include Steely Dan, Pink Floyd, Zeppelin
etc. 544-9597.

YAMAHA P.A. SYSTEM - EM150
mixer/amp, versatile, portable, superb
quality: 150 watt stereo amp, 6 channels
each switchable for mic-inst.-line,
individual E.G., reverb, volume, pan for
each channel; 7 band graphic equaliser to
shape your sound and control feedback;
auxiliary input and monitor facilities etc.
tec. Two S0112T column speakers with
12", 10" and four tweeters. £550 o.n.o.
Phone Steve on Barnsley (02261464.37.

FOR SALE: Texan Jumbo acoustic guitar
in good condition: £30 o.n.o. plus Sakai 6
string solid body electric, red/black
lacquer £25 o.n.o. Contact C. Furlong,
Wakefield 65204.

DRUMMER required for anateur rock
band - own kit essential, Thurrock area.
Ring Andy, Grays Thurrock 5806
between 6 and 10 p.m.

FOR SALE: RICKENBACKER 4001 stereo
bass. Excellent condition £300 o.n.o.
Telephine 01-490-4600 extension 3
(daytime). Karen.

GIBSON SB400 bass guitar for sale. Rare
twin p/u bass, finished in white. Long
scale rosewood neck. Hardsheel case
included for £195. Phone Sean on
Basildon 45458.

INDEPENDENT RECORD COMPANY
require country music artists and cabaret
acts. Send SAE, tapes, demos, plus
photos and worksheets to Mayfair
Record Co, 20 Harold Close, Beachlands,
Pevensey Bay, Sussex BN24 6SL.

PROGRESSIVE LEAD GUITARIST
looking for original minded musicians! I'm
coming from California to stay in Europe
and am looking for a very good keyboards
/ synths / bass (prefer fretless) - have
Marshall, Hiwatt, Gibson etc. I'm 19,
have 11 years experience, into jazz-rock,
progressive jazz etc. Looking for
somewhere to ship and hold all my
equipment - leaving the US in June.
Please help! Tel: 213-695-4844, or cable
Dael Hayskins, 5421 Zola Avenue, Pico
Rivera, Claifornia 90660.



Introducing Ike
All New SABRE'
Guitar!

Try our ALL -NEW ORIGINAL that takes up where the old
originals left off.

What's so new, you say? Just look
How about great sustain and light weight at the same time?

Impossible? Try it. You have to play it to believe it!
And a lever switch for pickup selection that's positioned for

fast action. Not new, you say? Well, how about a phase reversal
switch that works no matter what position the lever switch is in?
Now that's new!

How many humbuckers have you ever played that didn't
crowd your finger picking style? Check the SABRE'STM super
narrow humbucker design and all the free picking space that's
left between them.

And who but Music Man would go to the trouble to design
two different width pickups? The string passes directly over the
center of each large -diameter magnet on both pickups! Bend that
string all you want and there's no drop -out from the string
leaving the magnet. That's the kind of attention to detail that
you would expect from people with our experience.

Don't overlook the heavy cast brass bridge. That's where the
sustain comes from. And the special design (patent applied for)
which creates a recessed well for six stainless steel bridge
sections, each individually adjustable for string height and
length. And each one has internal adjustment screws that won't
interfere with your picking and muting techniques.

With all this, you get the micro -powered preamp which gives
you separate bass and treble controls as well as a bright switch
and low impedance output. This means you can run the volume
control at one or two and the tone doesn't change-no treble
loss. And you can run a 50 -foot cord if need be-still no treble
loss.

Yes, those old originals may have been the best thing around
for a long time, but take a look at some of the other things
we've done. . . .

We had our tuning keys manufactured to our specifications by
H. Schaller under our Patent Number 4046050. A tapered
string post design forces the strings to lie flat against the head,
improving the string tension over the nut. And the nut, itself, is
rock -hard Melamine for long wear and precise notching.

To make sure you're comfortable with our new axe, it comes
with a choice of necks. If you like jumbo frets and a flat finger
board for easy string bending, try the SABRE ITM. If you prefer
an oval finger board (71/2 " radius) for comfortable, untiring,
country -style fingering, play the SABRE IITM

If we don't have your attention by now, keep looking for one
of those old originals. . . .with half the performance at twice the
price! And, yes, we almost forgot-SABRESTM are made in the
U.S.A. by the people most experienced when it comes to
building originals!

MUSIC MAN, INC.
The experience people.

P.O. Box 4589
Anaheim, CA 92803

UK and Eire Distributors
Music Man Division
STRINGS & THINGS Ltd. 20 Chartwell Road
Churchill Industrial Estate
Lancing, W. Sussex BN15 8TU
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